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The Concordance Base material for Paul’s 1st Letter to The Thessalonians 
     (Issue: 31 Dec. 2009)     1st Rev. 15 Nov.  2013     2nd Rev. 19 Aug. 2015     4th Rev. 01 Feb. 2021 
 
The Aim of this document is to:- 

1.  Produce The Prime Reference Standard – most faithful  to The Original Greek for  reasoning/enquiring  minds. 
2.  Introduce The World back to  “1st Century Christianity”  as first taught by Jesus and is yet  never  taught today. 
3.  Show  specifically where  “Christianity”  of today is so vastly different to what The Bible really teaches us. 
4.  Explain to the  lowest detail  explicitly how Yahweh's Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation operates. 
5.  Give an  analytical  translation to The World that can be trusted to become  “The Disclosing Truth”  for study. 
6.  Become  The One-Stop  Oasis for The Real Knowledge sourced by Yahweh – bypassing what is given elsewhere. 
7.  To discover what The Almighty God,  Yahweh,  is really teaching Mankind,  and thus,  repudiates  “Religion”. 
8.  To  entirely remove all  “mystique and mystery”  within which Religious Leaders wallow for  “People Control”. 
9.  To  cause vociferous debate  and thus,  bring to The Fore within peoples' minds just how important is this subject! 

The appendix lists my primary sources to aid this most faithful translation. 
 

The Concordance section is given to bring the text alive showing us how Yahweh is using His Word to guide and teach us 
today – rather than to be pushed away from us today, where some leaders consider themselves as being  “wise and 
sophisticated”  supposedly not requiring guidance from an old era.  Sadly, we all need this guidance,  even more so today! 
The  “Brown Font”  is for my Electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  located at the Section Headers and given to assist the 
reader in discovering the depth of Bible content,  thereby making it so very different to  all  other worldly  “master”  
religious documents.  No  world religion can offer this depth and authority that just oozes out from the text – which gives 
“The Knowledge”  offered a quantum jump from anything that  this world  can offer! 

Allegory = description of one thing under the image of another. 
Comment = a statement and/or a rhetorical question Paul makes in his letter/epistle. 
Good News = (1) something for us to be aspiring towards, and/or (2) wonderful future prospect. 
Instruction = something that Christians are to be fulfilling in their lives to become TCs. 
Prophecy (to include “prophetic”) = prediction; public interpretation of scripture; instruction. 
Reasoning = explanation behind the given instruction/comment/prophecy. 
Warning = injurious to the  health/wellbeing  of a human. 

Note:  A couple of examples termed  “prophecies”  are more like  “words of advice to yield a result”  but given to keep the 
headings uncomplicated – and entice the reader to thoroughly consider the depth of the following subject matter. 
The point of this piece is not to contest there may only be 39 “allegories” to the 40 stated or that a  “reasoning”  should be 
classified as an  “instruction”  (and likewise with the other headings)  –  but they have been given to expose the many 
examples buried within the text,  enabling personal contemplation upon what is read without missing the important wealth 
of material given for our consideration! 
Furthermore,  I include  “one liners”  as  “parables”  under the strict definition of parable  (as “a comparison”) because 
these can be so easily ignored as we witness in the exceedingly substandard teaching given by  worldly Christian leaders, 
 

The Thrust of  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  is twofold,  firstly it is directed to  elect/select  144000 
(Rev.14v1-4) grouping of people for God’s name/character/authority as “The 1st Part” of God’s Plan for Human Salvation,  
requiring  “The Early Adopters”  to become The Future World Leaders.  This is a special grouping of people  (1Pet.2v9, 
Isa.66v8)  proven  to have  precisely imitated Jesus Christ  (to the very best of their ability)  during the following Gospel 
Age,   that only  God/Yahweh  knows how long it shall be,  Matt.24v36  because of Matt.20v23.   Secondly,  “The Real 
Gospel”  teaches The World in fine detail of the future  “New World Order”  of The Millennium and how  all  resurrected 
people of the last some 6000 years  can  be personally successful as  “The Late Adopters” within its  “new operating 
procedures”.  This  “New System”  cannot  occur now  but will  only  occur  when Yahweh achieves His 144000 elected 
individuals from out of The Gospel Age.   Presently,  religious leaders who  were/are  false to this duty  were/are  those 
who claim to represent Yahweh being The Pharisees  prior to JC’s ministry and the  worldly Christian Leaders  after JC’s 
ministry.  The Religious Leaders are instructed to set  “The Correct Example”  (which is now to precisely imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle)  that the worldly leaders of Politics and Commerce are supposed to follow,  except the religious leaders 
imitate them,  by wholly misappropriating God’s Word to suit their own desires!   People spiritually inhabiting The World 
of Politics and Commerce for its personal rewards  are completely ignored  by Yahweh,  they form  no active part in  
bringing forth  The Millennium that finishes  “The 2nd Part”  of Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan of Human Salvation”  (to 
complete  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”,  Luke.4v19 – see glossary).  Thus,  the vast majority of allegories and 
prophecies in The Bible have  no relevance to worldly people of today  –  being true on both sides of the equation! 
The allegories and prophecies of today are  only  specifically related to  “Christians”  who claim to represent Yahweh  by 
having a working knowledge of Yahweh’s Word.  Sadly, virtually all representatives choose to do  “their own  (worldly) 
thing”,  and thus, personally make themselves  “unelectable”  for a place in the 144000 grouping, and thus,  renege on their 
personal  “Contract”  with Yahweh,  which is  “to imitate Jesus and receive what he obtained”  by means of Anointing! 
People outside the 144000  “Early Adopters”  will only bump into Bible prophecies as and when these prophecies become 
progressively fulfilled throughout The Gospel Age,  of which very many are being fulfilled  now  at The Gospel Age close,  
because  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs is almost complete,  for  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6).    
It is  crucial to understand – The Bible is drawing out  “The Early Adopters”  and gives future options for everyone else. 
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Some important shorthand regularly used in the subsequent text: 
JC = Jesus Christ in a fleshly DNA body,      JCg = Jesus Christ in a heavenly body exceeding human comprehension! 
HS = Holy Spirit  (Spirit of/to/the Holy)        TC = True Christian.                                          CA = Copyist’s Addition 
{...} = one Greek word                                    .../... = several English renderings of the same Greek word 
1st 2nd C  =  “The 1st time of JC’s  2nd Coming”    =  “The 1st Resurrection”  to yield of the 144000 TCs  “First Fruits” 
2nd 2nd C  =  3.5 years after the 1st 2nd C to complete The Great Tribulation and bring in The Millennium  (Rev.19v16-21). 
(see Glossary on all these terms – where they are all carefully explained)       og = Original Greek 
 
Note:  This translation is commutative, -  meaning it is  so precisely accurate  to enable a near perfect translation back to 
the original Greek including nuances.  That is something that  cannot  be said  of modern-day translations;  many are 
human interpretations at crucial locations   and thus,  loose the original 2nd level meaning lying just beneath the more 
accessible high level  (of which these  interpretations  then severely distort at key doctrinal positions within the text).   
By consequence,  I was forced to create the  “Prime Reference Standard”  for analytical study of which I now present,  
together with exegesis in the  inter-verse  commentaries to shake The World from its present misdirection!    
To combat the mass corruption by  charlatan Christian Leaders,  I was compelled to plug the missing gaps within  “God’s 
(named “Yahweh”)  Word”  to expose what  was  truly in the scribe’s mind for the reader to understand Yahweh’s Mind.   
This precise amplified translation is structured this manner: 

Environmental Context for next section – are given in this font and colour 
Exact Translation is the      “Text in this font” 
   (Text in this font are the words buried within the original Greek words) 
   [= Text in this font enclosed in square brackets are helpful additions] 

Paul’s  epistle/letter  corroborated by The Old Testament citations  (and supportive instruction). 
The English amplified translation is the      “= Text in this font and colour” 
Standard English translation in this Text/Font [background highlight]  and  (local  word/phrase  explanation in this  Text/Font)  

Thus, I have constructed an  analytical translation  together with the understanding behind the original “Word of God”. 
It will cause much  “heart searching”  and  “consternation”  within The World as it draws out precisely what Yahweh is 
teaching us  –  there is no escape  –  are we prepared to imbue this “new wine – or do we prefer the old?”  Luke.5v39. 

Be prepared to be  winnowed/audited:  “Are we with JC gathering or against JC dispersing?”  Matt.12v30. 
 
Important Note   Under the Standard Gaussian Distribution Curve of any population  (furthermore,  within any generation)  we realise there are  
   1. (Few)  Christian Leaders who fulfil Yahweh’s Desire within their life  (at one end of the Gaussian Distribution Curve).   
   2. There are (very many)  worldly Christian Leaders who are mediocre  (wayward and passive to varying degrees in the middle).   
   3. There are (numerous)  iniquitous Christian Leaders distorting Yahweh’s perfect Word for their own glory (having the same future as Judas Iscariot).    
I will not state who is in which grouping  (though obvious when personally having  accurate  Bible knowledge),  but it is  incumbent upon the reader  to  
personally  audit  their leader against specifically what The Bible teaches us regarding Christian Leadership.   Else, you have what you ultimately desire  
(“birds of a feather flocking together” under the leader of their choice, 2Tim.4v3-4,  and flocks responding to the robber's voice,  of John.10v1-9)! 
Long overdue within this World  -  this website  “FutureLife.Org”  as a culmination of very many 10,000’s of my personal man-hours,  gives freely to  
The Reader the  knowledge,  understanding  and thus,   The Tools  to  carry-out  the most effective  audit  upon your Christian Leader to see if  he/she  
is  (1) a TC,  (2) a worldly Christian Leader or  (3) charlatan Christian Leader!   

Would you like to take up the offer?  -  Then please read on … …  -  to gain  “The Tools”! 
“Sons of God”  is only terminology –  both  men/women  can be  “sons of God”  noting upon resurrection there is no gender  (Matt.22v30, Luke.20v36); 
gender is only required “to fill the Earth” (Gen.1v28, 9v1)  once it has occurred as foreknown by Yahweh for The Eternity,  then The Gospel Age closes. 
 
Please note my translation rules  
“The” as a masculine “he” is retained as “the”,  and I have added  “(person [individual’s name])”  thereby  (1) keeping everything  gender neutral, and 
thus,  more applicable today,  (2) the individual’s  reference/title  is given as a useful pointer for the reader,  else interpretation of text can be difficult. 
Words (for example) “For” and “And”  generally should be brought forward by one Greek word in the Literal Translation  (“og”).   
Certain words  (for example)  “and”, “also”, “but”, “both”, “through”,  etc.,  mean  specifically as stated.  I have  not   forced-in  an interpretation! 
“The Article” nominative or accusative is retained as “the”,  I have not forced an  interpretation  of an  “a”  into the text,  I allow the reader this option. 
“Ho Theos” nominative ( T/the G/god’)  is translated as  “T/the {S/specific G/god}” is context applicable,  I give the local reasons as to why this is done 
Plural “yourselves” buried within a word is translated as “you”  to keep the sentences shorter,  but plural is maintained for “specifically yourselves”. 
Everything that is humanly possible has been done to  retain  “The Integrity”  of the  original  Greek Understanding,  thereby being  wholly transparent! 
To achieve this,  I have been driven to ensure this translation is commutative,  inasmuch The Original Greek can be derived from my English translation. 
Finally,  a translation expresses both  competence and motive,  I trust mine expresses  “The Absolute Truth”  as desired by Yahweh and to further that 
desire,  then I welcome  all  scholarly input so that we together,  can bring any word within this translation  ever closer  to what was in the scribe’s mind. 
 
 
 
Paul’s 1st letter to the  Thessalonians:      Issue date: 02 Aug 2007 
     (Revised: 28 Dec. 2009)     2nd Rev.  Nov. 2013    3rd Rev. 19 Aug. 2015     4th Rev. 01 Feb. 2021 
 
1st Comment – The Ecclesia of Thessalonica operated faithfully to Yahweh’s Desire and to that of JC as God's Word. 
1st Reasoning – Paul considers there to be two Entities, and Both exist at the time of writing –  else why the separation? 
1st Good News – Paul states  “gift/favour/benefit”  sourced by Yahweh and delivered through The Lord JC as JCg. 
1st Instruction – Gifts/favours/benefit are  (1) things assisting a person to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (to spread The Gospel),  
(2) being knowledge to keep us safe from Worldly self-indulgence, (3) a goal for which to aim,  (4) good habits, (5) 
pleasing persona,  (6) extra-terrestrial assistance within the environment.   All of which come together in a TC to best  
promote/publicise  “The Word of God”  to yield the next generation of TCs  (until Yahweh attains His 144000 quota). 
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2nd Reasoning – Gifts/favours  operate firstly in our mind to become manifest in our deportment.  “The Word of God” 
teaches how we should think.   Because we now think differently to worldly people,  then we  (1) freely help our neighbour 
for no return  and  (2) do no stupid or self-indulgent things in our life.   Item (1) means we have friends and  (2) means we 
have no enemies.  The problem is this,  it exposes certain Religious Leaders as being  “hypocrites”,  who then hate TCs! 
2nd Instruction – lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves precisely fulfil  “The Master’s Commands/Desire”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
2nd Good News – Paul states  “peace/prosperity/rest”  being what The Gospel gives to The Mind in this world’s pain.   
3rd Instruction – God (Yahweh)  is The Father of us (TCs)  also The Father of the Lord JC. 
1Thes.  1v1 og (the) Paul  also  (the) Silvanus  also  (the) Timothy,   
1Thes.  1v1 og to the  {calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church  (of the) Thessalonians  
1Thes.  1v1 og in  (to the [= within]) God [Yahweh]   (to the) Father/Forebear   
1Thes.  1v1 og also  (to the) lord/master  (of the) Jesus  (to the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
1Thes.  1v1 og (the) grace/{gift/favour}/gratitude/benefit  {to yourselves}  also  (the) peace/prosperity/rest   
1Thes.  1v1 og off/away/separated/from  (of the) God [Yahweh]   (of the) Father/Forebear   [of us = CA thus ignore] 
1Thes.  1v1 og also  (of the) lord/master  (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
1Thes.  1v1 = The Paul,  also  the Silvanus,  also  the Timothy   

to the  ecclesia/{calling out}  of the  Thessalonians  within  the God  The Father (Yahweh) 
also  to the  lord/master  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed;   
the  gift/favour/benefit  {to yourselves},  also  the  peace/prosperity/rest  off/from  of the  God  The Father (Yahweh) 
also  of the  lord/master  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed. 

 

Paul,  also Silvanus,  also Timothy    
to the Thessalonians’  {calling out}/ecclesia  within the God (Yahweh)  The Father (Yahweh) 
also to the  lord/master  the  Anointed Jesus; 
the  gift/favour/benefit  to yourselves   (that  “The Word of God” of “1st Century Christianity”  works within the mind to protect us from The World) 
also the  peace/prosperity/rest  from of the God (Yahweh)  The Father (Yahweh)    (by making  the correct  decisions in our life) 
also of the  lord/master  (controlling our mind)  the Anointed Jesus   (JC set “The Required Standard” for us to achieve “The Goal of Anointing”). 
 

Paul is extremely pleased with the Thessalonians. 
He states they are operating within Yahweh’s Pleasure/Desire  and by consequence,  they have the  “presence/parousia”  (StrongsTM = 3952)  of the lord 
Jesus Christ within them  (as we also read later 4v14 – 5v4).   It is the  “parousia”  of JC as  “The Word of God” (Rev.19v13)  to yield Yahweh’s 
Methodology inculcated within their mind that brings  gift/favour/benefit  within their life to protect them from the dangers and problems their mind 
operating according to worldly methodology would otherwise bring. 
In this manner these brethren truly become faithful stewards who  precisely imitate  their Lord and Master  (of their  thinking/reasoning).    
JC  set  “The Required Golden/Kingly Standard”  for this age,  that if personally achieved,  then Yahweh will reciprocate by anointing the  
hearkening/obeying  144000 TCs  (Rev.14v1-4, 7v4-8)   as the prophesied future  “Sons of God”. 
Please also see the commentary to  Eph.2v14, Col.1v2  for a detailed explanation of  “peace/prosperity/rest”  (repeated at Phil.5v23). 
 
2nd Comment – The TCs will always thank Yahweh for the new members of The Ecclesia brought into  “The Real Faith”. 
(Note: The appreciation is sincere,  being for the edification of the new members – and not to self-indulge the leaders). 
4th Instruction – TCs will pray to reconcile The Brethren unto Yahweh and importantly,  support with their teaching effort. 
3rd Comment – No mention is given to be praying for people  not  of The Faith  (as errantly done in the religious world). 
I assume it is because  worldly Christian leaders are so  “bedded into this present world” – they feel obligated to do so! 
5th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  are through  {occupational effort}  to be demonstrating their Real Faith 
(being  accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  through  {sapping toil}  of Charity works to their neighbour. 
1st Warning – By contrast to what Paul acknowledges as The Requirement to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  our worldly 
Christian leaders preach works are not required to be saved!   As usual they are  completely wrong,  “Unfeigned Charity” 
demonstrates to The World what is occurring in our mind  (The Mind drives The Body)  thereby enabling members of  
“The Judging World”  to realise this person is truly worthy to rule over them in The Millennium as a  “Son of God”. 
6th Instruction – For the Record:  We are only saved from what is now called  “The 1st Death”  by JC’s ransom sacrifice,  
ultimately,  we save ourselves by imitating JC  over what is a 2 part physical life and 2 part spiritual life. 
7th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  are also to demonstrate patience in  The Anticipation/Expectation  of JC. 
1st Allegory – The  Anticipation/Expectation  of JC = the 1st 2nd C of JCg to collect 144000 TCs as  “Sons of God”,  where,  
by extension,  it becomes the fulfilment of The Promise of gaining  “The Inheritance”  (= “The Resurrected World”). 
3rd Reasoning – Though  never  taught today:  The 1st Century Christian message was to  bring-on  the 144000 TCs being 
specific people who by exactly imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  were/are  considered by Yahweh as worthy “Sons of God”. 
Some 2000 years later Yahweh is still waiting for candidates to prove themselves for This Goal,  but it is  soon to occur! 
4th Reasoning – God (Yahweh)  becomes  “The Adopting Father”  of us (TCs)  having been accepted as imitating JC. 
2nd Warning – Yahweh is waiting for their validation throughout The Gospel Age.  Thus, being a “selection”  means some 
persons will  not  be selected!   Imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  thus enabling Yahweh to elect  us  as future “Sons of God”. 
1st Prophecy – Yahweh is now electing His full 144000 TCs to become  “The Body of Christ”  for The Millennium. 
5th Reasoning – People are  only  “beloved”  by Yahweh  if  they imitate The Golden/Kingly Standard of JC  (Luke.3v22, 
9v35).  (This is true – irrespective of what the errant  worldly Christian leaders might deceptively state to the contrary). 
8th Instruction – “Beloved”  means,  {agapao + phileo + storge}  =  {edifying + attractively + storge loved}.  Presently, 
humans  (including most Christians)  are only  “edifying loved”  inasmuch Yahweh + JCg have provided everything for us 
to  personally  change ourselves to start imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  so that both phileo and storge can also be added. 
3rd Warning – Ignore worldly Christian leaders fraudulently claiming “Christians”  are beloved by Yahweh,  this is a lie! 
Yahweh only beloves people who precisely imitate  “The Required Standard”  (= JC)  to achieve everlasting Life. 
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Christian leaders utterly devalue The Requirement so they may gain everyone into their net,  to gain more worldly return! 
4th Comment – The Gospel is  not  correctly taught today by both word and deed.  See definition given in the text at v5. 
2nd ‘Allegory’ – The Gospel = Yahweh’s “Plan for Human Salvation” –  Yahweh’s “Righteous Method”  to yield a 
perfected society into the eternity  (for those individuals ultimately choosing to imitate JC’s lifestyle over their 2 part life). 
9th Instruction – “The Gospel”  is always two part  (and both are  never  taught by leaders of Christendom). 

1. Firstly, - aim for  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Early Adopters”  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
2. Secondly, – how Yahweh uses The Millennium to purify Mankind to yield  “The Late Adopters”. 

The “Gospel”  is  not  “JC died for us”,  that is just The Mechanism  to enable  “The Gospel to be righteously fulfilled”! 
3rd ‘Allegory’ – “Miraculous work” = Yahweh’s works to fulfil The Gospel.  Most visible in transforming humans to 
become Christlike.  But can operate within The Environment to assist TCs fulfil  “The Gospel”  Requirements. 
4th Warning – “Miraculous work” is not deviant “stage-acting” activity to fulfil the desire of charlatan Christian leaders 
and their (not JCg’s) duped flock.  Why?  Because  (1) not supported by anything in The Bible,  (2) adds nothing to fulfil 
The Gospel being the reason why Yahweh uses His miraculous work – it is not for self-indulgent activity (imitating Satan). 
10th Instruction – “The Word of God”  (JC in his ministry)  fulfilled in The Apostles/TCs,  yields the HS to be operating 
within receptive individuals who freely choose to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  so they become new TCs. 
4th ‘Allegory’ – HS = Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment  (using His Capability to fulfil His Desire). 
(This is true – irrespective of what the errant  worldly Christian leaders might deceptively state to the contrary.) 
11th Instruction – Mature TCs will fervently work to  bring-on  the next generation of TCs to follow through after them. 
3rd Good News – Humans understanding The Gospel and act upon it, -  shall be recognised by Yahweh as being TCs. 
4th Good News – People acting upon The Gospel –  then have The Gospel  working within them  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire 
to bring forth  “The Kingdom of God”  by their  active/accurate  publicising/teaching  work  are  thus worthy of Sonship. 
6th Reasoning – People understanding  “The Knowledge” of “The Word of God”  gain  confidence/assurance/authority  
based on the righteous logic of its operations in society that explains everything we witness  and yields a wonderful future. 
1Thes.  1v2 og (We) {give thanks}/{express gratitude}/{are thankful}  to the  God [Yahweh]   
1Thes.  1v2 og {every when}/{at all times}/always  concerning/about  (of the) all  {of yourselves},  
1Thes.  1v2 og (the) reconciliation/recital/mention/remembrance  {of yourselves}   
1Thes.  1v2 og (the) doing/making/producing/yielding/performing/providing/practising [middle voice,  plural]  
1Thes.  1v2 og over/upon/concerning  of the  supplications/{earnest prayers (for a mutual result)}  {of/from us}; 
1Thes.  1v2 = We  (apostles/TCs)   {give thanks}/{express gratitude}   

to the  God  (Yahweh)   always  concerning/about  of the  all  {of yourselves},   
the  personally  making  mention/reconciliation/remembrance  {of yourselves}   
over/upon  our  supplications/{earnest prayers for a mutual result};  

 

We (TCs)  express gratitude to the God (Yahweh)  always  concerned/about  all of yourselves   (actively aiming to be TCs) 
personally making mention of yourselves upon our prayers for a mutual result   (TCs pray to Yahweh regarding the Thessalonians’ success) 
                 (The  “worked for”  mutual result between all three parties is for Yahweh to achieve His 144000 TCs to then close The Gospel Age.) 
 

Paul speaking on behalf of  The Apostles (TCs)  actively working hard to  accurately  publicise  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”   to 
The World.  Unfortunately,  this  never  occurs today,  but instead,  only  “worldly Christianity”  as a subset of  “Religion”  is taught by both word and 
deed,  for the worldly return this brings to the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”.   

By working hard to  accurately  teach  “1st Century Christianity”  then the TCs are expressing  “The Vow to achieve a mutual result”  they 
make with their supplication to further fulfil Yahweh's Desire – of which is encapsulated by stating - 

To achieve the next generation of TCs that is to repeatedly occur generation after generation until Yahweh has His 144000 TCs! 
Then  Yahweh can move to the next stage of His  “Most Righteous Plan to bring forth The Salvation of Mankind”! 

These TCs express a sincere gratitude to Yahweh for working within these Brethren thereby enabling  “The Word of God”  to become  “The Power”  to 
bring about personal reform within formally  callous/hardened/calcified  minds previously built upon worldly methodology.  It is when  “The Word of 
God”  (as “1st Century Christianity”)   has been accurately taught and inculcated,  then  “The Knowledge”  really means something to them –  inasmuch 
they have entirely changed their lifestyle to start imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  Clearly it is a most wonderful feeling within  The Apostles/TCs  to see 
fruitage from their exceptionally hard endeavours while facing persecution  (sourced by  “Professional Leaders of Religion” wherever in The World)  -  
and this resultant of fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (through JC as  “The Word of God” as The Master of our mind)  that makes all this effort worthwhile. 
Where the resultant from the fruitage of more people,  is  not  to  self-indulge  the  preachers/teachers  with the worldly returns  (as we have witnessed 
throughout The Gospel Age amongst many  worldly Christian leaders),  but rather with TCs,  it is only to have more people become edified to understand  
why and how  they too are to  personally  fulfil Yahweh's Pleasure/Desire.   

TCs’ reward for this effort is  not  material -  being  money/praise/glory/leverage/prestige/{people control}/pension/etc.,  of The World  
(where “moth/corrosion  and thief can  destroy/take” Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v33);  but rather in the heavens  being a stored  “synapse 
construction mapping”  worthy of Sonship guarded by Yahweh in His  “Special/Greater  (1st)  Judgement”  of all people calling themselves  
“Christians”  (James.3v1). 

Therefore,  it is through this sincere concern for people  “in their charge”  the TCs personally pray  (underwritten by personal effort)  for the continual 
improvement and reconciliation of these immature Christians unto Yahweh through JC.  Full reconciliation occurs when Yahweh accepts them as  “Sons 
of God”  when proven at the end of the 1st part of their physical life.   
Most importantly,  TCs do not only leave the matter as  “a prayer of vanity”  for example  “We think of those people who are  ...”  and hypocritically 
dump these  “remembered people”  into Yahweh’s Hands  “to sort out”  -  just in case He was not aware of their problems  (often self-induced). 
However,  by contrast,  we who are actively aiming to become TCs,  will personally go out of our way to personally edify and help these people to  
understand  The Scriptures –  so they too might understand  why/how  they too should aim to become TCs,  thereby personally fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 

This is how the  “three-party”  prayer works  for a mutual result  (hence 1John.5v14-15  and conversely,  at James.4v2-4). 
1Thes.  1v3 og (the) uninterruptedly/{without omission (on an appropriate occasion)}/{without ceasing}   
1Thes.  1v3 og (the) {exercising the memory}/{recollecting deeds}/{making mention}/{being mindful}  {of yourselves}   
1Thes.  1v3 og of the  {occupational effort}/doing/work/labour/deed  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   
1Thes.  1v3 og also  of the  {sapping toil}/pained/{strength wanes in labour}/weariness   
1Thes.  1v3 og of the  agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love,   
1Thes.  1v3 og also  of the  patience/endurance/{patient continuance}  of the  anticipation/expectancy/confidence   
1Thes.  1v3 og of the  lord/master  {of/from us}  (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
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1Thes.  1v3 og {in front of}/against/at/before/{in the presence/sight of}  (of the) God [Yahweh] 
1Thes.  1v3 og also  (the) Father/Forebear  {of/from us}. 
1Thes.  1v3 = the  {without ceasing}/uninterrupted  the  {recollecting deeds}/{being mindful} 

of  your  {occupational effort}/work/labour  of the   (demonstrated)   faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   
also  the  {sapping toil}/{strength wanes in labour}  of the  agape/{charity love},   
also  of the  patience/endurance  of the  Anticipation/Expectation  of our  lord/master  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed 
{in front of}/{in the presence/sight}  of the  God  (Yahweh)  also  our  (TCs’)  (adopting)  Father  (Yahweh). 

 

The uninterrupted remembering of your occupational effort of  (demonstrated real)  faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity) 
                 (Noting this is  not  a support of vain faith,  based only upon words  [as witnessed throughout Christendom],  but … … ) 
also the sapping toil of the  agape/charity   (to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  by both word and deed to our neighbour), 
                 (Yahweh considers the best form of agape is not physical gifts,  but the gift of  our time  changing recipients’ minds to  produce more TCs) 
also of the  patience/endurance  (during the present world’s affliction)   of The  Anticipation/Expectation   (of The Goal of Sonship)  
of our  lord/master  (controlling the minds of TCs)   of the Anointed Jesus   (JC laid down The Requirement to achieve  “Anointed Sons of God”). 
 

TCs will always remember the arduous work and  “occupational effort”  put in by those people who clearly demonstrate their integrity to  “The Word of 
God”  and what it really means to operate within a person.  Displayed as charity being something simply given,  without strings attached  (for no worldly 
return of whatever,  somewhere at any time in the future),  and thus being freely given to edify the recipient into understanding Yahweh’s Desire.   

Clearly the best charity work,  any person can do to their  neighbour/stranger  is to  clearly/succinctly  explain  why and how  the recipient 
might personally fulfil Yahweh's Desire.  Where first,  we must know what is Yahweh's Desire,  to then be in the position to fulfil it. 
“Christendom”  demonstrably does  not  know what is  “Yahweh's Desire”  or what this means  (please see “Yahweh's Desire” in glossary). 

This requires much effort,  and it does  “sap-the-strength”  especially when there are many  “knock-downs”  by those people within The World who - 
1. Feel offended by edifying work that is freely given only to build-up the recipient –  (how bizarre for external people to attack this ideal)! 
2. Have closed their minds and refuse to reason upon  “The Knowledge”  of  “The Word of God”  accurately  and  freely  given! 

But we know  why  “the opposition”  occurs - 
1. It hurts those people who are exposed as  “being hypocritical” –  driven by self-indulgent reasons lusting for  “The Immediacy”. 
2. Having closed minds because they are so weak on what they know,  taught to be like this by “Professional Leaders of Religion”  keeping their 

flock spiritually ignorant –  because a  “knowledgeable and questioning animal”  is a  “dangerous animal to corral”,  upon which to feed! 
These people must feel personally threatened in some manner or other  (presumed by The Environment –  past or present experiences –  and by 
consequence,  have closed their mind to any form of analytical reasoning). 
Because the strength  is  sapped –  then as we read in the previous verse,  TCs praise Yahweh when God’s Word as  “The Seed”  has fallen upon fertile 
ground to yield fruit either 40, 60 or 100 fold  (Matt.13v23)  to Yahweh  as an acceptable offering in our priestly service to The World  (as mini-temples 
unto which people may come to learn about Yahweh – 1Cor.3v16),  where we learn to become The 144000 Stones for  “The New Spiritual Temple”  of  
“The New Jerusalem”  (1Pet.2v5, etc.). 
Those people who actively try to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire are driven by  “The Correctness of The Message”  and its fulfilment as deemed by Yahweh when 
He instructs His Son JCg at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (= “The 1st 2nd C”,  see glossary)  to collect His 144000 future  “Sons of God”  ready to herald-in 
The Millennium –  some 3.5 years later  (Dan.12v11-12). 
“The Expectation of Sonship”  is  “The Promise of Birthright”  fulfilled by the receiving of  “The Inheritance”  (given all the way back to  Abraham  in 
prophecy -  Gen.12v2-3, 15v14, 17v16-20, 18v18, some 4,000 years ago)  partially fulfilled by Canaan becoming named as  “Israel”  to be yielding JC's 
1st Advent.  However,  it becomes completely fulfilled in The Millennium when  “Canaan”  becomes  “The Earth”  to be populated by  “The 3rd Epoch 
“Israel” (= “The Resurrected World”)  and taught  “Righteousness”  by JCg and the 144000 TCs having themselves come through  “The  Loins/Seed  of 
Abraham”  (Yahweh via Isaac [representative of JC]).    

Please see “Israel” in glossary and dissertation  “What does Israel mean” on this website –  noting  “The 3 Epochs of “Israel”). 
1Thes.  1v4 og (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving  (the) brothers/{The Brethren}   
1Thes.  1v4 og (the having been) {dearly/well-loved}/beloved [plural]   under/through/inferior/below/by   
1Thes.  1v4 og (of the) God [Yahweh],    the (One [Yahweh])  selecting/electing/choosing  {of yourselves}, 
1Thes.  1v4 = the  knowing/understanding  the  brothers/{The Brethren}   

the having been  {dearly loved}/beloved  under/by  of the  God  (Yahweh),   
The One  (Yahweh,  The Almighty God)   selecting/choosing/electing   (in the  “Special/Greater 1st Judgement”)   {of yourselves}, 

 

Knowing  brothers/(sisters),    (you)  having been beloved by God  (Yahweh), 
The One  (Yahweh,  The Almighty God of The Universe)   selecting/electing   (in the  “Special/Greater [1st] Judgement”  made upon all Christians) 
yourselves   (from out of  all  the facets of  “Religion”,  the insidiously worst,  being the newly invasive  “worldly Christianity”  [Rev.17v1-2, 19v2]). 
 

Such a short verse,  but it is a key verse when placed in context of the other verses in this epistle. 
These  brethren/sisters  are assiduously aiming to become TCs  (by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  and thus - 

1. Beloved by Yahweh   (where  “Beloved”  means,  { “agapao + phileo + storge” }  =  { “edifying + attractively + family  loved” }) 
2. Yahweh is  electing/choosing  them in His  “Special/Greater  (1st) Judgement”  of Christians  to become the future 144000  “Sons of God”. 

Why? 
Repeating what is stated. 

1. They have received  “1st Century Christianity"  taught by truly faithful apostles who unerringly fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
2. They have listened and wholly imbued both The Tanakh  (Old Testament reorganised)  as  “God’s Word part 1”  and understood how JC as  

“God’s Word part 2”  righteously answered  The Tanakh.  
3. Consequently,  they were  driven from inside  (based upon understanding)  to  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
4. They were  not  “worldly Christians”  covering the planet today! 

Therefore,  reasoning from above,  they  were  successful in Yahweh's Righteous Judgement  (over The Gospel Age)  because they have  entirely fulfilled  
the requirements set by  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  for  “Sonship”  laid down by JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and as such,  they  can  look forward to the  
one/same  expectation that drove JC.   The Expectation is to become  “The Heirs over The Inheritance”  (of The Birthright as grasped by Jacob)  to save 
those people within Mankind who ultimately desire to imitate JC’s lifestyle over their 2 part life.   

Yahweh needs His  demonstrably  “Proven Tools”  as  “The Early Adopters”  ready for The Millennium. 
This is precisely as JC taught us in his  ministry/parables  (e.g. Luke.19v16-19)  to rule as  kings/priests  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.1v9, 5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.,)  to 
teach  “Righteousness”  to  “The Resurrected World”  (of  “The 2nd Resurrection”  [= “The Main Resurrection”]  that obviously comes  after  “The 1st  
Resurrection”  [of “The Early Adopters”  = 144000 TCs, Rev.14v1-4],  Rev.20v6).   These future  Kings/Priests shall enable Yahweh to draw out  “The 
3rd Remnant out of  the 3rd Epoch of Israel”  in The Millennium  (Isa.10v20-22, 2Cor.12v1-3,  -  please read all my local cited commentaries). 
JC taught us  (at Matt.20v16, 22v14)  there are - 

Many  (some 3 Billion Christians)  are  invited/called  (in The Gospel Age of some 2000 years to become “The Nation of Christians”),   
but  few  (144000 TCs)  are  elected/selected  (during this time out of  “The Nation of Christians”  to become future  “Sons of God”). 

Those people who desire to achieve this aim,  personally become  “The Solution to The Mystery”  and thus become  “The Proven Righteous Mechanism”  
Yahweh uses to achieve their aim,  which  fulfils His aim,  and in this process,  He achieves another 144000 “Sons of God”  into  “His Universe”. 
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Can the reader see the righteous logic behind what is stated here? 
This is only what The Bible specifically teaches as  “1st Century Christianity”  but it is  never  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders. 

Why? 
Because quite simply  “1st Century Christianity”  does  not  align with what  worldly Christian leaders can gain by worldly return! 
All as I profusely and thoroughly explain elsewhere  -  so it is unnecessary to repeat it verbatim here again. 
1Thes.  1v5 og because  the  {good news/message}/{the gospel}  {of/from us}  no/not/none   (it) {became to be}   
1Thes.  1v5 og into/unto  {specifically yourselves}  in  (to the [= within]) word/sayings/topics/reasoning   
1Thes.  1v5 og (the) merely/alone/only,  but  also  in  (to the [= within]) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work},   
1Thes.  1v5 og also  in  (to the [= within]) spirit/personality/desires/traits   
1Thes.  1v5 og (to the) holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin} 
1Thes.  1v5 og also  in  (to the [= within]) {entirely confident}/{full assurance}  (to the) many/much/plenteous,   
1Thes.  1v5 og just/as/that/how/when  (you) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  {as such}/{what sort/type}   
1Thes.  1v5 og (we) {became to be}  in  {to [= within] yourselves}  through (reason of)  {specifically yourselves}. 
1Thes.  1v5 = because our  {good news}/gospel   

not  only/merely  it  {became to be}  unto  {specifically yourselves}  within  word/saying/reasoning 
but also  within the  {miraculous power/{mighty work}    (being how your original callous minds reformed to become Christlike),   
also  within  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  the  pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}   (HS),   
also  within  much/plenteous  {confidence in its entirety}/{full assurance},   
just/as  you  know/understand  {as such}/{what type}  (of person)   
we  {became to be}  within yourselves  through reason of  {specifically yourselves}. 

 

Because our good news   (of  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC by  both  word and deed  [hence became “The Wisdom of God”])   
not only became to be unto specifically yourselves   (by Paul's teaching) 
within  word/saying   (as do our  worldly Christian leaders  [noting Luke.16v3]  by preaching only  worldly Christianity by both word and deed)   
but  also within the miraculous power   (that  “1st Century Christianity”  accurately  taught causes the recipient reject The World and imitate JC). 
also within the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (“The  One/Same  Character”  as that which operated within JC and Yahweh). 
the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless   (a character that is  “separate from this world of sin”  having rejected worldly methodology) 
               (Contextually,  “The Miraculous Power”  is directed to The Mind  –  to yield the HS within these hearkening Thessalonian  brothers/sisters) 
also within much  confidence/{full assurance},   (within the TCs precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  for  no  worldly return of whatever) 
just/as  you  know/understand  what type   (of person a TC is precisely like  [= the  opposite  to a  charismatic Christian leader  giving  “froth”]) 
we (as TCs)  became to be within yourselves   (The Knowledge of  “1st Century Christianity”  driving their  new  spirit/personality/desires/traits) 
through reason of specifically yourselves   (hearkening brethren aiming to be TCs and possible candidates for  election/anointing  unto Sonship). 

               (TCs show by example  “How to behave like JC”.    Yet,  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  show  “How to behave like a  worldly person”) 
 

We must ask - 
What does this verse  really  mean?   -  Being all the components within this verse –  taken  within context  of what JC and Paul teach us! 
Contrasted by what our  charlatan Christian leaders teach us  (out of context)  for self-indulgent showman-like activities for worldly gain? 
Being all the things given by The World,  money/glory/prestige/leverage/{people power}  on the back of  “The Word of God”  twisted  for self-
indulgent gain for both The Leader –  and the  “animalistic mind”  lusting for “The Immediacy”  of the  bewitched/enthralled/entranced  
(Gal.3v1)  audience knowing no better.  Sadly “millions upon millions”  of Christians passively preferring not to personally read The Bible,  
but  only listening  to  censored information  passed through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19  by their leaders, –  because it is easier! 

Let us reason together on the contents within this verse so we can differentiate between what Paul is teaching us and what  charlatan Christian leaders 
might preach to us through the practice of Rev.22v18-19. 
In context,  Paul is stating,  Yahweh is making a judgement upon them –  because - 

1. They have already been  invited/called  to become “Christians”  for  “The Ideal Goal of Sonship”   (see previous verse)  by  “JC knocking at 
the door”  as  “The Word of God” (Rev.3v20) –  given by a TC in the ministry of  “{occupational effort}/labour/work”  driven by agape –  see 
earlier verse  (to be imitating JC as  “The Way” John.14v5-15  [to become “Begotten for Sonship”]). 

2. But now having received  “The Word of God” –  then they have entered the 2nd part of their spiritual life  while still  in the 1st part of their 
physical life.  They are now positioned to  start  purifying the 2nd part of their spiritual life by  growing/cultivating  (Matt.13v23, 1Cor.3v4-6)  
“The New Creature/Creation”  (2Cor.5v17 Gal.6v15)  on the spiritual RNA of  “The Word of God”.  This is all  part of the process  of being  
“Born Again”  (John.3v1-12)  upon which Yahweh as  “The Third-Party Assessor”  is comparing this new human  Creature/Creation  to  
“The Perfect Creature”  as given by JC’s Ministry/Lifestyle.   This is all part of  “The  Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1)  made 
by Yahweh upon all those people calling themselves  “Christians” –  being fundamentally    

Are they taking upon themselves  “The Weight of Responsibility”  (talents/minas, Matt.25v16-22, Luke.19v16-19)  of behaving like 
JC by maximising our  “DNA given capabilities”  when having  “The Word of God”   to ideally become  “The Early Adopters”? 
If we are able to do this successfully now,  then we are  ready for the next task being,  “The Millennium mass teaching program”. 

That indented paragraph  encapsulates  “The Real Gospel”   (never  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders).    
3. “The  Special/Greater  (1st) Judgement”  made upon  all  people calling themselves   “Christians”  being  

Are they worthy to teach  “Righteousness”  to  “The Resurrected World”  (in The Millennium)  to yield  “The Late Adopters”? 
Are they competently mature to be entrusted with  “The Full Capability of Yahweh”  (and not  to become a future “Satan”)? 
Are they of sufficient moral fibre to gain   “The  Trust/Confidence”   of   “The Members of  The Resurrected World”? 
Have they any form of  “hypocritical synapse connection”  within their brain  (forming their  own  spirit/personality/desires/traits)? 
Could any resurrected fleshly person have a legitimate grievance to state   That person is not worthy of being a ruler over me! 
Are they  demure/contrite/humble  of mind and thus worthy to rule in The Millennium   (opposite  to present day worldly leaders)? 
Have they a desire to  “Control people”  to make a personal return on their efforts  (again,  this rules out  all  worldly leaders)! 
Have they educated themselves upon  “God’s Word”  and then exercised  “Real Faith”  (through the  required 3 stage process)? 
Etc. 

If these brethren members precisely imitate Paul as he imitated JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, Phil.3v17, etc.,)  then they shall become part of  “The 
Few elected”  people from out of The Large Pool of  “Many called”  Christians  (Matt.20v16, 22v14),  where  “these few” are deemed “entirely worthy”  
for this future role of immense responsibility to teach “Righteousness”  (by replacing  “Leaders of Religion”  Luke.20v16, etc.,  in The Millennium). 
This is what The Verse and Context is telling us –  this is simply  “The Real Gospel” –  never  taught by  worldly Christian leaders because obviously 
they do  not  have the above credentials –  as we so readily witness in their fruitage  (Matt.7v16-19)! 

Hence, we can reason,  they too are  not  imitating Paul,  and thus  disqualified  themselves from being accepted as future  “Sons of God”! 
Furthermore, that is exactly why Yahweh can  only  find 144000 TCs out of the 2000 Year Gospel Age who qualify for this future role! 

Now we have The Fundamentals –  then we can decipher what this verse  really means  and then to be in an educated position to unpick the deceptive 
and seductive,  therefore dangerous unreasoned nonsense as taught by our perhaps  ”millions”  of  charlatan Christian leaders today to their 
deluded/bewitched  millions upon millions  of devotees  throughout all The World  (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, 1Thes.2v3-6, etc.)! 
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We know Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation” -  as briefly described above. 
We now know how Yahweh plans to get there.  
We also know what credentials are needed to achieve  “The Salvation of Mankind” –  being  “The Culmination”  of what is  now  occurring. 

We therefore realise Yahweh is specifically choosing these brethren  actively aiming to become TCs  because they  are  behaving  correctly  according to  
“The Word of God”  displaying the  {charity love}  of works to their neighbours by precisely imitating Paul as best they are able for  absolutely  no  
worldly  return.  They have absolutely  no other driver  (Matt.6v24)  than to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to  precisely imitate  JC –  because they receive abuse 
from  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (see later, 1Thes.2v14-16, 3v2-3)  who themselves are exposed as being  “hypocrites”  to Yahweh and for 
what  “He desires to righteously occur on this planet”  (John.11v45-53)! 

Thus,  we understand it is  “The Power”  of  “The Word of God”  accurately  taught  (virtually never  today)  to reform a  “criminal mind”  
(Rom.3v23)  to Yahweh’s Methodology  (to edify our neighbour to our own hurt) -  where we have originally built the 1st part of our spiritual 
life upon worldly methodology to produce a  “criminal mind”  (to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt).  It is this  that must be  personally  
reformed,  by becoming educated upon  “The Knowledge”  of  “The Word of God” –  personified by JC –  and  “expressed in a practical  
lifestyle/deportment”  as  “The Wisdom of God”. 

The  “miraculous power”  is  not  showy/glitz  theatrical shenanigans  as we witness today by many very  worldly Christian groupings because there is  
nothing  in The Bible to support this self-indulgence,  but rather exhortations to keep a  sane/sober  mind  (1Thes.5v6-8, Titus.2v2-8, etc.,)  and to imitate 
Paul’s ministry/lifestyle  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, 1Thes.1v6, 2v14, etc.,)  as he copied JC.   This is done by us  personally  labouring to  actively  promote  
“The Word of God”  by  both  word and deed,  where we operate in a  sane/rational  manner to  sane/rational  thinking people –  else they will ignore 
what we  publicise/teach  and thus bring  shame/dishonour  to Yahweh by what we would have done.   
Paul teaches we are to become like the  “non-Christians”  (not  in accepting their beliefs, –  but rather,  we are to get inside their head)  so we might 
engage with them  (1Cor.9v19-23)  to then start  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”.  This cannot occur if we initially put them off by behaving in 
an  obviously irrational  and ridiculous manner (1Cor.14v23) –  especially when Yahweh  (of Whom we are supposed to represent)  is totally rational  
(and Yahweh is  not  “The God of Confusion” – 1Cor.14v33)! 

Therefore,  the  “Miraculous Work”  describes how  “The Word of God”  changes  the person’s lifestyle,  not in a hypocritical public showing 
for the mass media  (as done by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”) –  but rather how a valet would view his master  “warts and all”  in 
private.  The apostle Peter was able to do this over a 20+ years period  (since a child –  as did John the Baptist – Luke.1v36-41,  Matt.3v14,  
please read my commentary to Matt.4v22 underwriting this claim)  and gave his personal verdict of JC’s spirit/personality/desires/traits  
(1Pet.2v21-24).   This is something our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  are  unable  to do –  while embedded in worldly methodology 
with a hypocritical public façade –  of which we can readily determine by  examining their fruitage  (Matt.7v16-19)! 

Let us examine what  “The Power”  of  “The Word of God”  means within a  sane/reasoning  receptive mind - 
A violent person might never change  his/her  personality by Secular Institution –  that may make this person even more determined to rebel. 
But  “The Word of God”  acting  within  that individual can utterly change this hearkening person to become humble and contrite to The Lord 
showing  him/her  to be a faithful steward –  only because  “The Reasoning”  upon the personal rigorous assay of  “The Knowledge”   has 
become focused upon  “The Goal”  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  This occurred to the murderer Saul  (Gal.1v13. 1Tim.1v13),  renamed  “Paul”  
–  and that is  specifically why  he,  as an apostle,  keeps using the expressions  “The Power”  and  “Mighty Work” –  because  “The Word of 
God”  meant so much to him,  in his personal reform. 

This  is   “The Mighty Work”  of God’s Word being  the internal reform within The Mindset for the individual from their old self to their new self  as they 
enter the 2nd part of their (spiritual) life,  this is what The Bible screams out to us.  All this becomes a powerful tool for the ministry work upon those 
people viewing  “The Reformation”  within this individual.   
         It is this entire reform;  Yahweh is seeking to further fulfil His Desire –  the individual  and  those people viewing the  genuine transformation. 
However,  the weekly Stage Shows we witness by certain  Charismatic/Pentecostal  groupings for Worldly  self-indulgence  does  not  reform the mind,  
but sadly cements the present animalistic worldly mind for glitz, hype, and emotion –  that can distort an otherwise sane mind that should imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  for Yahweh’s Desire to achieve His Trustworthy Tools .for use in The Millennium. 
Therefore,  this activity of emotional hype  alienates  individuals from Yahweh because their mindset  is driven in the wrong direction –  being the 
indulging of the  animalistic  emotions as  “the weekly drug fix”  of adrenalin,  rather than  the synapse construction of  “Reason”  to carry the 
individual through  into life outside  the weekly circus act!    

We can see the  charlatan Christian leaders playing to the animal instincts of humans for  “The Immediate Gratification”,  to be assuming 
“their god”  thinks like them,  soaking up this  “emotional praise”.  However,  Yahweh does  not  think like humans  (in our present worldly 
state),  He is looking unto “The Salvation of Humans”  who change to  “Imitate JC for personal Salvation”  over a  “2 part life”.   
Yahweh is seeking out New Leaders to rule The Millennium,  not having a mind that runs on potentially dangerous emotional hype –  but 
rather upon the  sane/reasoning  judgement processes within the mind  (Matt.19v18, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.).  

Let us ask of ourselves an interesting question - 
By whom would we rather be ruled in The Millennium? 

People who speak gibberish and roll around in the dirt supposedly “slain in the spirit”,  or by people who behaved precisely like JC? 
The many leaders now promoting gibberish and acts of lunacy,  or the few leaders promoting “The Real Word of God” by both word/deed? 

(Hence,  we return to Matt.20v16, 22v14.) 
This topic is ripe for expansion elsewhere –  I am simply putting together a framework upon which so  much more  reasoning could be based –  being 
direct quotes from The Bible –  charlatan Christian leaders beware –  you have now been exposed as fraudsters  and  as  “Rogue Traders”  behaving as 
“Spiritual Paedophiles”  for the worldly returns this satanic  (opposing what Yahweh Desires)  behaviour yields! 
We realise by having  “The Word of God”   (rather than  “The Word of The World”  wrapped up to look like  “The Word of God”),  then we have the  
one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of JC and of fellow TCs within The World throughout The Gospel Age with JCg’s  presence/parousia  
operating within us,  that drives us to act and perform in  “precisely the  one/same  manner”  as did JC and The Apostles. 
Clearly the Brethren (Christians)  can see the sincerity of Paul’s teaching and his persecution for  only  imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  so they might 
hold onto the  one/same  Expectation of becoming  “The Heirs”  over  “The Inheritance”  of which JC equally had during his ministry. 

Now we move to the  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  holy/pure/{separate from this world of sin}”. 
This means  (as given by “FutureLife.Org”)  being the definition as sourced by Yahweh  (and absolutely  not  by our  worldly Christian leaders) - 

Yahweh's  Spirit/personality/Desires/Traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  made manifest within The 
Environment!   Where,  Yahweh with  ultimate capability  will righteously ensure that His Desire is fulfilled in The Culmination. 

This definition is like a  “million miles”  away from what we are taught by our  worldly Christian leaders,  and  “light years”  away from what we taught 
by our  charlatan Christian leaders by both word and feigned deeds! 
As I explained earlier,  it is  “The Word of God”  that is ultimately to be practised by us all,  to become  “The Wisdom of God”  operating within us to 
personally take us into The Eternity within a perfected environment –  because  all  individuals will have mutually  made “The Change”   away from 
worldly methodology unto Yahweh's Methodology.   

When  we have built our mind upon  “The Word of God”  to perfect the 2nd part of our spiritual life over our 2 part physical life    
Then  we are thinking in the  one/same  manner as Yahweh   “To edify our neighbour to our own hurt!” 

The classic example to show why our  worldly Christian leaders just  cannot  grasp Yahweh's Methodology  (inasmuch they do  not  have the  “one/same 
mind”  as Yahweh)  is in the nonsense they teach about JC's statement at his death when saying   

“Why have you forsaken me” -  to supposedly mean,  Yahweh turned Himself away when JC atoned the sins of Mankind at his death! 
Utter Nonsense! 

Yahweh was  “bursting with pride”  that His  wonderful  son had proved himself  “entirely worthy”  to the end of his present existence  (John.17v1-2)! 
Yahweh could hold His Son before all entities in the Universe and state   Who can criticise his deportment?   (Rev.5v1-10). 
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All entities bow before JCg's worthy claim over The Earth and of its inhabitants  (Rev.19v16). 
Therefore,  we realise actually - 

1.  JC was only quoting Psm.22v1-2  being the standard death recital of The Jews,  but  more importantly - 
2.  JC stated this because he knew that Yahweh must  “pull the plug”  on his existence by about 15 00 hrs,  knowing he had to be embalmed 
and entombed  before  18 00 hrs that opens up the next day of  “The Great Sabbath”  of which He had to  “righteously cover” –  simulating  
“The Millennium”  (2Pet.3v8)  -  to become  “The Lord's Day”  (“the Sabbath made for man”)  required to purify Mankind  (Mark.2v27-28). 

Inasmuch he is effectively asking Yahweh  (noting it was not stated for Yahweh’s benefit,  but  for us  to correctly reason as I now show) - 
Why are You still  leaving me alive –  my time has come –  I need to die to fulfil Your Desire so I might cover  the whole  of  “The Great 
Sabbath Day”  to be representative of The Millennium,  being precisely as I taught during my 3.5 year ministry! 

While I am pegged up here,  I cannot leave this position – there is  nothing  more I can do! 
It is  “A Statement of Completeness”  made to Mankind –  proving JC’s integrity to both ministry and of his works. 

It was then at that specific statement,  Yahweh was extremely pleased to rush in like  “an express train”  to become  “The Deliverer”  and 
release His most wonderful Son JC from his present pain and suffering –  because Yahweh's Methodology operating in JC had conquered  the  
worldly methodology operating through the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (a methodology sourced by Satan to oppose Yahweh's 
Desire –  Gen.3v4, contrasting with 2v17).   It is precisely this  “spiritual driver”  operating within the respective Leaders  (Yahweh’s in JC,  
and Satan’s in “Leaders of Religion”)  that redeems us  -  it is  not  merely the physical act –  and yet again,  all this is presently  
unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders  (because they  never  teach it)! 

Thus,  we accurately reason  
The Truth  is precisely  The Opposite  to what our  worldly Christian leaders state in their  demonstrable ignorance  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)! 

Thereby clearly showing us,  they have  no HS that is to personally  “make Yahweh's  Pure Spirit/Personality/Desire  manifest within The Environment!” 
Because as JC said to his disciples  (his proven representatives)  “You are given to know”  (Matt.13v11-13),  implying our  worldly Christian leaders 
clearly do not represent Yahweh –  if they do not know and consequently,  preach  “the opposite”  to what The Bible teaches us  (especially at Gen.25v33 
of The Birthright,  as one example out of so many I give within my thousands commentaries)! 

It is the function of This Website,  “FutureLife.Org”  to expose  “The Disclosing Truth”  of  “The Real Gospel”  and to give provisional  
“Audit Reports”  together with  “Corrective Action Requests”  made upon our delinquent  “Professional Leaders of Religion”. 
I cordially invite their written response giving  “their very best exegesis”  –  so I might have more material upon which to publicly audit! 

Just for the record I had better give a definition for  “The (real) Gospel” –  because it is absolutely  not  as we are taught by our  millions  of  worldly 
Christian leaders. 

The Real Gospel  =  “1st Century Christianity” =  
1. “The Invitation”  to become a future  “Son of God”  by exactly imitating JC’s  ministry/deportment  during the 1st part of our physical life,  

having proved ourselves  to  “The Judging World”,  we have purified the 2nd part of our spiritual life upon  “The Word of God”  and thus 
worthy to rule over  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  (= The Resurrected Word). 
     (Only about one Christian [as an “Early Adopter”]  in about twenty to thirty thousand Christians achieves this superlative goal.) 

2. “The General Salvation process for Mankind”,  during which,  resurrected humans  (most failed Christians  [of 1 above]  and  all  non-
Christians)  shall be taught  “Righteous”  within a perfected environment  (Park/Paradise)  in the 2nd part of our physical life.   
If  we learn to truly imitate JC’s deportment  (hence, truly  “believe in JC”  as  “The Word of God”),  then  we shall become  “The Late 
Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology and we shall continue our existence beyond the end of The Millennium  (after Matt.13v30). 

This entire process is termed    “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  (Luke.4v16-19). 
This is what JC taught to  “The Same Crowds”  for perhaps three consecutive days  (Mark.8v2-3). 

Therefore,  there must have been much underwritten detail of The Tanakh of which JC carefully explained (Mark.1v28)  none  of which is 
taught today by our worldly Christian leaders!    However,  they are exceptionally good at preaching  “Religion”! 

Importantly,  Paul critically closes the verse with the last phrase  (never  explained by our “Professional Leaders of Religion”)    
“So, you might understand us,  TCs, –  that our  presence/parousia  (as  “The Word of God”)  might be operating within yourselves through 
reason of your future existence and responsibility  (ideally to become TCs yourselves).” 

This is a fundamental sentence – that should be inculcated within all of us. 
 
12th Instruction – Christians are to specifically imitate The Apostles/TCs  in  ministry/lifestyle  (to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire), 
as they are to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  (Is this what  worldly Christian leaders instruct of their “audiences”)? 
Instruction – repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil  “The Master’s Commands/Desire”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
13th Instruction – Christians are to personally imbue  “The Word of God”  into their very  being/existence  (as a 
minimum)  as contained in The Bible.  (Is this what  worldly Christian leaders instruct of their “audiences”)? 
7th Reasoning – To imbue  “The Word of God”  into our very  being/existence  means learn and understand what it  
personally  means within our lifestyle.  (Is this what  worldly Christian leaders instruct of their “audiences”)? 
5th Warning – Worldly Christian leaders who do  not  imitate Paul as stated above are  not  accepted as being TCs by 
Yahweh to be representing His Interests,  by contrast,  they represent and thus deliver what The World desires. 
6th Warning – Those specific people imbuing  “The Word of God”  into their very  being/existence  and with fidelity 
imitate  Apostles/TCs  will  face persecution from people within The World  feeling threatened by the TCs’ lifestyle. 
5th Good News – However,  having imbued The Gospel within us then  cheerfulness/joy  will ensue because of  “The 
Anticipation of The Expectation”  gives a bright future away from the present suffering caused by this  worldly  system. 
8th Reasoning – Imbuing  “The Word of God”  into our very  being/existence  delivers the HS within us,  so our 
spirit/personality/desires/traits  become the  one/same  with Yahweh’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  separate from this 
world of sin that becomes  “The New Creation”  within us,  grown upon the metaphoric equivalent to the RNA of the HS. 
9th Reasoning – If  affliction/suffering  is not occurring within our personal life for only imitating  JC/Apostles/TCs  (and  
not  from participating in worldly affairs or its norms)  then clearly, we are  not  imitating JC/Paul/TCs  as exhorted here! 
1Thes.  1v6 og Also  {specifically yourselves}  (the) imitators/followers/mimics  {of/from us}  (you) {became to be}   
1Thes.  1v6 og also  of the  lord/master,   (the) receiving/accepting/taking/welcoming [middle voice, plural]   
1Thes.  1v6 og the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  in  (to the [= within]) affliction/pressurised/burdened/persecution   
1Thes.  1v6 og (to the) many/much/plenteous  amid/together/with  (of the) cheerfulness/{calm delight}/gladness/joy   
1Thes.  1v6 og (of the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  (of the) holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}, 
1Thes.  1v6 = Also  {specifically yourselves}  (brethren/Christians)   

you  {became to be}  imitators/mimics  {of us}   (Apostles/TCs),   also  of the  lord/master  (JC), 
personally  receiving/taking/welcoming  The  Word/Sayings/Reasoning  within  the  much/plenteous  affliction/persecution/burdening   
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together/with  the  cheerfulness/joy  of the  holy/pure/blameless/{separate from The World of sin}  spirit/personality/desires/traits, 
 

Also specifically yourselves   (brethren assiduously aiming to become TCs)   
you became to be imitators of us   (TCs  [and certainly not  worldly Christian leaders]) 
          (“The Point”  in this letter is this,  “The Thessalonians  were  precisely imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  [unlike worldly Christians today]!) 
also  (imitators)  of the  lord/master   (JC as  “The Word of God”  controlling our mind,  =  learn God's Word,  and replicate it in our deportment); 
personally welcoming the  word/reasoning/topics  within much  affliction/persecution   (orchestrated by the opposing  “Leaders of Religion”) 
together/with  the joy of the  pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  personality/desires/traits    (the “holy spirit”). 
          (Good News   “The Word of God”  has rebuilt your hearkening worldly mind and yielded joy within a now educated mind for “The Goal”.) 

          (Sadly, because of the ineptitude of our worldly Christian Leaders,  their devotees know nothing about The Real Gospel of 1st Century Christianity) 
 

Paul’s common expression to all Brethren (Christians) - 
“Become imitators of me.”    

(Here he has stated  “you became imitators of me”  and thus they are imitating him.) 
Hence the rest of this exceedingly positive  letter/epistle. 

This is the rallying call of all TCs to those people whom they teach to precisely fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
Furthermore,  we should know what Paul faced  (1Cor.4v9-13, 2Cor.11v23-29). 

The question must be - 
Is this what our  worldly Christian leaders preach in their sermons  (and yet,  Paul taught further -  by unfeigned example)? 

Or would some of them not dare to say by invitation   “Become imitators of me”  -  for the three obvious reasons - 
(1) Their hypocritical lifestyle is not desired by Yahweh to be imitated; -  and if it had some semblance of following what The Bible stated then - 
(2) Would their congregation walk out  (John.6v60-66) –  because it does not fulfil what they presently want to be doing? 
(3) Charlatan Christian leaders would not want another deviant taking their spot and of its lucrative worldly income! 

They have made their niche in whatever edifice they represent and most certainly have no desire to  vacate/dilute  it and of its worldly returns! 
These are sincere reasonings that must be considered,  and the ramifications are profound. 
That is  why  Yahweh  is  waiting for those specific individual people to prove themselves as TCs,  of whom He  can elect to be alongside Paul –  just as 
perhaps  (and I cannot judge)  William Tyndale may receive,  upon his resurrection that for him,  may occur at  “The 1st Resurrection” (Rev.20v6). 
Therefore,  it is those specific people who  imbue/inculcate  accurate  Knowledge,  being  “The Word of God”  correctly  given by those people who 
genuinely care  about edifying their congregations to  personally  fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
Any Worldly Institution  cannot  do it for us as individuals,  and  if  they state or insinuate,  they can,  then  they  cannot  be deemed as representing 
Yahweh –  irrespective of what supposedly is a wonderful  “citadel of God”  they claim to be or represent! 
As we read in the quotes given,  TCs face much persecution from  “The Religious Authorities” –  but in this,  the TCs are to remain cheerful always 
knowing they  are  sincerely fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to  accurately  take  “The Knowledge”  of Yahweh’s Word to The People because they are 
personally united with  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  solely based upon  “The Word of God”.  The TCs’ output is not based upon the word 
of  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  having passed God's Word through the shredder of Rev.22v18-19 as my many commentaries, dissertations and 
audit reports of their output publicly demonstrate. 
Again, it must be so very clearly stated  

We  must  remain  utterly neutral in worldly affairs  (especially politics – Luke.13v1-5, Rom.13v1-5 for example)  so we are metaphorically 
covered in PTFE and thus nothing can stick to us  (by remaining pure away from worldly methodology)  we are totally free from blemish and 
nothing can become a barrier to the recipients of “The Word of God”  (1Cor.9v17-21, noting examples given at Rom.14v1-23, 1Cor.8v1-13).    

Thus,  the  affliction/burdening  of which Paul speaks  only  comes from  “Leaders of Religion” (John.16v1-4)  trying to silence  “The Word of God” 
accurately taught becoming a bright light that exposes their hypocrisy (John.11v45-53).   The affliction does  not  come from behaving in a worldly 
manner –  because  “The Word of God”  accurately imbued will steer us away from making silly mistakes that would bring  “affliction”  upon us  (being 
the  gifts/favours/benefits  and  peace/prosperity/rest,  see v1)  –  for example the  fall-out  from a mind driven by worldly methodology yielding the issues 
of  fraud/immorality/politics/insurrection/rebellion/betting/lotteries/alcohol/embezzlement/etc./etc.   

Again, this is contrary to what  charlatan Christian leaders will preach to us! 
They will insinuate the poorer members of society who might be innocently operating to worldly methodology  (knowing no better –  because of their 
leaders’ output)  yielding their entrapment and of the consequential fall-out from behaving as a worldly person.  These personal self-induced troubles 
then become the lever charlatan Christian leaders might use to suggest the  ”affliction”  comes from their position in society –  thereby excluding  the  
real requirement  to be fulfilling Yahweh's Desire!   The deluded devotee therefore continues in a worldly fashion  (excused by their religious leader)   –  
and thus they righteously cannot become a future  “Son of God”  having discovered no reason to bring about personal reform.  Consequently, these  
charlatan Christian leaders promoting this methodology  are  Satanic  (= opposing Yahweh's Desire that is to gain His 144000 TCs from out of The 
Gospel Age,  thereby enabling Yahweh to bring-in The Millennium and ultimately yield  “The Salvation of Mankind”). 

However,  by contrast,  we who are actively aiming to become TCs having accurate knowledge, competence, authority  and operating in the 
wisdom of Yahweh can then with all cheerfulness continue marching forward –  always knowing we are steadily fulfilling Yahweh's Desire to 
make His Will manifest within The Environment. 
Can the reader understand all this important reasoning that exposes the shenanigans of our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”? 

Especially when we hear them state as I did today  (09 Aug 2015 on Sunday Worship BBC Radio 4)  it is by following their instruction to make The 
World a better place!   Utter hogwash!   It is they who give such a poor representation of Yahweh,  The Nations treat Yahweh with disdain and as a 
supposed irrelevance in The World!   Because quite simply,  our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  do  not  teach  “1st Century Christianity”  and thus 
they will  never  make The World a better place this side of  “The 1st Resurrection”  and are doing everything in their power  to delay the onset  of The 
Millennium.  This occurs by not stressing the need for people to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle -  because they are always  “excusing Mankind”  
for operating according to worldly methodology! 

They really do not   “Get it!”  
Regrettably, they do not care,  operating to “agnoeo”  StrongsTM = 50,  for worldly returns this brings to them,  else they would reform  (Matt.3v7-10). 
Same mindset  (of people)  takes these positions in religious establishments throughout history,  just different names and faces fill the slots. 
 
14th Instruction – {specifically yourselves}  are those specific people actively aiming to become TCs who are to become    
“the  stamp/pattern/mould/die/form/type”  for those other people  (being virtually all)  in The World to imitate. 
6th Good News – People becoming TCs have obviously changed their personality to become Christlike and are thus worthy 
of the  one/same  Expectation driving JC and honoured by Yahweh,  to become JCg,  “The First Begotten Son of God”. 
5th Allegory – stamp/pattern/mould/die/form/type = The  reformed/readjusted  personality that only  “The Word of God”  
can deliver when correctly imbued within a recipient –  to become Christlike in  all  social interaction within The World. 
10th Reasoning – It is  “The Word of God”  reworking the personality within The Individual’s 2 part life  (now + 
Millennium)  that will ultimately deliver the righteous society as described in  “The Real Gospel” of its two parts,  
yielding  (1) The Early Adopters  (of the last 6000 years) to become  “The Heirs”,  and then  (2) The Late Adopters  
(during The Millennium)  to become  “The Inheritance”. 
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1Thes.  1v7 og Thus/{Insomuch that}  (to have) {become to be} [middle voice]   {specifically yourselves}  
1Thes.  1v7 og (the) stamps/patterns/dies/moulds/forms/types  (to the) all  to the (persons)   
1Thes.  1v7 og (they will) commit/believe/entrust  in  to the [= within]  Macedonia  also  in  to the [= within]  Achaia. 
1Thes.  1v7 = Thus  {specifically yourselves}  to have  personally  {become to be}  the  stamp/pattern/die/mould/form/type   

to all  the people  they will  commit/entrust  within  Macedonia,  also  within  Achaia. 
 

Thus,  specifically yourselves  (brethren)  have personally become to be the  stamp/die/pattern/type   
to all the people  (The General Populace to copy),   they will  commit/entrust  within Macedonia,  also within Achaia. 
 

What commendation from Paul! 
These Brethren would have been instructed by Paul to imitate him as he imitated JC –  as he profusely states in his letters. 
So,  Paul then goes on to state  “{specifically yourselves}”  have  become  The  Stamp/Impression/Die/Mould  for those people whom they teach by both 
word and deed to become shining  luminaries/examples  of  “The Word of God”  exercised as  “The Wisdom of God”.  
Clearly Paul’s call is for The Brethren (Christians)  to become teachers in their own right  (Heb.5v12-14)  to their local  neighbours/strangers  so they 
too might know both  why and how  to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
Obviously,  that is  “The Call”  our Christian leaders  should  be instructing the members of their congregation  (if  they were imitating Paul). 
The question again must be - 

Are  your  Christian leaders inspiring  you  (of the congregation)  to replace them? 
If not –  then  -   why not? 
If not – clearly these leaders are  not  TCs themselves and are thus  not  approved by Yahweh to be in that position  (Luke.16v1-6, 20v16)! 

All the answers to these questions are obvious as to  why  they are  not  correctly imitating Paul –  and I can think of at least five reasons why they would 
not desire to imitate Paul as he imitated JC –  based upon  “worldly expediency”!   I let you determine what those reasons might be. 
1Thes.  1v8 og off/away/separated/from  {of yourselves}  For  (it has) {echoed forth}/resounded/{sounded forth}   
1Thes.  1v8 og the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  lord/master  not  merely/alone/only   
1Thes.  1v8 og in  to the [= within]  Macedonia  also  (to the) Achaia,   
1Thes.  1v8 og but  also  in  (to the [= within]) every  (to the) spot/space/{position/place of occupancy}/location/plain/room   
1Thes.  1v8 og the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  {of yourselves}  the  [faith]   toward/nearness/{accession to}   
1Thes.  1v8 og the  God [Yahweh]   (it has) issued/{come forth/out}/departed/{spread abroad}/proceeded   
1Thes.  1v8 og thus/{insomuch that}  no/not  (the) affair/need/demand/requirement/necessitate/want  us/our/we   
1Thes.  1v8 og (to) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  (to) speak/utter/say  {some/any/certain thing}. 
1Thes.  1v8 = For  The  Word/Sayings/Reasoning  of the  lord/master   (freely given)   off/from  {of yourselves}    

it has  {echoed forth}/resounded/{sounded forth}  not  only  within the  (lands of)  Macedonia and Achaia,  
but  also  within  every  {place of occupancy}  
your  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  towards  the God  (Yahweh)  it has  issued/{spread abroad}   
{insomuch that}  we  (TCs)   have no  need/requirement  to say anything   (extra to embellish your demonstrable activity). 

 

For not only  (has)  the  word/sayings/reasoning  of the  lord/master   (sourced by Yahweh given to us through JC  [Rev.19v13]) 
has sounded forth  away/from  yourselves within the Macedonia and Achaia   (these brethren are imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
but  also your  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)   towards the God  (Yahweh) 
has issued forth within every place of occupancy   (within the land masses of Macedonia and Achaia) 
inasmuch we (TCs)  have no need to say anything   (to embellish your demonstrable activity). 
 

Clearly these Brethren were working extremely hard in their  “occupational effort”  freely given to their  neighbours/strangers  within their specific 
locality,  to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  of  “1st Century Christianity” –  as given by The Apostles –  before it was morphed into our present 
day  “worldly Christianity.  These brethren were so proficient,  the  Apostles/TCs  had no need to add  (1) superlatives or give  (2) additional training in 
The Gospel now these renown Brethren were showing themselves to be  “Good Fruit of The Tree” (Matt.7v16-19)  by imitating Paul.   They are showing 
the  same spiritual  DNA  driving the new  creature/creation  within,  built  only  upon the RNA of  “The Word of God”  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15),  being 
the  presence/parousia  of JC operating within them. 
Clearly,  these Brethren  (Christians)  knew far more than what is taught today by our  worldly Christian leaders who preach a  foreign/alien  knowledge 
to that as given in The Bible by both word and deed –  after being passed through The Mincer  of Rev.22v18-19 for the self-indulgent return! 
Now clearly there are  some  Christian leaders who  are  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire –  but they are most unlikely to be the people having high positions 
within worldly establishments –  operating under The Principles alien to those given in The Bible,  they are having a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of 
The World  -  and  not  that source by Yahweh.   Else they would surely desire to take  The  Last/Least  position within society –  knowing Yahweh would 
give them  The First/Most  within society in the Millennium alongside JCg.   
All of which shows they have  no regard  for The Millennium of The Future,  but only for the things of The World today! 

But we are to search for the Christian Leaders like Paul  (1Cor.4v9-13, 2Cor.11v24-28) –  because they  are  actively searching for you  and 
other hearkening people to edify them in The Word of God –  so that all people might  personally  know  why/how  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire! 

Use the Toolkit given on this website to unlock  “The Gospel”  by auditing  “The Occupational Effort”  of those people who claim to know,  but do not! 
 
5th Comment – Christians behaving in fidelity to “The Word of God” are considered as respectable citizens by The World,  
and shall have no complaint,  only  “worldly (pious) Christians”  will be treated with disdain by the secular world.  Also 
only “Professional World Leaders of Religion” (John.15v17-19, 16v1-4, 17v14-20) detest TCs exposing leader hypocrisy! 
11th Reasoning – “The Word of God” operating within people will make them considerate of other people and behave in a 
manner to attract those people outside of True Christianity towards “The Word of God”.  (Sadly, we witness the utter 
shenanigans within many  worldly pious Christians bringing shame upon what  sane  atheists perceive God’s Word to be). 
6th Comment – The term “slave” means precisely as we understand it.  We fulfil precisely what “The Master”  tells us –  
that means we must  first know and then understand  what The Master Desires  before we become a slave to it! 
This is given to represent what the TC (slave)  is to JC as  “The Word of God”  as the master of our mind. 
Seems obvious –  but is utterly ignored by  worldly “Christians”  as  endorsed/encouraged  by the leaders over them! 
15th Instruction – TC slaves faithfully fulfil The Laws of Yahweh, firstly by copying JC, learning God’s Word of both parts 
1 and 2,  fulfil the commandments of JC  (John.15v10, by understanding Mark.12v30-31)  to imitate his  ministry/lifestyle. 
Good News – repeat - People becoming TCs have clearly changed their personality to become Christlike and thus worthy 
of the  one/same  Expectation driving JC and honoured by Yahweh,  to become JCg,  “The First Begotten Son of God”. 
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16th Instruction – TCs will always receive excellent report by all humans –  even if their ministry is rejected by people 
outside.  The point being, - TCs behave as model secular citizens and because of this:  Command respect from The World.' 
7th Warning – worldly Christians behaving ridiculously in the eyes of The World and thus shunned because of their antics 
are destroying God’s Word within the minds of recipients,  of whom they are supposed to be attracting to God’s Word. 
Thus, the problem is not  God’s Word,  nor refusing atheists – but  worldly Christians,  who are thus  rejected by Yahweh! 
17th Instruction – The Brethren aiming to become TCs must make a complete personality change –  else Yahweh will  not 
accept them for Sonship,  and only consider them as being  worldly Christians requiring The Millennium to fully reform. 
6th Allegory – images for worship = Things of The World that  consume our time  rather than we fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
(Examples:  Internet, computer games, famous people, cars, icons/pictures/songs, holidays, debilitating habits, etc., etc.) 
18th Instruction – The TC  (as accepted by Yahweh)  is a person slaving to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire -  this is  true worship. 
1Thes.  1v9 og they  For  concerning/about  {of/from us}  (they) announce/{bring word again}/declare/report/tell   
1Thes.  1v9 og {of what kind}/{how great/excellent}/{what manner}  (the) entrance/coming/entering   
1Thes.  1v9 og (we) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves},   
1Thes.  1v9 og also  {in what manner}/how  (you) reverted/{came/went  again}/converted/{returned  around}   
1Thes.  1v9 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  God  off/away/separated/from  of the  {images for worship}/idols   
1Thes.  1v9 og (to) serve/{in bondage}/slave  (to the) God [Yahweh]   (to the [= in/with/by/on]) living/existing   
1Thes.  1v9 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) trustworthy/{truthful (as not concealing)}, 
1Thes.  1v9 = For  they  (Brethren of Macedonia/Achaia)  declare/report  {how excellent}  the  entrance/influence/entering   

we (TCs)  have  towards  {specifically yourselves}   (the brethren aiming to become TCs),   
also  how  you (Thessalonians)  reverted/turned  towards  the  God   (Yahweh,  by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 
away/from  of the  {images for worship}  to  (now)  serve/slave  to the  living/existing  God (Yahweh)   also  in truth. 

 

For they  (The Brethren of Macedonia and Achaia)    
declare how excellent the entrance we (TCs)  have towards specifically yourselves   (hearkening brethren aiming to be TCs) 
                (Paul and his helpers were  shining examples  of  real  spiritual teachers imitating JC   [and were not  “the wolves”  we have today]) 
also how you  (Thessalonians)  reverted towards the God   (Yahweh,  by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
away from the images of worship to  (now)  serve/slave  to the  living/existing  also trustworthy God (Yahweh). 
               (As opposed to the non-existent gods created by Mankind yielding lies and distortion for any  “false hope”  of personal salvation.) 
 

We read of these most wonderful things spoken by Paul about The Thessalonian brethren! 
The Thessalonians worked so hard in  “The Ministry Work”  after having been guided to  “The Disclosing Truth”  of  “The Real Gospel”  as taught in  
“1st Century Christianity” –  that is precisely  why  Paul speaks so highly of them  (as compared with The Galatians – Gal.1v6-8, 3v1, etc.,  completely  
“going off the rails”  by the insidious  “worldly Christianity”  [as a generic term,  “to be opposing 1st Century Christianity”]  sliding in, 2Pet.2v1).   
This has so much relevance to us today. 
We must clearly understand - 

“Images for Worship”  means  anything  that  “consumes our time”  to feed that  image/desire  we have within our mind  (1John.5v21). 
It can be anything that is sourced by The World to fulfil our self-indulgences –  entertainment,  hobbies,  car,  internet,  role game play,  accumulation of 
money,  holidays,  debilitating habits (smoking/drugs/drink), etc., etc., etc.,  where in moderation these things may be considered acceptable. 
By far the worst is the mobile phone  -  that consumes any available time as we only need see within a grouping of people  -  not talking to one another,  
but with their faces down,  playing with their “apps” on their phone!   It is an utter abomination how the mobile phone has so quickly consumed people’s 
mind so that they cannot think nor reason for themselves about what is occurring around them – please see my most important commentaries to 
Rev.13v11-18  describing precisely by allegory what we see today.  
Therefore,  if any of these things takes our time away from  “The Ministry Work”  to be  accurately  giving  “The Word of God”  freely  to our neighbour 
–  then it becomes “worship”  that self-indulgently titivates the  animalistic/carnal  mind  for  “The Immediacy”  rather than to edify our Neighbour to 
our own hurt.  This is best shown by demonstrating our slaving is for  The Lord/Master’s  glory/honour/dignity  within a  sane/reasoning  mind of the 
recipient to our teaching  (not by contrast,  in self-absorbing hype of vanity that brings no glory to Yahweh,  except to the  charlatan Christian leader). 
It is by imitating JC;  we then demonstrate our personal  assurance/fidelity  to our  Lord/Master –  else it becomes  “hypocrisy”  to what we know. 
Clearly if we do  not  know –  then this means our leaders become culpable to the Lord  (Luke.12v46-48)  inasmuch - 

“What the pupil does not know –  then the teacher has not taught!” 
Please read this website to understand what  must be taught  to The World  (Matt.24v14)  and then this evil Worldly System will end  (Matt.28v19-20). 
This is my driver to do what I have done for the last 50,000+ hours of what would have been my spare time. 
 
19th Instruction – Christians are to wait for JCg to come from The Heavens  and are thus not to participate in The World. 
Where,  “plural heavens”  mean,  “all zones above the Earth”  = The Universe,  thus operating under Yahweh’s Desire. 
12th Reasoning – TCs avoid all things in The World because they are mere sojourners now,  awaiting The Millennium. 
7th Good News – Yahweh awakened JC to be JCg so that JCg as a separate entity will come for the TCs at the 1st 2nd C. 
13th Reasoning – It is obvious Yahweh and JCg  are  separate reasoning Entities  even after his resurrection  in the 
manner as this verse  specifically tells us  They are separate Entities,  still  “The Son of Him”  (Yahweh, The Father)! 
8th Good News – JCg delivers us (TCs)  from the coming of God’s wrath at the closure of The Gospel Age  (to the leaders). 
14th Reasoning – JCg physically delivered all humans from Yahweh’s wrath for what is now the 1st part of our life,  
consequently exposing the 2nd part of our life thereby it becomes incumbent upon  us personally  to imbue  “The Word of 
God”  (JC, Rev.19v13)  so we might  imitate him  = thereby JC then covers us from  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation. 
15th Reasoning – By imbuing “The Word of God” (JC) to become  one  spirit/personality/desires/traits  with JC,  then we 
become TCs and thus covered from “The 2nd Death”.  This is demonstrated by TCs resurrected as future  “Sons of God”! 
1Thes.  1v10 og Also  (to) await/{wait for}  the  son [JCg]  of the  Him [Yahweh]  {from/out of}  of the  heavens,   
1Thes.  1v10 og whom/which/that  (he) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated  {from/out of}   
1Thes.  1v10 og (the) {dead persons}/corpses/mortified/cadavers,  (the) Jesus,   
1Thes.  1v10 og the (one [Jesus])  {dragging out of danger}/{rushing in}/rescuing/delivering [middle voice]   us/our/we   
1Thes.  1v10 og off/away/separated/from  of the  {violent passion}/indignation/anger/wrath/vengeance   
1Thes.  1v10 og of the  accompany/appearing/bringing/coming [middle voice]. 
1Thes.  1v10 = Also  to wait for  the son  (JCg)   of the  Him  (Yahweh)   {from out of}  of the  heavens  [plural]   
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whom  (JCg)   He  (Yahweh)   awakened/roused/resuscitated  {from out of}  of the  {dead people}/corpses  [plural],   
the Jesus,   the one  personally  {rushing in}/delivering  us  (TCs)    
away/from  the   personally  appearing/coming  of the  anger/wrath/vengeance. 

 

Also to wait for His (Yahweh’s)  son (JCg)  from out of the heavens   (plural = The Universe,  expressing Yahweh’s Methodology), 
whom (JCg)  He (Yahweh)  awakened/resuscitated  from out of the dead people   (JC was resurrected into the 2nd part of his life), 
the Jesus,  the one personally delivering us (TCs)    (through his personal  [1] ministry and  [2] ransom sacrifice) 
away/from  the personally coming wrath   (we  bring upon ourselves  “Annihilation”  caused by  “The Curse of Satan”  upon our  unreformed self). 
 

Note. The  “Plural Heavens”  is inevitably translated as  “singular heaven”  in most of our  worldly  poorly translated bibles,  thereby hiding what The 
Scribe is teaching us.  This common theme in The Bible is  ignored/hidden  by our  worldly translators, namely, “plural heavens”  means  “The 
Universe”  and “singular heaven”  means  “the immediate zone around The Earth”.   This accurate knowledge is only faithfully conveyed from the 
original Greek in the translation given on  “FutureLife.Org”;  I believe it cannot be reliably found in any other English translation  (James.3v11-12). 
Now explaining the verse. 
An interesting verse because it tells us so much in so few words  (where  “much”  is absolutely contrary to what we are  “supposedly taught”  by errant  
worldly Christian doctrine)! 
Where do we start together in this verse? 

1.  We are told  (in this epistle,  written perhaps some 20 years after JC’s resurrection as JCg),  we are to wait  for JCg’s  return.   
Bear in mind the TCs already have JCg’s  presence/parousia  within them  (please see end of this epistle,  where I explain this) –  thus it must 
be a more physical encounter.  (Please read  “Presence”  within the glossary to explain the link between  “presence” and “coming”  being 
specifically  why  “parousia”  is  so correctly  used in these writings –  as precisely explained by “FutureLife.Org”). 

2. We also see the separation of Entities here  after  “The Event”,  being contrary to  worldly Christian doctrine  “They”  supposedly become 
“One” and inferring this is physically –  especially when many deviant Christian sects  (including those over 500 + years in the making)  
state it was “God” (implying Yahweh)  here on Earth born to Mary.   
         However,  Paul continually makes the differentiation between the two  Entities on into  The Future.  
So obviously the advocates of  “worldly Christianity”  have  not  the faintest  (correct)  idea within  “the mush”  of which they speak! 

3. The Bible makes clear distinctions between singular heaven and plural heavens  to tell us specifically Who is ruling what.  Various worldly 
translations of the English Bible lose all this valuable information in a broad-brush attack!   Please see the translation on this website as 
being the  only  available faithful amplified translation of Yahweh’s Original Word –  giving full transparency to the original Greek script. 
This being the  only  truly commutative English translation freely available on the planet!  
That shows true fidelity to  “The Original Word of God”  freely given for  no charge to any person  in The World! 

4. We also read;  it was Yahweh as  “The Separate Entity”  Who chose to  awaken/rouse  His son from the dead corpses, –  thus Yahweh must 
have been  “conscious”  to be in the position to resurrect His  unconscious son!   Obviously  separate  “conscious”  Entities! 

5. Furthering (3) we are told there is more than one dead corpse –  thus  “many  dead-corpses”,  therefore,  JCg becomes  “The First Begotten 
Son”  that has come from this Fleshly World  (please read  “begotten”  in my glossary for what this terminology  really means  rather than 
the unsubstantiated nonsense taught by  worldly Christian leaders)  to commence  “The Office of New Creation”.  This Office of  “The 
Anointed/Christ”,  and thus there must be a time when all of  “Israel”  as a new spiritual nation are raised together  (see Eze.37v1-11)  in 
prophecy  (Isa.66v8)  of what is to occur  first  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  for  “The Early Adopters”  (= “The Firstfruits”  [perhaps 
including The Prophets of  “1st Epoch Israel”]  but certainly the focus is of the 144000 TCs of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”).   After which,  
secondly,  at  “The 2nd Resurrection”   (= The General/Main Resurrection )  is to yield  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  comprising of  “The 
Resurrected World”,  so its members might  then learn  how to imitate JC over a period of 1000 years to then be assayed at the end of The 
Millennium.   (Please see my glossary on all these terms).  Also read Rev.20v5, where in my commentary to that verse,  comprising of some 
17,000 words,  explains how the first sentence is a copyist addition  (as equally accepted by scholars),  and  must be ignored. 

6. Where obviously,  if  JC was first resurrected from out of the dead people –  then clearly the rest of humanity had  not  been resurrected  (with 
again,  Paul’s warning some 30 years after JCg’s resurrection at   2Tim.2v18)  noting what Peter said about King David still in his tomb for 
a 1000 years  (Acts.2v29).   Furthermore,  a resurrection for humans is written as a  future  event 60 years later by John at Rev.20v6 being  
“The 1st Resurrection”  (to mean at least a 2nd Resurrection is to occur  afterwards) –  then  obviously humans are  not  presently “supposedly 
conscious in heaven”  (as possible saints through whom to offer prayers as  falsely  taught today).   Therefore,  the physical resurrection  
(StrongsTM = 1851)  and spiritual resuscitation  (StrongsTM = 1453)  speak of the physical and spiritual occurring together  (see Eze.37v1-11 –  
showing the two aspects coming together)! 

Obviously,  this bears  no  resemblance to what we are taught by our  worldly Christian leaders in perhaps four areas located 
within this one section! 

It really makes me wonder what bible they have in their head, –  clearly one having passed through Rev.22v18-19  (noting Matt.23v15)! 
7. Also it is JC,  now as JCg,  who protects us through the  presence/parousia  of  “The Word of God”  (within those people  imitating  JC by  

truly  “believing in JC” –  over their now 2 part life)  from his Father  (two Entities again),  thus clearly Yahweh is to be  
angry/wrathful/vengeful  against specific humans –  which again is utterly different to what  worldly Christian leaders  mindlessly  preach,  
“God loves us all”  or  “You can see God in humans” –  are  “most deviant”  worldly  soundbites having  no  authenticity in The Bible!    
Yahweh  will  be wrathful against those people mincing His  Personal  Word  (through Rev.22v18-19) –  that is true  vengeance! 

There are at least  nine  things in those seven sections above from just  one  verse showing  “worldly Christian” output is  fundamentally flawed  and 
thus loses any credibility within a  sane/reasoning  mind!   Therefore,  I encourage  The World’s  very best  worldly Christian scholars and theologians to 
contact this website  (if they dare)  detailing their errant reasoning so I might publicly use The Bible in context to untangle their most errant  “worldly 
wisdom” –  on this website!    

I am in the process of compiling an electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  to consolidate all this information,  so The World might bypass our  
Professional Religious Leaders’  useless and incoherent  “worldly wisdom”! 

However,  I would much rather they become like a Nicodemus and leave their  sinking ship  of worldly methodology (Rev.18v4)  – and join  The Ship of 
Salvation and Sanity,  being  “The Word of God”  of which this website  accurately  teaches to The World,  enabling the HS to operate within wholly 
receptive people through  “The Real Faith”  (of  accurate  knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  having been correctly explained. 

Therefore,  what should the reader believe? 
Simply stated  

(1) What the Bible teaches in Absolute Truth  or  (2) What the World teaches in error  (Religion)  for the reasons I explain elsewhere! 
“JCg delivering us from God’s wrath”  what does this mean? 
As the Bible teaches us there are these future instances when Yahweh expresses His Wrath. 

1. Humans who are sinful  (1st part of our spiritual life –  that becomes  atoned  by JC’s ransom sacrifice and thus we become  excused/reset). 
2. The End of The Gospel Age when Yahweh consumes Satan’s Methodology expressed within the worldly establishments of those political,  

religious and commercial groupings  (comprising of their respective leaders). 
3. At the end of the 2nd part of a person’s spiritual life where there has been a refusal to imbue  “The Word of God”  to imitate JC’s lifestyle. 

Where the 2nd part of our spiritual life can die at the end of the 1st part of our physical life –  if as a  charlatan Christian leader we have 
minced  “The Word of God”  to make  “a nice little earner”  upon it  (John.12v6); –  or for the remaining people,  it might be at the end of the 
2nd part of a person’s physical life,  during  (for the most ardent of rebellious people, Isa.65v20),  or the end of The Millennium (Rev.20v7-15). 
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Paul is specifically teaching of JC’s ransom sacrifice having  firstly  atoned/{bought back}/redeemed/reset  all of us  (Christian  and  non-Christian, 
1John.2v2, 4v4)  from the 1st part of our spiritual life and then  afterwards  JC  covered us during our  “gestation of The New Creature within”  
(2Cor.5v17, Gal.5v15)  being of the 2nd part of our spiritual life.   This can occur in the 1st part of our physical life to become an  “Early Adopter” (TC) 
or after our resurrection in the 2nd part of our physical life during The Millennium to become a “Late Adopter”. 
Furthermore,  because we  (ideally as TCs)  have  accurately imbued  “The Word of God”  within our very existence to yield a  “personality/character  
change”  to imitate JC’s lifestyle.  After which,  then as  “The Word of God”  (JC,  Rev.19v13)  truly  operating within us  shall  cover  us in the 2nd part 
of our spiritual life  (that for most people shall be in the 2nd part of their physical life  of The Millennium  [The Great Sabbath Day, Mark.2v27-28]). 

We therefore reason this  covering  as  “The Word of God”  is delivering  the new  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as the  one/same  of JC  
while we are becoming a TC (now);  or for everyone else during The Millennium. 
Most important (righteous) note  

1. JC  atones/resets  all  of us,  to  get us into  The Millennium  (Yahweh expressing His Capability/Authority) 
2. JC covers all resurrected people  during  The Millennium while we personally  learn  “Righteousness”. 
3. We personally  stand (Life)  or fall (Annihilation)  by imitating JC’s deportment  after  The Millennium. 

Consequently,  do this in the 1st part of our physical life to become a TC,  to then receive a resurrection unto Sonship  (being  “The 1st Resurrection”  at 
the 1st 2nd C of JCg – 1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55, Matt.24v40-44, Rev.11v11-13, Rev.20v6,  etc.),  -  over which  “The 2nd Death”  has no power 
(Rev.2v11, 20v6).   However,  leave this internal reform unto the 2nd part of our physical life  (resurrection into The Millennium)  for us then to imbue  
“The Word of God”  to be saved from Yahweh’s Wrath at the end of The Millennium when Yahweh shall remove all opposition for an eternity. 

This is  “The Real Gospel”,  taught by JC and his apostles as  “1st Century  Christianity” –  but is  never  taught by our  worldly Christian 
leaders – because quite simply they do  not  believe it –  they do  not  believe what The Bible  tells them  (as I show in this commentary)!    

Therefore,  a useful question  
Who represents Yahweh –  and who represents Satan  (to oppose Yahweh’s most  “Righteous Plan for Human Salivation”)? 

Do I have need to even write down  the obvious answer  to that most important question? 
 
 
9th Good News – TCs as true ministers of God’s Word,  by definition,  will have yields of 40, 60, 100  and thus their 
sacrifice of labour away from The World will yield a worthy offering of new TCs to Yahweh’s  praise/worship. 
7th Comment – Christians aiming to fulfil Yahweh’s desire are pleased when their arduous work results in a positive 
outcome,  where hearkening people likewise start imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  that first requires gaining The 
Knowledge and Understanding of Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”.  This cannot be gained from 
worldly Christian Leaders,  because their output is completely confused and almost laughable,  if it was not so serious! 
16th Reasoning – It is  only  by putting in the  “occupational effort”  that will yield fruitage.  This is uniquely personal and 
thus  all  Christians should aim to imitate Paul.  Religious leaders instructing to the contrary are clearly  not  TCs either! 
Warning – repeat - Those specific people imbuing  “The Word of God”  into their very  being/existence  and with fidelity 
imitate  Apostles/TCs  will  face persecution from people within The World  feeling threatened by the TCs’ lifestyle. 
20th Instruction – TCs are to speak  boldly/frankly  during the  accurate  publicising of Yahweh’s Word. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - The Gospel = Yahweh’s “Plan for Human Salvation” –  Yahweh’s “Righteous Method”  to yield a 
perfected society into the eternity  (for those individuals ultimately choosing to imitate JC’s lifestyle over their 2 part life). 
Instruction – repeat - “The Gospel”  is always two part  (and both are  never  taught by leaders of Christendom). 

1. Firstly, - aim for  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Early Adopters”  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
2. Secondly, – how Yahweh uses The Millennium to purify Mankind to yield  “The Late Adopters”. 

The “Gospel”  is  not  “JC died for us”,  that is just The Mechanism  to enable  “The Gospel to be righteously fulfilled”! 
1Thes.  2v1 og they [the brethren]   For  (yourselves) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive [2nd person plural]  
1Thes.  2v1 og (the) {The Brethren}/Brothers,  the  entrance/coming/entering  {of/from us}   
1Thes.  2v1 og the  toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves},   
1Thes.  2v1 og because  not  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) emptiness/worthless/vain  (it has) {become to be}. 
1Thes.  2v1 = For  they  the brethren   [of you, Elders]   yourselves  [as Elders]  know/understand,   

because  our  entrance/introduction  towards  {specifically yourselves}  it has  not   {become to be}  empty/worthless. 
 

For they,  the brethren  [of you, the Elders],  yourselves  [the recipient Elders of this epistle]  know/understand    
because our entrance towards specifically yourselves has not become to be worthless   (the Thessalonians  are  copying JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 
 

It is interesting how translators change  “they”  to  “yourselves” –  check your bible! 
Consequently,  they lose  “they”  out of the translation! 
This is done in a few places within The New Testament –  with justification in these few locations where the context tells us this is permissible. 
Interestingly it is done at least three times in this epistle of Thessalonians as we shall read  (e.g., 3v3)  and I draw this out in my local commentaries. 
However,  this  transparent  translation given on “FutureLife.Org”  allows the reader  the option  to see what The Greek  really  tells us  (impossible  in 
other English translated bibles –  where the translators are trying to be perhaps  “too clever”  and  “drop the ball”  in many instances –  thinking they  
“know better”  than Yahweh and His  faithful slaves). 

Therefore,  I argue these occurrences out publicly,  on a  “case by case study”  as  -  “they”  and other aspects arise!     
I give everything to be utterly transparent for The Reader to gain  his/her own understanding,  rather than have some  errant translation forced upon us! 

Perhaps what they give is a possible interpretation –  but without my translation –  then we would  never  know –  but at least we now have an 
educated choice! 

I try to maintain  “The Original Wording”  where I can consider an alternative rendering to see if more understanding is forthcoming from the text. 
I have done the above in my translation to see what it yields for public comment. 
I let the translators  “believe what they want”,  yet I believe what The Bible  “specifically tells me”  in its  original  word –  and I have found  many 
errors  within their output  (specifically at key doctrinal areas)  that became my driver to personally generate the  most precise translation possible  for 
my analytical study upon which I can comprehensibly trust –  and I  freely  share this work to edify any person interested in God’s Word within The 
World today! 
What our scholars seem to ignore is this.     

The epistles are written to  two different  groups of people and so the apostles must be careful how they write these letters! 
The epistles are primarily written to The Elders of the specific ecclesia in the area as guidance,  for which they would then use to educate their listeners 
by reading out these epistles to the congregational members.   Hence this verse in the middle of the praise either side  (underwritten by The Goal 
specified at the end of chapter 4)  Paul is congratulating The Elders for  “A job well done”.   Thus,  he is differentiating through the grouping to 
substantiate the exhortation he makes for The Goal of which he is to speak later. 
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Because all  “this understanding”  flies over the heads of our scholars not understanding Matt.20v16, 22v14,  being of a selection process,  of which they 
“choose to not know”  (agnoeo  -  StrongsTM=50)  and are thus  hostile/satanic  to Yahweh’s Pure Desire being fulfilled in The Environment  (hence 
Mark.3v28-29). 

Paul here is stretching out to lift the brethren up to become like The Elders – who are wonderfully imitating JC. 
Scholars, theologians,  and their peers ruling over their congregational members have absolutely no interest in doing this  -  just keep their 
congregations ignorant of  “The Real Goal”  (Matt.23v13)  and toss out a few lures  (Luke.16v19-21+)  to keep their own flock  (like the robbers of 
John.10v1-9)  under control so they can be milked  (Matt.7v15, Acts.20v29)! 

It is utterly appalling,  and Yahweh is  most wrathful  against  worldly Christian scholars, theologians, and congregational leaders! 
However,  they do not care,  because they do  not  believe Yahweh exists – but He is supposedly  “a useful tool”  to make  “easy money”  (Luke.16v3)! 
1Thes.  2v2 og but  also  (the having been) {undergone hardship previously}/{suffered before}  also 
1Thes.  2v2 og (the having been) {exercised violence}/abused/{used despitefully}/reproached/ 

/{entreated shamefully}/insulted  
1Thes.  2v2 og just/as/that/how/when  (you) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  in  (to the [= within]) Philippi   
1Thes.  2v2 og (we were) {frank/honest in utterance}/{confident in spirit/demeanour}/{preached/spoke  evermore boldly} 
1Thes.  2v2 og in  to the [= within]  God [Yahweh]  {of/from us}  (to) speak/utter/say  toward/nearness/{accession to} 
1Thes.  2v2 og {specifically yourselves}  the  {good news/message}/{the gospel}   
1Thes.  2v2 og of the  God [Yahweh]   in  (to the [= within]) many/much/plenteous   
1Thes.  2v2 og (to the) {place of contest}/racecourse/{effort or anxiety}/conflict/contention/struggle/fight/race/agony. 
1Thes.  2v2 = but  also  having  {previously undergone hardship}/{suffered before},   

also  having been  abused/reproached/insulted  within the  Philippi  just/as  you  know/understand,   (from leaders of “Religion”/Jews) 
we  (TCs)   {spoke frankly}/{boldly taught}  within  our  God  (Yahweh),    (fearlessly taught  “The Word of God”  as given by JC) 
to speak  the  {good news}/gospel  of the  God  (Yahweh)   towards  {specifically yourselves}  within  much  conflict/adversity/contest. 

 

But  also having previously undergone hardship   (being the persecution metered out by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  [John.16v1-4]), 
also having been  abused/insulted   within Philippi  just/as  you  know/understand   (having heard of this religious persecution), 
we (TCs)  boldly taught within our God   (Yahweh,  sourced  “The Word of God”  controlling our minds to deliver agape) 
to speak  “The Good News”  of the God   (Yahweh)   (being “1st Century Christianity”  that precisely explains Yahweh’s Plan over millennia)  
towards specifically yourselves within much  conflict/adversity   (“Religious Leaders”  adversarial to  “1st Century Christianity”  being taught) 
 

Paul is referring to his 2nd missionary journey and of the incident located in Acts.16v12-40,  where they were jailed in Philippi. 
When freed,  he moved across to Thessalonica and then down the Eastern side of Achaia to Athens and then across to Corinth where it is supposed he 
wrote this letter to The Thessalonians.  Paul is consolidating the reports coming across from Philippi to the Thessalonians concerning his ministry work 
and the reaction it stirred amongst those religious authorities  (of whatever origin)  feeling their position and income threatened by this  “new theology”. 
The question is - 

Do  “Christians”  today  accurately  teach  “The (real) Word of God”  (being  “1st Century Christianity”  to their neighbour,  and by so 
doing,  are they  threatened/abused  in religious conflict? 

Yes,  within a few places of The World  (that may be due  only  to  involvement with politics  and  not  for the fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire [Rom.13v1-5])!  
However,  not in comfortable affluent counties –  where many members just  self-indulge  their time away to please  “The Immediacy”  having no real 
concern for The Future Millennium (Matt.24v38-39)  -   hence Rev.3v14-19, etc.!   They simply come together in mass feigned worship,  singing 
emotional songs,  saying pious words,  exalting themselves in a favourable light and then go home again!   This is  not  what Yahweh wants to see! 
See what Yahweh thought of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  at Isa.1v11-20, Amos.5v20-22, etc.   JC and the apostles set The Bar of what Yahweh desires to see! 
Therefore,  we reason worldly Christian leaders today teach of a  “new Jesus” (2Cor.11v4),  being a  “Gospel of Excuses”  to remain human  (Jude.v4)! 
Now regarding today’s Christians,  provided the present pain and suffering within this World is not occurring in their backyard then they put the World’s 
pain and suffering out of their mind,  examples would be sex slaves,  displaced refugees, murder, torture, starvation, land mine victims, fraud, victims of 
predators, etc. All this extensive suffering will be competently and completely  squashed out of existence  in The Millennium by JCg  (Rev.19v16)  having  
all  Authority  (Matt.22v44, Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15).   The point being made is this,  these  worldly Christians are  not  personally  bringing forth The 
Millennium to stop all this pain and suffering  (Rom.8v22)  and are thus  not  personally fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire.    
I am not advocating us entering into politics of this World to stop this from occurring,  but by representing  “The Politics of The Millennium”  to stop 
this from occurring that starts within ourselves to truly imitate JC by action and then Yahweh will gain 144000 TCs to physically bring forth  “The 1st 
Resurrection”  and then The Millennium forcibly stop all this  (Rev.19v16-21)!    We cannot fight Satan working through his representatives with more 
power than us,  we can only do this through Yahweh  (through “The Real Word of God”  operating within “The Early Adopters”  to yield The Future 
Rulers of The Millennium)  – being His Way of doing things!    Yahweh is working  in parallel  to this present  (Satan’s)  world through His  “Early 
Adopters”. 
This is what Yahweh wants to see occur.    
        JC and the apostles did three primary things  

1. They taught other people how to truly fulfil Yahweh’s Desire that requires them to become TCs. 
2. In doing (1) above they were proving themselves to be TCs by personally becoming  “The Wisdom of God”  (expressed in deportment). 
3. In doing the two things above,  they were personally bringing forth The Millennium,  by  validating  their position on  “The Scroll of 

(guaranteed)  Life”  (Rev.5v2-9)  as future  “Sons of God”,  being a scroll having 144000 names  (Rev.14v1-4)  written upon it by 
Yahweh  before  The Creation of Mankind  (Rom.8v29, etc.). 
JC was proven worthy to be given The Scroll  (Rev.5v2-9)  and to open it,  to gain his future bride of 144000 TCs. 
JC as  “The Word of God”  operating within humans to yield 144000 TCs is simply unfurling The Scroll to describe the events that are 
to occur over the next some 2000 years  (Rev.6v1+ to end with Rev.19v21)  to yield his bride of 144000 TCs.  After which,  JC and his 
team  (his “bride”, Rev.21v2,9)  to return and  “boot out of office”, absolutely  all  “worldly operating leaders”  over 45 days and 
install his team to inaugurate The Millennium. 
This is  “The Great Tribulation”  for all  “worldly people”  making a hissing sound at their ejection  (Rev.19v20-21, 2Pet.3v10). 

Counter to that most important listing encapsulating The Gospel,  we have worldly professional Christian leaders using  “Religion”  to excuse what they 
should be doing within society. 

I repeat this is  not  applicable to every single Christian grouping but is specifically true for virtually  all of them! 
However,  the reader must  read  an  accurate translation  of The Bible to gain the 6th sense,  thereby to receive  “The Knowledge”  to closely examine 
the works supposedly done in The Lord’s Name  (but certainly  not  His Character or Authority).   This knowledge enables us to become very competent 
auditors of their sermons,  testimonies  and writings,  enabling easy classification between the  charlatan  and  worldly Christian leaders  -  and within a 
completely different league,  I only know of a  very, very  few  people who are actively aiming to become TCs,  noting the ratio is about   one TC  in 
about  one hundred thousand people  of the general world populace. 

I am not being deliberately adversarial,  but as an auditor,  simply asking the questions other people prefer to ignore during the audit process. 
If with my  skills/gifts  of perhaps taking upon myself barely 2 talents (5 minas) “weight of responsibility” then I must be duty-bound to boldly speak-out 
for God’s Word,  else JCg shall be ashamed of me  (Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26),  and yet by contrast,  should I choose to remain silent like the 1 talent man  
“shirking his Responsibility”,  then I will be condemned by Yahweh,  as we are taught at Matt.25v14-25, Luke.19v15-22, Eze.33v1-20,  Luke.12v4-5.  
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21st Instruction – TCs must be wholly sincere and never defraud any person/authority,  especially by twisting God’s Word 
8th Warning – There  were/are  iniquitous Christian leaders acting as  beguiling charmers  defrauding people regarding 
God’s Word so they might personally indulge from what  “the innocent masses deliver  (in their search for “God”)”. 
22nd Instruction – TCs must have  clean/pure/simple  intentions when they deliver God’s Word to the recipient. 
9th Warning – There  were/are  iniquitous Christian leaders having  impure/{strings attached}  intentions when delivering 
a copy of God’s Word to the recipients so they might personally indulge from what  “the innocent masses repay”.  The 
oldest profession is not “harlotry”,  but “defrauding”,  “Leaders of Religion”  are masters of this,  for six millennia!  
23rd Instruction – TCs must  not  use  {attractive lures}/{cunning tactics}  when they teach  “The Word of God”. 
10th Warning – There  were/are  iniquitous Christian leaders using  {attractive lures}/{cunning tactics}  to captivate their 
audiences in a web of  deceit/delusion  that  appears  to worship God  –  but in reality,  this opposes Yahweh’s Desire! 
10th Good News – TCs have been audited by Yahweh as having The Gospel imbued within them. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - The Gospel = Yahweh’s “Plan for Human Salvation” –  Yahweh’s “Righteous Method”  to yield a 
perfected society into the eternity  (for those individuals ultimately choosing to imitate JC’s lifestyle over their 2 part life). 
Instruction – repeat - “The Gospel”  is always two part  (and both are  never  taught by leaders of Christendom). 

1. Firstly, - aim for  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Early Adopters”  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
2. Secondly, – how Yahweh uses The Millennium to purify Mankind to yield  “The Late Adopters”. 

The “Gospel”  is  not  “JC died for us”,  that is just The Mechanism  to enable  “The Gospel to be righteously fulfilled”! 
17th Reasoning – TCs demonstrate The Gospel as working in them by being at one with JC’s  spirit/personality/desires. 
24th Instruction – TCs deliver The Gospel to reform people so ideally  everyone  might personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
11th Warning – Iniquitous Christian leaders will excite people in worldly hype to gain large followings on whom to “feed” 
12th Warning – Iniquitous  Christian leaders are  spiritual paedophiles  “grooming their deluded spiritual children”. 
There are  very many of these charmers  in The World  (perhaps “millions”)  attracting huge followings  (Matt.24v23-26)  
in their congregations to feed their insatiable appetite for  wealth/glory/prestige/leverage/etc.,   (Matt.7v15, Acts.20v29). 
13th Warning – Iniquitous  Christian leaders will use  music/hysteria/chanting/{mystic waffle}/{technical apparatus}  
being anything The World has to  captivate/corral  their now  “expectant audience”  for an  “adrenalin/endorphins-rush”. 
18th Reasoning – These  charlatan  Christian leaders have  no  interest in edifying the members of their audience to 
become future  “Sons of God”  behaving precisely like JC and The Apostles,  but rather they are more concerned how to  
“maintain numbers”  to keep the worldly indulgences flowing  (both ways)!   This is an abomination to Yahweh! 
11th Good News – Yahweh is  assaying/testing/proving  by audit the motivation of  all  people claiming to represent His 
interests –  and shall revel all in The Millennium  (Luke.8v17, 12v2-3) –  if not earlier for some leaders  (as seen)! 
19th Reasoning – The  heart/{seat of motivation}  is audited by Yahweh,  and if they are sincerely trying to imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  by following his two commandments found at Mark.12v30-31,  then they are deemed as being TCs. 
20th Reasoning – Yahweh requires the TCs to prove themselves to  “The Judging World”  as being truly righteous in their 
deportment of imitating JC – thereby to be suitable candidates to rule  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 
TCs must prove themselves as  “The Last/Least in society”  as  contrite/humble  and wholly fearing Yahweh,  to have The 
Worthy Mind to be given  The First/Most  within The Millennium as  kings/priests  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.,) 
by Yahweh so He can extract “The Late Adopters as the 3rd Remnant” of Israel that returns to The Lard (Isa.10v20-22). 
14th Warning – Once knowing The Gospel of “1st Century Christianity”  it can be understood in  “The Grand scheme of 
Things”,  “Professional Leaders of Religion” are  completely redundant (Luke.20v16),  their  billions  of deluded devotees 
are entirely wasting their time.  Judaism and the following Christianity were simply  two continuums  out of which Yahweh 
was able to gain  “The Early Adopters”  (Prophets and then TCs)  as we are taught at Rev.12v1-5. That is why “Religious 
Leaders” had to change “1st Century Christianity” into “Religion”,  now as “Christendom”  to make capital out of it! 
1Thes.  2v3 og the  For  imploring/exhortation/solace/comfort/consolation/entreaty  {of/from us}   
1Thes.  2v3 og no/not/none  {from/out of}  (of the) fraudulence/deceit/deception/delusion/error,   
1Thes.  2v3 og {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  {from/out of}  (of the) impurity/blemished/uncleanness,   
1Thes.  2v3 og {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}   
1Thes.  2v3 og in  (to the [= within]) decoy/{a trick (to bait)}/wile/craft/deceit/guile/subtlety/cunning, 
1Thes.  2v3 = For our  (TCs’)   imploring/exhortation  {from us}   (is)   not  {from out of}  of the  fraudulence/deceit/delusion,   

nor  {from out of}  of the  impurity/uncleanness,   nor  within  decoy/{trickery as bait}/craft/guile/cunning, 
 

For our (TCs’)  imploring/exhortation  (is)  not  from out of  fraudulence/deceit/delusion   (by spinning God’s Word through Rev.22v18-19), 
nor from out of the  impurity/uncleanness   (a hidden agenda,  to the recipient’s ultimate hurt  [while The Leader is  still beloved  by the devotee]) 
not within  decoy/craft/cunning   (being  The Hype or Religious Theatrics  given by  charlatan Christian leaders to enthral “The Animalistic Mind”), 
 

Such an interesting verse –  especially  when read in conjunction with the next couple of verses  v4-v6,   its contrasting contents occurring daily! 
We must use this verse as  “an audit tool”  to what we witness all around us –  else  why  would Paul put this in as being a possibility –  unless it occurs! 
Furthermore,  we cannot use this verse as an  “audit tool”  if we do  not  absolutely know  what is in The Bible before it has been passed through  
Rev.22v18-19  in the minds of our  worldly Christian leaders beholden to Prov.3v5-8 and their peers,  preferring the old wine,  Luke.5v39 and hence 
Luke.6v30. 
Where sadly,  when we are within  “a delusion”  it is impossible to realise we are operating within  an  unquestioning  “deluded state”! 
        (This was very much the theme in the film entitled “The Matrix”,  However, I do not condone its violence that drew upon worldly principles.) 
Therefore, JC said   We are to come to him  (as “The Word of God”)  “as a child”  (Matt.18v4-5, Mark.10v14, Luke.18v17)! 
This is obviously  not  as our  worldly Christian leaders insinuate  (by learning  “supposed information”  from a child, or that we are to be demur to The 
Religious Leaders),  but rather it is  within the attitude of a  questioning  child learning about the environment  that we come to  “The Word of God”  to 
question and be constantly asking    

Why?  Why?  Why?   (Luke.2v46). 
So that we might assay and test what we hear to ensure,  it  is  sourced by Yahweh,  and  not  by Satan  through our  “Leaders of Religion”! 
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However,  that is hardly what  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  want to occur  -  because their  “useless exegesis”  becomes exposed as being 
entirely fraudulent!   The lack of authority over their subject matter is appalling – they have  zero  precision in their output – just built upon  vain muses! 
Therefore,  for us to escape  “a deluded state of mind”  then this requires either - 

1. A  “painful shock in our life”  that shakes us out of our  “delusion”  -  to start  “the questioning process”. 
2. Conscious mental effort to evaluate what is occurring,  by deliberately becoming a  “third person”  outside  “the deluded state”. 

It requires one of these options to occur before  “a change takes place”  within a  deluded  person’s life  (being “the Norm” for all humans today). 
Sadly,  if a person is being fed  “sugary poison”  in a comfortably deluded  “pampered state” –  then it is virtually impossible to get someone out of that 
seemingly  “vegetive state” –  because there is  no  personal  driver/impetus  to make a  “personal change of state”  to occur within our mind! 

That is  why  it  is  so difficult to get people to    “Unwind out of cult  (especially of religious)  mentality”. 
They like  “The Group Think”  or some are just too afraid to  “Be Different”  to “The Norm”  of  “Local Society”. 
“Fraud”  is so obvious to an outsider – but to the deluded person within  “the cult”  nothing seems obvious except what is drip fed! 

However,  this reasoning can be extended far outside specific religious cults –  to general religious congregations having  “the most wonderful fervour” 
–  but it is all self-indulgent froth of vanity  and is absolutely  not  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire.   Where sadly,  when extended to the limit,  religious 
fanatics in Pakistan violently killed the fourth atheist blogger on the 04 August 2015 (3rd Revision),  because apparently their religion is so weak that it 
requires human intervention –  by virtue of a sane reasoning person concluding    

Their deity is so puny and feeble  (both spiritual exegesis within the religion,  and physically incapable)  that  “it”  cannot do the job  itself  
(thereby being a religion created by Mankind whose methodology is sourced by the present god of the world – 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19,  Satan)! 

So,  it must be reasoned  why  is this occurring; –  who  is making it occur,  and for  what  are the reasons? 
As always –  the devotees are sincere  (Rom.16v17-18)  and are clearly coalescing around the leader for  sustenance/direction  (of whatever). 
In a symbiotic fashion,  the leaders provide for the  self-indulgent  returns they receive from their devotees  (as the Bible warns us in  so many  places). 
That is  why  it is  essential  for The Reader to grab a good translation of The Bible –  personally read it and  understand  it –  because there are just so 
many  charlatan Christian leaders mincing God’s Word into an affable tale for  a personal return.   

How many readers have a study timetable given by their Christian leaders to entirely read through a good quality Bible? 
(Certainly,  never  use the  useless  NIV for any sort of analytical work as used in  “The Alpha Course”  that equally has very little to commend it –  from 
Yahweh's point of view –  if  we  understand  what  Yahweh's Desire is of individuals within Mankind over their 2 part  physical/spiritual  life)!   
This is The Point,  Paul is making here in this verse,  – The Leaders are  “out to get us”  so  they might edify themselves or The Establishment  in a 
worldly sense  (much like a pyramidic structure –  the bottom supports the top)  rather than  edify The Individual  at the bottom to  personally  fulfil 
Yahweh's Desire. 
These questions must be asked at the end of the 1st part of our physical life during our assay,  when Yahweh  will  metaphorically ask of  “{specifically 
yourselves}”  in His  “Special/Greater  (1st)  Judgement”  (James.3v1,    of Christians only)  for  “The Anointing” - 

What did  YOU  personally do to  accurately  fulfil My Desire  (spoken through  “The Word of God”  [JCg]  at Matt.25v34-46)? 
Were  YOU  the 5, 2, or 1 talent  (“weight of responsibility”  personally carried)   individual  (Matt.25v15-23)? 
What was  YOUR  yield  (of new TCs)  40, 60, 100 fold,  or become withered in the stones or choked up in the weeds  (Matt.13v17-23)? 

How are  YOU  going to  personally  answer those pertinent questions at the end of your present physical life? 
Do You ask yourself  

If I do not do it,  then who else will do it?   Therefore,  I will do it,  because  no one else will do it  (Matt.21v30-31). 
That is  “The Crunch Question”  Yahweh is asking of us as individuals.  He is seeking Leaders for The Millennium – to Lead! 
(This is  “The Weight of Responsibility”  we take upon ourselves as the  talents/minas,  Matt.25v16-22, Luke.19v16-19.) 

If  as a  worldly Christian leader with more responsibility – then how are you to answer that – when more is expected  (Luke.12v46-48)? 
Especially when you as a leader  are paid by The World  to have more time to supposedly fulfil Yahweh’s Desire! 

Then the devotee should reflect  
How did my religious leaders instruct me to be active in The Ministry work, –  were they like Paul  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1) –  or  not? 

It is absolutely  essential  for the reader to  understand  “Yahweh’s Desire”  and the  “Adversary’s desire”   (Satan’s desire)  so that a course might be 
planned within our own life to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (see glossary on both terms). 
However,  Paul gives the warning,  I explain the warning given in modern terms  (because technology today can pump out so much  “enticing rubbish”  
to  “delude”,  and in so doing,  cover  “The Absolute Truth”  in much counterfeit)  but in the end I cannot,  nor do I intend to force anyone to  “The 
Disclosing Truth”,  because they have a 2 part life –  being  “The Safety Net”  of The Millennium.  To physically reflect on the  two  courses of “Life”. 

But it  is  my responsibility as an auditor to point out problem areas and ideally get people to see through the present  “darkness”  (of a 
masquerade painted by those leaders who claim to represent Yahweh)  so those people truly searching for  “The Disclosing Truth”,  might 
have an opportunity to become The Heirs,  and not merely be part of The Inheritance  (or worst,  as charlatans – never  see The Millennium)! 

In so doing,  I bring The Millennium  ever-closer  to fulfilment –  and thus I have done my very small part in ending this most painful present worldly 
system upon  “The Life”  that JC,  as JCg,  created while expressing his Father’s HS  (Gen.1v26, John.1v1-3). 
After my impassioned speech –  perhaps I had better explain  why  Paul used these words based upon the deviancy he spotted, –  where it was then under 
the loose label of  “Jewish hangovers”,  then  “Gnostic teaching”.  Now it is under all the  worldly  schisms of  “Christianity”  we see operating within 
The World today who operate under their  own  spirit/personalities/desires/traits  that is  far removed  from being  holy/blameless/innocent/{separate 
from this world of sin}  spirit/personalities/desires/traits   (HS). 
They are operating under the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the air  (Eph.2v2)  being an amalgam created by worldly methodology  
(hence  “worldly spirit”, WS),  that yields  “disobedience and stubbornness”  to  “The Singleness”  of  “The Fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire”  to bring 
forth  “The Salvation of Mankind”  over our 2 part life,  where their universal rebellion is expressed as - 

1. fraudulence/delusion =  Giving a false sense of security amongst the devotees for the gain of the leaders  (Acts.20v29). 
2. impurity/uncleanness  =  operating under  “The Methodology of The World”  of self-indulgence –  far from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 
3. decoy/{trickery as bait}/cunning =  lovely soundbites,  endearing words,  pleasing words to entrap members within  “The Group”. 

In my electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  I will group all The Bible warnings together –  because there are just so many –  thus a constant problem we 
face within The World today operating according to 1John.5v19   (within Christendom behind the  “painted facade of love”  -  but in what form of  
“love”)! 

I explain all the forms of  “Love” elsewhere –  but chose not to here,  else these commentaries become so long in repeatedly untangling the 
delusions within pandemic  worldly Christianity. 

1Thes.  2v4 og but  just/as/that/how/when  (we have been) assayed/proved/tested/discerned/examined  
1Thes.  2v4 og under/through/inferior/below/by  of the  God  (to be) committed/believing/entrusted   
1Thes.  2v4 og the  {good news/message}/{the gospel},    in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so   
1Thes.  2v4 og {(we) speak/utter/say,   no/not/none  {in that manner}/likewise/as   
1Thes.  2v4 og (to the) countenances/{human beings}/men  (the) {exciting emotion}/agreeing/pleasing   
1Thes.  2v4 og but  to the  God [Yahweh]  to the (One [Yahweh])  assaying/proving/testing/discerning/examining   
1Thes.  2v4 og the  hearts/{seats of motivation}  {of/from us}. 
1Thes.  2v4 = but  just/as  we (as TCs)   have been  assayed/proved/tested/examined 

under/by  of the  God  (Yahweh)   to be  committed/entrusting  the  {good news}/gospel,   
{in this manner}/likewise  we  speak/say, 
not  {in that manner}/as  to the  {exciting emotion}/agreeable/pleasing  men,   but  to  (be pleasing)  the  God  (Yahweh),   
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The One  (Yahweh)   assaying/proving/testing/examining  our  (TCs)   hearts/{seats of motivation}. 
 

But  just/as  we (TCs)  have been  assayed/proved/tested/examined   (to  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to teach and educate) 
under of the God (Yahweh)  to be  committed/entrusting  the Gospel   (having gained  “Real Faith”  through its  required 3 stages), 
in this manner we speak   (we teach precisely what JC taught  to edify the recipient  [having passed nothing through Rev.22v18-19]), 
not in that manner as to be  {exciting emotion}/pleasing  men   (being precisely what  charlatan and worldly  Christian leaders do), 
but  (our teaching methods pleases)  to the God  (Yahweh)    (to give Him the next generation of TCs in our self-sacrifice away from The World) 
The One (Yahweh)  assaying/proving/testing/examining  our  hearts/{seats of motivation}   (being   “The Genuineness of Our Driver”) 
              (Quite simply   Is our driver to bring more TCs [who precisely imitate JC]  to Yahweh –  or to unlawfully sequestrate what belongs to Yahweh?) 
 

Such an utterly clear verse!   
It cannot be said any simpler than this! 

Then we look around us today –  being what occurs in  “Christendom”  generally –  and Yahweh  is  extremely angry! 
Paul infers from the previous verse,  there are  “no strings attached”  to what is being delivered to The Brethren by the  apostles/TCs  and this fact is 
assayed by Yahweh as being  “The  Genuine/Real  Gospel”  being fulfilled within the life of the TCs  (as they imitate JC)  because they  are  faithfully 
reproducing  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”.   That is done by TCs in  both  word  and deportment  for  no  worldly return –  other 
than personal affliction –  that demonstrates their sincerity and thus become martyrs for  “The Cause” –  for what else can be their driver?  
Now it does not take much skill in mental agility to realise that,  of what is witnessed today in very many  worldly Christian congregations are  
practices/sermons  given to fulfil the desires of those people who attend  (being patrons of The Establishment –  that is  why  they go there)!    

Consequently,  they are fed by their leaders of what they desire being   “{exciting emotion}/pleasing  men” –  “Oh – I just quoted The Bible in 
one of its  many warnings!” 

This occurs in  “Religion”,  “Politics”,  and “Commerce”! 
Because these worldly leaders  “want our attention”  to control our mind  “for our money”  to do their will!  

I am not trying to be factious –  but only to  drill-down  into what  The Bible teaches us  and to compare it with what The World practises. 
I will not personally condemn –  but allow The Bible to speak for itself –  being  “The Word of God”  teaching us. 

Where quite clearly the TCs are,  in the one hand - 
“We (TCs)  have been  assayed/tested/examined  under God to be committed to the  (Real [1st Century]) Gospel.”  

As compared with worldly reasoning people on the other hand - 
Who  “in the manner of  {exciting emotion}/pleasing  men”! 

A performance apparently given to be  “worshipping Yahweh”  by those people  not  understanding what “ real worship”  means! 
Where,  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  will  only  teach a  “worldly form of worship”  for  “a worldly mind”  (as would a  worldly leader  desire)! 
By contrast,  Paul teaches  correction/warning/guidance  must be given by the leaders  if  they really cared to edify their congregation to fulfil Yahweh’s 
Desire being  the real form  of  “Worship”  that pleases Yahweh Who is - 

“Assaying/testing/examining  our  (Christians’)  hearts/{seat of motivation}”. 
Being generally  

“What drives  us to perform the specific deeds  during  (1) our meetings and then to  (2) our neighbour outside”? 
We must recognise  “emotion”  (of the heart, Jer.17v9)  can be a powerful tool in the hands of  unscrupulous  leaders to mutually indulge The Self! 

In religious meetings,  political gatherings,  and in “marches to war”,  -  where is the separator in these groupings?    
Yahweh determines   None!   

Moreover,  what drives us;   -   is it what drove Jacob or Esau  (Gen.25v29-34, hence Rom.9v13) - 
1. Aiming for  “The Goal to become The Heirs”  (fulfilling Yahweh's Desire)  over The Inheritance in The Future under JCg’s Methodology  or, 
2. To be heirs over the present Decaying World as it stands in a  self-indulgent  manner imitating The Methodology of The World  (Eph.2v2). 

The results of this assay by Yahweh  (hence this audit  now –  thus giving time to learn and then abide by  “The Procedures”  as given in The Bible)  
determine whether the  “Christian”  has made a home in this world, –  or as Abraham.   Where “Abraham” was simply a sojourner who had  “The 
Expectation of The Promise”,  of  “The Birthright”,   becoming a reality in The Future. 
Thus,  ideally we are coming out of  “the spiritual loins of Abraham” –  hence  “an adopted son of Abraham”  as the allegory to be  “an adopted son of 
God”  (from the “spiritual Word of God”,  JC  [by allegory, Isaac] as His Son)  from within  “Israel”  yielding  “The Remnant”  over its 3 Epochs  ([1] 
Jews,  [2] Christians,  [3] The Resurrected World)  hence Paul's comment of the 3rd heaven at 2Cor.12v1-3 –  please see my local commentaries. 
We likewise read here,  of Paul’s regular exhortations to endure the suffering brought upon TCs for only imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to keep The 
Brethren  (Christians)  correctly guided,  and not to fall back into The World  (being of  “its wisdom”  pretending to be sourced from The Bible –  but is 
minced and thus sourced by The World).  We should  not  feel content in this evil and utterly  unrighteous  World,  but to be personally and  actively  
canvassing for The Millennium.   It is from the  trials/tribulations  that result from this work  refines The Individual Brethren   (1Cor.3v13)  to become 
TCs in their own right beloved by Yahweh –  because as loyal sons they cleave to The Father and cry “Abba” –  to which  Yahweh responds  knowing 
what is needed before the request is made  (1John.5v14-15).   Because they  only  think/reason/act  as would Yahweh,  by virtue of truly having JC’s 
parousia/presence  as  “The Word of God”  operating within them  (having thoroughly imbued  “The Real Bible”  in their minds,  and not that given to 
us by  worldly Christian leaders having it passed through Rev.22v18-19). 
A 4th revision addition. 
Quoting the Late Joshua Daniel  

“The Bar is being raised in athletics,  
The Bar is being raised in Science, 
But the Bar is being  lowered  in Religion  for your comfort! 

Mr Daniel was correct in his observation,  because this is  not  what we are taught in Acts chapter 4.”  (If  we are aiming to become TCs). 
As I repeatedly state elsewhere,   worldly/charlatan  Christian leaders want  “Quantity”  because more people to control,  means more money coming in. 
Yahweh wants  “Quality”  (very approximately,  1 person in 30,000 Christians)  to become future Sons of God  (The Early Adopters)  to righteously rule 
over  “The Resurrected World”  so that Yahweh might gain more people  “returning to Him”  (Isa.10v20-22)  as  “The Late Adopters”! 
Our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  will  not  tell you anything like this – but they are so good at  “preaching Religion”  by both word and deed! 
 
25th Instruction – TCs will  never  be  fawners/flatterers/charmers  to insidiously worm their way through any defensive 
guard put up by the recipient.  TCs are honest and forthright –  as is  “The Word of God”  having The Prime Objective to 
bring more  “Early Adopters”  to Yahweh and will not provide a service to empty the pockets of the recipient! 
26th Instruction – TCs aim is to take almost  nothing  from The World and thus live  simply/lightly,  having no desire to 
exercise avarice,  fraud or greed over any matters pertaining to what belongs to God being both His Word  and people. 
7th ‘Allegory’ – “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father  “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 
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21st Reasoning – “ho theos” given here is JCg who became human to then become “The Solution”,  being “the means” of 
redemption for his personal creation of the human species.  Likewise, the TCs proving themselves now to be of the correct 
mind for  “The Greater Responsibility”  in The Millennium  to teach Righteousness/Salvation to yield The Late Adopters. 
JCg and The Bride (144000 TCs)  teach The Resurrected World how to become spiritual children for personal salvation! 
12th Good News – TCs give a ministry to edify the recipient,  so the recipient might fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
15th Warning – Charlatan Christian leaders give a ministry to excite the animalistic pleasure centres of the brain but do 
nothing to edify the recipient to fulfil Yahweh's Requirement for “The Salvation of Mankind”.  Thus, detested by Yahweh. 
Yahweh  must have His proven  144000 Early Adopters  first,  before  He can bring-in Stage 2 of Mankind’s Salvation. 
1Thes.  2v5 og {not too}/neither/none/nor  For  {sometime past}/then/previously   
1Thes.  2v5 og in  (to the [= within]) word/sayings/topics/reasoning  (of the) fawner/flattery/{excessive/insincere praise}   
1Thes.  2v5 og (of the) fawning/flattery/adulation/obsequiousness/{excessive/insincere praise}  (we) {became to be},   
1Thes.  2v5 og just/as/that/how/when  (you) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive,   {not too}/neither/none/nor   
1Thes.  2v5 og in  (to the [= within]) {an outward showing}/pretext/cloak/colour/pretence/show   
1Thes.  2v5 og (of the) avarice/fraudulence/extortion/{covetous practices}/greediness,   
1Thes.  2v5 og (the) {specific god}  (the) witness/martyr/{for the record/cause}. 
1Thes.  2v5 = For  previously not  we  {became to be}  within the  word/sayings/reasoning  of the  fawning/flattery/{insincere praise},   

just/as  you  know/understand  neither within the  {outward showing}/pretext/cloak  of  avarice/fraudulence/greediness 
“the specific god”  (is)  the  witness/martyr/{for the record/cause}. 

 

For  just/as  you know,  not we previously came within words of  flattery/{insincere praise}   (to win your attention and  to defraud you later) 
neither within the cloak of greediness   (unlike  the greatly beloved  charlatan/charismatic  Christian leaders giving sales spiel for worldly return), 
“the specific god”  (is)  the witness   (to be  reading/operating  Paul's mind,  knowing Paul is truly driven by agapao to deliver honest agape). 
 

We are told - 
“We (TCs)  did not previously become to be  fawners/flatterers  to  bend/tickle/incline  the ears  (2Tim.4v3-4,  in context with 2Tim.3v13, 
2Tim.3v5)  where TCs,  freely gave for no  “return”  being  “the strings attached”  to The Message thereby enabling the religious leaders to 
self-indulge off their devotees. 

I cover this aspect extensively elsewhere  (being the common denominator for  all  “Leaders of Religion”) –  so I have no need to dwell upon it now. 
Paul then goes on to tell us - 

“The specific god”  is the  witness/martyr/{for the record/cause}. 
I would like to extend  “The Understanding”  behind this verse beyond what we might initially read at  “the surface”,  given without much thought. 
There are subtle and two very important differentiations between what we are taught by The World in its translation of The New Testament and what 
Paul is  actually  teaching us  (being what is running through his mind). 

1. It is  “the specific god”  and  not  necessarily  “The Almighty God”  (“Yahweh”). 
2. “The specific god”  is the martyr for a specific cause. 

So,  what does all this mean? 
“The specific god”  of us  (as our creator)  is JCg who  was/is  “The Word of God”  and gave this to us during his ministry here upon The Earth.   
Yet  “The Specific God”  of JCg and of the TCs is  “Yahweh”,  once people have imbued  “The Word of God”  to then be ideally having JC’s  
presence/parousia  operating within us  (Luke.17v21),  but until then,  “our”  (as “The World”)  “specific god”  is  “JCg”  being  “The Intercessor”  to 
Yahweh for us humans  (Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5).  Initially JC is  “The Record for The Cause”  giving us his ministry as  “The Word of God”  that becomes 
our  driver/motive  working within our mind. 

Hence the choice of words given here by Paul. 
“The specific god”  is  “JC”  who became  “The Martyr for The Specific Cause”  to become  “The Means”  to redeem those individuals of his creation 
who ultimately choose to imitate his lifestyle over their 2 part life  (2 part spiritual and 2 part physical). 

Do it now to become a TC and hence a future  “Son  of God” –  upon our resurrection  (therefore  “The Specific God” = “Yahweh”). 
Or  wait until  “The Reality of The Millennium”  to become a  “Son  of JCg and of his bride”  (the bride, being “The 144000 TCs”,  who 
themselves made the correct decision in the 1st part of their physical life)  and thus  “the specific god”  (JCg)  of us now! 

The true meaning of the original Greek word  (StrongsTM = 3144)  has been explained in accurate context –  rather than stealthy  slid-in-alongside  the 
Greek word  (StrongsTM = 3140)  to imply a witness reporting an event witnessed –  insinuated by a near useless translation as given in our standard 
bibles.  This sort of example is  not  isolated –  but occurs  throughout  our  less-than-faithful  translations! 
The translators are  paid  for  “their efforts to be delivering errors” –  but I give my time  freely  for  “the most  accurate  translation available”!  

Why? 
Because I am passionately driven for  “The Absolute Truth”  as  “The Pearl” (Matt.13v45-46)  or “The Treasure in the field” (Matt.13v44)  upon which 
to focus our analytical study to gain  “The Mind of Yahweh”  regarding  “The Salvation of Mankind”! 
The reader can decide where the allegiances lie for our  “professional translators”  (paid  by those leaders with a  “worldly doctrine to protect”  for its 
financial return)  having no care for  “The Salvation of Mankind”  generally,  ultimately by means of  “The Millennium”! 

They just understand  “none of it”! 
 
8th Comment – TCs will  never  seek  glory/honour/money  from Mankind  (by giving sermons “to please the ear”). 
16th Warning – Conversely,  worldly Christian leaders will seek glory from people,  working to excite their adoring flock 
for personal adulation and what this  “control over people’s emotions”  brings in the form of self-glory and money! 
27th Instruction – TCs must  never  put themselves upon the recipients of God’s Word  (for worldly things).  TCs will never  
ask  “please donate for The Lord’s Work”  because,  the recipient is to become  “The Lord’s Work”  by becoming a TC! 
17th Warning – Conversely,  worldly Christian/Religious leaders will live off their congregation in one manner or another. 
The amount taken (of whatever) is  inversely  proportional to amount the specific Christian leader fulfils Yahweh’s Desire! 
28th Instruction – TCs are  apostles/{appointees to tell)  thus imitating JC who had “nowhere to lay his head”  Matt.8v20 
and thus take nothing from the recipients of God’s Word for any form of fleshly living  (except if having nothing to eat). 
9th Comment – Paul is declaring himself to be an apostle  (demonstrated by his fidelity to  “The Knowledge”). 
29th Instruction – Only Yahweh appoints apostles  (= “appointed to tell” thus holy/innocent, TCs)  -  no  human is able! 
Good News – repeat - TCs give a ministry to edify the recipient,  so the recipient might fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
Warning – repeat - Charlatan Christian leaders give a ministry to excite the animalistic pleasure centres of the brain but 
do nothing to edify the recipient to fulfil Yahweh's Requirement for The Salvation of Mankind.  Thus, detested by Yahweh. 
Yahweh  must have His proven  144000 Early Adopters  first,  before  He can bring in Stage 2 of Mankind’s Salvation. 
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8th ‘Allegory’ – Christ/Anointed = “The Office of Appointment made possible by Yahweh’s Anointing as  Kings/Priests”. 
30th Instruction – “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside)  means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  
Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 
22nd Reasoning – Without the  “Jesus”,  then  “The Anointed”  infers the “The Office of The Anointed”  as determined 
and then given by Yahweh = to become His future  “Sons of God” –  alongside The Premier Son (JCg)  of God (Yahweh). 
1Thes.  2v6 og {not too}/neither/none/nor  (the) seeking/searching/endeavouring/inquiring  {from/out of}   
1Thes.  2v6 og (of the) countenances/{human beings}/men  (the) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence,   
1Thes.  2v6 og {not too}/neither/none/nor  off/away/separated/from  {of yourselves}   
1Thes.  2v6 og {not too}/neither/none/nor  off/away/separated/from  (of the) else/different/more/other (persons) 
1Thes.  2v6 og (the being) able/possible/capable [middle voice, plural]    
1Thes.  2v6 og in  (to the [= within]) {going down}/weight/load/abundance/authority/burden  {to be/exist},    
1Thes.  2v6 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
1Thes.  2v6 og (the) apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell}, 
1Thes.  2v6 = neither  the  seeking/searching/inquiring  the  glory/honour/worship  {from out of}  of the  men;   

neither  off/from  {of yourselves},   neither  off/from  other/different  people    (neither from Christians or non-Christians) 
the being  personally  able/capable  to be  within  the  weighty/burden   (TCs having authority could demand much  “respect/money”) 
{in that manner}/as  the  apostles/{appointees to tell}  of the  Christ/Anointed. 

 

         (TCs  [unlike  worldly/charlatan  Christian leaders]  are … … ) 
neither  seeking/searching  glory/honour  from out of the men   (the desire of worldly leaders enjoying what  “People Control”  delivers) 
neither from yourselves   (the congregational members,  as the recipients of  “teaching”  [good from TCs,  bad from  charlatan Christians]) 
neither from other people   ([1] other Christian congregations set-up by Paul  [2] non-Christians – who could become Christians) 
the being personally able to be within  weighty/expensive/burdensome   
             (TCs could demand much respect and money;  accordingly,  but  TCs  only take  The Last/Least  in The World,  thinking  as a true slave)   
in that manner as the apostles of the Anointed   (being  glory/honour  that shall be given to The Anointed  Kings/Priests  in The Millennium). 

             (The Mindset of TCs is to be  contrite/humble  taking the lowly position in Satan’s World,  unlike  religious leaders on a dais, with microphone!) 
 

Paul clearly teaches us,  TCs are  not  seeking the glory of men,  being any myriad of manifestations of self-seeking glory,  we see performed by those 
“Professional Leaders of Religion”  climbing up into those positions of power of  “People Control”  to lighten their pockets.  By contrast,  because the 
mindset  (spirit/personality/desires/traits)  of TCs  never  seek the glory of Man,  then we will find TCs in the humblest of  positions/places  being what I 
would term  “lay preachers”  because they  “give out of their means”,  rather from their excess  (Mark.12v42-43, Luke.21v1-4).   Inasmuch their 
ministry work  “comes from within”  and has  “no connection with pay from secular employment”,  thus  “The Teaching”  is  objective and done 
sincerely  (with  no  strings attached for the worldly return of  whatever/wherever/however)  for The Lord on The Expectation of having  no  worldly 
return whatsoever.  Please see my important commentaries at Matt.6v24, 22v21 to explain this. 

I ask the reader to fully consider all the ramifications of the above sentences. 
Consequently,  TCs  never  place themselves to become a financial burden to any person,  because what they give is free –  however,  by contrast,  
consider what we witness with many  worldly (and worse charlatan)  Christian leaders around The World who just “milk” their adoring,  but  
seduced/bewitched  congregation  (Acts.20v29).  Through the use of  “People Control”  these leaders have  The First/Most –  by using “The Word of 
God”  as a tool to gain a worldly return  (with the  “begging bowls” [physical or electronic]  receiving copious donations in  “The Pretence”  it is for  
“The Lord's Work”,  – I hardly think so!   Today our leaders call for money to  “help the cause”!   But what cause,  -  except to fund their lifestyle! 
History has shown,  when everything is done freely – there is no resentment or faction.   As soon as money is involved then there is resentment and 
faction,  family bust-ups,  or company feuds;  or as in Sport, the heart is lost as soon as  “big bucks”  become involved  (by example of new or existing  
“Super Leagues”). 

If everything is driven by the heart and no money is involved,  then truly everything is unspoiled  -  “you see what you get”! 
Most importantly,  if  these religious leaders where  “doing their job correctly”  as judged by Yahweh,  then  these leaders should be exhorting 
thousands of new leaders from out of their devotees to replace the leader – thereby having more educated speakers to teach  “The Word of God”  to new 
people  (Heb.5v12-14)  outside the  congregation/meetings.  That alone should tell us they are  not  representatives of Yahweh,  but they still want to be 
paid by more devotees to give more money!    These  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  are just confidence tricksters and detested by Yahweh,  and He 
shall kick them out of this place of  “Responsibility”  in The Millennium as perhaps most of JC’s parables and illustrations teach us! 
Finally, we might suggest asking   

Have you personally audited their  “Inland Revenue Tax Returns”  when much is given in untraceable   “Cash” ! 
See by contrast what Paul taught us by both word and deed at Acts.18v1-3, 1Thes.2v9, 2Thes.3v6-12, etc. 
These charlatans are in a perilous position and may  never  be resurrected upon their immediate death –  as I very carefully explain  why  elsewhere. 
Consequently,  by contrast,  TCs ensure they present no burden to any person,  and only exhibit themselves as faithful  apostles/{appointees to tell}  of the  
Christ/Anointed  (being  The Office of “Anointing”)  by both word and deed,  being of humble,  contrite demeanour taking the lowliest of positions and 
be funding their own ministry as best they are able from a secular occupation.  This proves the TC to be sincerely  driven/motivated  as was The Widow 
given out of her existence  (Mark.12v42-43, Luke.21v2-3),  she was  not  a  “professional”  (noting Luke.16v3)! 

These TCs perhaps as “lay preachers”  are the people beloved by Yahweh,  because their work  is  demonstrably genuine and operates in 
simplicity  (with no strings attached to what they do – that might be pulled later). 

It must be recognised with all the many Bibles we have in the world today and the resources to the Bible we have on The Internet,  then we have  no  need 
to give money to mere  “Reporters of The Bible” (“Professional Leaders of Religion” -  who like newspaper reporters  get their facts wrong),  but rather 
we need people  (TCs)  who set  “The Example”  of showing us  how to live  by The Methodology given by The Bible  (hence in “Godly Wisdom”). 
The TCs are  explaining  as interpreters  of  “The Real Gospel”  of Yahweh's Plan for  “Human Salvation”  over a 2 part life through The Millennium –  
in a logical, rational,  and sane manner –  to gain respect and hence become The Driver for internal reform. 

Presently our  “Leaders of Religion”  are  demonstrably incapable of doing this,  and like Esau,  they are detested by Yahweh  (Rom.9v13)! 
 
31st Instruction – TCs behave in a mild and gentle manner amongst The Brethren  (Christians)  (and The World at large). 
10th Comment – TCs desire to nurture those people of whom they are responsible,  so they might grow to personally fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire in their own right  (and becomes the offering of new TCs, a mature TC makes in self-sacrifice to Yahweh) 
23rd Reasoning – This comment must have been made,  because TCs can be  necessarily hard in their correction  of the 
Brethren to guide these spiritual children to become truly Christlike.  Hardly likely to occur in Christendom except if it is 
to question  (1) The (worldly) Statues of the (religious) Establishment,  or  (2) Leaders’ behaviour!   What an indictment! 
9th Allegory – Children = immature Christians having little knowledge and thus little understanding of “The Real Faith” 
24th Reasoning – The Brethren,  as children,  are the direct responsibility of TCs who will carefully guide their charges. 
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18th Warning – Worldly  (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders assuming responsibility over their congregations will 
be called to account for their delinquent activities as many passages in The Bible forewarn  (far too many to cite here). 
13th Good News – TCs  genuinely  care for people of whom they are responsible  (it is not  a show to “man-please”). 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - The Gospel = Yahweh’s “Plan for Human Salvation” –  Yahweh’s “Righteous Method”  to yield a 
perfected society into the eternity  (for those individuals ultimately choosing to imitate JC’s lifestyle over their 2 part life). 
Instruction – repeat - “The Gospel”  is always two part  (and both are  never  taught by leaders of Christendom). 

1. Firstly, - aim for  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Early Adopters”  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
2. Secondly, – how Yahweh uses The Millennium to purify Mankind to yield  “The Late Adopters”. 

The “Gospel”  is  not  “JC died for us”,  that is just The Mechanism  to enable  “The Gospel to be righteously fulfilled”! 
10th ‘Allegory’ – “soul” = the  “conscious existence of a reasoning entity”  (I realise this is  not  an allegory,  but a  very 
necessary  definition because of the utter foolishness spoken by people claiming to know – but obviously do  not  know!) 
Please see glossary and dissertations on this word within this website – that clearly explain what the word  really  means! 
25th Reasoning – The TCs sincerely care for The Brethren  (Christians)  and thus dedicate their whole  “conscious 
existence” (“soul”)  to edify The Brethren to understand  why and how  they too should fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  because 
TCs truly  {agapao/phileo/storge love}  those people of The Brethren actively trying to become TCs in their own right. 
Good News – repeat - TCs give a ministry to edify the recipient,  so the recipient might fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
1Thes.  2v7 og but  (we [TCs]) {became to be} [middle voice]   (the) affable/mild/kind/gentle [plural]  
1Thes.  2v7 og in  (to the [= within]) middle/{before them}/among/between/midst  {of yourselves},   
1Thes.  2v7 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  wish/suppose  (the) nourisher/nurse 
1Thes.  2v7 og (she may/should) warm/{to brood}/foster/cherish  the (persons [children])    
1Thes.  2v7 og (of the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= herself]   (the) children/daughters/sons; 
1Thes.  2v7 = But  we  (TCs)  personally {became to be}  affable/mild/gentle/kind  within the  middle/amongst/midst  {of yourselves},   

wish/suppose  {in that manner}/as  the  nourisher/nurse  she  may/should  warm/cherish  her  children. 
 

But we (TCs)  personally became to be  affable/kind/gentle   (a genuine deportment and  not  “two faced”  [when the microphone is turned off]) 
within the midst of yourselves   (TCs always take the  last/least  position amongst the brethren,  and are never  “over them”), 
             (TCs  “command Authority”  because they know, understand,  and most importantly act with fidelity to what they know!) 
suppose in that manner as the  nourisher/nurse  may  warm/foster/cherish  her children   (unto the  all-important  maturity); 

             (TCs endeavour to  “freely feed” all their knowledge/understanding  until the recipient cannot absorb anymore  [opposite to “You know who!”]) 
 

TCs  take nothing   from  “the people under the TC’s responsibility” –  but only offer charity in the form of works to edify the spiritual growth of their 
children of  “The Real Faith”  (by gaining of  accurate knowledge + assurance from rigorously assaying of what is known + fidelity to what is known). 
This fulfils Yahweh’s Desire.  TCs sow and water –  but Yahweh ensures  “The Growth”  occurs,  having previously selected appropriate hearkening 
vessels within which to sow  “The Word of God”  (Rev.3v20, 19v13)  thereby enabling His HS to grow within them,  all as we are told at 1Cor.3v6. 
1Thes.  2v8 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so   
1Thes.  2v8 og (the) yearning/{to long for}/{be affectingly desirous} [middle voice, plural]  {of yourselves}   
1Thes.  2v8 og (we) {thought well of}/approved/{thought it good}  (to) {give over}/share/impart   
1Thes.  2v8 og {to yourselves}  not  merely/alone/only  the  {good news/message}/{the gospel}  of the  God [Yahweh],   
1Thes.  2v8 og but  also  the [conscious existences]   (of the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= ourselves]   
1Thes.  2v8 og (the) breathings/lives/souls/{conscious existences}, 
1Thes.  2v8 og inasmuch/{because that}  (the) {dearly/well-loved}/beloved [plural]  {to us}  (you have) {become to be}. 
1Thes.  2v8 = {in this manner}  the  personal  yearning/devotion  {of yourselves},     (for,  and to fulfil “The Real Gospel” in works) 

we  {think well of}/{thought it good}  to  {give over}/share  {to yourselves}  not  only  the  gospel/{good news}  of the  God (Yahweh),   
but  also  our  breathings/lives/souls/{conscious existences},   
inasmuch  you  (brethren aiming to become TCs)  have  {become to be}  our  beloved. 

 

(Therefore)  in this manner  (being)  of your personal devotion   (for,  and to fulfil  “The Real Gospel”  requirements of  “1st Century Christianity”) 
we (TCs)  thought it good to share to yourselves   (by giving our teaching that imitates JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
not only the Gospel of God   (being Yahweh's most righteous  “Plan for Human Salvation”  that occurs over our 2 part life   [never  taught today]) 
but  also our  breathings/lives/souls   (conscious existence,  comprising of our  spirit/personality/desires  operating in a functioning physical body) 
inasmuch you  (brethren actively aiming to be TCs)  have become to be our beloved   (= agapao/phileo/storge = edifying/attractively/family love). 
 

The reader can see the  genuine/sincere  agapao/{edifying love}  operating within  The Mind to  build-up  The Brethren to  know/understand  why and 
how  they are to personally fulfil Yahweh's Desire,   is just oozing out of the text as written here by Paul,  because Paul recognises,  they truly have an 
inherent personal desire to become exactly like JC. 
Likewise,  so do all TCs throughout The Gospel Age putting themselves out in considerable difficulty to edify those brethren  “within their charge”  – 
rather than  “milk the devotees”  as farmed cattle performed by the  “millions” of  charlatan Christian leaders  “providing what the devotees want”,  by 
keeping them “pleasantly corralled”.   Once these devotees are in this euphoric state,  then these leaders start pulling the strings to self-indulge their 
worldly desires of the  flesh/{carnal/animalistic mind}  desiring  “The Immediacy” –  as we can see from internet examples! 
Paul is saying here,  not only is  “The Gospel of God’s Word”  to be shared  (being  what JC taught  and demonstrated),  but also so is the TC’s very  
{conscious existence}  defined as “soul”. 

We now enter the other area of utter confusion perpetuated by  millions  of  spiritually ignorant  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians.  
The meaning of  “soul”.   

Avid readers of this website will know by now what this term  really  means –  please see  “soul”  in my glossary and in dissertations on this subject 
elsewhere on this website that clearly explain this term as I justify with many citations from The Bible. 
Knowing that it means   “The Conscious Existence”  =  “a viable synapse construction”  =  “(1) the mind working within  (2) a physical platform”. 
         Then it becomes obvious,  Paul can personally help them by  “the  giving/sharing  of his soul”  being a  “conscious operating existence”. 
Take the wrong understanding as errantly perpetrated by our  “supposedly knowledgeable theologians”  in all matters  “religious” –  then how can a 
wandering  “soul” in “the ether”  be in any position to help The Brethren?   Obviously,  it cannot;  because it does  not  exist in the manner as  
“Professional Leaders of Religion”  errantly  teach us -  contrary to what we are correctly told in The Bible  (for example Ecc.9v4-5, etc.,)  but they only 
read  “their bibles”  having been passed through Rev.22v18-19. 
However,  this  “nonsense teaching”  merely perpetuates The Myth given by Satan,  Humans will not die if they sin  (Gen.3v4) –  in  direct opposition  to 
what God told us just a bit earlier  (at Gen.2v17)! 
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So,  who is truly fulfilling The Desire of Yahweh,  and who is fulfilling the desire of Satan  to oppose what God told us? 
I leave the reader to reason upon the relatively  easy solution  to that question! 
Especially when The Bible makes many references to  “perish/annihilation”  to mean  “nothing left remaining” (StrongsTM = 622 “apollumi”).   
Consequently,  we reason that Satan,  through his cohorts,  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (2Cor.11v13-15),  put out their myth –  so we recklessly 
see no need to reform  (to purify the 2nd part of our spiritual life)  to achieve an eternal existence!   Moreover,  Yahweh cannot achieve His  “Early 
Adopters”,  therefore not being able to introduce The Millennium  (because Yahweh does not have His prophesied 144000 TCs – Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4)  and 
thus Satan cannot be restrained (Rev.20v1-3).  It is all so  very blindingly obvious,  but utterly  incomprehensible  to Satan’s spiritual pawns  
(2Cor.11v13-16,  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  driven by worldly methodology)  opposing  “Yahweh's Desire to be made manifest within The 
Environment”  (HS,  noting Matt.12v31,  Mark.3v28-29,  please see my local commentaries)! 
We now realise,  Paul is stating from this reference to  “soul”,  the following - 

The word  “soul”  is used in the context of a  conscious reasoning operating body  (the spiritual mind +physical body) –  it is not something 
operating after death  because  “The Operating Platform”  of the physical synapse construction decays to nothing.  But it is the “Synapse 
Construction”  Mapping  that is captured by Yahweh in his  “data upload”  to the heavens  when as it states in John.19v30 as an example  -  
JC yielded his  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (to Yahweh).   Yahweh then uses this synapse construction mapping to recreate us in the future  
as we are taught at Eze.37v1-11 being a  two-stage  process  (the physical creation of  [1] The Physical Platform and then  [2] The Spiritual 
Download as  “The Breath of Life”! 

Paul is telling The Brethren   “Our lives and very conscious existence is dedicated to work for your  benefit/edification”. 
Now the verse makes complete and logical sense. 

 
11th Comment – The Brethren  (Christians)  know who puts in the  one-to-one  effort to edify the individual  –  rather than 
give a blanket address probably written by someone else,  that has not been tailored for the special needs of the individual. 
26th Reasoning – In this manner TCs dedicate personal time and effort to their “children” - that saps much TC’s strength.  
Also,  not to burden The Brethren -  TCs will do secular work so their time is  freely given  in  “The Ministry Work”.   
By contrast,  charlatan Christian leaders give a ministry,  only to personally enjoy  the spoils of  “their ministry”! 
12th Comment – TCs work both day and night,  so they can provide  “The Real Ministry”  freely  to  “The Recipient”. 
This shows  genuine commitment – that Yahweh records during His auditing process in The Special/Greater Judgement. 
27th Reasoning – Clearly,  TCs working day and night might infer they have no breaks or holidays  (interesting)! 
Good News – repeat - TCs give a ministry to edify the recipient,  so the recipient might fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
Warning – repeat - Charlatan Christian leaders give a ministry to excite the animalistic pleasure centres of the brain but 
do nothing to edify the recipient to fulfil Yahweh's Requirement for The Salvation of Mankind.  Thus, detested by Yahweh. 
Yahweh  must have His proven  144000 Early Adopters  first,  before  He can bring in Stage 2 of Mankind’s Salvation. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - The Gospel = Yahweh’s “Plan for Human Salvation” –  Yahweh’s “Righteous Method”  to yield a 
perfected society into the eternity  (for those individuals ultimately choosing to imitate JC’s lifestyle over their 2 part life). 
Instruction – repeat - “The Gospel”  is always two part  (and both are  never  taught by leaders of Christendom). 

1. Firstly, - aim for  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Early Adopters”  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
2. Secondly, – how Yahweh uses The Millennium to purify Mankind to yield  “The Late Adopters”. 

The “Gospel”  is  not  “JC died for us”,  that is just The Mechanism  to enable  “The Gospel to be righteously fulfilled”! 
32nd Instruction –“The Gospel of God” is only “The Acceptable Year of The Lord” explained (Luke.4v16-19, Mark.1v38)! 
Yahweh requires  “The Salvation of Mankind”  to occur beyond The Millennium.  For this to occur firstly requires  “The 
Early Adopters” to become The Rulers over a wholly new society in The Millennium,  out of which is to yield  “The Late 
Adopters”.  The Early and Late Adopters achieve Salvation because they have learnt to imitate JC’s deportment. 
It is as simple as that!   The detail is equally as simple,  contained at Mark.12v30-31 and the epistles explain how to do it! 
It is not complicated, except most people do not want to do it now because they prefer self-indulgent lusts that hurt people! 
1Thes.  2v9 og (you) {exercise the memory}/{recollect deeds}/{make mention}/{be mindful}  For  
1Thes.  2v9 og (the) brothers/{The Brethren},   
1Thes.  2v9 og the  {sapping toil}/pained/{strength wanes in labour}/weariness  {of/from us}   
1Thes.  2v9 og also  the  toil/sadness/painfulness/travail/hardship;   
1Thes.  2v9 og (of the) night  for  also  (of the) day/{period of time}   
1Thes.  2v9 og (the) {toiling as occupation}/effecting/{being engaged with}/{labouring for} [middle voice, plural]   
1Thes.  2v9 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  not  (to) {be heavy upon}/severe/overcharge/overbear   
1Thes.  2v9 og {some/any/certain person}  {of yourselves},  (we) heralded/proclaimed/publicised   
1Thes.  2v9 og into/unto  {specifically yourselves}  the  {good news/message}/{the gospel}  of the  God [Yahweh]. 
1Thes.  2v9 = For  you  {exercise your memory}/{you be mindful}  the  brethren,   

our  (TCs)   {sapping toil}/weariness/{strength wanes in labour},   also  the  painfulness/hardship/travail;   (hard secular work) 
for of the  night  also  of the  day  we  personally {occupationally toil}/{labour for}   (have outside secular employment for fleshly survival) 
(so as)  not  {to be heavy upon}/burdensome/overbear  towards  any  person  {of yourselves},   
(while)  we  (TCs)   herald/proclaim/publicise  unto  {specifically yourselves}  the  {good news}/gospel  of the  God  (Yahweh). 

 

For you brethren remember   
our (TCs’)  sapping toil  also the painfulness   (being the secular work TCs do to support their fleshly body,  so they take  nothing  from devotees) 
for of the night  also of the day we personally occupationally toil   (Question   Is this true for  “Professional Leaders of Religion”?) 
(so we TCs are)   not to be burdensome towards any person of yourselves   (repeat   TCs take  nothing  for their teaching of The Gospel), 
(while)   we (TCs)  proclaim/publicise  unto specifically yourselves The Gospel of God   (TCs actively teach  “1st Century Christianity”). 
                 (Inasmuch,  TCs teach  The Aims/Goals  Yahweh has,  to make possible  “The Salvation of Mankind”   [never taught today]) 

 

Paul makes it clear;  he did not materially live off the Thessalonians when he was teaching them. 
The obvious question would be - 

Is this true today? 
Paul is making the point,  and I link with it    

Upon what do our present  “Professional Teachers/Leaders  of Religion”  materially live?   Are they self-supporting?    
Or do they live off  “us” –  by supposedly giving us  “Religion”?   

(Being all its  customs/myths/spectacle/procedure  to impose tithes and dues in  “supposed donations”)? 
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The clue is in the word  “professional”  inasmuch  “being paid for work done”  (noting Matt.6v24)! 
It is a very well-known maxim   “He who pays the piper – calls the tune!”   
It is a symbiotic relationship;  the  teacher/leader  will give to his benefactors  (congregational members)  what they desire!   

I warn the  genuine  Reader  (searching how to  “truly please”  “The Almighty God”  of The Universe) –  Please beware!   
If you are sincere,  then  audit everything  presented to you against what The Bible states,  (likewise obviously audit this website   “FutureLife.Org”)! 
This situation reminds me of democratically elected leaders,  they respond to those people who put them in power but are not necessarily motivated to 
conduct works commensurate for the betterment of humanity!   But only to satisfy a worldly need to indulge the self,  rather than fulfil Yahweh’s work!   
For an example – indulgent activity of those people with the  “authority/power”  to effect world climate,  and the policies required to be taken to 
alleviate this problem. 

Would people really vote for a representative who is going to make their life considerably more difficult?  And once elected to keep their 
electorate happy,  then why would these leaders wish to give a better life those people with no voice in another place on this planet  (as we 
witness at Copenhagen 2009)?   Interestingly, 12 years further on  (on my 4th revision)  we see even greater disparity between what was 
promised and what is delivered! 

However, TCs ensure they  are  independent of The World  (political/commerce/religious)  so they might  become dependent upon Yahweh  when it comes 
to the  accurate   teaching/publicising  of  “The Word of God” –  because TCs  never  mix the things of The World with the things of God  (Matt.22v21, 
Luke.20v24-25).   They have  (1) a secular income for the fleshly body and  (2) give freely  (for absolutely  no  worldly return of whatever)  the things of 
Yahweh to The World –  being  “The Word of God”  without it having passed through Rev.22v18-19 for a commensurate worldly return! 
Consequently,  they do not become the subject  “of return favours” being “the strings pulled”  by the people in worldly power devaluing God’s Word. 
We must realise,  TCs are utterly  sincere/objective  and absolutely  not  hypocritical –  because they have  no driver for worldly return  for  “The 
Knowledge of Yahweh” –  and thus are only motivated to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  A position of  “uncompromising integrity”,  which is further amplified 
if they are then  abused/persecuted  by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  fearing their exposure and loss of a comfortable life living off the backs of 
their devotees,  as we readily read at John.11v47-53. 
We comprehend,  nothing worldly can deflect the TC,  they are only driven to be exactly imitating JC,  because     

What else can be driving TCs –  being  pure/unblemished  from this world of sin  (thereby fulfilling,  “Yahweh’s Methodology overcoming 
worldly methodology”  –  just as did JC over the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”)!    

This verse in context with earlier verses teaches us that    
Words are cheap  (from skilled orators)  – but deeds shine  (from skilled workers)! 

 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 
The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father  “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 
Reasoning – repeat - “ho theos” here,  is JCg who became human to then become “The Solution”, being “the means” of 
redemption for his personal creation of the human species.  Likewise, the TCs proving themselves now to be of the correct 
mind for  “The Greater Responsibility”  in The Millennium  to teach Righteousness/Salvation to yield The Late Adopters. 
JCg and The Bride (144000 TCs)  teach The Resurrected World how to become spiritual children for personal salvation! 
13th Comment – People becoming part of The Cause to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire behave  correctly/equitably  in The World. 
14th Good News – JCg was prepared to sacrifice his very existence – to redeem his personal creation, and thus The Cause  
enabling “Yahweh” to  righteously/equitably  use His Capability to  “make become  who/what  He chooses to become”. 
28th Reasoning – Likewise people having the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as did JC  (now JCg)  then they 
too become part of The Cause and thus become accepted by Yahweh as TCs worthy to become future “Sons of God”. 
33rd Instruction – Therefore, people are to be  accurately  taught so Yahweh might gain His 144000 TCs,  enabling Him to 
move to the next stage of The Cause (= The Millennium)  so the resurrected people might then be taught “Righteousness”. 
29th Reasoning – Because TCs behave  correctly/equitably  to those people within The World,  then they are also seen to 
be  faultless/blameless  by those people who are The Brethren aiming to become TCs themselves.  Ideally both groupings 
become as one,  and thus seen by The World as being truly  worthy/righteous/holy  to rule over “The Resurrected World”. 
34th Instruction – It is essential for all Christians to aim to become  “holy” as TCs to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  This means 
we must learn to become entirely  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  so no person on this planet 
can justifiably lay a claim of “wrong behaviour”!   That is  why  Yahweh can  only  find 144000 TCs in The Gospel Age. 
30th Reasoning – All the above can  only  occur  if  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the individuals  are  the   
one/same  with each other driven by  “The Word of God”  being the  one/same  as JC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits. 
However,  as we witness around The World some 37,000+ different  spirit/personalities/desires/traits  exists of very  
worldly Christianity sourced by The World  (of “Religion”)  and  not  by Yahweh through JCg! 
1Thes.  2v10 og {specifically yourselves}  (the) witnesses/martyrs/{for the record/cause} [plural]  also  the  {specific god}   
1Thes.  2v10 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  piously/holily/correctly  also  equitably/justly/righteously   
1Thes.  2v10 og also  faultlessly/blamelessly/irreproachably  {to yourselves}   
1Thes.  2v10 og to the (persons)   committed/believed/entrusted  (we) {became to be}; 
1Thes.  2v10 = {specifically yourselves},  also  “the specific god”  are the  witnesses/martyrs/{for a record/cause},   

we  {become to be}  {in that manner}/as  pious/{correctly behaving}  (as regards to Yahweh),   
also  equitable/righteous,  also  faultless/blameless  (in what we said and did)   {to yourselves}  the people  committed/entrusted. 

 

“The specific god”  also specifically yourselves  (brethren actively aiming to be TCs)  are  witnesses/{for a cause}, 
we (TCs)  become to be in that manner as behaving correctly   (to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  as judged by Yahweh), 
also  equitable/righteous   (to “The Requirements” of “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  [for the Anointing to Kingship]  as laid down by JC), 
also  faultless/blameless   (to secular rules and procedures to yield a harmonious society,  requires a proven model secular citizen) 
to yourselves the people  committed/entrusted   (to what we,  TCs,  taught by both  unfeigned  word and deed). 
 

This verse adds strength to my ascertain - 
1. “{Specifically yourselves}”  when used in Paul’s letters refers to the ecclesia Elders,  being those specific Brethren who are aiming to become 

TCs drawing the local ecclesia together under them as they actively teach the children of  “The Real Faith”  (“1st Century  Christianity”).   
Where,  clearly The Epistle would be directed to The Leaders who would then read the letter out to the ecclesia as a whole  (5v27). 

2. Furthermore, in places it could be inferred that  “you”  refers to the ecclesia as a whole –  being encouraged to become elders themselves. 
Paul here is teaching of the two  “martyrs”  with Paul as  “the martyr”  in-between. 
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What do I mean? 
JCg as JC became  “The 1st Martyr”  for  “The Cause of 1st Century Christianity”  (to establish  “The New Covenant”  Yahweh has with Mankind, 
Jer.31v31-33,  being that of The Mind contracted through Baptism rather than that of Works contracted by physical circumcision).   
As a 4th revision aside. 
It should be noted  “The 1st Contract”  Yahweh had with Mankind,  was with the Jews of whom all failed  (Rom.3v23 [likewise for all humans]),  but it 
was established by Moses to yield JC who was able to pass  “The Law of Moses”  on Works,  to then righteously inaugurate The New/2nd Covenant.   
Clearly the 1st Contract was by circumcision of the male organ and thus excluded women  -  not important because all men failed (except JC). 
Most importantly,  the 2nd Covenant being that of The Mind established by contract with Yahweh through Baptism means “women”  are also included for 
“The Invitation”  to become future “Sons of God”  from out of The Christian Nation  (“Son” is just terminology, we shall be resurrected as neuters). 

Can the reader understand Yahweh’s Righteous Plan has never  “locked any person out”  of  “what is possible”  for the respective era?  
Returning to my earlier revisions. 
JC gave his life for something he wholly believed,  grabbed  “The Responsibility” of “The Birthright”  to become  “The Fulfilment of The Promise”    

To become “The Principal Heir  (over The Inheritance)  and Son to Yahweh” –  that for him alone would be  “The Premier Sonship”  (as 
“The Waved Barley” Lev.23v5-25)  because of his historical position as  “the specific god” of us  (where “us”  is his Creation –  precisely  
as The Bible  holistically tells us). 

“{Specifically yourselves}”  referring to The Elders and sincere leaders of The Ecclesia at Thessalonica are too,  demonstrating their  martyr-like  
qualities for “The Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  displayed within their lifestyle because they imitated Paul –  as Paul 
imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, Phil.3v17, etc.).   This is what Paul said about them at 1Thes.1v6,  which is perhaps why 
Paul felt motivated to speak of  “The Goal”  at 1Thes.4v13-18 being most relevant to them,  because they should ideally achieve it,  1Thes.5v1, 4. 
Then we have Paul as the martyr apostle who utterly dedicated his life as a true slave to his  lord/master  JCg  as  “The Word of God”  ruling his life 
imitating JC as he was best able,  like the 5+ talent apostle yielding 5+ talents back to his master JCg and thus a worthy “Son of God” (2Tim.4v6-8). 
These three groupings  (Originator JC,  Aspiring Elders, Proven Paul)  become  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  for those other people  of the brethren  
who are  committed/entrusting  in their endeavours to imitate the three earlier groupings so they too might be found  (in Yahweh’s Judgment) - 

1. Pious/correct  to  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  as laid down by JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
2. Equitable/righteous  to  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  as laid down by JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
3. Faultless/blameless  to  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  as laid down by JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

Noting  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  also includes the requirement of behaving as model secular citizens  (Luke/Rom.13v1-5)  and we must behave in 
a  “sane and sensible manner”  (= not  speaking gibberish or rolling around in the dirt supposedly “slain in the spirit2) –  else onlookers will dismiss us 
as being “stupid”  (1Cor.14v23, being a disrespectful representation of Yahweh)  and go their separate ways  (hardly good ambassadorship to Yahweh)! 
All this  is obvious –  but  none  of this is taught by  worldly Christian leaders,  but only  “distraction” away from “The Goal” to what Yahweh Desires! 
Moreover,  those Christian leaders who remain quiet on the shenanigans of their peers are  equally condemned by Yahweh  (Rom.1v30-32, Mark.8v38). 
Hence this audit to bring about reform throughout the world’s  “supposed Christian Churches” –  to give some moral leadership towards  “The Goal”,  
rather than sink down into the metaphoric  “spiritual ditch”,  where, as we are told by JC,  all the spiritually blind people of  “Religion”  fall into the 
ditch (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39) –  following their leaders’ wayward example and direction! 
Also notice a repeat of precisely the same commentary is required about the word  “martyr”  as given in v5 –  for  all  the same reasons! 
 
14th Comment – TCs become  faultless/blameless  to the  brethren/children  as  agapao/{edifying loving}  fathers.   TCs 
copy the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of Father, Yahweh,  to become likewise instructive to their children. 
35th Instruction – TCs exhort The Brethren  (Christians)  to personally  encourage/comfort  all those people around them 
by living a lifestyle worthily to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire –  as did JC,  who now as JCg is calling  {specifically yourselves}. 
31st Reasoning –  If  Christians did imitate TCs,  then  they shall be considered worthy by Yahweh to be part of The Bride 
of Christ in The New Kingdom of The Millennium  –  receiving  glory/honour/respect  from  “The Resurrected World”. 
2nd Prophecy – Become accepted by Yahweh as a TC for The Inheritance –  being  “The Fulfilment of The Promise”  of 
The Birthright originally given by Promise to Abraham some 4000 years ago  (Gen.17v4-6, 18v18, 22v18, etc.). 
15th Good News – Yahweh has chosen the correct number of 144000 TCs to be elected from out of The Gospel Age for it to 
be possible to move onto the next stage of His “Plan of Human Salvation”  before Mankind utterly annihilates itself! 
15th Comment – This specific grouping of Brethren has rapidly changed from immature Christians and are imitating Paul 
within their local area,  by accurately publicising God’s Word of  “1st Century Christianity”  and most importantly,  living 
“The Word of God” by deportment to become “The Wisdom of God”.   This is not  today’s pandemic worldly Christianity! 
11th ‘Allegory’ – God’s Kingdom = This is a society fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  also known as  “Zion”.  
32nd Reasoning – The TCs are welcomed into Yahweh’s Kingdom early as future “Sons of God” at “The 1st Resurrection” 
to become The Leaders of The Millennium,  to bring forth  “The Late Adopters”  grown upon God’s Word from out of  
“The Resurrected World”  within  “Zion”.   Those people who refuse to imitate JC,  shall be annihilated at the end of The 
Millennium when “JC’s Cover”  over  “The Great Sabbath Day”  runs out  (John.19v31, 20v1, Rev.20v12-15)! 
3rd Prophecy – TCs as the future World leaders shall  justifiably command  respect/honour/glory from  “The Resurrected 
World”  because they suffered so much persecution as  “The Underdog”  within The World for  only imitating  JC! 
1Thes.  2v11 og {exactly as}/{precisely so}  (you) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive   
1Thes.  2v11 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  one/singularly  each (person)  {of yourselves}   
1Thes.  2v11 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) father/forebear  (the) children/sons/daughters   
1Thes.  2v11 og (of the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself], 
1Thes.  2v11 og (the) {calling near}/{invoking by imploration}/beseeching/exhorting/entreating [plural]   
1Thes.  2v11 og {specifically yourselves}   
1Thes.  2v11 og also  (the) {relating near}/encouraging/consoling/comforting [middle voice, plural]   
1Thes.  2v11 = exactly as  you know,   in that manner as  one/singular  each person  {of yourselves}  

{in that manner}/as  the  father  of his  children,   
the  {calling near}/beseeching/exhorting  {specifically yourselves},   also  the  personally  {relating near}/encouraging/comforting,   

 

Exactly as you  know/understand    
(we have been)  {calling near}/exhorting  specifically yourselves   (to us,  so we  [as TCs]  might  help/guide  you Elders aiming to become TCs), 
also personally  {relating near}/encouraging/comforting   (you brethren in your times of trouble), 
in that manner  (we,  TCs behave)  as a father of his children  (to)  each one of yourselves   (of The Brethren), 
 

Paul hides nothing and states to them - 
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You know we  (TCs)  have done everything we can to edify you for absolutely  no  return in a worldly sense.  
We lay our life on the line in all forms of persecution and suffering so we might bring  “The Absolute Truth”  to you,  in order for you to  
know  and  understand  why  you too should become martyrs like the TCs who themselves imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
This is all done through  {charity love}/agape  driven internally by  {principled love}/agapao/{edifying love}  operating within The Mind 
solely based upon  “The Word of God”  that has  remoulded/reformed  the  “synapse construction mapping”  being worthy of capture by 
Yahweh for Sonship in  His  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1, Matt.20v23)  of all people calling themselves  “Christians”  
during The Gospel Age. 

(Please see my commentaries of John chapter 5 where all this is thoroughly discussed). 
1Thes.  2v12 og also  (the) witnessing/reporting/testifying [= the person giving the evidence, middle voice]  into/unto  the [worthily]   
1Thes.  2v12 og (to have) {trodden all about}/walked/{deported oneself}/{as occupied one’s life}    
1Thes.  2v12 og {specifically yourselves}  (the) appropriately/{as of godly sort}/worthily  of the  God   
1Thes.  2v12 og of the (One [Yahweh through JCg])  calling/biding/summoning/announcing/naming/assigning   
1Thes.  2v12 og {specifically yourselves}  into/unto  the (realm)   (of the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself]    
1Thes.  2v12 og (the)  kingdom/reign/realm/domain   also  (the) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence. 
1Thes.  2v12 = also  personally  witnessing/reporting  unto  {specifically yourselves}  to have  {deported yourself}/{occupied your life}  

appropriately/worthily  of the  God  (Yahweh)   
of the  One  (Yahweh through JCg)   calling/bidding/summoning  {specifically yourselves}   
unto  His  (Yahweh’s)   kingdom/realm  also  the  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence   (as a future “Son of God”). 

 

also personally  testifying/reporting  (the person giving the evidence)   unto specifically yourselves   (Elders/brethren  aiming to be TCs) 
(for you)  to deport yourselves  appropriately/worthily   ([1] in the eyes of worldly onlookers – judging your deportment)   
of the God   ([2] Yahweh making  “The All-Important Judgement”  for  Sonship –  to become  “The Heirs” over “The Resurrected World”) 
of the One (Yahweh)  calling/inviting   (via JC as  “The Word of God”)   specifically yourselves   (to become  “Anointed”  as  “The Heirs”) 
unto His  (as  His  “Sons of God”)  kingdom   (being His Methodology ruling our mind –  to make possible The Future Millennium) 
also the  glory/honour/dignity   (that is only due to Yahweh,  but He reciprocates to those 144000 worthy TCs for Sonship over The Millennium). 
 

None  of this is accurately taught by our  worldly Christian leaders! 
Let me explain what Paul is teaching here in this verse. 
Paul states    

“{Specifically yourselves}”  being  “The Target”  of his affections and exhortations to become future TCs,  these individuals are showing 
through personal example by deporting themselves according to the lifestyle of JC as being worthy of Yahweh’s Judgement for future Sonship.   

Now it can become a little tricky on understanding what is occurring here in the next part of the verse,  and thus we need to use the holistic picture as 
given by the whole Bible to make the required differentiation. 
We know from Rev.3v20,  it is JC who metaphorically  “knocks at the door”  (not  “personally”  as suggested by some  charlatan  charismatic leaders  
[because JC is “physically afar”  Matt.25v14, Luke.19v12]  but JC is “The Word of God”  [Rev.19v13]  operating as a  presence/parousia  
within/through  a TC,  Luke.17v21)  by Yahweh manipulating The Environment around the individual.  This means Yahweh ensures a TC will meet 
possible future candidates to give them the opportunity to  “enter into The Family”  from out of the  “dead world”  (= an existing spiritual world with  
no  future [2Pet.3v12-14]). 
Thus,  it is JCg as  “The Word of God”  calling/bidding/inviting  a  potential  “Son of God”  for the  possible  “Inheritance of The Kingdom of God”  (= 
The Fulfilment of The Promise given to Abraham,  through  his “Heirs”) –  just as JC has inherited –  but is awaiting until Yahweh has His full 
prophesied quota  (which must first be fulfilled)  of 144000 TCs (Rev.14v1-4, 7v4-8)  taken out of The Gospel Age to rule alongside JCg  (as future 
kings/priests, Rom.8v17, 23,  2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.).   
Thus,  it is Yahweh Personally deciding who out of  “the Christian Nation”  (Matt.20v16, 22v14)  makes  “The Grade of Sonship”  in separating between 
5, 2 and 1 talent  (weight of responsibility)  individuals by  election/choosing  out of  “The Pool of The Christian Nation”  (during The Gospel Age)  who 
actually is  “appropriate/worthy”  of Sonship. 
Consequently,  Yahweh becomes The Matchmaker  (The Master of Ceremonies –  when  correctly  translated/interpreted  see John.2v1-10  particularly 
my unique commentary on this website for those verses),  chooses The Bride  (Rev.21v2, 9,  of 144000 TCs –  as “The waved Wheat”  Firstfruit)  for His 
Beloved  First/Chief  Begotten Son JCg  (as “The waved Barley”  Firstfruit,  Lev.23v5-25)  ready to start The Millennium. 
Clearly when  “The  Last/Least”  in this world  (abused/afflicted humble TCs,  1Cor.4v9-13, 2Cor.11v24-28)  are resurrected at  “The 1st Resurrection” 
(Rev.20v6,  = The 1st 2nd C of JCg,  Matt.25v19, Luke.19v15,  and many more,  see glossary)  to become  “The Bride of Christ  (JCg,  Matt.22v1-9, 25v1-
12, Rev.19v4-9, 21v2,9, etc.,)  as  “The Sons of God” (Yahweh)  then they shall become “The  First/Most”  (Matt.19v30, Luke.13v30)  operating as  
kings/priests  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6).  When these 144000 TCs are resurrected as Kings/Priests,  they shall have the full Authority of Yahweh 
operating through them –  enabling full access to an  unlimited  supply of Yahweh's capability to express His HS for a  guaranteed  eternity  (= a 
“resurrection to  (guaranteed)  life” –  because it  cannot  be  “life”  in absolute terms if we are to die sometime afterwards)! 

Unto whom  (the then future 144000 kings/priests)  “The Resurrected World”  shall offer to these former TCs full  glory/honour/dignity. 
 
16th Comment – Because the Brethren  (Christians)  aiming to become TCs behave in a wonderful manner,  then TCs who 
made this possible by sowing and watering will give unceasing thanks to Yahweh Who accomplishes all ideal things. 
33rd Reasoning – TCs work unceasingly to  accurately  bring “The Word of God” into people’s minds so that it makes 
sense,  rather than losing people in  “mystic waffle” and “illogical mysteries” –  it becomes a joy when  “the seed” grows. 
16th Good News – There are people out in The World presently in The Dark but yearning for  “The Light of God’s Word” 
accurately  taught so that they too might understand it and become TCs themselves to further spread God’s Word. 
36th Instruction – Always  assay/test  what is said in The Name of God – most likely it is from  The Word of Man  having  
not  The Character  nor  The Authority of Yahweh; – “millions”  of  worldly  and  charlatan Christian leaders are 
exposed to be fraudsters when their ministry is  carefully examined  against what The Bible  specifically teaches us. 
I consider almost every other sentence spoken by  worldly Christian leader has a biblical error lurking somewhere! 
That  “statistic”  from my examinations demonstrates just how bad is their ministry!  They are like The Pharisees! 
34th Reasoning – Because certain members of  The Brethren (Christians)  actively try to imitate TCs,  then it becomes 
evident  “The Word of God”  is fervently working within those people who truly:  “believe”. 

1. Logically,  people who  are passive  have not The Word of God working within them and thus do  not  “believe”! 
2. Logically, people who do  not imitate Paul  have not The Word of God working within them and are  not  TCs! 

Only Yahweh determines who are TCs  (and hence a “child of God”)  or not,  – no  human has the authority to do that! 
1Thes.  2v13 og Through (reason of)  that/this/there/here  also  {we ourselves}   
1Thes.  2v13 og (we) {give thanks}/{express gratitude}/thankfulness  to the  God [Yahweh] 
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1Thes.  2v13 og uninterruptedly/{without omission (on an appropriate occasion)}/{without ceasing}   
1Thes.  2v13 og because  (the having) {received near}/{associated with}/{assumed an office}/learned/received   
1Thes.  2v13 og (the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning  (of the) hearing/fame/report/rumour/audience   
1Thes.  2v13 og near/beside/with/against/alongside  {of/from us}  of the  God [Yahweh],   
1Thes.  2v13 og (you) received/accepted/{took in}/welcomed [middle voice]   
1Thes.  2v13 og not  (the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning  (of the) countenances/{human beings}/men,   
1Thes.  2v13 og but  just/as/that/how/when  (it) is  truly/indeed/surely/verily  (the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning   
1Thes.  2v13 og (of the) God,  who/which/that  also 
1Thes.  2v13 og (He/it is) {actively/fervently/efficiently/mightily  working/doing} (middle voice.)  
1Thes.  2v13 og in  {to [= within] yourselves}  to the (persons)   (they) commit/believe/entrust. 
1Thes.  2v13 = Through reason of  this,    (being the positive reception and personal growth upon “The Word of God”) 

also  {we (TCs)  ourselves}  {without ceasing}  {give thanks}  to the  God  (Yahweh), 
because  you  {received near}/{assumed an office}/learned     (building yourselves upon knowledge) 
(by)  hearing/reporting  the  word/sayings/reasoning  of the  God  (Yahweh)   with/alongside  us  (TCs)     (1st Century Christianity) 
not  personally  {taken in}/welcomed  the  words/sayings/reasoning  of the  men   (“Professional Leaders of Religion”), 
but  just/as  it is  truly/indeed  the  word/sayings/reasoning  of the  God  (Yahweh), 
Who  also  He is  personally  {actively doing}/{fervently working}  within  yourselves,   to the  people  they  commit/entrust. 

 

Through reason of this   (being the positive reception of God’s Word to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire enabling Him to gain more  “Sons of God”)   
also we (TCs)  ourselves without ceasing give thanks to the God   (Yahweh,  because the TCs’ occupational effort has led to positive growth), 
because you (brethren aiming to be TCs)  having  {associated with}/{assumed an office}   (building upon yourselves  “Responsibility”)   
the  hearing/reporting  of the  word/sayings/reasoning  of the God (Yahweh)  alongside/with  us  (TCs). 
                 (Paul is grateful by the return of their growth towards maturity,  -   the brethren heard of God’s Word  accurately taught  by TCs)  
and not personally taking in the  words/sayings/reasoning  of the men   (“Leaders of Religion”,  the worst = charlatan Christian leaders) 
but  just/as  it is truly the  word/sayings/reasoning  of the God   (“1st Century Christianity”  we,  as TCs,  have given to you),  
Who  (Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”  operating a as  presence/parousia  within truly hearkening people imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle)   
also is personally actively working within yourselves   (proving  themselves to be assiduously aiming to become TCs) 
the people  committed/entrusting   (truly  “believing in JC”  =  “precisely imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle”). 
 

Paul, a foremost TC, states how pleased he is with their progress,  to become a real psychological boost from out of all the arduous work he has put in –  
a wonderful result from his ministry work yielding  the  real  fruitage of possible next generation TCs  that Paul has in his personal offering to Yahweh. 
He can present this  “offering of new TCs”  to Yahweh from his personal sacrifice by living  away from the “inducements to fail” sourced by The World  
(that are ultimately sourced by Satan, 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19, – being  “the methodology”  to  “self-indulge at the  expense/hurt  of our neighbour”). 
Thus,  these specific Brethren aiming to become TCs have assumed an office  (aiming for  “The Anointing”  by Yahweh)  by positively responding to  
“The Word of God”  given by TCs and  not  through the  worldly  wisdom of men  (pandemic now in 2007 CE where religious leaders have had some 
1700+ years to  “perfect the art”  of  “deception”).  Once in this office the TCs then must precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  driven for the same 
reward as those workers who worked at various times of the day within The Vineyard  (Matt.20v1-16)  where  “The Wage/Reward”  is of  “Sonship to 
Yahweh”,  being the  one/same  reward,  irrespective of how long we have worked in  “The Vineyard of The World”.  Just as we are told in Matt.20v16, 
22v14  – many  people are  called/invited  (= The Christian Nation of perhaps 3 billion over 2000 years),  but  few  people are  chosen/elected  (only 
144000 TCs for  Sonship/Anointing/Christ). 

I am inventing  none  of this –  but only as an auditor I am carefully explaining  “The Quality Manual (The Bible)”  and observing 
discrepancies by people operating  far away  from  “The Procedures”  so clearly given within it!   Then I make public these discrepancies!   
Is this a crime?  –  Sadly Yes!  -  According to  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (John.11v47-53, 16v1-4, Acts.4v17-20)  -  personally 
driven by worldly methodology for a worldly return  (to fund their present lifestyle by living off other people’s efforts)! 

Finally,  as Paul tells us in this verse   It is  “The Word of God”  (within “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”)  that is  “fervently working”  
within those  specific  people  accurately  operating according to what  “The Word of God”  states in sincerity  -  rather than in falsehood for worldly 
gain  (that is sadly pandemic within religious circles today).   

“Committed/Entrusting”  means to  (1) fully imbue  “The Knowledge”  and to  (2) act with fidelity upon what we know  =  “believing”  
(noting the difference given at John.6v64 for Judas,  to be contrasted with Peter at John.6v68 and Matt.19v27). 

We  “believe”  in the physical law of  “gravity”  -  else we die if we walk off the top of a cliff.   
Likewise,  with Yahweh's spiritual laws,  we  “believe”  in JC  (as “The Word of God”)  by  fulfilling what is required  of  “The Word of God”  -  else we 
die  (= perish at  “The 2nd Death” – Rev.2v11, 20v6)  by ignoring  “The Law to imitate JC’s lifestyle”  because it was JC who  firstly  atoned/reset  us 
and then while in the  second  part of our spiritual life,  he  covered  us on a  like-for-like  basis  (but  only  “up to and during The Great Sabbath Day”).   
Please see  “faith” and “believe”  in glossary on  “FutureLife.Org”. 

Our life is in  our hands –  this is how JC made it so –  to become  our  decision,  and  not  one made for us by  Adam/Eve. 
However,  this means  

We now become personally responsible  and make  “The Personal Change”  away from worldly methodology unto Yahweh’s Methodology. 
Yahweh is only too pleased to give us eternal life  (Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9) –  but  ultimately,  we must be justified against  “The Standard”  that 
JC set during his  ministry/lifestyle!   This occurs over our 2 part life  (please see glossary and elsewhere on this website). 

Sadly,  none  of this is taught by the most  unrighteous  worldly Christian leaders who seem not to have the faintest idea what is,  
and what is  not  “Righteous”  -   as demonstrated by their  nonsense  exegesis to The World in their very  worldly sermons  (that I 
pull apart line by line – as shown by examples on this website)!   

I just implore they read this website and readjust their understanding and sensibilities to what Yahweh  is  really teaching us regarding  
“Human Salvation”  for their  own  salvation!    However,  with most of these religious leaders being atheists inside,  they have need 
outwardly to continue  “the pretence”  for the worldly income  (Luke.16v3). 

The Bible is so clear on all these matters  (of which  worldly Christian leaders just seem to muddle up in a fog –  lost in one big  “mystery”).   
Their vain worldly understanding of  “believe in JC” (existed)  is  not  enough,  it really means  actions/works  (James.2v16-26)  of  real  charity,  driven 
by  {principled love}/agapao/{edifying love}  within the mind that JC asked for us to imitate,  as taught within The Bible. 
Just  “believing in JC existed”  makes us  “hypocrites”  if  we do not faithfully instil within us his  ministry/deportment  to be our very own! 
 
37th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  are to imitate the TCs who  accurately  represent Yahweh. 
12th Allegory – Judea = The New Spiritual Israel operating with JC,  “The Body of Christ”  (Jacob – loved by Yahweh). 
13th Allegory – The Christian Leaders = By inference represent the 2nd Epoch fleshly Israel  (Esau – rejected by Yahweh). 
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35th Reasoning – Just as Esau was wrathful over Jacob’s grab for The Birthright  –  then likewise the pain and affliction 
from one’s countrymen during the 1st part of our physical life.  But transformed to “The New Israel”  after perseverance 
with God to maintain our fortitude imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  then we shall be resurrected as future “Sons of God”. 
19th Warning – Just as The Early Adopters (prophets)  were Jewish and persecuted,  also at the transition  (The Disciples 
initially went to the Jews and were persecuted),  similarly  “The Early Adopters”  of the Gospel Age shall be persecuted 
by  “Christians”  being  “The Pious Christians”  led-on by their  “Professional Religious Leaders”.   All as we have seen 
throughout The Gospel Age and forewarned by prophecy from both JC and of his apostles in their  letters/epistles  to us. 
17th Good News – Just as Esau and Jacob became friends at the end of their lives – likewise in The Millennium the worldly  
Christians in their perfected DNA fleshly bodies shall become reconciled to The TCs,  who themselves are  kings/priests  
and  “Sons of God”  in  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies. 
1Thes.  2v14 og {specifically yourselves}  For  (the) imitators/followers/mimics 
1Thes.  2v14 og (you) {became to be}  (the) brothers/{The Brethren}   
1Thes.  2v14 og of the  {callings out}/congregations/ecclesiae/assemblies/churches  of the  God  
1Thes.  2v14 og of the (ones [ecclesiae])  being/have  in  to the [= within]  Judea  
1Thes.  2v14 og in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus;   
1Thes.  2v14 og because  {(in) the same (way/manner)}/{even thus}/like/so   
1Thes.  2v14 og (you have) {experienced/felt (usually pain)}/passion/vexed/suffered  also  {specifically yourselves}   
1Thes.  2v14 og under/through/inferior/below/by  of the (persons)  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}   
1Thes.  2v14 og (of the) {co-tribesmen}/{fellow-countrymen}/{natives of same country},   
1Thes.  2v14 og just/as/that/how/when  also  they   [have]   under/through/inferior/below/by  of the  Jews, 
1Thes.  2v14 = For  {specifically yourselves}  brothers,   you  {became to be}  imitators/mimics  of the  ecclesia/{calling out}  of the  God,   

of the  ecclesiae/{calling outs}  being  within the  Judea  (operating)  within  the  Christ/Anointed  of the  Jesus,   
because  also  {specifically yourselves}  have  {experienced pain}/suffered  {in the same manner}/like  under/by  {your own}   
{fellow countrymen},  also  just/as  they  (ecclesiae of Judea)  under/by  of the  Jews   (meaning,  the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”). 

 

For specifically yourselves brothers,  you became to be imitators of the  {calling out}/ecclesia  of the God  (Yahweh), 
              (Paul is acknowledging these Thessalonian brethren are almost at the point of becoming TCs,  beyond the stage of mere brethren … …) 
of the  {calling outs}/ecclesiae  being within Judea   (the older Christian groups established by the original disciples,  Peter and John) 
(operating)  within the Anointed Jesus   (these  “1st Century Christian”  groupings,  are  closely guided  by TCs to achieve  “The Goal of Sonship”) 
Because  also specifically yourselves (brethren)  suffered   (from the persecution metered out by  “Leaders of Religion”,  “protecting their patch”) 
in the same manner by your own countrymen   (being the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  operating according to  “worldly methodology”) 
              (Noting it was Jews then [before 70 CE]  now it is Christian Professional Religious Leaders replacing Jewish Professional Religious Leaders.) 
also  just/as  they (the ecclesiae of Judea suffered)  by  the Jews   (meaning the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”   [not  The Jewish  Nation]). 
 

Again  “The Call”  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, Phil.3v17) - 
Paul speaks of these new Christians personally aiming to become TCs to imitate  “The Original Ecclesiae”  headed up in Israel centred in 
Jerusalem operating under The Apostle Peter –  called by JC  “The Rock”  representing a solid foundation  (Matt.16v18). 

These Ecclesiae outside Jerusalem  (in the country Israel)  become by allegory the  new fleshly  Israel of the Christian nation for  “The New Israel”  
having  “The Upgrade”  of God’s Word  “by Righteous Answer”  made possible by JC  to achieve Sonship  -  hence now opened out to The World. 

The  old  fleshly  Israel  (“The 1st Epoch Israel”,  delivered  [1] The Remnant of Prophets,  and  [2] “The 1st Advent of JC”). 
The  new  fleshly  Israel  (“The 2nd Epoch Israel”,  delivered  [1] The 144000 TCs [Sons of God],  and  [2] “The 2nd Advent of JC”). 

“The 2nd Advent of JCg”  =  “1st 2nd C of JCg”  =  “The 1st Resurrection”  of the TCs;  and then The Millennium occurs 3.5 years later. 
Please see my glossary on all these terms. 

Likewise,  “Jerusalem”  being  “The Organisation to deliver peace”  (“Jerusalem”  means  “The City/Organisation of Peace”)  that shall become a 
reality in The Millennium that operates according to Yahweh’s Desire rather than what has come from it  (Judaism/Christianity/Islam)  at a worldly level 
is  opposed to peace  (as history demonstrates being representative of Satan’s [hypocritical] worldly methodology).  Thus, what has come through the 
(old)  Jerusalem at a  worldly level are three human  corrupted  religions that operate under Satan’s Methodology rather than Yahweh’s Methodology.   
This occurs because the leaders of each worldly religion are truly self-indulgent,  but by contrast,  the leaders  (144000 TCs)  of  “The New Jerusalem”  
(Rev.21v1-4)  demonstrate utter humility and are truly prepared to completely fulfil Yahweh’s Desire as future  “Sons of God” –  hence entrusted with 
unlimited  capability/authority  to express Yahweh’s HS. 
That is  why  Worldly  Old  “Jerusalem”  (Rev.18v4 – see local commentary)  will be replaced by  The New “Jerusalem” (Rev.21v1-4) – being  Yahweh’s 
Organisation here over The Earth as  “The 3rd Heaven/Authority”   (ruling  over  “The 3rd Epoch of Israel”  =  “The Resurrected World”)  -  being 
precisely what Paul was told by revelation  (2Cor.12v1-3)  some seven years later after his encounter on The Road to Damascus  (Acts.9/22/26v1-16). 
(Note, please see how these dates of 41 CE and 34 CE were established in my commentary given at Gal.1v17 and Ga.2v1.) 

Can the reader understand all this allegory? –  The whole Bible is built up upon  thousands  of interlinking allegories saying  precisely the  
SAME  thing – all of which becomes  “The Substructure”  of everything within it –  to boldly teach by prophecy of Yahweh’s  “Most 
Righteous Plan for The Salvation of Mankind”  (and yet all this is  unintelligible  to our worldly  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  who  
personally and  fraudulently  claim to represent Yahweh –  what a sham)! 

Thus,  these potential TCs face  affliction/suffering  only because they  truly  (by demonstration)  desire to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and the 
resultant of this threatens the positions of those leaders within  “The Religious Establishment”  (John.11v47-53, 16v1-4, etc.). 
The difference between the two sets of leaders  (TCs and those people of The Religious Establishment)  is the following - 

1. TCs only take the humble position and desire to edify their neighbour,  thereby imitating JC. 
2. Worldly Religious leaders climb to an elevated position and desire to self-indulge themselves from what this position gives to them! 

So again,  we see it is  The Religious Authorities  protecting  “their patch”  being obstructive,  only because they feel threatened by “The Disclosing 
Truth”  as taught by TCs  by both word and deportment,  will expose their hypocrisy and undermine their authority upon which they self-indulge  (as 
seen  throughout all time – so  why  would this situation be different now)!   Same mindset of person takes these positions throughout “Religion”,  but 
just different names and faces in every generation.   

Quite simply,  the TCs’  “teaching”  becomes  “The Bright Light”  that pierces into  “The Darkness”  within which  “Professional Leaders of 
Religion”  like to hide their private life,  far away from public examination, scrutiny and hence personal accountability! 

They just ignore,  “all will be revealed in The Millennium”  (Luke 12v2-3)  and as to why they were  rejected  from positions of rulership  (Luke.20v16). 
All as most of JC’s parables and illustrations tell us.   Please read my  most accurate  translation of the four Gospels and commentaries totalling almost 
2,000,000 words that thoroughly explain everything to a level not seen anywhere else today  -  I do not hold back! 
 
Instruction – repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil  “The Master’s Commands/Desire”! 
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If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
17th Comment – The Established Religious Leaders at the time killed JC,  and their leaders (same mind but different faces)  
before them,  killed the prophets,  precisely as JC stated  (Matt.23v27-37)  and equally forewarned would occur. 
36th Reasoning – Likewise  (John.16v1-4)  the Established Religious Leaders of any country shall kill,  or character 
assassinate TCs;  being JC’s own flock  (John.10v3)  of The Gospel Age.  (The leaders having the same mentality of Esau). 
18th Comment – Because the  worldly Established Religious Leaders are operating against Yahweh’s Desire (blaspheming 
against the HS)  then obviously they are  not  pleasing Yahweh and antagonistic to the long-term  well-being of Mankind. 
Warning – repeat - Those specific people imbuing  “The Word of God”  into their very  being/existence  and with fidelity 
imitate  Apostles/TCs  will  face persecution from people within The World  feeling threatened by the TCs’ lifestyle. 
37th Reasoning – The worldly Established Religious Leaders of any country prefer their worldly succour  (for “The Now”) 
and would rather oppose Yahweh’s Desire (being what is to occur in The Future, Matt.23v13)  than allow ordinary people 
to come to  know/understand  “The Word of God”  and how it should operate within our lives to yield the perfect society. 
20th Warning – Religious leaders around The World  frustrating Yahweh’s Desire  shall be filled completely with sin, 
directly proportionate to their access of  “The Absolute Truth”  as sourced by The Bible. 
Those people with more Biblical knowledge of God’s Word,  then more shall be expected from them  (Luke.12v46-48)! 
21st Warning – Religious leaders around The World  frustrating Yahweh’s Desire  and having this website warning them 
of their actions  now know  what is awaiting them unless they  reform/readjust  themselves  to start imitating JC. 
Yahweh shall be  vengeful  upon people who  spin/twist/mince  His Personal word to The Children of the congregations! 
38th Instruction – Yahweh  (1) guides,  (2) warns,  (3) waits for compliance,  and then (4) acts.  This is what makes 
Yahweh “Righteous”.  “Foolishness”  is defined by  (1) having a number of options,  (2) have time to consider all options,  
and then  (3) choose “The Wrong Option”!    This describes  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  ignoring God’s Word! 
1Thes.  2v15 og of the (persons)  also  the  lord/master   
1Thes.  2v15 og (of the) killing/{putting to death}/{slaying (intention to destroy)} [plural, they]   of the  Jesus    also 
1Thes.  2v15 og the [prophets]  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}/privately   prophets/{inspired teachers}/foretellers,   
1Thes.  2v15 og also  {specifically yourselves} 
1Thes.  2v15 og (of the having been) {pursued out}/expelled/{persecuted (implacably)}/{driven out},   
1Thes.  2v15 og also  to the  God  not  (of the) {exciting emotion}/agreeable/pleasing [plural, they],   
1Thes.  2v15 og also  (to the ) all  (to the) countenances/{human beings}/men   
1Thes.  2v15 og (of the) opposite/antagonistic/{(over) against}/contrary [plural, they]. 
1Thes.  2v15 = The people  (“Professional Leaders of Religion”)   also  killing/slaying  the  lord/master  Jesus,   

also  (“Professional Leaders of Religion”  killing/slaying)  the  prophets/{inspired teachers},   
also  {specifically yourselves}  (aiming to be TCs)   having been  {pursued out}/persecuted/{driven out}   (by the “Leaders of Religion”),   
also  they  (“Professional Leaders of Religion”)   are  not  agreeable/pleasing  to the  God  (Yahweh),   
also  they (“Leaders of Religion”)  are  antagonistic/contrary  to all  men    (they being against the spiritual  long term welfare  of Mankind) 

 

The people (“Professional Leaders of Religion”)  also killing the  lord/master  Jesus   (equally as  “The Word of God”  controlling  TCs’  minds) 
also (“Professional Leaders of Religion”  killing)  the prophets   (Matt.23v37, Luke.13v34, etc.) 
also specifically yourselves  (aiming to become TCs)  having been persecuted   (by “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  [John.16v1-4]) 
also they (“Professional Leaders of Religion”)  are not  agreeable/pleasing  to the God  (Yahweh)     (succinctly put by Paul, Acts.20v29), 
also they (“Professional Leaders of Religion”)  are contrary to all men   (guiding people through The Wide Gate unto destruction, Matt.7v12-15) 
                 (“Professional Leaders of Religion”  are against our spiritual long-term welfare,  only interested in pleasing “the here and now”!) 
 

This verse reads on accurately from the previous verse in my translation,  but not so,  if we take many of the  worldly bible translations of the two verses,  
where obviously there is a vestige interest for the translators to give what is acceptable to their  “pay masters”  =  The Professional Religious Leaders! 

Because my translation  is  freely given  (Matt.6v24, 22v21),  then I am beholden to no man  (Gal.1v10-12)  and thus I have no encumbrances 
other than  to express precisely what was in Paul’s mind! 

Therefore Paul  (similarly for all TCs throughout The Gospel Age)  vents his frustration in words upon those people claiming to represent Yahweh  
(being millions of religious leaders today) – but actually are  impeding  “The Word of God”  (Matt.23v13, 1Thes.3v3-4)  from being imbued within 
people who often,  are  genuine in trying to find Yahweh  (Rom.16v17-18). 
We must ask ourselves the all-important question   What is different now -  today! 

“Same minded people”  (with different  names/faces)   take  the  same  positions  within  (religious)  society,  generation after generation! 
It is utterly frustrating for certain people who  are  trying to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”,  they must work  doubly hard  because of the need to 
unpick all the false teaching embedded and cluttering the minds of people  before  they can put  “The New and Accurate Knowledge”  in its place!   
I sometimes find it is so much easier to speak to atheists because they are open,  and like questioning children,  they are prepared to consider new 
information  (Luke.5v36-39)!   Entirely contrary to pious religious people who have  “closed their mind to reality”  and just believe in  “fairy tales”  
promulgated by fraudsters  -  what a ridiculous situation!   Satan must be laughing at the entire  “Religious Scene”  thinking he has everything in the bag 
regarding Rev.20v1-3 and thus keeping Rev.20v10 far away,  yet Yahweh is working in parallel to “Religion”  only through  “His Early Adopters”  fully 
knowing The Prophesied Trigger Threshold of 144000 TVs (Rev.14v1-4)  shall be ultimately achieved before Mankind implodes! 

Most  worldly Christians just  “put their hands over their ears” – stating    
“We know what we think and not prepared to consider anything else!” 

How so very sad –  they are precisely imitating what  “The Jews”  said of  “1st Century  Christianity”! 
Furthermore,  it shows  how weak is their blind faith  for  “Pious Religious People”  personally create a  “bunker-like mentality”. 
By contrast,  

With my knowledge of  “The Word of God”  I do not mind speaking to  any  person of  any  religion,  because my righteous 
understanding of  “Yahweh’s Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  is rock solid  (Matt.7v24-25)  and my reasoning will 
completely demolish their weakness. 
I simply ask of their “Religion”  what if,  and why, -  to whatever they say – and their reasoning just collapses. 
I ask them to do the same of  “1st Century Christianity”  and it is rock solid for  every human of the last 6000 years! 

Thus,  with this given background  -  let us consider this verse together. 
The people who killed  “The Lord”  (as “The Word of God”)  can only be metaphoric for  “our reasoning” – because clearly people specifically causing 
the suffering to TCs were not specifically the same people around during JC’s ministry and murder,  thus Paul is speaking about  what they represent. 

They represent an ideology of which itself claims to be speaking for Yahweh –  but as they practise it,  it does not  (Matt.23v2-3). 
This was true of  “The 1st Epoch Israel” (Jews) –  just as it is true for  “The 2nd Epoch Israel” (Christians). 
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In this manner  both  “Israels”  metaphorically kill JC  (being  “The Word of God”  [Rev.19v13])  by attempting to nullify his 
cause  (being the assimilation of Yahweh’s Methodology)  within the minds of those very specific individuals  who are sincerely  
trying to find  “The Disclosing Truth”  (within many of the Christian congregations). 

Likewise,  the two “Israels” (being the  “Professional Religious Leaders”  of both “Israels”)  attempt,  where possible,  to kill  (perhaps 
downgraded to be  “character assassination”  now)  what is termed  “The Remnant”  being  “The Prophets”  of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  
and  “The TCs”  (perhaps to include William Tyndale)  in  “The 2nd Epoch Israel” –  just as Paul tells us in the middle of the verse. 

Where,  we understand the  “prophets” accurately  taught  “The Word of God part 1”  are JC’s  “other”  flock  (John.10v16)  and 
the “TCs” are JC’s “own” (John.10v3)  “small”  (Luke.12v32)  flock,  are likewise  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God parts 
1 and 2”!   
Please see all my cited commentaries. 

They both come together as  “The Early Adopters”  (proven righteous while under Satan’s local heaven to The World)  who are then to teach  
“The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”  in The Millennium under Yahweh’s local heaven controlling The World. 
Noting the TCs are  “The Temple”  (Command/Control Centre)  and The Prophets are  “New Jerusalem”   (hence Matt.11v11). 

Let us carefully go through the verse - 
These  (worldly) “Professional Religious Leaders”  presumptuously claiming they represent  “God” - 

1. Kill/Slay  JC,  being what he represented –  throughout The Gospel Age. 
2. Kill/slay  the prophets,  being they represented Yahweh –  pre–Gospel Age. 
3. Persecute/{drive out}  TCs being  “The Truth”  of which they represent during The Gospel Age. 
4. Certainly, these leaders have no agreement with Yahweh,  and Yahweh will be vengeful upon them when the time arrives. 
5. Factious within the community operating under their  own  spirit/personality/desires/traits  and certainly  not  under/according  to the  

one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  yielded by  “The Word of God” (JC).  Furthermore,  because they  are  factious doing  “their own 
thing”  then they have no regard to edify people towards Yahweh –  but merely into their  own  groupings.  This is precisely the warning given 
at John.10v1+  (to form their  own  flocks and  not  The  One/Small  Flock of JCg –  Luke.12v32).   Please see all my local commentaries. 

Again,  I have  not  invented any of this –  it is  precisely what The Bible tells us  and is precisely what we have witnessed throughout history –  up to and 
including today!   So how can this not be Truth if it  is as firstly prophesied  and then  verified by history? 

Surely this is sourced by  “The Omnipotent Almighty God”  Who knows before it occurs –  and it is thus given for our warning! 
I ask those people who disagree,  to email this website –  then I will publicly direct them to quotes off the internet,  thus giving veracity to what I state 
and wholly shaming what they publicly tell us! 
1Thes.  2v16 og (of the) estop/{preventing (by word or act)}/forbidding/{keeping from}/withstanding/halting [plural, they]   
1Thes.  2v16 og us/our/we  to the  gentiles/nations/heathen/peoples  (to) speak/utter/say   
1Thes.  2v16 og that  (they may/should be) delivered/saved/protected/healed/{made whole}/preserved,  into/unto   
1Thes.  2v16 og the  (to) complete/occupy/supply/accomplish/fulfil/{fill up}  {of them}  the  sins/faults/offences   
1Thes.  2v16 og {every when}/{at all times}/always,  (it has) beforehand/anticipate/precede/attained/{arrived at}   
1Thes.  2v16 og and  over/upon/concerning  them  the  {violent passion}/indignation/anger/wrath/vengeance   
1Thes.  2v16 og into/unto  (the) {set out to/for point/goal/limit}/termination/end/finality. 
1Thes.  2v16 =   they  (religious leaders)   preventing/withstanding/forbidding  us  (TCs)    (Jews then, but now  all  “Leaders of Religion”) 

to speak  to the  gentiles/nations   (so)   that  they  (gentiles)   may/should  be  delivered/saved/preserved, 
(yet)  unto [= for]  {of them}  (“Professional Leaders of Religion”)  always  the  sins/offences  to  complete/{fill up}/accomplish,   
and  it has been  anticipated/beforehand  upon/concerning  them 
the  anger/wrath/vengeance  unto [= for]  the  termination/finality/end. 

 

(“The Professional Leaders of Religion”)   preventing/forbidding  us  (TCs,  from teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  [Acts.4v17-18, 13v45, 14v2]) 
to speak to the nations  (so)  that they (gentiles)  may be  delivered/preserved   (by learning how to imitate JC), 
(yet)  for them  (“The Professional Leaders of Religion”)  always the  sins/offences  to  {fill-up}/accrue 
and upon them  (“The Professional Leaders of Religion”)    
it has been anticipated the  anger/wrath  (of Yahweh)  for the  finality/end   (of their existence). 
 

It is  wholly natural  for  worldly religious leaders to always point the finger at any person,  other than themselves (Matt.7v3-5)  –  but I ask - 
What does history teach us in answer to what they claim? 
The  worldly  religious leaders are  “hand-in-glove”  with  worldly  political leaders throughout time and it is    

“I will scratch your back,  if you will scratch mine”  (so the “the minions”  might keep serving  “us”  of  “religion and politics”)! 
It was seen in the appointments made in The Bible,  also the various problem areas between the prophets,  JC and then the TCs afterwards. 
Then we see this occur in all countries of The World irrespective of what dominant worldly religion is within the respective country examined. 
Consequently,  this verse  is  speaking about  “Professional Religious Leaders”  particularly the people higher up  “The Worldly Establishment”,  all 
“eating out of the same trough”  (of worldly methodology driving their mind)  as their friends being the  “Professional Political Leaders”  of The World 
–  this is all  a gross anathema to Yahweh.  
The most culpable people are those individuals who are personally closer to The Truth - Judaism,  Islam and by far the worst,  are  worldly  Christian 
leaders  (Luke.12v46-48)  have  all come through Jerusalem  (The City of Peace)  being representative of God’s future Operations here upon The Earth.  
As we know,  Jerusalem at present,  is a misnomer  (being presently  representative  of the  worldly religious organisation captured by the god Satan, 
2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19).  However,  “Jerusalem”  was given its name,  because it is prophetic to what  will  occur in The Millennium,  where God’s 
(Yahweh’s)  “Organisation”  (Rev.21v1-4)  will dominate “The Resurrected World” (= “The 3rd Epoch Israel”,  out of which will be drawn  “The 3rd 
Remnant” –  being  “The Children”  of the marriage between JCg and the 144000 TCs  [Eph.5v30-32]). 

Can the reader understand how all these allegories operate,  and thus precisely what Paul is teaching us here? 
The reader must recognise The Bible is fully strewn with the allegories  (thousands)  describing the  self-same  theme throughout The Bible. 

Consequently,  we realise the prophets were  “The Remnant out of the 1st Epoch of Israel”  genuinely motivated to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and were killed 
for it by the  organisation/{decision making}  of  “Jerusalem”  (Matt.23v37, Luke.13v34)  by The High Priest,  even though some where physically killed 
outside Jerusalem  (but  “Jerusalem”  made the decisions and was thus  directly responsible).   
Then we  had/have  the TCs of The Gospel Age genuinely motivated and likewise  killed/{character assassinated}  by metaphoric  “Jerusalem”  being 
what came through it as Islam and Christianity –  where the leaders of  worldly  Christianity are severely culpable to Yahweh,  being  the most resistant 
to  “The Absolute Truth” (hence The Bible calls them “Disobedient”).   This is all  as we witness today  with the most deviant of Christian schisms 
covering the planet –  whose leaders  self-indulge  their devotees’ emotions so by return the leaders might self-indulge by what their devotees give! 

The whole thing is just so appalling!     
No one is prepared to stand up as  whistle-blowers/martyrs  and speak out against this  – everyone is  “all-happy in their group-think”! 
Yahweh detests this,  – He is focussing upon His 144000 TCs who truly speak out and are not ashamed  (Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26). 
These are the people who truly  search and shall find  (Matt.7v-8)  and then freely tell The World about what they have found! 

As it is stated here –  Yahweh's  Wrath/Vengeance  will only be upon those  “spiritual paedophiles”  who  abuse/mince/twist/distort  His  Personal  Word 
to the deluded recipients   (likened as children weak in  “The Real Faith”)  as JC teaches us in the three gospels  (Matt.18v6, Mark.9v42, Luke.17v2)  
about the millstone that should be tied around these leaders’ neck and they be put into the sea lest they pervert  “the children”! 
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As I regularly write,  I have invented none of this –  it is precisely what The Bible  teaches us  by warning,  and what we have witnessed throughout 
history –  it is now the last section to witness –  Yahweh's vengeance to be metered out upon these rebellious leaders having put “The Self first” –  rather 
than the children!   What horrifying  “religious/spiritual  paedophiles”  to be grooming their congregational members,  so these leaders might then live 
off these innocents  (Acts.20v29)!   We are taught of this in Rev. chapters 17 and 18 –  please see my local commentaries. 
As I state elsewhere,  not  all Christian leaders are like this –  but  most are   (in about the same ratio as JC commentated about The Pharisees, same 
mindset just different  names/faces  per generation)   and we  must  personally audit them,  else we  will be deceived  as The Bible  keeps warning us  
throughout The Epistles  (see Concordance of Topics).  The most deviant leaders are  very intelligent and capable  people with a  great ability to be 
confidence tricksters  (= “rogue traders”)  because they rely upon the  “good will/nature”  of  “The Victim”  to see the conman,  as the victim sees him 
or herself!    That is how conmen get away with it  -  they are  all the same! 
 
19th Comment – TCs consider it as being orphaned when physically away from those people in their  care/nurture.  And 
will make all occasion to see their spiritual children face to face to keep them fully imbued with  “The Word of God”. 
20th Comment – Those people of The World feeling personally threatened  (and logically, most aggrieved are  only  
worldly Religious leaders [of any religion])  by  “The Fervent Work”  freely publicised by TCs in their ministry will  
“frustrate/oppose/adversarial”  (being all words meaning “Satan”)  the activities of TCs  (hence 2Cor.11v13-15). 
1Thes.  2v17 og {we ourselves}  and  (the) brothers/{The Brethren},   
1Thes.  2v17 og (the being) {orphaned away}/{bereaved wholly}/{separated (from intercourse)}   off/away/separated/from   
1Thes.  2v17 og {of yourselves}  toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) time/season/occasion   
1Thes.  2v17 og (of the) {portion of time (season of Year), (hour of day)}     
1Thes.  2v17 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {frontal visage}/countenance/aspect/appearance/face/fashion,   
1Thes.  2v17 og not  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) heart/{seat of motivation},   
1Thes.  2v17 og {earnestly driven super-abundantly}/{more frequently super-abundantly}   
1Thes.  2v17 og (we) {used speed}/{made effort}/earnestly/eagerly/{with diligence}/endeavoured/laboured/studied   
1Thes.  2v17 og the  {frontal visage}/countenance/aspect/appearance/face/fashion  {of yourselves}   
1Thes.  2v17 og (to) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive,   in  (to the [= within]) many/much/plenteous    
1Thes.  2v17 og (the) lusting/{forbidden desire/longing}/concupiscence/yearning. 
1Thes.  2v17 = and  {we (TCs)  ourselves}  the being  {orphaned away}/separated  from  of yourselves,  the brethren,  

towards  [= for]   the  season/occasion  of  {portion/part of time    (while away of the total time)}   
in the  {frontal visage}/face  (physical presence),  
(but)  not  in the  heart/{seat of motivation},     (therefore,  always driven to be striving to assist their future welfare) 
we  {earnestly desire}  to  {make effort}/labour  to  know/see  your  {frontal visage}/face, 
within  much/plenteous  the  yearning/lusting. 

 

And we (TCs)  ourselves being separated from yourselves   
for the part of the  time/occasion  (of presently being away)   in the face  (over the whole time with them) 
              (meaning  “we are separated for the present time by not being physically face to face with yourselves”) 
(but)  not  (separated)  in the  heart/{seat of motivation}   (TCs are always self-motivated to spiritually guide The Brethren,  by practical activity), 
within much yearning we (TCs)  earnestly desire to make effort to  know/see  your face. 

              (meaning  “however,  we TCs never stop thinking about you,  and within much yearning we earnestly desire for a face to face meeting.”) 
 

It has been about 6 to 12 months since Paul had left them to move on,  to new cities to teach  “The Word of God”. 
We see again the genuine desire for Paul to keep these wonderful Brethren on the  narrow/tight  road  (Matt.7v12-14)  that leads to  guaranteed  
salvation as possible future  “Sons of God”.   
Paul has found fertile soil here  (Matt.13v23)  within the Thessalonica ecclesia in which he has planted  “The Word of God”. 

This type of response fuels Paul’s enthusiasm to further The Cause in fulfilling Yahweh's Desire. 
Do we personally feel like that –  give free of charge  (as lay-preachers for  no  worldly return)? 
Or do we need to be paid to do,  and  “supposedly feel like this”  -  as are  worldly Christian leaders  (as  “worldly professionals”  being paid 
by The World to do a job that pleases The World  [yet detested by Yahweh])? 

Very carefully reason through what we have seen occur,  and think how Yahweh feels about differing groups of people claiming to represent Him!  
1Thes.  2v18 og Therefore/Consequently  (we) determined/{delighted in}/desired/{be pleased}   
1Thes.  2v18 og (to) accompany/appear/bring/come  toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves},   
1Thes.  2v18 og (emphatic) I/me  truly/indeed  (the) Paul  also  {one/single time}/once  also  again/twice,   
1Thes.  2v18 og also  (he) {cut into}/impeded/detained/hindered  us/our/we  the  Satan/Adversary/Resistor/Opposer. 
1Thes.  2v18 = Consequently we  determined/desired  to  come/appear  towards  {specifically yourselves},   

emphatic  I  (Paul)   truly/indeed,  the Paul,  also once,  also twice,  also  the  Satan/Opposer  {cut into}/impeded  us. 
 

Consequently we (TCs)  determined to come towards specifically yourselves, 
emphatic I (Paul)  truly,  the Paul,  also once,  also twice   (yet)   also the  Satan/Opposer  impeded us  (from coming to visit you). 
 

Thus,  Paul attempted to visit them on several  (return)  occasions,  but Paul and his assistants were held back by Satan. 
What does this mean? 
Did Satan physically stop them personally? 

No! 
It means  “The Methodology of Satan”  that pervades throughout this planet  (Eph.2v2)  infects all of us,  and most people buckle under it –  by 
succumbing to its immediate lures of self-gratification. 

Those people who resist this methodology are  “The Prophets”  pre-Christ,  and  “The TCs”  post-Christ. 
Thus,  Paul is speaking about the  worldly religious leaders operating according to the prevailing worldly methodology  (for personal gratification)  
were making the TCs’ lives a misery –  through  affliction/persecution  and obviously locking them up in jail  (as an example Acts.16v23 –  where in that 
instance it was both the leaders of religion and commerce for self-indulgent reasons caused the TCs to be thrown in jail).  Religion has a hand in both  
“pies”  -  politics and commerce  (see Rev. Chapters 17 and 18)  being the three-legged stool upon which  “Mankind”  resides. 

It should  NOT  be like this  as JC taught us at Matt.6v24, 22v21, etc.,  but our leaders do not care about Yahweh’s Methodology and thus 
only practise the methodology of their god,  of which they ensure pervades across the planet  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19). 
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21st Comment – TCs experiencing affliction,  but absolutely knowing of The Expectation can either  (1) be cheerful or  (2) 
boast in the future Crown (as kings/priests),  but rather  (3) those of The Brethren (Christians)  who are actively aiming to 
become TCs shall become accounted as worthy individuals to be working alongside as mature TCs.  
38th Reasoning – Mature TCs fervently desire  “mates”  alongside who equally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire so The Cause 
(being the salvation of people within Mankind ultimately desiring to imitate JC)  shall be moved on to the next stage. 
Instruction – repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil  “The Master’s Commands/Desire”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
18th Good News – There  are  people desiring to become TCs so Yahweh might attain His required 144000 trigger 
threshold thus enabling JCg to come at his 1st 2nd C to collect his bride  (of the proven righteous 144000 individual TCs). 
14th Allegory – Parousia = Presence and Coming – being different states of relationship that a TC has with JCg over time. 
39th Reasoning – TCs having JCg’s presence  spiritually  within them as  “The Word of God”  driving their thoughts,  
shall then be  physically  resurrected alongside JCg in The Millennium as an adoring wife to her agapao husband. 
40th Reasoning – TCs have JC’s  Spiritual  parousia/Presence  within them that becomes The Physical  parousia/Coming 
at the 1st 2nd C of JCg that,  for the TCs,  appears to be  an instant later in consciousness –  even though physically – for 
maybe/perhaps  with William Tyndale it might be some 500 years later,  or the Apostle Paul some 2000 years later. 
19th Good News – Christians assiduously aiming to become TCs are a joy and glory to the mature TCs having worked so 
hard to make this pleasing event occur. 
1Thes.  2v19 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  For  {of/from us}  (the) anticipation/expectancy/confidence   
1Thes.  2v19 og or/than/either/rather  (the) cheerfulness/{calm delight}/gladness/joy  or/than/either/rather   
1Thes.  2v19 og (the) chaplet/{badge of royalty/games}/{symbol of honour}/crown   
1Thes.  2v19 og (of the) {matter of glorying/boasting/rejoicing}?    
1Thes.  2v19 og Or/Than/Either/Rather  {not indeed}/{did not}  also  {specifically yourselves}   
1Thes.  2v19 og {in front of}/against/at/before/{in the presence/sight of}  of the  lord/master  {of/from us}   
1Thes.  2v19 og (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  in  to the [= within]   (of the) him   
1Thes.  2v19 og (the) {presence (in/through  a TC during The Gospel Age)}/{coming (to a TC at the 1st 2nd C of JCg)}?  
1Thes.  2v19 = For  what  (is)  our  anticipation/expectation   

or  the  cheerfulness/joy  or  the  chaplet/crown  of the  matter  of the  glorying/boasting? 
Rather  {not indeed}  also  {specifically yourselves}  {in  front of}/{in the presence}  of  our  lord/master  
of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed  within  his  presence/coming (parousia). 

 

        (Paul states  “The Gospel Driver part 1”) 
For what  (is)  our  anticipation/expectation   (to be alongside JCg  [Phil.1v23]  as JCg’s  metaphoric future wife)  
or the  cheerfulness/joy   (of the wonderful new society within The Millennium fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire) 
of the  {symbol of honour}/crown   (for Sonship unto Yahweh as a King/Priest ruling over The Resurrected World in The Millennium)  
of the matter of  glorying/boasting   (are these three things of  “The Real Gospel”  a matter of  glory/boasting?) 
        (Paul states  “The Gospel Driver part 2”  inasmuch “part 1”  will  never  occur  unless  Paul helps to bring forth 144000 TCs unto Yahweh.) 
Rather not indeed   (not only just the above,  but … … )  
also specifically yourselves  (brethren aiming to be TCs)  in front of our  lord/master   (JC as God’s Word controlling  our/their  minds) 
within the  presence/coming  of the Anointed Jesus   ([1] presence controlling our mind,  [2] physically coming for us at  “The 1st Resurrection”) 
             (TCs spiritually have JC’s presence as The Word of God controlling their mind,  JCg physically comes to collect the TCs at the 1st Resurrection.) 
 

Paul clearly states what  The  Anticipation/Expectation  is of the TC. 
Is it merely for the future cheerfulness and joy of The Millennium? 
Or is it for The Crown  (of the Anointing)  of Sonship to Yahweh in The Millennium as a future  king/priest  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet,5v4, etc.)? 

No!  -  Not only  for those wonderful things  (that is a matter of much glory)  for us as proven mature TCs -  but  “also” - 
To see those of  The Brethren (Christians)  imitate the TCs so  they too might stand alongside  “The Elder”  TCs in the  front/presence  (thus 
physical)  of the lord JCg as his bride and future  “Sons of God”. 

Where specifically it is - 
Because of the occupational effort that Paul as a TC has put in to yield the next generation of TCs unto Yahweh  (= 2nd part of the verse). 
Most importantly,  it is the 2nd part of the verse being done first,  now,  that yields the 1st part of the verse in the  future! 

This shows to  “The Judging World”  where the priorities of the TC lay – by putting in the effort  first  (hence  “faith 
supported/underwritten  by works”, James.2v16-26, Heb. chapter 11). 

Notice how Paul now uses the Greek word  “parousia”  that  worldly Christian leaders seem to fight over what it means without realising  the obvious! 
It has two meanings which give all sorts of problems to  worldly Christian theologians –  and yet  -  it should not  -  because the solution is so simple! 

Please see  “presence”  and  “coming”  in the glossary to understand precisely  why  this specific word is used. 
Quite simply it means  both!    That is why it is used! 

1. The TCs have JCg’s  spiritual  presence  operating within them because they have fully imbued  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  and then 
precisely imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (to have personally solved   “The Mystery of God”). 

2. When the TC dies  (= asleep)  which might be for some 2000 years for Paul or some 500 years perhaps for William Tyndale  (only because I 
am not to judge who is worthy),  then upon resurrection  (= awakening/rousing/resuscitation)  it will be like an instant later upon regaining 
consciousness to be with JCg at his  physical  coming  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (being JCg's  1st 2nd C  to collect his bride  [1Thes.4v13-18, 
Matt.24v40-44, 1Cor.15v50-55, Rev.11v11-3, 20v6,  21v2, 9,  etc.]) 

Quite obviously,  JCg has a  spiritual  “presence”  within the TCs  (as “The Word of God”, Rev.19v13),  until they  “fall asleep” (= “The 1st Death”,  
John.11v11-15)  and then the next thing they know is that JCg has  physically  “come”  for them to become his  “wife”  (Matt.25v1-12, Rev.19v6-9). 

What is the problem? 
Please  worldly theologians, –  instead of arguing about it –  just imbue it within yourselves so you too might have JCg’s parousia within you! 

I have copied and pasted this from elsewhere on my website to reiterate this important theme of Paul’s  
We understand from the dual nature of  “presence/coming”  from the Greek word “parousia” (StrongsTM = 3952)  that all TCs during Gospel Age have 
JCg’s  spiritual  “presence”  operating within them  (expressed as imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle).   This “parousia”  then becomes the  physical  
“coming”  when the TCs become plucked out  (by  election/selection/choosing)  of this world  first  in  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6)  before  “The 
Main Resurrection”  (= “The 2nd Resurrection”)  where it is JCg physically collecting these specific individuals whom Yahweh has   chosen/validated  
during The Gospel Age to become JCg’s Bride ready for The Millennium. 
Clearly it is  “Yahweh”  whose Name means   “I make become  who/what  I choose to become”  thus chooses,  and then makes the reality of Eze.37v1-14  
occur when Yahweh so chooses it to occur (Matt.20v23,  hence Matt.24v36).  But because Yahweh does not usurp JCg’s rightful position over this planet 
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and of The World  (StrongsTM = 2889) –  then it is given to JCg to collect  “his mate”  (of 144000 TCs)  to assist in the righteous training of  “The 
Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 

Thus recapping,  the situation now occurring and shall occur in the very near future  (mid-21st Century CE) - 
It is this very  presence  of JCg having been welcomed by the TC in the 1st part of  his/her  physical life having entered the 2nd part of their spiritual life 
made possible by JC’s ministry (imitated),  where we are to grow upon  “The Word of God”  and thus be gaining the HS -  provided we gain  Real faith. 

In this manner,  we who are aiming to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  are perfecting the 2nd part of our spiritual life. 
This is the example of  “JCg  (as “The Word of God”)  having supper with a TC” –  Rev.3v20). 

The person aiming to become  a TC must take upon themselves JC as the spiritual RNA of  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  upon which to grow the 
new spiritual DNA creature/creation  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  within us,  which we demonstrate to The World by precisely imitating his  ministry/lifestyle  
freely/simply  for  no  worldly return. 
Then we  may/possibly/perhaps  be  physically  “Born Again”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  to start the 2nd part of our physical life within a physical body 
commensurate to the demonstrably perfected 2nd part of our spiritual life  (in the 1st part of our physical life as a TC nurturing the conception and being 
spiritually “Born Again” by  gestation unto proof  at our physical death). 
In this new physical conscious state,  we shall have  –  guaranteed everlasting life in a  celestial/spiritual/heavenly  body alongside JCg  as  “The Heirs”  
to rule  “The Resurrected World”  (= “The Inheritance”)  in The Millennium –  to teach them  “Righteousness”  to gain as many “Late Adopters”  as 
possible  (hence justifying Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9). 

Again,  from a different angle  (because it is just so important for us to personally grasp within our mind what is occurring)  
The person aiming to become a TC grows upon  “The Word of God”  (by imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  precisely as Paul exhorts us to do  [and yet  
not  in the manner as our  worldly Christian leaders do])  to yield the HS from Yahweh via JCg to deliver fruitage,  ultimately being the next generation 
of TCs coming into the  “The Body of JCg”  [= the future “Bride of Christ”]  through understanding and then  working  within  “The Real Faith”.   
In this manner JCg’s  “presence”  becomes stronger and remains within them.  When they die  (= asleep because they can be resurrected back to life)  
they will have  validated  their earlier placed name upon  “The Scroll of (guaranteed) Life”.   
JCg’s presence  comes to life  again,  to operate within them  again  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (= the 1st 2nd C at their personal resurrection,  also 
known as “the rapture”),  by JCg’s intercession on their behalf to Yahweh to  “come”  and collect them.  This is  a presence  to the individual  and  not  
directly to The World at large.  It is  “through the TC”,  JCg is made visible during the1st part of the TCs’ physical life and then at their earlier 
resurrection (Rev.20v6).  Clearly immediately after  “The 1st Resurrection”  (= the 1st 2nd C by JCg),  The World will become aware of it  (Matt.24v27, 
40-44,  Rev.11v11-13),  but when this has occurred,  JCg presence within Satan’s world has  been and gone  for the worldly operating people  (like a 
thief in the night, Luke.12v33, 1Thes.5v2, etc.).   JCg’s presence was only  seen/recognised  by  “those people watching  (by self-audit)”  and then  
“having supper with JCg”  during the 1st part of their physical life,  having entered the 2nd part of their spiritual life and in the process of personally 
purifying it  (as the new spiritual creature/creation within).  
Then  “The Great Tribulation”  must occur  before  The Millennium then comes into existence 3.5 years  after  the 1st 2nd C –  once  “The 
Oblation/Sacrifice”  the TCs offering their lives in sacrifice (Dan.9v27 of its dual fulfilment)  has been taken away at “The 1st Resurrection”)  hence they 
become the people blessed in  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6).   The TCs shall become the new (perfected)  nation  (1Pet.2v9)  born in one day  
(Isa.66v8)  because they are awakened at “1st Resurrection”  by Yahweh as His future “Sons of God”. 

Can the reader see the righteous logic as I compile the quotes together? –  Please see my electronic  “Concordance of Topics”.  
I have invented  none of this -  it precisely what  The Bible tells us -  and yet  never  taught by  worldly Christian leaders,  preferring to teach “Religion”  
for its worldly returns of  power/glory/leverage/money/sex/pension  from out of those people below them! 
1Thes.  2v20 og {specifically yourselves}  For  (you) are  the  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  {of/from us}   
1Thes.  2v20 og also  the  cheerfulness/{calm delight}/gladness/joy. 
1Thes.  2v20 = For  {specifically yourselves}  are  our  glory/honour/dignity,  also  the  cheerfulness/joy. 
 

For specifically yourselves   (hearkening brethren actively aiming to become TCs)   
are our (TCs’)  glory/honour/dignity   (the spiritual DNA of Paul operates in his fruits  [Matt.7v16-19]) 
also the  cheerfulness/joy   (now The Seed has fallen upon good soil  [Matt.13v23],  Paul’s struggle has been worth it  [1Cor.3v6, 2Cor.11v24-28]). 
 

Those Brethren actively trying to imitate TCs –  so they too might be accepted by Yahweh as being worthy of Sonship,  therefore become the  
glorious/dignified/honourable  fruitage of the mature TCs –  and become the TCs’  cheerfulness/joy. 

Why,  and what does all this mean? 
1. Glory/honour/dignity  is  not  given from the world today to the mature TCs who put the energy by sowing and watering  (1Cor.3v6)! 

Rather it is the TCs’ sacrifice of their life  to present a perfected  (within the mind)  offering of  “Brethren actively becoming TCs”  in  
glory/honour/dignity  to Yahweh,  and it is from this service the TCs feel honoured and satisfied they have put in that hard work to The Lord 
as 5 and 2 talent faithful stewards. 

2. Cheerfulness/joy  comes at two levels.   (1) joyous that more people have  seen/understood  “Reality”  covered by today’s Norms,  and so 
become personally determined to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (and thus joyous for the new TCs)  and   (2) joyous for themselves,  this hard 
grinding work has delivered fruitage being the next generation of TCs.  Mature TCs are self-motivated from this positive feedback to “keep 
going” (1Cor.9v23-27)  because there will be more people searching for  “The Absolute Truth”  sourced by Yahweh  (and yet presently stifled 
by  “Religion”  pumped out by millions of  “rogue traders”  and  “spiritual paedophiles”  Matt.18v6, 23v13, 24v23-36, Mark.13v21-23, 
Luke.17v2, 2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16, etc.). 

Thus, in conclusion,   “cheerfulness” flows because  “The Body of Christ”  is growing ever nearer to that trigger threshold of 144000 special individuals 
to fulfil Yahweh’s prophecy  (that must be fulfilled first)  to then bring forth The Millennium,  during which  “The General Resurrection”  shall occur. 
Therefore,  all people of  “The Resurrected World”  (as  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”),  may then be accurately given  “The Word of God”  correctly  taught 
by  “The Early Adopters”  being proven as demonstrably Faithful Stewards  (in the 1st part of their physical life)  who  truly care  and “Love”  (agapao)  
the recipients of their teaching  -  in  real  charity  (of their unpaid time). 
 
 
22nd Comment – Paul was exceedingly excited over the reports he had from afar regarding the Thessalonica Ecclesia,  so 
he sent Timothy back to visit them and further establish  “The Real Faith”  amongst them. 
23rd Comment – Likewise TCs knowing of those individuals who  are  fervently searching for  “The Word of God”  and 
then are equally  active  in  accurately  promoting  “The Word of God”  –  then the TCs will also actively assist to fully 
establish  “The Real Faith”  in these individual people during and alongside their ministry work. 
1Thes.  3v1 og Therefore/Consequently  {no longer/further}/{not anymore}   
1Thes.  3v1 og (the) {roofing over}/{covering with silence}/{enduring patiently}/bearing/suffering   
1Thes.  3v1 og (we) {thought well of}/approved/{thought it good}/{were well pleased}   
1Thes.  3v1 og (to be) {left down/behind}/abandoned/reserved/remaining  in  (to the [= within]) Athens  merely/alone/only, 
1Thes.  3v1 = Consequently  {no longer}  the  {enduring patiently}/bearing,   

we  (TCs)  {thought it good}  to be  remaining  within  Athens  alone. 
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Consequently,  bearing no longer   (in not coming to see you  -   by either me,  or by my emissaries)   
we (TCs  [Paul and his trusted emissaries])  thought it good to remain only within Athens. 
 

Paul could wait no longer,  when after reaching Athens,  he felt he must send Timothy back to those brethren in Thessalonica  (who were located back up 
and around the Grecian coast)  to see how they remained steadfast in  “The Real Faith” –  as we read in the next verse. 
1Thes.  3v2 og also  (we) {dispatched (from the point of departure)}/transmitted/bestowed/wielded/sent/{thrust in}   
1Thes.  3v2 og (the) Timothy,   the brother  {of/from us}   
1Thes.  3v2 og also  (the) {runner for errands}/attendant/{waiter on duty}/minister/servant  of the  God [Yahweh] 
1Thes.  3v2 og also  (the) {companion in labour}/{fellow worker/helper}  {of/from us}   
1Thes.  3v2 og in  to the [= within]  {good news/message}/{the gospel}  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
1Thes.  3v2 og into/unto  the  (to) {settle fast}/{turn resolutely}/establish/{steadfastly set}  {specifically yourselves}   
1Thes.  3v2 og also  (to) {call near}/{invoke by imploring}/beseech/exhort/entreat  {specifically yourselves}   
1Thes.  3v2 og concerning/about  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  {of yourselves}.  
1Thes.  3v2 = (So)  also  we  dispatched/sent  the  Timothy our  (spiritual)  brother 

also  the  {runner for errands}/servant  of the  God  (Yahweh) 
also  our  (TC)   {companion in labour}/{fellow worker}  within  the  {good news}/gospel  of the  Christ/Anointed,   (office of Anointing) 
unto  the  {specifically yourselves}  to  {setting fast}/establish   also   
to  {call near}/exhort/entreat  {specifically yourselves}  concerning/about  your  (The Brethren’s)   faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}. 

 

         (Therefore,  because we,  TCs,  could not wait any longer to see yourselves again … … )   
we  also dispatched Timothy our  (spiritual)  brother,  also the  (proven)  servant of the God  (Yahweh) 
also  (Timothy)  our companion in labour within the Gospel of The Anointed   (Timothy is likewise motivated for  “The Office of Anointing”) 
unto specifically yourselves to establish   (yourselves firmly in  “The Real Faith”  by further external assistance through TCs’ intervention) 
also to  {call near}/exhort  specifically yourselves concerning your  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity). 
              (Quite simply Paul is trying to protect them from  worldly Christianity  in its various guises  [“Jewish”, gnostic, etc.,]  springing up in the area) 
 

Paul sent the trustworthy Timothy,  God’s servant  (being a  “runner for errands”  as an  “attentive waiter on duty”)  and  “a companion in labour” 
alongside the TCs with The Gospel  of  “1st Century Christianity”  to correctly steer the Thessalonians in  “The Real Faith”   (= accurate knowledge + 
assurance + fidelity)  to ensure they remain firmly established and not pulled to the side by some wayward  worldly  aspiring Christian leader!   
A question    

Would we associate the descriptions in quotations describing Timothy best fits our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders? 
I write this only to instigate careful thought and reason as to what Yahweh  really desires,  –  being the inner motivation of an individual for The Cause! 
Because it is  only  those individuals internally driven in this manner,  who become the ideal candidates for  “The Goal of being Anointed as a future Son 
of God” –  being the enormous  “weight of responsibility”  (“talents/minas”, Matt.25v14-22, Luke.19v12-19)  to be laid upon their shoulders in The 
Millennium!    

Only  144000  TCs can reach this goal -   but we  all must try  to be part of this grouping to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire by becoming like JC. 
Even if we do not meet this goal then at least it holds us in good stead to succeed in The Millennium and continue living beyond The Millennium into The 
Eternity – all as this website “FutureLife.Org”  so carefully explains –  and wholly ignored  by professional leaders of Christendom.    How bad is that! 
 
39th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  actively aiming to become TCs are not to be  shaken/wavering  by worldly 
afflictions imposed upon TCs by people feeling threatened by exposure of hypocrisy from the TCs’ fervent ministry work. 
41st Reasoning – A TC must suffer persecution so  he/she  might demonstrably cleave to  “The Adopting Father”  as a 
process of refining to focus upon The Goal of Sonship.  TCs know of the required heavy responsibility of  correctly  
exercising unlimited authority to express Yahweh’s HS during the teaching program of  “The Resurrected World” –  upon 
certain rebellious people.  Thus,  they must learn inner calmness,  self-control,  patience,  just as JC showed during his 
ministry with  {charity love}/agape  driven by  {edifying love}/agapao,  and further,  this cleaving to The Father must be 
shown to The World,  thereby  proving the TC’s credentials  to rule as faithful ambassadors of Yahweh. 
20th Good News – TCs will succeed and become like JC having his  spirit/personality/desires/traits  expressed in works. 
1Thes.  3v3 og The  {not even one}/{no one}/none (person) 
1Thes.  3v3 og (to be) {wagged (as a dog fawningly)}/shaken/disturbed/{moved  about}/{drawn aside}   
1Thes.  3v3 og in  to the [= within]  afflictions/pressures/burdens/persecutions  these/those (specific) (things)  
1Thes.  3v3 og they  for  (you) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  because  into/unto  that/this/there/here   
1Thes.  3v3 og (we are) {out-stretched}/{be (appointed)}/{laid up/down}. 
1Thes.  3v3 = {Not even one}  person  (of yourselves)  to be  disturbed/swayed/shaken  within those  afflictions/pressures/persecutions, 

for  they  (“the brethren” under The Elders)   yourselves  know/understand,   because  unto  this   (cause of  “The Anointed”),   
we  (who are aiming for  “The Goal of Sonship”  to Yahweh)  are  {out stretched}/appointed/{laid upon}. 

 

Not even one person  (of yourselves)   to be  shaken/swayed   (by becoming part of Matt.13v21-22) 
within those specific  afflictions/persecutions   (sourced by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  around about yourselves), 
for they  (the weaker members of)  yourselves  know/understand  because unto this   (cause of  “The Anointed”  [by precisely imitating JC]) 
we are  appointed/{laid upon}  (with  heavy responsibility to personally  bring forth this  new/fair society  under the future 144000 “Sons of God”).   
             (We must expect “persecution” metered out against us by  “Professional Religious Leaders”  who love what this  present world gives to them). 

             (We know this is true,  “Professional Religious Leaders”  only speak about this world and  never  about The New World of The Millennium!   
               (Hence, Religious Leaders are “fraudsters” [not representing Yahweh]  and “hypocrites” [claiming to be good but ignoring The Millennium])! 
 

Note my construction of this verse  (where translators blithely translate  “they”  to  “yourselves”)  given by Paul  having deep concern for the weaker 
members of The Brethren  (under the  strong/stoic/steadfast  elders)  who could slip away under  “Religious Persecution”  by the established  
“Professional Religious Leaders”  not desiring  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  to be taught. 
Paul tries to unite  all  The Brethren,  to realise they must not be shaken away from  “The Absolute Truth”  contained within  “The Real Gospel”,  being 
of  “The Good News”  given  by  “1st Century Christianity”  at the high-level of  (1) The Goal of Sonship and  (2) The New Society in The  Millennium. 
Where we  first need  the 144000 TCs  before  The Millennium can begin of which itself comprises of - 

1. How and why it  logically and righteously  shall occur based upon prophecies of the Tanakh. 
2. What JC did to enable his Father Yahweh to be in the position to righteously resurrect every person into the 2nd part of their physical life. 
3. What shall occur within The Millennium,  being that all humans shall be righteously taught   How to imitate JC’s lifestyle. 
4. How the Millennium is structured as being    (1) JCg   (2) TCs   (3) Prophets   (4) The Resurrected World. 
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5. The Final Harvest. 
6. Eutopia and the ability for those people remaining of the human species shall unite with Yahweh’s other creations within The Universe. 

All this information  is  precisely given in The Bible,  it is precisely what JC taught as “1st Century Christianity”  as part of  “The Acceptable Year of The 
Lord”  (Luke.4v16-19)  of which he had to do  (Mark.1v38),  but  none  of it is taught by  worldly Christian leaders –  because they do  not  understand it 
–  or just do  not  believe it will occur.   So how can they be called  “Representatives of Yahweh”  if they wholly ignore  “The Primary Message”?    

Obviously,  they are demonstrably  not  representing Yahweh -  if they ignore,  or Twist  “The Word of God”  as succinctly given in The Bible! 
Most worryingly,  the very little bit of (2) in the above listing they teach –  they  get entirely wrong,  apparently not  understanding –  as their sermons 
become their witness! 
Please see this website for transcript examples – and I have  100’s  more of which I have not had time to critique,  line by line,  using The Bible! 

When will they come on-board  and start teaching  “The Whole of The Gospel”  instead of  mincing  “The Absolute Truth”  into an obscenity? 
It is a prime requirement for TCs to teach  “The Absolute Truth”  to the very best of their knowledge according to what Yahweh has made plain 
according to The Age –  as He makes available to humans through  “His HS in due season”  so His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”   
matures at the correct velocity   (I use “velocity” rather than “speed”, because it is a vector – having “direction” [sense of purpose])  so that He has - 

1. Filled the Earth  (when  [1] living sustainably and  [2] iniquitous people have been removed  during/after  The Millennium). 
2. The correct number of 144000 people who have precisely imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
3. Mankind implodes to make it obvious to  every individual  they  (as a species)  cannot personally survive outside Yahweh’s Regulations. 

These three things become  “The Trigger”  to  bring-on  The Millennium,  being the final part of  “Yahweh’s Acceptable Year” (see glossary). 
For Yahweh to attain His 144000 TCs,  then He allows  “The Word of God”  to refine these hearkening people so their mindset cleaves to  “The 
Adopting Father”  and this is done through worldly persecution whereupon this becomes the  inducement/reinforcement  to shun away from its practices. 
All of which is seen by  “The Judging World”  whose members ultimately realise these TCs  are  truly worthy to rule over them in The Millennium. 
And by contrast,  why  “Professional Leaders of Religion” (Christendom)  are  not  worthy to rule over  “The Resurrected World”  (Luke.20v16, etc.)! 
 
Warning – repeat - Those specific people imbuing  “The Word of God”  into their very  being/existence  and with fidelity 
imitate  Apostles/TCs  will  face persecution from people within The World  feeling threatened by the TCs’ lifestyle. 
22nd Warning – People retaliate when their worldly  income/position/authority  is threatened by exposure!   TCs do 
specifically this to  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  and these leaders will naturally retaliate  (JC at John.11v47-53,  
likewise with Stephen Acts.7v1-60).   TCs expose the fraudulence and hypocrisy of  “Professional Religious Leaders”,  
showing internally they are  self-seeking  behind the painted public façade of  “caring”  presented for worldly return. 
1Thes.  3v4 og also  For  {at which too}/when  toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves}  (we) were,   
1Thes.  3v4 og (we [TCs]) {stated/exclaimed  beforehand}/predicted/forewarned/{told before}  {to yourselves}   
1Thes.  3v4 og because   (we are) {to occur}/expecting/intend/necessity/going/coming/{about to}/purposing   
1Thes.  3v4 og (to be) crowded/afflicted/narrowed/thronged/{suffer tribulation}/troubled,   
1Thes.  3v4 og just/as/that/how/when  also  (it) {became to be}   
1Thes.  3v4 og also  (you) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive. 
1Thes.  3v4 = For  also  when  we were  near/close  to  {specifically yourselves},   

we  (TCs)  {stated beforehand}/predicted  {to yourselves} 
because  we are  expecting/{to occur}  to be  afflicted/{suffer tribulation/troubled,   
also  just/as  it  {became to be}/occurred  (so)  also  you  know/understand/perceive. 

 

For  also when we were close to specifically yourselves   (when we physically met you on our missionary journeys), 
we (TCs)  predicted to yourselves   (about the religious opposition,  created by  “Leaders of Religion”  having  “their patch disturbed”), 
because we are expecting to be  afflicted/troubled   (because  “1st Century Christianity”  opposes  what  “Religion”  teaches and represents), 
also  just/as  it occurred  (as predicted)   also you  know/understand   (what can occur to yourselves when aiming to imitate JC). 
                (You must be “Model secular citizens” so when teaching “1st Century Christianity”,   persecution can only come from “Religious Leaders”.) 
 

It must be  clearly understood,  affliction and persecution come  only  from  accurately  publicising  “The Word of God”  by both word and deportment.   
It must  never  come from any involvement with The World being of its politics, commerce  or  {worldly religious practices} -  precisely as JC instructs at 
Luke.13v1-5 and likewise Paul instructs of us at Rom.13v1-5,  but sadly our  worldly Christian leaders choose to ignore this in their  “selective bibles”! 
Thus,  we understand by instruction,  The Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs must learn to be utterly  “model secular citizens”  respected as 
being  “wholly different to The World”  and thus not participating within its worldly practices of whatever. 
The reason for TCs to take  The  Last/Least  position in society is the following.  They must learn to have a deferential and contrite mind to  “Authority” 
by abiding to The Laws –  freely choosing  not  to rebel by  “demonstration”,  for two obvious reasons - 

1. They have learnt to wholly respect Yahweh and  His Authority,  to demonstrably show they are completely trustworthy to administer His 
Authority in The Millennium as the future  Kings/Priests. 

2. They must have shown the correct mindset of deference in the 1st part of their physical life,  for them thereby to righteously expect the same 
“deference”  to be shown to them by members of  “The Resurrected World”  in the 2nd part of their physical life  (else it would be 
hypocritical)! 

All pure, righteous common sense! 
Yet all this is  unintelligible  to our  “Professional Leaders of Religion” -  because they do  not  recognise this future scenario shall exist,  
and that is precisely why they preach and act in the manner as we see –  by making  worldly  claims upon society of how it should operate,  
counter to the Political leaders who might be in power!    Religious leaders want power now,  in  “this world”  and  take it  (like their 
political counterparts)  -  that is why Yahweh shall remove this position of responsibility from them in The Millennium! 

This is precisely what JC taught as “1st Century Christianity” and that is why  “The Religious Leaders”  of his day  detested him! 
Therefore,  during the 1st part of our physical life while we are aiming to become TCs,  then we are expected by Yahweh to set a personally high standard 
of behaviour for other people to imitate –  being simply stated   “The Deportment and Ministry of JC”.  This becomes  “The Mark on The Forehead”,  
being  “The New Clothing”  the TC wears within society.  “The Mark”  is  not  through icons hanging off people’s necks,  nor  worldly  religious garb or 
physical clothing –  all this is an anathema to Yahweh,  as The Bible profusely  teaches us!   Yet again,  all this is  utterly ignored  by those people 
fraudulently claiming to represent JC and Yahweh  (else quite simply,  if we did likewise,  then we would become a “hypocrite”)!    
This is precisely what JC said of them at  Mat.6v2-5, Luke.11v44, 12v1. 
By default,  TCs  (as perfect secular citizens)  can  only  be persecuted for  accurately  publicising and teaching  “The Word of God”  because Satan 
does  not  want  “The Truthful Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  to be taught by TCs!   However,  by contrast,  he is very content to leave 
“Professional Leaders of Religion”  alone to   “Perpetuate misinformation,  distortion and corruption”,  so Yahweh cannot fulfil His  prophesied 
required quota  of 144000 TCs  (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4) –  else Satan loses His freedom -  Rev.20v1-3, 10  (please see  “Satan’s Desire”  in glossary) –  
being of his nemesis! 
This is precisely logical,  and moreover,  exactly what we have witnessed through The Ages –  and that is why Yahweh is  working outside  in parallel  to 
“Religion”  to draw out His  “Early Adopters”  to become  “The Leaders/Rulers  of The Millennium” –  precisely as almost half of JC's parables tell us 
but ignored by   “You know who”  -  because they  never  teach these parables  (for obvious reasons)! 
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To justify my accusation,  I ask the reader  
How many parables do you really know exist in The Gospels?     
Moreover,  of the ones you can recall,  do you really know what they  truly mean? 

I think the answers to those valid questions succinctly underwrite what I claim about our Christian leaders and what an abysmal “Job” they are doing. 
I can understand why the situation is as it is – because most of JC’s parables are about them – and these religious leaders are not pictured favourably 
from what JC told us about them in his parables!   Please read my commentaries to the four Gospels that rigorously explain precisely what JC was  
really teaching us  about what was to come during The Gospel Age.  
 
42nd Reasoning – Because TCs know those people of The Brethren (Christians)  actively aiming to become TCs will cause 
a rumpus within  “The Establish Religious Authorities”  because of their fervent activity,  then the TCs will closely 
monitor these specific brethren to ensure they maintain their active faith  =  “Real Belief”  (during worldly opposition). 
43rd Reasoning – TCs are always concerned,  Satan will be attracted  (in a negative sense)  to these specific Brethren to 
throw them astray by worldly activity –  to despoil and contaminate their righteous activity,  and thus have brought to 
nothing The Fervent Work the TCs have put into these brethren (Christians)  through  “1st Century Christianity”. 
23rd Warning – “Satan attracted in negative sense”  meaning,  religious leaders operating to Satan’s methodology are 
attracted to persecute  TCs/Brethren  trying to  “shut-down”  the activities of TC  “whistle-blowers”  exposing religious 
hypocrisy within  “The Religious Establishment”  by the TCs’ publicly expressed  “Wisdom of God”. 
40th Instruction – TCs operate in a manner of  “sapping toil”  during their ministry work to yield next generation TCs. 
1Thes.  3v5 og Through (reason of)  that/this/there/here  {I also}/{even I}/{and me}  {no longer/further}/{not anymore}   
1Thes.  3v5 og (the) {roofing over}/{covering with silence}/{enduring patiently}/bearing/suffering,   
1Thes.  3v5 og (I) {dispatched (from the point of departure)}/transmitted/bestowed/wielded/sent/{thrust in}   
1Thes.  3v5 og into/unto  the  (to){with certainty}/{absolutely know/understand}   
1Thes.  3v5 og the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  {of yourselves},  not  {not/lest somehow}/haply/perhaps   
1Thes.  3v5 og (he [Satan]) tested/endeavoured/scrutinise/assayed/examined/proved/tempted   
1Thes.  3v5 og {specifically yourselves}  the (one [Satan])  
1Thes.  3v5 og testing/endeavouring/scrutinising/assaying/examining/proving/tempting,   
1Thes.  3v5 og also  into/unto  (the) empty/worthless/vain  {became to be}   
1Thes.  3v5 og the  {sapping toil}/pained/{strength wanes in labour}/weariness  {of/from us}. 
1Thes.  3v5 = Through reason of  this,  {and me/I}  {no longer}  the  {covering with silence}/{enduring patiently},   

(so)  I  dispatched/sent  unto  (yourselves)   to  {absolute know/understand}  of your  (brethren)   faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   
not  {lest somehow}/perhaps  he  assay/test/tempt  {specifically yourselves},    (away from Yahweh's Methodology to edify our neighbour) 
the one  (Satan)   assaying/testing/tempting,   (Satan tempting humans with his methodology to self-indulge to our neighbours' hurt)  
also  our (TC)  {sapping toil}/labouring  {became to be}  unto  the  emptiness/worthless.    (by you returning to worldly methodology) 

 

Through reason of this   (being of the Brethren’s  “inevitable”  possible religious persecution  [sourced by “Professional Religious Leaders”]),    
and I patiently enduring no longer   (to be knowing of their stoic fortitude in maintaining fidelity to  “1st Century Christianity”) 
(so)  I dispatched  (my assistants unto you)  to absolutely  know/understand  of your  (real) faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity), 
not perhaps he  (Satan allowing his methodology to operate through his religious cohorts)   assay/test/tempt  specifically yourselves  (brethren), 
the one  (Satan)  assaying/tempting   (Satan tempting humans with his all-pervasive methodology  operating within obliging  people) 
            (Satan's methodology is not corrected by world leaders,  thus leaders following his methodology then hurt The Brethren,  to weaken their resolve) 
            (Religious leaders do not care about Yahweh or Satan,  they are just “a tool” to make money.  Thus, this methodology makes Satan their father!) 
also  (then)  our  (TC’s)  sapping toil  (would have)  became to be worthless   (if you had left “1st Century Christianity”,  for worldly methodology). 

            (Our effort would be worthless if you become a Religious Leader by leaving “1st Century Christianity”,  2Cor.11v13-15, 1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3) 
 

Paul is always genuinely concerned over those people who are new in   “The Real Faith” –  just as are  any  TCs throughout The Gospel Age. 
This is one of   “The Marks”  of a TC  -  it is  not  to force any human into a  cult-like  mentality,  but rather allow the recipient to freely develop by only 
giving  “The Accurate Knowledge”  of  “The Word of God”  (that has not adulterated by “Professional Leaders of Religion”  for their worldly return). 
TCs will give time to allow the individual to carefully reason upon it,  thereby to internally gain  “The Real Faith”  (of  “1st Century Christianity”)  and  
then  Yahweh’s HS shall be growing from within them over many years through the new creature growing inside the mind  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15). 
To personally attain perfection is obviously  very arduous/taxing  –  it requires several things to gain  “Real  Faith” - 

1. Knowledge of  The Absolute Truth’. 
2. A personal  assurance/competence/authority  through  assay/test/proving,  built upon this knowledge as being  “The Absolute Truth”. 
3. Personal motivation to operate with  fidelity  to  “The Proven Knowledge”. 

It is just so easy to meander away from  “perfection”  and that is specifically  why  TCs are always carefully  looking-out  to those people having 
personally come into  “The Real Faith” –  because there are just so  many routes  away  from the state of  “perfection” –  being  “The Perfection”  that 
Yahweh Desires  (actually “demands”)  –  according to our DNA given ability  (Matt.25v15,  2 and 5 talents as the taken  “weight of responsibility”). 

It is like being on the top of a mountain,  – which ever way we go,  it is downwards  (away from Yahweh’s Perfection)! 
Thus Satan  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19) –  being of  “his self-indulgent methodology”  operating within The World is like the air (Eph.2v2)  being constantly 
ingested within us to  “pull us down”,  away from fulfilling Yahweh’s Perfect Desire of us personally  (where for many people it is just being apathetic to 
the real fulfilment of God’s Word operating within us)!   Because  Satan's methodology is the general  “Norm” throughout The World,   then leaders of 
the three pillars of society  (politics, religion,  and commerce)  operate to the all-pervading methodology to thereby,  personally gain from out of what 
The World delivers  (else quite simply they would not bother).   There must always be The Driver for what people do, –  and the driver for leaders is  
always  “for themselves” (Satan’s methodology),  rather than the driver to  “edify our neighbour to the leader’s own hurt”  (Yahweh’s Methodology). 
Obviously,  they will state  the exact opposite  -  for the worldly charade  -  but it is just  “hypocrisy”  of which JC wholly criticised them! 
By contrast,  the TCs demonstrate to The World they  are  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to  the very best they are able  through their  true  “worship”  -  
which means  “the bringing of the next generation of TCs to Yahweh’s altar”  (altar meaning,  the environment around The TC –  inasmuch it is  “the 
environment of The Priest”  in sacred service)  in personal sacrifice within this present worldly system.   
TCs do this because their primary driver is  “to edify their neighbour to their ow hurt”,   ideally to bring the next generation of TCs unto Yahweh. 
Clearly Satan will test our commitment to  “The Real Gospel”  (being Yahweh's  “Righteous Plan for Human Salvation” –  never  taught by  
“Professional Leaders of Religion”)  and what this  “Knowledge”  really means to us  personally! 

Do we have The Methodology of Yahweh’s Kingdom operating within our  “synapse construction”  enabling us to have a worthy 2nd part of 
our spiritual life ready for Yahweh to place within a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body in the 2nd part of our physical life? 

Or - 
Do we prefer what the existing world can offer by following  “worldly methodology”? 

Consequently,  Paul tells us   
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TCs  will be tested by Satan  and so we  (aiming for  “The Goal”)   must hold firm to JC’s requirements for the reasons given above. 
Ultimately,  we are judged by The World now,  because the TCs must prove themselves to The World to then become  “The World’s Worthy Leaders”  so 
no member of  “The Resurrected World”  has any legitimate excuse  “not to hearken to these worthy leaders”  (for their  personal salvation  beyond The 
Millennium,  after JC’s cover  has been removed).  Noting for the majority of people within The Resurrected World,  this shall be the period of spiritually 
being “Born Again”  while growing in The Womb of The Millennium’s Society  - the final assay of 3.5 years is effectively The Physical Birth Pains -  are 
the members of The Resurrected World able to pass through this time without sinning and achieve The Eternity of real Personal Salvation. 

This whole righteous scenario as expressly taught in The Bible is  wholly unintelligible  to our Leaders of Christendom! 
Yahweh’s Word is just like a foreign language to them,  because they are so steeped in the god of this present world’s language! 

 
24th Comment – It is so rewarding for TCs to have knowledge of  positive activity  within The Brethren (Christians) 
actively aiming to become TCs,  because they  are  motivated by the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits. 
44th Reasoning – Real Faith  comes from  {accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity}  delivering  charity/{agape love}. 
45th Reasoning – Because the Brethren aiming to become TCs have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as the 
TCs themselves,  then they have mutually  fond/{intrinsically good}  recollections of the individuals. 
Warning – repeat - Those specific people imbuing  “The Word of God”  into their very  being/existence  and with fidelity 
imitate  Apostles/TCs  will  face persecution from people within The World  feeling threatened by the TCs’ lifestyle. 
1Thes.  3v6 og {just now}/henceforth/hitherto/now/present  And  (the having) accompanied/appeared/brought/come    
1Thes.  3v6 og (of the) Timothy  toward/nearness/{accession to}  us/our/we  off/away/separated/from  {of yourselves},   
1Thes.  3v6 og also  (of the) {announcing The Good News}/{preaching The Gospel}  {to us}    
1Thes.  3v6 og the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   
1Thes.  3v6 og also  the  agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love  {of yourselves},   
1Thes.  3v6 og also  because  (you) held/took/possess/obtained/have  (the) reconciliation/recital/mention/remembrance   
1Thes.  3v6 og {of/from us}  (the) {intrinsically good}/wellbeing/ideal  {every when}/{at all times}/always,  
1Thes.  3v6 og (the) yearning/{doting upon}/{intensely craving}/{greatly desiring/lusting} [plural] 
1Thes.  3v6 og us/our/we  (to) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive,   
1Thes.  3v6 og {exactly as}/{precisely so}  also  {we ourselves}   [to see]   {specifically yourselves};   
1Thes.  3v6 = And  {just now}  Timothy  the having  appeared/come  towards/near  us  from  {of yourselves},   

also  of the  {announcing the good news}  {to us}  {of your}  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  and  {charity love}/agape,   
also  because  you  always  have  {intrinsically good}/ideal  recollection/remembrance  {of us},   
the  yearning/{intensely craving}  to  see/know/understand  us, 
also  {we ourselves}  {exactly as}/precisely  (to  see/know)  {specifically yourselves}. 

 

And just now Timothy having come towards us from of yourselves   (Timothy has reported back to Paul on their progress) 
also  (he)  announcing the good news to us of your  (real) faith  (= knowledge + assurance + fidelity)   and  agape/charity  (freely given), 
also because you (brethren)  always  have intrinsically  ideal/good  remembrance of us  (TCs) 
(being)  the yearning to  see/know  us  (TCs),  
also we ourselves  (think)  exactly as specifically yourselves   (we [TCs] yearn to see you face to face Thessalonian brethren). 
                (This does  not  mean speak social pleasantries,  but rather  to discuss the fine detail of Yahweh’s Plan  that only face to face meetings can do)  

 

Timothy has returned and given Paul welcoming feedback! 
Paul is returning this positive feedback by congratulating the Thessalonians - 

He told us in the previous verses why he sent Timothy off to  {check-up}/guide  the Thessalonians,  and now Timothy has just come back to let 
Paul know how well they have done in maintaining  “The Real Faith”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  and having expanded the Thessalonica 
ecclesia through their active and  accurate  teaching  work –  hence this positive epistle –  to keep them motivated!    
Together with gentle warnings about the new breed of  worldly Christian leaders arising in  “the ranks”  (1John.2v18-19, 3John.9-10, 
Acts.20v29, etc.,)  to usurp The Elders installed by the Apostles,   thereby Paul is trying to keep them on the narrow track to success. 

As we see here,  the sincerity and genuine nature of Paul leaving his  presence/parousia  within their mind  by giving an  accurate  ministry that changed 
their thought processes to become the  one/same  with JCg’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (hence his  “presence”  remained within them). 
Being  “{intrinsically good}/{well-being}/ideal”  mindset operating under  agapao/{edifying  love}  delivering  “{intrinsically good}/{well-being}/ideal”  
works of unfeigned  agape/{charity love}  that fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  namely    

To bring more TCs into  “The Body of Christ”   to ultimately become the 144000 future  “Sons of God”  to then close The Gospel Age. 
1Thes.  3v7 og Through (reason of)  that/this/there/here   
1Thes.  3v7 og (we were) {set beside}/{called near}/{invoked by imploring}/beseeched/exhorted/entreat/urged/comforted   
1Thes.  3v7 og (the) brothers/{The Brethren},  over/upon/concerning  {to yourselves}  over/upon/concerning   
1Thes.  3v7 og (to the) all  to the [= in/with/by/on]  compression/affliction/pressurised/burdened/persecution   
1Thes.  3v7 og also  (to the) constraint/distress/{must/dire  needs}/necessity  {of/from us}  
1Thes.  3v7 og through (reason)  of the  {of yourselves}  (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}; 
1Thes.  3v7 Through reason of this  (brethren becoming TCs)  brothers,    

we (TCs)  were  {called near}/comforted  over/concerning  {to yourselves},   
over/concerning  to the  all  our  affliction/persecution  also  the  constraint/{dire needs}/necessity   
through reason of  your  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}. 

 

Through reason of this,  brethren   (of your yearning to know us,  as a resultant of your spiritual growth in assiduously aiming to be TCs), 
we (TCs)  were  {called near}/comforted  concerning yourselves   (knowing you had not wavered under persecution,  aiming for The Anointing), 
concerning all our  affliction/persecution  also  distress/necessities   (thereby showing our persecution had been worthwhile … … ) 
through reason of your  (real) faith  (= accurate  knowledge + assurance + fidelity)    (by yourselves remaining true to  “1st Century Christianity”) 
 

Let us reason upon this  
What had occurred? 

The Thessalonians had  not  been passive to  “The Real Gospel”  (of  “1st Century  Christianity”)  and hence of its personal requirements.   
Paul’s ministry had landed upon very fertile ground and was yielding people who themselves were to become the new soil able to give yields of the 40, 
60, 100 fold (Matt.13v23)  being metaphorically  “good soil”  for further yield  in the next generations of future TCs –  like an exponential reaction 
delivering the next generation of TCs so that ultimately Yahweh might attain His 144000 TCs out of The Gospel Age –  ready to  bring-in  The 
Millennium. 
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Clearly this caused serious problems within  “The Established Religious Communities”  whose leaders felt threatened by  “The Genuine and Rational 
Knowledge”  of Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  rather than the worldly sourced  misinformation given by the established 
religious leaders  (to perpetuate their elevated position within society and thus to be feeding off their devotees, Acts.20v29). 

Furthermore,  what  is intrinsically different today  (in most religious communities)? 
Absolutely nothing! 

The question must be asked of a  “Christian”  at the end of the 1st part of their life    
What have I  personally  done to  bring forth The Millennium  (thereby fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire)? 

The TCs  (Paul, Timothy, etc.,)  were obviously concerned about their new converts to  “The Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  
being weakened under a barrage of  suffering/persecution  metered out by the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  having power and influence within 
the political and commercial sectors in Thessalonica. 
Hence Paul sent Timothy to help  consolidate/strengthen  their resolve to remain truthful to  “The Real Faith”  rather than slipping sideways as did the 
Galatians  (Gal.1v6-8, 3v1, etc.,)  under what would ultimately become  “worldly Christianity”  of which we have plaguing the planet today! 
 
46th Reasoning – TCs  live/exist  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire which is to bring to Yahweh more TCs during The Gospel Age. 
This occurs by the new TCs remaining steadfast in  “The Word of God”  accurately taught. 
41st Instruction – Obviously to be steadfast in with the Lord means we must  (1)  accurately  know  “The Word of God”, 
(2) understand  what it  personally  means and  (3) then  with fidelity fulfil it!   
Sadly,  very few people even get past the 1st stage  (especially most of the religious leaders – who  “claim to know”)! 
Yet they know so much about “Religion”  -  being what is sourced by Man  (Matt.23v15),  and this is what they teach! 
1Thes.  3v8 og because  now/present/immediate  (we) live/exist  if/whenever  {specifically yourselves}   
1Thes.  3v8 og (you) {being stationary}/{to persevere}/steadfast/{standing firmly}  in  (to the [= within])  lord/master. 
1Thes.  3v8 = Because  now  we  (TCs)   live/exist   (you are being our reason for living … … ) 

whenever  {specifically yourselves}  (are)  being  stationary/steadfast  within the  lord/master. 
 

Because now we (TCs)  live/exist  whenever specifically yourselves  (are)  being  stationary/steadfast  within the  lord/master. 
                  (The reason for a TC’s existence – is to bring forth  “The Next Generation of TCs  [= people copying JC]”  for  “Yahweh’s Glory”!) 

 

Paul clearly tells The Brethren (“Christians”)  
         TCs only  live/exist  if  The Brethren (“Christians”)  remain  stationary/stoic/steadfast  within the  lord/master  (being the infused  “Word of God”). 
The obvious caveat is not simply  “stationary/stoic/steadfast”  but more importantly  “within the Lord”. 
Because clearly,  we have need to meet both requirements,  if TCs become the reason  (in Yahweh’s eyes/judgement)    

“To  live/exist  for The Future Millennium.” 
The point being made for us - “Christians”  

The ultimate judgement is made by Yahweh for  “Sonship”  and thus it is  only  those people who  are truly  “within the Lord”  being those 
specific people having fully inculcated  all  “The Word of God”  (= to have JC's presence/parousia  controlling our mind, hence Luke.17v21)  
to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  to then make  “The Grade of Sonship”. 

Though I have mentioned it above –  it is just so important to precisely understand this  (because sadly,  worldly Christian leaders consistently  “dumb-
down”  “The Prime Requirement”  and thus  oppose  what Yahweh Desires to bring forth His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 

The question must be    What does  “within the Lord”  really mean? 
Obviously,  the prime requirement is to  “intimately know what The Lord Desires”. 

This can  only  come directly from  “The Word of God”. 
        Very sadly this is so very difficult to attain because  “Leaders of Religion”  persistently “get in the way”  (Matt.23v13)  for their  own  worldly gain!   
By examining  The Evidence,  we realise there are so very many deviant sources  all  claiming to represent  “The Almighty God”  that it becomes so 
incredibly difficult to find  “The Real Word”  from  “The Fake Word”. 
A 4th revision addition of these two indented sentences - 

During the 3rd Lockdown in the UK due to Covid-19 there is so much misinformation on the internet about Covid-19 put out by people only 
interested in  damaging/fragmenting/hurting  society,  while the scientists are doing the very best to counter this, to help society. 
This is directly mirrored between  “Leaders of Religion”  sourcing misinformation  and the TCs are like the scientists helping society. 

It becomes  even more difficult  when  “The Religion”  claims to be  “The Word of God”  delivered through JC as  “The Christian Nation”  is actually 
insidiously deviant  in all manifestations  (to yield some 42,000+ schisms/sects at 2013 CE) –  so the person  must  intimately/accurately  know “The  
Real  Word of God”,  else we  will  be absolutely deceived between  “what is  fact and what is fiction”  (Matt.24v24).   Theologians are very proficient in 
their ability to  “duck and dive”  within their knowledge base when caught  “in the lights”  of an ardent questioner.   Therefore, it is essential to  
thoroughly know  The Scriptures,  else quite simply we  will  become captivated by what these  “skilled con-artists”  with many years of practice,  are 
able to give within their oratory to their millions of adoring devotees  (Matt.24v24)! 
Sadly,  there are so many leaders desiring an easy life by  “living off the back of their devotees”  (Luke.16v3) –  to be  “herding them”  and feeding what  
“the herd”  desires in contentment (2Tim.4v3-4)  so they might be  “milked”  by the  worldly religious leader for  his/her  own indulgences  (Acts.20v29). 

All this is an anathema to Yahweh because He wants  educated  “Spiritually fat”  people fed upon  “The Word of God” –  not  spiritually 
starving  people having much starch (worldly muses)  and no  goodness/nutrients/vitamins  that comes from  “God’s Word”! 

Therefore,  we can reason there  are  “billions”  of people  seduced/bewitched/deluded  into an  “apathetic countenance”  by their  “Professional 
Leaders of Religion”  where it can be likened to a boat of people. 

A very few people (TCs)  are paddling hard to fulfil Yahweh’s desire  against  the current of the stream  (Satan’s pervading methodology). 
The vast majority (= The worldly Christian flock)  are sitting apathetically  “admiring the scenery”. 
A large contingent of individuals trying to make holes in the bottom of the boat to sink it  (= worldly,  and worse charlatan Christian leaders). 

However,  Yahweh is waiting for those demonstrably hardened enthusiastic rowers to validate themselves to the all the people in the boat, –  some are 
big and powerful 10 minas men,  but also there are many  “not so big”  and thus weaker rowers being 5 minas men  (Luke.19v16-19),  but  all  these 
rowers are doing a 100% of what they can to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to get The Boat to the other side of Satan’s waste zone! 
Thus,  these TCs exist to entice more rowers out of the apathetic passengers to get The Boat out of harm’s way and thus these TCs naturally become 
proud of the new rowers they bring forward in adversity proving their worthy fruitage. 
 
25th Comment – TCs are very grateful to The Lord there are people who remain stoic and steadfast within The Lord,  and 
by consequence,  know they are operating in  “The Presence of God”  with JCg’s parousia/presence  within them. 
47th Reasoning – This fruitage becomes the spur to further work,  pressing  ever-forward  in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  
which is to gain 144000 TCs over the 2000 year Gospel Age so Yahweh can bring forth The Millennium,  some 3.5 years 
after “The 1st Resurrection”  of these 144000 new “Sons of God”  (formally of both male and female gender). 
Comment – repeat - TCs desire to nurture people of whom they are responsible,  so they might grow to personally fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire in their own right  (becoming the offering of new TCs,  a mature TC makes in self-sacrifice to Yahweh). 
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1Thes.  3v9 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  For  
1Thes.  3v9 og (the) {act of gratitude}/{grateful language}/{giving thanks}  (we are) able/possible/capable [middle voice]  
1Thes.  3v9 og to the  God   (to) requite/recompense/render/repay/return  concerning/about  {of yourselves},   
1Thes.  3v9 og over/upon  (to the) all  to the [= in/with/by/on]  cheerfulness/{calm delight}/gladness/joy   
1Thes.  3v9 og who/what/which/that  (we) cheerful/{calmly happy}/{be well (salutation)}/rejoice/greeting   
1Thes.  3v9 og through (reason of)  {specifically yourselves}  {in front of}/against/at/before/{in the presence/sight of}   
1Thes.  3v9 og of the  God  {of/from us}, 
1Thes.  3v9 = For  what  we  (TCs)  are  personally  able/capable  to  requite/render/repay  {grateful language}/{give thanks}  to the  God    

concerning/about   yourselves (The Brethren),   
over/upon  {specifically yourselves}  to all the  cheerfulness/joy  which  we  (TCs)  cheerfully/rejoice   
through reason of  {specifically yourselves}  {in the  front/midst/presence/sight}  of  our  God (Yahweh). 

 

For what we (TCs)  are able to  requite/repay  grateful language to the God   (Yahweh,  sourcing all intrinsically  ideal/good  things) 
concerning yourselves   (The Brethren positively responding to  “The Word of God”  sourced by Yahweh), 
upon specifically yourselves in all the joy  (within)  which we (TCs)  cheerfully/rejoice 
through reason of specifically yourselves   (positively growing to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  and ideally achieving  “The Goal”) 
in the midst of our God   (Yahweh,  making the  “Special/Greater [1st] Judgement”  for  “The Anointing unto Sonship”). 
 

Paul tells The Brethren  
He can thank Yahweh in return for His HS operating as  “mighty work”  to cause reform within  “{specifically yourselves}”  individuals who 
are actively trying to imitate Paul  (1Cor.4v6).  As the reader can discern,  it  is  the  “mighty work”  of  “The Word of God”,  of  “The Real 
Gospel”  accurately  taught operating within these new Brethren who are actively trying to become TCs  (imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle).   

These  “{specifically yourselves}”  elders  were  not  performing the shenanigans and ridiculous antics we witness today  (occurring in the last 100 
years)  by those people claiming to be  “slain in the spirit”  (and other such  worldly sourced nonsense –  noting Eph.2v2, 1John.5v19) –  this is  most 
deviant  from Yahweh’s Desire  being expressed within The Environment  (as I very carefully explain later,  and  specifically why  elsewhere). 

There is absolutely  nothing  in The Bible to substantiate this delinquent practice –  I should desire the most ardent of supporters to contact 
me at  “FutureLife.Org”  with reasons as to why they do it –  when there is  nothing  in The Bible to substantiate it –  but much against it! 

Those  charlatan Christian leaders supporting this activity by twisting and distorting His Word for their indulgence will reap The Vengeance of Yahweh 
–  they have been forewarned –  now let them beware –  because their future rests upon their shoulders,  (but do they really care -  they enjoy the ride on 
the vehicle they have created within this worldly system)! 
1Thes.  3v10 og (of the) night  also  (of the) day/{period of time}  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead   
1Thes.  3v10 og {from/out of}  (of the) superabundantly/exceedingly/{out of measure}/{the more}   
1Thes.  3v10 og (the) {begging, as binding oneself}/petitioning/beseeching/praying/{making request} [middle voice] [plural]  
1Thes.  3v10 og into/unto  the  (to) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  {of yourselves}   
1Thes.  3v10 og the  {frontal visage}/countenance/aspect/appearance/face/fashion,   
1Thes.  3v10 og also  (to) {complete thoroughly}/{be fitted}/{make ready}/repair/restore     
1Thes.  3v10 og the (things)  deficit/poverty/{that which is behind}/lacking/penury/want   
1Thes.  3v10 og of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  {of yourselves} 
1Thes.  3v10 = over/beyond  night  also  day  {from out of}  of the  super-abundant  the  begging/petitioning/beseeching 

unto  to  know/see  your  {frontal visage}/face,   
also  to  {complete thoroughly}/restore  the  things  deficient/lacking  of  your  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}. 

 

Over the night  also of the day from out of super abundant  begging/beseeching   (Paul’s absolute passion to physically get with them again) 
for to  know/see  your face   (to be back with this new, but rapidly maturing ecclesia,  with  new members gain from out of The Local Elders’ work), 
also  to thoroughly complete the things lacking of your faith   (Paul wants to ensure that they thoroughly understand the finer points). 
 

Are we like this? 
Have we cause to be like this? 
These are very serious and pertinent questions –  with regard to  personally solving   “The Mystery of God”! 

As stated earlier,  Paul, as do all TCs,  sincerely beg to be with people who have personally reasoned upon  “The Knowledge”  presented,  rather than 
just ignoring the full implications of what this  “Knowledge”  means within each individual,  all of which is best done by using face to face verbal 
bidirectional  communication rather than only by letter  (or worse,  by the one directional  charlatan Christian leader giving a  “monologue of hype”). 

TCs are always sincerely concerned about those people within their realm of responsibility shall have the full knowledge of  “The Word of 
God”  accurately  imbued within the recipient. 

Sadly,  as we see throughout The World –  the various  worldly  (and worse,  charlatan) Christian leaders are only too pleased to lead their devotees into  
“The Dark”  and then lose them within  “Mystery” and mystique  (for control and power) –  so the devotees are in  no  position to question the obviously 
corrupt practices of their leaders as we have witnessed throughout history up to and including the pandemic practices of today. 
Consequently,  (by leader’s design)  the devotees coalesce together in a mere stupor augmented by the leaders,  so as not to question the indulging net 
that constrains them from individually  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (of which the devotees have  no  knowledge,  and the  worldly  Christian leaders have  
no  interest within).   This is  “Group-Think”  “Herd Mentality”  where no one wants to stand out –  especially when “The Leader appears to know more 
than do the members of the herd”  (hence deliberately kept like this, Luke.16v19-21+)!     
However,  I am different,  I thoroughly know  “The Mind of Yahweh regarding Mankind’s Salvation”  and thus have sufficient Authority of this Subject 
Matter -  to publicly stand up against  ANY  worldly (or worse, charlatan)  Christian leader acting fraudulently! 
It is  my responsibility  as a competent auditor to expose  non-conformity to  “The Procedures”  as stated within  “The Quality Manual”  given to us by 
Yahweh,  else I become likewise culpable  (Eze.33v1-12)  and be condemned  Luke.12v4-5,  46-48, etc. 

But  worldly Christian leaders have  no  care -  because they do  not  even believe in their subject matter  (else they  would  accurately  teach 
it).  Consequently  “The Misconstrued God’s Word”  is used as  “The Means to achieve The End”,  being a pay-packet at the end of the week!     
How so very sad when they have  “The Knowledge”  in the palm of their hand and they toss it away without a care! 
Hence the frustration within themselves upon  “The Dawn of Realisation”  when it is  too late  (Matt.8v12, 13v42, 22v13, 24v51, etc.). 

A 4th revision addition. 
A mathematician caring about  his/her  subject would teach that 2+3 = 5. 
A mathematician not caring about  his/her  subject would teach that 2+3 would equal  “anything”  other than 5! 

The former is given by TCs  (that may be difficult to accept by the recipient). 
The latter is what we face in “Religion”,   being  “anything”,  the paying punter wants to hear! 
 
26th Comment – Yahweh is “The Specific God” of JC(g) and the TCs;  moreover, JC(g) is “the specific god” of the World. 
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48th Reasoning – “the specific god”  is referenced upon  “The Son of God” (JCg)  and the 144000 future  “Sons of God”. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 
The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father  “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 
Reasoning – repeat - “ho theos” here,  is JCg who became human to then become “The Solution”, being “the means” of 
redemption for his personal creation of the human species.  Likewise, the TCs proving themselves now to be of the correct 
mind for  “The Greater Responsibility”  in The Millennium  to teach Righteousness/Salvation to yield The Late Adopters. 
JCg and The Bride (144000 TCs)  teach The Resurrected World how to become spiritual children for personal salvation! 
21st Good News – Yahweh expresses His HS to ensure the TCs will find,  and then work with people who desire to become 
future TCs.  Yahweh foreknows who has  “the required propensity”  (Rom.8v29)  and will ensure His Desire is fulfilled to 
gain His 144000 future TCs in the approximate 2000 year  “Time Slot”  just before Mankind annihilates itself. 
42nd Instruction – As such,  TCs will imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to find the next generation of TCs,  thereby fulfilling 
Yahweh’s Desire,  thus completing a virtuous circle to ensure that ultimately  “Human Salvation”  occurs. 
27th Comment – As the reader can see,  “Religion”  is nowhere to be found in what Yahweh is determining to occur! 
Yahweh  is  “working outside Religion”  through His Early Adopters remaining faithful to  “1st Century Christianity”! 
43rd Instruction – New TCs fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire shall abound in  (1) numbers,  but also in  (2) fervent effort to excel 
beyond what would be normally possible aided by the Word of God yielding the HS actively working within their ministry. 
1Thes.  3v11 og he  And  the  {specific god}  also  (the) Father/Forebear  {of/from us}   
1Thes.  3v11 og also  the  lord/master  {of/from us}  (the) Jesus  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
1Thes.  3v11 og (he wishes to) {strengthen fully}/direct/guide  the  ways/journey/progress/mode/means  {of/from us}   
1Thes.  3v11 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves}; 
1Thes.  3v11 = And  He  “The Specific God”  (Yahweh)   also  our  (TCs’)   Father,     (Yahweh is  “The Adopting Father of only TCs”) 

also  our  lord/master  the  Jesus,  the  Christ/Anointed,    (JC,  “The Word of God”  operates within a TC as a master to control their mind) 
he  wishes  to  {fully strengthen us}/{guide our  ways/progress/mode}  towards  {specifically yourselves}   (The Brethren). 

 

And He,  “The Specific God” (Yahweh)  also our (TCs’)  Father   (Yahweh is  “The Adopting Father”  only  to  “The 144000 TCs”) 
also our  lord/master  the Anointed Jesus   (JC as  “The Word of God”  fully controlling our mind shall lead us to our Anointing by The Father) 
he wishes to fully strengthen our  ways/progress  towards specifically yourselves   (who are actively aiming to become TCs). 
 

Paul uses the floating pointer “ho theos” (The Specific God)  that directly points to Yahweh because in context it is referenced to TCs. 
But it  was/is  JCg as  “The Word of God”  who interfaces with  “The Sinful World”  (as  “the specific god” of  “us”  while in our present sinful state, 
hence Gal.6v15, 1Tim.2v5)  to draw humans from the 1st part of our spiritual life into the 2nd part of our spiritual life .   It is  “The Word of God”  that 
takes us from the 1st to 2nd part of our spiritual life ,  so we personally  can/maybe  become  entirely purified  and thus become acceptable to Yahweh in  
“The Culmination”  either as  “The Firstfruits”  (at the end of The Gospel Age)  or  as part of  “The Main Harvest”  (at the end of The Millennium  after  
1000 years of learning “Righteousness”).    Note   We must ignore the universally recognised copyist addition of the 1st sentence of Rev.20v5,  of which I 
explain why in a 17,000 word commentary to that one verse. 
It is because the TCs  are  to be accepted by  “The Adopting Father”,  so they  can  righteously call Him their  “Father”  –   else it is hypocrisy because 
members of The World have  “The Spirit of The World”  (by definition)  and  not  of  “The Adopting Father”  (through the interface of JC as  “The Word 
of God”  purifying our minds).  This is precisely as The Bible tells us about people in the 1st part of their spiritual life at Eph.2v2 and elsewhere  (John 
chapters.15 to 17  showing the contrast between “Israel”  and  “The Priests”,  yet this differentiation is  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders,  
so obviously they must be part of  “Israel”  outside,  and  not  be of the  “Priests”  inside the temple  - see my important commentary to Luke.23v45)! 
Notice it is the TCs who are being guided towards The Brethren in The World  (to yield The Christian Nation)  from out of this “pool”,  there shall be  a 
few  people who will  over many years  fully mature as the next generation TCs,  precisely as we are told  that  “Yahweh  foreknows  who are receptive”. 
Because of this,  Yahweh shall ensure  “The Knowledge”  is available to prospective TCs  (and are thus be  elected/chosen  by Yahweh to become His 
future  “Sons of God”)  thereby allowing them to grasp  “The Word of God”  with both hands and personally grow upon it unto spiritual maturity. 
Notice the  two  Entities, and the separation by  “ho theos”.   This occurs throughout  all  of The New Testament  (but has been  unknown  to our Greek 
scholars for the last some 1700+ years,  and only resurfaced now at 2007 CE when  “FutureLife.Org”  became live to The World on The Internet).  
1Thes.  3v12 og {specifically yourselves}  And  the  lord/master  [JC as “The Word of God”] 
1Thes.  3v12 og (he wishes to) {do/make}/{be more}/{super-abound/abundant}/{make to increase}/multiply,   
1Thes.  3v12 og also  (he  wishes to) {super-abound}/excessive/overflowing/exceeding/{more than needed} 
1Thes.  3v12 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love  into/unto  {one another}/mutual/together   
1Thes.  3v12 og also  into/unto  (the) all  (persons),  
1Thes.  3v12 og {exactly as}/{precisely so}  also  {we ourselves}  into/unto  {specifically yourselves}. 
1Thes.  3v12 = And  {specifically yourselves}  the  lord/master    (JC  as  “The Word of God”  operating within us  to reform our mind) 

he wishes to  {super-abundant}/multiply/{be more},   (The Word of God is to become greater and more operational within the brethren) 
also  he wishes to  {super-abound}/excel/exceed  in  {charity love}/agape  unto  {one another},    (thus supportive bonds in the brethren) 
also  unto  all  people,     (in the  accurate  ministry/lifestyle as given by JC driving our mind to gain more TCs) 
{exactly as}/{precisely so}  also  {we ourselves}  unto  {specifically yourselves}.     (The Brethren [Christians] are to imitate the TCs) 

 

And specifically yourselves the  lord/master   (JC as  “The Word of God”  fervently working within our mind,  to purify our thoughts) 
he wishes to super abound   (grow within yourselves and bring the next generation of TCs unto Yahweh,  “The Adopting Father”) 
also he wishes to multiply in  agape/charity  unto one another   (spiritually and physically  to support The Brethren  to support their growth)  
also  (agape/charity)  unto all people   (only  spiritual  in the  freely  giving  of our time to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”) 
                (Obviously  not  as  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  because  they are paid by The World  to  give what The World desires  to hear) 
also exactly as we (TCs)  ourselves do for specifically yourselves   (The Brethren are to  accurately imitate  The TCs deportment). 
 

Paul  (like all TCs demonstrated by their works)  exhorts  “The Brethren assiduously aiming to become TCs”  to be increasing in number  (multiplying)  
so that ultimately Yahweh shall achieve His desired number of 144000 TCs ready to lead-in and then rule over The Millennium. 
This can only occur by imbuing Yahweh’s Knowledge of  “The Word of God”  and with the internal reform this brings within our mind,  then  they/we  
shall become  internally/spiritually  motivated by  agapao/{edifying love}  to physically deliver  charity/{agape love}  to one another in physical support,  
and in their spiritual teaching to The World at large.  This precisely imitates the TCs' lifestyle  within the World –  then and now! 
I must repeat - 
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The Bible very carefully makes  “The Distinction”  within the use of  “agape” - 
1. Christians are to use spiritual agape to the World  (and only physical agape “perchance” to The World). 
2. Christians are to use both spiritual and physical agape to The Brethren.   
3. Christians are  not  instructed to physical agape to The World  - because this is  not  “The Primary Objective” -  Yahweh’s objective is to 

gain 144000 TCs (Matt.20v23)  so He can righteously close The Gospel Age (Matt.24v36),  of which Peter realised at Acts.6v1-6.   
Quite simply the World is  too big a problem  while  physically  under the  spiritual  control of Satan and his worldly cohorts! 
Thus,  Yahweh requires His  proven  spiritual Soldiers  (Matt.9v37-38, Luke.10v2,  Matt.20v16, 22v14,  1Pet.2v9, etc.)  to combat  “The 
Spiritual”  as  “The Early Adopters”,  so Yahweh can then sort out  “The Physical”  in The Millennium.  But this can  only  occur when He  
has  His  validated perfect  “Early Adopters”  having fulfilled  “The Prophesied Threshold of 144000” (Rev.14v1-4)  that shall yield JCg’s 2nd 
Advent of  “The 1st Resurrection”  (1st 2nd C of JCg)  to collect his bride  (to be trained for their new role,  as “The Heirs of The Inheritance”).    
Then some 3.5 years later at JCg’s  “2nd 2nd C”   (Rev.19v16-21)  becomes  “The Great Tribulation”  to  all worldly leaders over the planet  
when they are  “booted-out of office”  (hence of their squealing at 2Pet.3v10),  and JCg institutes The Millennium with his new leaders. 

It is important to have explained the differentiation,  because our  worldly Christian leaders clearly do  not  understand this,  as witness their sermons.  
They are only interested in The Physical now,  firstly because it is  “obvious”,  secondly it  “looks good”,  and thirdly they have  “no need to do 
anything” –  just  “supposedly organise”  other people  to do this  (dirty) work for them  (Luke.16v3)!    
However,  they are very keen to  “go on  (self-indulgent)  pilgrimages”  for the worldly  “feel-good factor”! 

It is interesting to make the usual comment. 
Check out your bible translations upon  “the spin”  given.   
Allegedly  “The Responsibility”  on  “the increase”  is spun around to infer that it is  “the master's” responsibility for any possibility of increase,  when 
actually,  it is  “the specific god's”  “Responsibility”  to make  “The Word of God”  available for growth,  but it is our  own  “Responsibility”  to 
personally grow upon  “The Word of God”  (as we are taught elsewhere within The Bible).   Hence again,  the use of  “wishes”  (the Greek  “optative 
mood”  is ignored  in worldly translated bibles)  because it is  dependent upon us  and  not  “The Word of God”  that is  “The Constant Standard”. 

All this is  very subtle,  but very important differentiation  (reminding me of the warning given at 2Pet.2v1,  a pandemic practice now)!  
Hence Paul’s warning to The Galatians about  “new doctrine”  (the equivalent of  “worldly Christianity”)  “surreptitiously slid-in  near/alongside”  to 
the  “1st Century Christianity”  (as taught by the TCs)”.  Just sufficiently devious to  “take our eye off  The Real Ball  in the air”!    
As did Paul mention to The Corinthians at 2Cor.11v4,  speaking of a  “New Jesus”,  being a  “Gospel of Excuses”  to remain human  (Jude.v4) 
The reason why I highlight this – is that  worldly Christian leaders would use this verse to  “excuse their delinquent activity” and “hypocritical prayers” 
supposedly made in the name  (but certainly not the  authority/character)  of “God”!   All as we can see in our audit of their  worldly activity! 
Again,  I repeat - 

It is a  personal responsibility  in how we grow upon  “The Word of God”. 
Yahweh wants entirely  “(1) Responsible,  (2) Free Thinking and  (3) absolutely Compliant”   “Early Adopters”  (having demonstrably 
precisely imitated  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  [driven by the  one/same  mind])  to rule  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 
(As assayed  by Yahweh in His  “Special/Greater [1st] Judgement”,  Matt.20v23, James.3v1, 1Sam.16v7 in the context  for future kingship). 

He is  not  going to gain this type of person operating according to  worldly Christianity pandemic across The World today –  but only those people 
hearkening and responding to Rev.18v4 during the Whole Gospel Age  (to be  “The Few elected from out of The Many invited”  Matt.20v16, 22v14). 
I really cannot write it any more clearly than this -  and yet our  worldly Christian leaders obviously teach  nothing  of this  (“1st Century Christianity”)! 
 
44th Instruction – TCs will personally establish The Brethren’s  hearts/{seats of motivation}  as being separated from 
operating in this sinful world  (being of its lures)  so they might be considered as  blameless/faultless  in The Presence of 
Yahweh –  Who is presently performing personal audits in His  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  of  all  Christians. 
This judgement can go  one of three ways  for any specific Christian  (1) Son of God,  (2) resurrection,  (3) annihilation! 
45th Instruction – If we are aiming to wholly fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  then it is absolutely essential to change our mind 
away from  “lusting for the self”  (in its millions of forms)  and to have a mind upon which no person on this planet can 
lay a justified accusation against a TC of  “not having imitated JC” -  that was to work in bringing more TCs to Yahweh. 
49th Reasoning – TCs will guide The Brethren aiming to become TCs so they are motivated  away  from The World’s self-
indulgences,  and thus by  not  operating as The World does,  then they become  blameless/faultless  because  they  are  
imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  being The Golden/Kingly Standard upon which Yahweh is making personal judgement. 
22nd Good News – Yahweh’s Judgement will yield at the  “two state parousia”  144000 TCs  (elected out of The Gospel 
Age)  and they shall be united with JCg at the 1st 2nd C,  – being The Physical Coming of JCg to collect his faithful Bride. 
Allegory – repeat -Parousia = Presence and Coming – being different states of relationship a TC has with JCg over time. 
Reasoning – repeat - TCs having JCg’s presence  spiritually  within them as  “The Word of God”  driving their thoughts,  
shall then be  physically  resurrected alongside JCg in The Millennium as an adoring wife to her agapao husband. 
Reasoning – repeat - TCs have JC’s  Spiritual  parousia/Presence  in them that becomes The Physical  parousia/Coming 
at the 1st 2nd C of JCg that for the TCs appears to be  an instant later in consciousness –  even though physically – for 
maybe/perhaps  with William Tyndale it might be some 500 years later,  or the Apostle Paul some 2000 years later. 
Instruction – repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil  “The Master’s Commands/Desire”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
1Thes.  3v13 og into/unto  the  (he wishes to) {set fast}/{turn resolutely}/establish/{steadfastly set}  {of yourselves}   
1Thes.  3v13 og the  hearts/{seats of motivation}  (the) irreproachable/blameless/faultless   
1Thes.  3v13 og in  (to the [= within]) sacredness/holiness  {in front of}/against/at/before/{in the presence/sight of}   
1Thes.  3v13 og of the  God  also  (the) Father/Forebear  {of/from us},   
1Thes.  3v13 og in  to the [= within]  {presence (in/through  a TC during The Gospel Age)}/{coming (to a TC at the 1st 2nd C of JCg)}   
1Thes.  3v13 og of the  lord/master  {of/from us}  (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
1Thes.  3v13 og amid/together/with  (of the) all  of the  blameless/{holy persons}  (of the) him. 
1Thes.  3v13 = into/unto  [= for]   he wishes to  {set fast}/establish  your  hearts/{seats of motivation}  the  irreproachable/faultless   

within the  sacredness/holiness  {in the  front/presence/midst/sight}  of the  God  (Yahweh),   also  our  Father   (the adopting Yahweh),   
within the  presence/coming  of our  lord/master  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed     (leading The Office of Anointing) 
together/with  all  his (JCg)  blameless/{holy people}/TCs.      (likewise elected by Yahweh for The Future Office of Anointing) 

 

for he (JCg as  “The Word of God”)  wishes  to establish your faultless  hearts/{seats of motivation}   (never driven “to take” from a neighbour) 
               (because as future  “Sons of God” in The Millennium –  we must have no person justly stating  “We”  are not worthy to be a future  king/priest) 
within the sacredness  (purity/blamelessness/{separateness  from this world of sin})  in the presence of the God  (Yahweh) 
               (Thus, we  must  entirely  “perfect our mind”  by growing it upon  “The Word of God”  to  precisely imitate  JC’s deportment) 
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Also our  (the TCs having demonstrably  precisely imitated  JC’s deportment,  can legitimately call  “Yahweh”  their)   Father  (Yahweh), 
within the  presence/parousia/coming   (The  presence  of JCg as  “The Word of God”  controlling our mind,  so we  think/reason  as  did JC) 
         (JC as God’s Word is within us to perfect our mind,  if perfected,  as deemed by Yahweh,  then JC comes  to collect us at  “The 1st Resurrection”) 
Of our  lord/master  (JC as “The Word of God”  explicitly controls our mind)  of the Anointed Jesus   (to give us  “The Goal”  for us to achieve) 
together/with  all his (JCg’s)  blameless/{holy people}    (The Anointed Bride,  the 144000 TCs collected together,  to close The Gospel Age). 
 

TCs are always urging The Brethren to  personally - 
1. Imbue  “accurate  knowledge”. 
2. Rigorously  assay/prove/test  “The Knowledge”  to ensure that  (1) it is Righteous and  (2) we thoroughly understand its intricacies. 
3. Become motivated to  “act with fidelity”  upon this knowledge. 

Thus,  TCs always push forward this  “three-part package”  for The Brethren (Christians)  so they might be considered  
irreproachable/blameless/faultless  before Yahweh in His  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  of Christians for  “Sonship” –  hence in context note what 
is stated in the next verse. 
Clearly,  Christian leaders who do  not - 

1. Give the  accurate  knowledge how a person is to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire       OR - 
2. Thoroughly  assay/prove/test  what is taught  (for the reasons above)          OR - 
3. Motivate people to practice with fidelity this knowledge. 

(Technical aside on “logic”,  the inverse of The Above would be  “Should”  together with  “And”.)  
Cannot  be TCs themselves and thus  cannot  be deemed by Yahweh as faithful servants,  because they are  not  representing  His  Interests. 

Sadly, to keep repeating to ad-nausea  -  the vast majority of  worldly Christian leaders demonstrably  cannot  be considered by Yahweh as TCs,  and 
thus should be wise by either reforming themselves  (being the best course of action)  or following the advice given by JC in Luke.16v1-10  because their 
resurrected congregations will be asking these Christian leaders in The Millennium - 

If you had  “The Word of God”  –  Why did you  not  tell us it  -  so that we might have become possibly elected as future  “Sons of God”? 
Why did you behave as  “The Rich Man”  in JC’s parable of  “The Rich Man and Lazarus”  (Luke.16v19-21+)? 
Why did you bar us from entering The Inner Family of Yahweh as a Son of God (Matt.23v13)? 

I would most certainly not like to be in the position of these  worldly Christian leaders upon their resurrection  (Matt.8v12, etc.)! 
I implore the readers to read everything on this website so that you all might personally gain the  “accurate knowledge”  to be  “The Knowledge”  (as a 
mobile temple, 1Cor.3v16)  and then become motivated to  “act with fidelity”  upon what  “The Real Gospel Message”  of  “1st century Christianity”  
teaches as a  whole package!   Because it is upon this internal spiritual change underwritten by commensurate works that Yahweh is making His 
Judgement –  “The Whole Package”  comprising of the  three  parts of  “Real Faith”! 
Thus it is JCg making himself known,  presence,  to  those people watching  (by self-audit)   during the natural 1st part of their physical life  to become  
TCs collected at  “The 1st Resurrection”  when JCg physically  comes  that is to occur at JCg's  “1st 2nd C”,  some  3.5 years before his  “2nd 2nd C”  to 
throw out all the world leaders  (throughout all of society,  from the gang-land pimp to the highest official in the land in  all  counties and lands,  over a 
period of 45 days,  Dan.12v11-12)  to institute The Millennium  (Rev.19v16-21, 20v1-3).   Amen! 
A 4th revision addition. 
I just heard on Radio 4 today 13 Jan 2021 on “Prayer for the Day”  “The Right Reverend somebody”  fraudulently claim throughout his sermon,  
Christians are automatically adopted into  “The Family of God”  by being part of the church,  and we are all supposedly  “Children of God”. 

This concept of automatic adoption is both an illogical and unrighteous  lie  that is  not supported anywhere in The Bible. 
This  “Professional Leader of Religion”  had deliberately passed God’s Word through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19 by taking the contents of his sermon 
out of context and he spun what was left over into a worldly commodity to support his position in  “the worldly community”!   This is an abomination,  
because it is degrading what Yahweh desires to occur within The Environment,  and makes Yahweh look stupid in a  rational/sane/reasoning  mind! 
         Yahweh wants  proven  people as  “The Early Adopters”  (Rev.14v1-4)  who  precisely imitated  JC to lead  “The Resurrected World”. 
         These specific people become  “Adopted by Yahweh”  as part of His Family to then yield  “The Late Adopters”  out of  “The Resurrected World”. 
This  “Professional Leader of Religion”  in his sermon has removed  “The Need”  for  “Yahweh’s Required Target”  to bring forth The Millennium. 
Quite simply,  he has fulfilled Satan’s desire by shutting the gate to heaven  (to rule in The Millennium)  both to himself and to his listeners (Matt.23v13). 
Clearly,  he does  not  believe in The Millennium or of his place to lead within it  (I assume he is not a charlatan,  and thus he shall become part of it)  
consequently,  he will be part of  millions  “gnashing their teeth”  in frustration at personally missing  “The Superlative Position of Sonship”  when they 
had that possibility in the palm of their hand and they cast it aside  without a care  (Matt.8v12, etc.). 
         As I repeatedly state,  these commentaries are forced to be so long to untangle the unrighteous nonsense given out by  worldly Christian leaders! 
         They clearly have  not  “The Mind of Yahweh”  regarding Mankind’s Salvation  (or of much else of Yahweh’s Mind)! 
 
 
46th Instruction – TCs will constantly exhort The Brethren (Christians)  that now personally having  “The Knowledge” –  
means they have put themselves in the position to imitate JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  else they are  not believing  (John.6v64). 
(Question is:  Do our  worldly  Christian leaders understand what all this  really means  –  through the various layers?) 
Instruction – repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil  “The Master’s Commands/Desire”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
50th Reasoning – By having  “The Accurate Knowledge”  and  understanding  “The Responsibility”  that comes with this 
knowledge means those people aiming to become TCs shall  “deport themselves”  in a manner that precisely imitates JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle.  Being  “The Word of God”  accurately driving our mind – to  take-on  the character of JC. 
Else simply “The Word of God” has  not  the required significance for us to make a complete  spirit/personality  change! 
23rd Good News – If the Word of God has significance to us,  then by deporting ourselves in the manner that imitates JC’s  
ministry/lifestyle,  means we are pleasing Yahweh  (especially during His Greater/Special Judgement of us personally). 
1Thes.  4v1 og (the) remaining/besides/finally/rest/moreover  therefore/then  (the) brothers/{The Brethren},   
1Thes.  4v1 og (we) {interrogate by request}/ask/beseech/entreat/urge/enquire/question  {specifically yourselves}   
1Thes.  4v1 og also  (we) {call near}/{invoke by imploring}/beseech/exhort/entreat   
1Thes.  4v1 og in  (to the [= within]) lord/master  (of the) Jesus,   
1Thes.  4v1 og just/as/that/how/when  (you) {received near}/{associated with}/{assumed an office}/learned/received   
1Thes.  4v1 og near/beside/with/against/alongside  {of/from us}  the  {in what manner}/how   
1Thes.  4v1 og {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought  {specifically yourselves}   
1Thes.  4v1 og (to) {tread all about}/walk/{deport oneself}/{occupy one’s life}   
1Thes.  4v1 og also  (to) {excite emotion}/{be agreeable}/please  (to the) God,   
1Thes.  4v1 og that  (you) {super-abound}/excessive/overflowing/exceeding/{more than needed}   
1Thes.  4v1 og {greater degree}/{more than}/better. 
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1Thes.  4v1 = Therefore/Then  moreover  Brethren,  we  request/beseech/entreat  {specifically yourselves},   
also  we  implore/exhort  within the  lord/master  of the Jesus,   
just/as  you  {assumed the office}/learned/{received near}  alongside/near  {from us}  (TCs)   
the  how  {it is necessary}/behoves  {specifically yourselves}  to  {deport yourself}/{occupy your life}   
also  to  {be agreeable}/please  to the  God  (Yahweh)   that  you  {super-abound}/excel  more/better. 

 

Therefore  (spiritual) brothers   (actively aiming to become TCs),    
we (TCs)  request specifically yourselves,   
also we implore within the  lord/master  Jesus   (being what  “The Word of God”  means to be  “actively driving our mind”), 
just/as  you  {received near}/{assumed office}  alongside us   (You brethren have partaken in alongside what is possible for us,  TCs), 
how it is necessary specifically yourselves  (who are aiming to be TCs)   to deport your life   (only to  precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle), 
also  (in this manner)  to please the God (Yahweh)  that you excel more   (it is  more  than just being  “good people”,  but we  must imitate  JC). 

Again,  this substantiates what was stated in the previous verse. 
I think certain  worldly and worse charlatan Christian leaders have a cheek to suggest,  being a  “Christian” “saves you”  with the two implications - 

1. The  “non-Christian”  is  “not saved” –  when there are so many  “non-Christians”  who behave in a more charitable fashion than 
perhaps many people who claim to be “Christians” –  to include many self-declared Christian leaders with their  “doctorates of  
worldly  divinity”  (as we now witness the scandals within  “worldly-Christian”  schisms). 

2. “Christians”  have “ everlasting salvation” – this is a fraudulent lie!   Christians are only saved from the  “forth coming death (that 
would have been annihilation)”  as are  all  “Non-Christians”  to get us into The Millennium.   We must  “personally save ourselves”  
beyond The Millennium  by  precisely imitating JC’s deportment.    You will  never  be told that by  any  worldly Christian Leader! 
The only bonus a  “Christian”  has over a  “non-Christian”  is that of  the  possibility/opportunity  of “Sonship to Yahweh”. 
The negative a  “Christian”  has over a  “non-Christian”  is that of  the  possibility  of annihilation come early  (= no resurrection). 

Again,  you will  never  be told that by  any  worldly Christian Leader  (so who do they really stand for?   2Cor.11v13-15)! 
Yahweh  is  waiting for those very specific people to fill His Granary over their  2 part life  (never  taught by  worldly Christian leaders)  who are  
agapao/{edifying loving}  their neighbour.  Clearly,  the presently non-Christian people  will  be saved  (when given The Opportunity in the 2nd part of 
their physical life to truly  “believe in JC”  [meaning,  fulfil “The Word of God” within our deportment,  Rev.19v13, 1Cor.11v1]  accurately given by 
faithful representatives of Yahweh,  Rev.14v1-4, 2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, etc.).   Why?   Because these  “non-Christians”  behave so much better than many 
people fraudulently calling themselves   “Christians”!   Please see my useful commentaries to Matt.11v12, Luke.10v13,  said of the people of Chorazin. 
The Crux surely being,  is that some of these Thessalonian Brethren  would  have been  “loving people”  to begin with –  before  they came into  “The 
Real Faith”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  and Paul had now given them direction  (for  “The Ideal Goal”  of  “Sonship to Yahweh”). 
This is exactly as Yahweh had given to  “Abram”  (to become renamed  “Abraham” [Gen.17v5],  “The Loving Father” [hence always allegoric to 
“Yahweh”])  as  “The Promise”  (being that of  [1] The Heirs  over/obtaining/having/ruling  [2] The Inheritance). 

This righteous logic clearly tells us,  TCs are teaching something  much more  in  “1st Century Christianity”  than just  “supposedly loving”  
people  and stating,  “I believe in JC” (existed)  because  agapao/{edifying love}  delivering  agape/{charity love}  fulfils  “The Requirement 
for Salvation”.    JC’s ransom sacrifice covers all people –  1John.2v2, 4v14,   no caveats given in the citation –  thus  “Professional Leaders 
of Religion”  should  not  invent them –  Rev.22v18-19,  but rather stay with what The Bible specifically tells us  (in context)! 

So,  the TCs are teaching something  more  than what we are given by our erroneous  worldly Christian leaders! 
As I constantly state    

It is  “The Requirement”  to precisely imitate JC’s ministry  (along with his lifestyle)  to give  accurate  knowledge and motivate all people to 
become TCs themselves  “assuming an office as learnt from ourselves”  so that  “it is necessary to occupy our life  pleasing  Yahweh so that 
you excel even more”  by imitating  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  of JC –  in whom Yahweh was well pleased  (Luke.3v22, 9v32). 

Have I invented any of this?   No! 
Now for the rhetorical question because the  two  applicable answers are so obvious - 

Then,  why  then do our  worldly Christian leaders  never  teach it  (The Real/Disclosing Truth)  -  if they claim to represent Yahweh? 
 
47th Instruction – TCs will give mandates to guide The Ecclesia - and desire strict observance from the people claiming to 
be part of The Ecclesia, –  else they should be admonished in agape,  and finally removed if reform is not forthcoming. 
51st Reasoning – The Ecclesia  (= The Calling Out)  must be setting the highest possible standards for The World to 
imitate  (and must fulfil in The Millennium)  –  there is  no room  for  dissenters/adversaries  in Yahweh’s Family! 
(The question must be:  Is this true in today’s churches – some led by  worldly and worse,  charlatan  Christian leaders?) 
52nd Reasoning – JC set  the required  “Golden/Kingly Standard”  and becomes “The Reason” why we, as TCs, must 
copy JC to  bring-on  to fruition Yahweh’s Desire  (= to move forward the present Stage,  into the next Stage of His Plan). 
Instruction – repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil  “The Master’s Commands/Desire”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
1Thes.  4v2 og (you) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  For  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether   
1Thes.  4v2 og (the) mandates/charges/commands/injunctions  (we) gave/bestowed/granted  {to yourselves}   
1Thes.  4v2 og through (reason of)  of the  lord/master  (of the) Jesus. 
1Thes.  4v2 = For  you  know/understand  what  mandates/directives/commands  we  (TCs)   gave/granted  {to yourselves} 

through reason  of the  lord/master  of the  Jesus. 
 

For you   (Thessalonian brethren  proving  themselves to be  actively  aiming to become TCs) 
know/understand  what  mandates/commands  we (TCs)  gave to yourselves   (thus TCs  give commands for The Brethren to fulfil), 
through reason of the  lord/master  Jesus   (being what JC laid down as  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  for us  to precisely imitate). 
 

Paul says to The Brethren  (Christian ecclesia)    
“You know what commands we (TCs)  gave to you through reason of JC  (as  “The Word of God”  that ultimately is to  control  our mind).” 
(An aside,  if we personally refuse  “God’s Word to control our mind”  over our 2 part life,  then  as an individual,  we shall be annihilated.) 

Then Paul states the more obvious commands, –  where the reader  must understand the full  allegoric  meanings  to these basic requirements. 
Important note   

These commands  only place the person into the position  of attaining everlasting life  by imitating JC’s lifestyle. 
These commands do  not  give access to become a  “Son of God”  –  being  “The Ideal Goal”  of  “The Gospel Message”   being  “The 
Mystery of God”  made plain  for TCs  (meaning,  a TC understands what this personally requires us to do,  for us to then … … ). 
We must precisely fulfil these commands and then – just possibly – Yahweh  may  elect us to become His future  “Sons of God” (Matt.20v23). 

Because our  worldly Christian leaders preach  none  of this –  then they are  not  imitating Paul,  and thus they have personally taken themselves off  
“the short list”  to be considered as a future  “Son of God”!   All logical inductive reasoning based solely upon  “The Word of God”! 
Yet they will fraudulently spout   “We are all Children of God”  because  “We are Christians”  (see my 4th revision to the commentary of 1Thes.3v13). 
The absolute  “lack of precision”  in their garbled output is  completely appalling,  which is why Yahweh shall eject them,  Luke.20v16, etc.! 
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48th Instruction – Yahweh  requires  His representatives to  “be intrinsically separate from The World of Sin”. 
49th Instruction – The Brethren are to refrain from  harlotry/fornication. 
15th Allegory – harlotry/fornication = by extension from the physical to the spiritual realm within The Mind.  Clearly “The 
Mind leads The Body”,  thus  “get The Mind correct first”.  Therefore,  do not  “get into bed”  with  “The Methodology of 
The World”,  because as declared  “Christians”,  then we are presumed to have betrothed ourselves to JCg,  who as our 
Goal,  is to be our future husband.  Thus imbue  “The Word of God”  that becomes  “The Methodology of The Kingdom of 
God”  within The Mind  (Luke.17v21)  ready for  “The Physical Reality”  of The Millennium upon our resurrection. 
1Thes.  4v3 og that/this/there/here  For  (it) is  (the) determination/decree/purpose/choice/will/desire  of the  God   
1Thes.  4v3 og the  purification/{making holy}/sanctification  {of yourselves}   
1Thes.  4v3 og (to) {hold oneself off}/abstain/refrain [middle voice]  {specifically yourselves}   
1Thes.  4v3 og off/away/separated/from  of the  harlotry/adultery/incest/fornication; 
1Thes.  4v3 = For  this  is  the  Purpose/Desire  of the  God  (Yahweh):    

Your  purification/{making holy}, 
{specifically yourselves}  to   personally  abstain/refrain  off/away/from  the  harlotry/adultery/fornication; 

For this is  The Purpose  of the God  (Yahweh) 
  Your purification  (meaning,  your  mind/thoughts  are to be made  “holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}”), 
  (and to do this )   specifically yourselves  (are)  to personally  abstain/refrain  from  harlotry/adultery. 
                 (The context is  entirely spiritual  [not physical],  because this is The Warning Paul is giving about sliding back into worldly methodology) 

                 (Most importantly,  these  proven Brethren would  never  slip into “physical harlotry”,  but they could just slip back into “spiritual harlotry”!) 
 

This means - 
“Your  purification/{making holy}” = our separation away from the worldly activities of self-indulgence  (away from worldly methodology) 
“{specifically yourselves}  to be separated from fornication” = obviously the physical aspect of our  “fleshly body”,  but it has a much 
greater understanding to mean our  “spiritual body”  (1Cor.6v16)  being our mindset comprising of our  {spirit/personality/desires/traits}. 

So succinctly stated – in a few words! 
“The determination of  God/Yahweh  is to make us,  Holy.” 
= “Yahweh wants us to become separate from this world of sin” 
= We must ensure that no valid accusation can be made against us by any person on this planet,  “we are unworthy to be a Son of God”.  
= We must change entirely  away from  “The Norms”  of This World. 
= We must  entirely leave the practices  (driven by worldly methodology)  of which we did before we fully imbued  “The Word of God”. 
= We precisely imitate JC,  and thus - 

          We must  not  imitate  “Leaders of Religion”,  because they demonstrably do  not  imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (Matt.23v3,  for many reasons). 
Thus because  “our mind leads our body”  then it is most important to get our mind sorted out first  (fundamentally upon  “accurate knowledge”  to 
guide us in  “the correct direction”  –  else we are rudderless,  pushed about by the environment of which we choose to inhabit)! 

As a common expression goes   “If you lay down in dirt,  then expect to get dirty”. 
Thus,  at a spiritual level we are to change from the 1st part of our spiritual life,  into the 2nd part of our spiritual life,  based solely upon  “The Word of 
God”  so very carefully imbued from an  accurate  source.   Note   Worldly Christian leaders are  not  an accurate source,  but by definition,  a very  
faulty  source  (James.3v11-12)!   We need to be  “very knowledgeable”  to unpick fact from fiction in  worldly Christian leaders’ output  (Matt.24v24)  
because they have no real  “Authority”  in their subject matter as compared with someone having authority over God’s Word  (Mark.1v22). 
Therefore,  we can sensibly reason for any given standard population,  they conform to The Universal Gaussian Distribution –  where we have many  
debased  charlatan Christian leaders at one end,  and because at the other end of the curve,  Yahweh can  only  select 144000 TCs  (Rev.14v1-4)  over 
the whole 2000 year Gospel Age as being suitable  “Sons of God”,  then we can reckon there are the many  millions  of Christian leaders throughout The 
Gospel Age who have  failed  The Grade  to varying degrees!    Thus, we must personally audit them  -  against  “The Word of God”  as Paul stated to 
The Corinthians about himself! 

By inductive reasoning,  we can reason  worldly Christian leaders  are  wrong in both of what they preach and in what they do –  to varying 
levels  as The Gaussian Distribution curve of any population teaches us! 

Consequently,  we further reason that we personally must go back to  “The Original Word of God”  (not  our faulty bible translations, beware   one of 
the worst  is the  NIV)  to gain  “The Real Knowledge”  (Matt.7v7-8)  so we can intelligently test and assay  “The Knowledge”  to ensure it has been 
righteously sourced by Yahweh.   This is what I have done over 30 years  (about 5 hours a day, 365 days a year  [sometimes starting at 04 00 hrs in the 
morning]),  and I  freely  give this  “Knowledge”  of  “God’s Word”  unadulterated to The World  (having  not  been passed through  “The Mincer”  of 
Rev.22v18-19).    

That is  my  “authority”  to teach God’s Word! 
What is  “The Authority”  of your  “Christian Leader”  to teach God’s Word? 
(I only state this,  not to boast,  but only  to passionately implore the reader  to start thinking about what they read – and become Christlike.) 

Thus,  it was JC first giving us - 
1. His  ministry  for  us  to  personally  perfect the  2nd part of our  spiritual  life. 
2. His  ransom sacrifice  for  Yahweh  to righteously resurrect us into the  2nd part of our physical  life. 

Now we are conscious of this  “fact”  –  then it becomes incumbent upon us to - 
Abandon a lifestyle that  “beds down with Satan’s methodology”  (being the 1st part of our spiritual life),  and to become a  purified spiritual 
virgin  for JCg and the future  (Yahweh’s)  Methodology of The Millennium  (to become the 2nd part of our spiritual life,  ideally Luke.17v21). 

Thus,  once entering the 2nd part of our spiritual life having become  virgin-like  by  (1) JC’s ransom sacrifice by  atoning/redeeming/{buying back}  the 
1st part of our spiritual life  (operating according to worldly methodology to self-indulge to the hurt of our neighbour),  noting Paul’s warning at 
1Cor.6v16,   then  (2) we are to personally purify our minds by accurately imbuing  “The Word of God”.  This shall make Yahweh's Methodology  
become  “our methodology”  operating within us so we  remain  as the 5 virgins  (located at Matt.25v1-13)  having faithfully fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire  
by filling their lamps with oil.  Paul’s very important analogy given at Eph.5v30-32 metaphorically describes the future union between JCg and his bride 
of 144000 TCs.  Please see my commentary at the cited section and the numerous nouns used there and explained within the glossary. 
However,  all this is most damaging for the people who pretend to be JCg’s bride (Matt.22v11-13),  by claiming to represent Yahweh through their 
supposed union with JCg  (as “The Word of God”),  but then make  “the Word of God”  look ridiculous in the minds of  “sane/reasoning  people”  
(“atheists”)  by the shenanigans and doctrine taught!   They by consequence,  become charlatans to what they profess  (= charlatan Christian leaders 
effectively behaving as did Judas Iscariot [John.12v6]  off the congregations)  and are thus leading a rebellion against what  “The Word of God”  is 
supposed to mean.   
This is  precisely what Judas Iscariot did  as my commentaries to The Gospels  track  “by event”  during the last year of JC’s ministry. 

This is  why  it is utterly impossible for  charlatan Christian leaders to be resurrected after their forthcoming death –  because once living in 
the 2nd part of their spiritual life to then spurn JC by  actively  twisting/distorting  God’s Word to make  “worldly capital”  (John.12v6)  out of 
it by blaspheming upon the HS  (= Yahweh’s Pure Desire made manifest in the environment)  then they  cannot  be  righteously  resurrected  
(Matt.12v31, Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22). 
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That is a most profound conclusion based upon  “the facts”  as presented within The Bible. 
Please would The World’s  very best   “worldly  Christian theologians”  (with their so many  worldly “doctorates of divinity” –  being merely paper 
qualifications and  not  the  “circumcision of the heart” Rom. chapters 2 to 4)  who might disagree,   please carefully explain how this might be achieved,  
by writing to this website?   If they choose to embarrass themselves by doing so,  then I might publicly analyse what they give,  line by line for The World 
to view  (noting my terms and conditions of acceptance)! 
Thus,  in conclusion,  we can reason this verse can  only  be directed towards  worldly Christians generally –  by virtue  non-Christians  cannot  be 
spiritual prostitutes because they are presently  “a wife”  only  to Satan’s present methodology –  they know of nothing else!   Non-Christians have  not  
made the  conscious/public  commitment  (of baptism)  to enter into  the  bilateral  agreement  with Yahweh to become a faithful wife to JCg  (after he 
made the TC pure –  and accepted as such by Yahweh at Baptism).    

Can the reader see the righteous logic behind this exegesis?   Based entirely upon what The Bible teaches us! 
A 3rd Revision impassioned addition  
It must be clearly understood by the reader  
It is in the  worldly  interests of a  “Professional Leader of Religion”  to keep the devotees in the same state the devotees entered  “the services”  of the 
“Leader of Religion”  because - 

That is what the devotee feels most comfortable within,  (hence the reason why  he/she  entered)!   And in this state the devotee can keep 
supplying the worldly nutrients to the  “Leader of Religion”,  while the  “Leader of Religion”  masquerades as representing The Means to 
“everlasting life”  by fulfilling the desires of the devotee in a mutual symbiotic relationship!    All very comfortable for both parties! 
However,  it is  not  in the interests for the  “Professional Leader of Religion”  to insist the devotee must make a wholesale change in their 
behaviour  (I do not mean   To superimpose religious  custom/dogma  as “The Change”  to become  “The Supposed Means of Salvation” – 
Matt.23v23),  but rather  “The Most Painful Thing”  is to completely overhaul  “How we think and reason upon The World”  =  
We change from     

“self-indulging to our neighbour’s hurt”  (which can be so subtle that we do not presently realise how we are hurting our 
neighbour  [the most subtle,  inasmuch by not being a TC,  means we cannot generate the next generation of TCs]), 

“edifying our neighbour to our own hurt”  (which then covers any accidental sideslips –  because we truly have our neighbour’s 
best interests at heart in everything we do  [as judged by Yahweh in His  “Special/Greater Judgement”  of  “Christians”] –  
being precisely the opposite to the above). 

“Professional Leaders of Religion”  will not teach this last aspect –  being precisely what  “imitating JC”  means,  because  “The Change”  
is too hard for both the devotee and for the leader to bear  (John.11v47-53)!   The devotee will leave,  and the  (professional)  religious leader 
will have no worldly income!    Moreover,  the devotee will become educated to then spot the hypocritical actions of their religious leader! 

By contrast - 
A TC having  no  worldly income from  “what they  publicise/teach”  (Acts.18v3, 2Thes.3v6-12, etc.,)  can be wholly objective  to  “The 
Requirements”  that JC laid down for us to precisely fulfil in our life  (please read my important commentaries at Matt.6v24, 22v21, etc.)  
because they have not the distraction of supplying a message that yields a worldly return!   Consequently  “lay-preachers”  (and  not  
“professional preachers”)  are far more likely to give a sermon that Yahweh desires to hear because the  “lay-preacher”  has not the 
distractions of  “The Religious Edifice”  to heed  (for “the pension”)  or the income from doting devotees given a sales spiel of  “delusion”  
to keep them as   “Punters coming-in each week for the next fix”!   Sadly,  it is truly  (at an emotional level)  as bad as that! 

This worldly practice is all alien to what  “The Word of God”  teaches us! 
We should be personally growing on  “The Word of God”  (Heb.5v12-14)  to become the  next  generation of  “Yahweh’s Teachers”  (and  not  
“Professional religious worldly teachers from Matt.23v15),  for us to personally yield people who think and reason like JC.  We must  not  keep them in a 
deluded state,  thinking that no internal reform is required;  but we must become personally perfected upon  “The Word of God”  noting what it means to 
be Christlike at  1Pet.2v20-23.   

Yahweh will  not  allow any human to exist  beyond  The Millennium,  but  only  people who imitate JC will achieve  real salvation. 
Out of some interest on human behaviour,  I watch some of the real-life court cases of  “Judge Judy”  and  “Judge Rinder”.  
Some of the defendants appear on the face of it,  to be the most ardent of “Christians”  (interestingly, ignoring the advice at Luke.12v58),  yet they are 
obviously lying when giving evidence,  because what they state is farcical and unreal, – then worse,   for the loosing “supposedly Christian” defendant to 
state afterwards   “The Lord will condemn the plaintiff for that unjust decision”  (yet being an obviously correct decision –  from The Evidence given)!    

Where,  these obviously guilty defendants go to church and passionately sing the most wonderful songs to “God”  thinking they are  “The 
Most Perfect”  person in The World,  when obviously  “They are Guilty”! 

My point behind all this is these defendants are fed this  “Delusion”  by their  charlatan Christian leaders  “spinning the yarn”,  these people are 
supposedly  “Children of God”  (having made no effort to reform their mind,  to precisely imitate JC)  and yet  only  Yahweh can make this decision 
(Matt.20v23).   
“The Very Worst outcome” is this,  Atheists  watching-on  what has just occurred,  then think   “Oh yeah!”   

Can the reader see where I am going with this? 
Please think and reason  beyond  what our  worldly Christian leaders  fraudulently state at face value,  because as soon as they stop quoting The Bible,  
then much of what they preach is  “unrighteous nonsense”  as my audits of their sermons clearly demonstrate!   Someone needs to be that little boy in 
the crowd who shouts out   “The Emperor is wearing no clothes!”   A reference to one of Aesop’s Fables. 

Yet we can  only  recognise this if we  precisely know and understand The Bible,  and to be in that position,  we must  daily  read it! 
Else quite simply,  if we do not care,  and Yahweh does not care for such people to lead as  kings/priests  in The Millennium  (Mark.8v38). 

If we do not do our “homework”  then we will become bamboozled by the crafted script of these  professional conmen,  rogue traders,  spiritual 
paedophiles  (Matt.24v24),  because they do not care for the future  (irrespective of how many times they use the bewitching word  “love”  in their 
sermons.  Quite simply,  they are certainly  not  showing agape  (driven by agapao)  if they are leaving their congregational members in a worldly state 
unfit to become future  “Sons of God”  (and thus inhibiting  “Yahweh’s Desire to be made manifest within The Environment”  [= “HS”]  and thus 
Mark.3v27-28, Matt.12v31-32, etc.).   
We sensibly reason    

They are only after  “the here and now”! 
They demonstrably  “do not care for our future” –  that requires internal personal reform to succeed in,  and beyond,  The Millennium. 

I know The New Testament  “inside out”  that has given me a 6th sense to spot  “delinquency”,  and thus I can spot a  charlatan Christian leader before 
he/she  even opens the mouth,  and when  he/she  does –  it only confirms what I already surmised.   But you can be like that if you  daily read The Bible! 
 
50th Instruction – We personally make “ourselves holy”  by being “separate from this world of sin”  and wholly innocent 
of any charge,  and thus be  actively aiming towards  esteem/value/honour  (as purity)  in the eyes of all watching entities. 
51st Instruction – Furthermore,  to become separate from this world of sin,  then we must  not  to be  lusting/coveting  of 
anything within The World upon which those people  “rooted within The World”  would  lust/covert  (it skews our mind). 
53rd Reasoning – These two commandments simply mean  do not self-indulge!   But rather be putting our neighbour’s 
interests before our own – to edify them so they too might  know/understand  why/how  they too are to fulfil Yahweh’s 
Desire.   (Is this what we witness within the 37,000+ different church schisms?   -  If not – then  why not?) 
That is  why Yahweh can only  find 144000 TCs out of a 2000 year period – maybe I am “amazed” He can find that many! 
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24th Warning – The Christian Nation has  no  excuse as “The 2nd Epoch Israel”,  they had  “The 1st Epoch Israel” (Jews)  
to learn from their mistakes,  and we repeat the  very same,  but particularly its self-appointed leaders behaving as if they 
do not  know/understand  Yahweh by imitating The Pharisees’ mindset!   We must become “The Nicodemus” (John.3v1+)! 
1Thes.  4v4 og (to) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  each/any/every (person)  {of yourselves}  the [vessel] 
1Thes.  4v4 og (of the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself/your]     (the) implement/equipment/apparatus/vessel   
1Thes.  4v4 og (to) get/acquire/obtain/possess [middle voice]   in  (to the [= within]) purification/{making holy}/sanctification   
1Thes.  4v4 og also  (to the) esteem/valuable/precious/honour, 
1Thes.  4v4 = each/every  person  {of yourselves}  (is)  to  know/understand 

(how)  to  personally  acquire/obtain/possess  your  equipment/vessel  (personage)      (our character must possess the following:-) 
within the  purification/{making holy}  also  in  esteem/value/honour, 

 

every person of yourselves  (is)  to  know/understand  (how)  to personally  
acquire  (to control)  his/(her)  equipment/vessel   (= “us” = “conscious reasoning entity”,  a tool f or Yahweh to use in  His   [not our]  service) 
within purification  also in the  esteem/value/honour   (never stray into worldly methodology,  thereby keeping our body  clean/honourable). 
 

Each person of The Brethren (Christians)  is to clearly understand we  (the inclusive  “specifically yourselves}”  are to become  separated from The 
Methodology of this Satanic worldly system  that has led to the present chaos witnessed within The World  (= “Life/Adornment” – StrongsTM = 2889). 

JC has made the first step for us –  for which there is absolutely nothing  any  human can do to pay for it -  thus it is a free gift to  all  people, 
irrespective of what they think or believe,  in the 1st part of their physical life.   This gets  all  people into the 2nd part of their physical life  
(except  charlatan Christian leaders).    But because JC personally gave us  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  freely,  then the very least we can do as 
a  “Thank-You”  is to imitate him to show we are  not  hypocrites to his  teaching/ministry  and  we personally  value what he did for us! 

That explains what this verse means.  
Therefore,  we are to reform ourselves to become like JC,  modelled upon him,  being what he showed us –  for  no  worldly return –  because  
“our return”  shall come from Yahweh  (Matt.20v1-12). 

Thus,  logically by counter - 
If  there  is  a worldly return,  then  Yahweh has no need to give us a return from the heavens. 

This righteous logic seems to have escaped our  “Professional  worldly  Christian Leaders”  in both their words and deeds! 
Where,  they also errantly preach    Being just a declared  “Christian”  will give us  “eternal life” –  but this is  an unrighteous  lie! 

However,  they do not care about teaching “lies”  - because they clearly do not believe what they purport to believe if the preach 
“unrighteous nonsense”  and then fraudulently claim it comes from  “The Almighty Righteous God”  (Yahweh)! 

Moreover,  this is what  charlatan  Christian leaders are doing and preaching,  yet what is worse,  they  distort/twist  God’s Word to make an 
extortionate amount of money out of their deluded devotees and in the process  misled/mislead  billions  (yes, “billions”)  of people during 
The Gospel Age  (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23)! 

Thus,  by imitating the example  (= “The Golden/Kingly Standard”)  as set by JC’s ministry/lifestyle  then we become - 
Separated away from the methodology driving this world  (to self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt)  and in the process,  we keep the 2nd part of 
our spiritual life,  holy/purified  to thus be  esteemed/valued/honoured,  particularly so,  upon Resurrection if we have been assessed by 
Yahweh as having been worthy of Sonship in The Millennium.  Whereupon we are resurrected into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body worthy 
of the  personally perfected  2nd part of our spiritual life  (as the retained  “synapse construction mapping”  by Yahweh).   This is classed as 
“The Heavenly Treasure”  being obviously precious to us  (see glossary  and  Matt.6v19-20, Luke12v33)  when operating within a corrupted 
DNA fleshly body in the 1st part of our physical life  (prior to our Death,  labelled in the Bible as “The 1st Death”,  which JC called it to be 
“asleep”  John.11v11-15,  because his Ransom Sacrifice enables Yahweh to  resurrect/resuscitate  us). 

Can the reader understand how all this  righteously  links together? 
Note   Sadly,  the RSV slides in “wife”  (that is “to be taken”)  and in doing so,  completely skews what Paul is telling us,  and also excuses ladies from 
being instructed to be likewise keeping their mind and bodies pure and honourable.  Our translators just  “cannot help themselves” -  they always seem 
to think they know better than The Scribe!   The worst is the NIV that  “goes to town”  in skewing what Yahweh instructs of us –  and spins God's Word 
through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19  in a vain attempt to justify the errant  worldly Christian doctrine of which we now have  (amongst many other 
things of which I discuss in my commentaries)!   
1Thes.  4v5 og not  in  (to the [= within]) {suffering/passion (concupiscence)}/{(inordinate) affection}/lust   
1Thes.  4v5 og (of the) {to set one’s heart upon}/covert/desire/lust/{long for}  {exactly as}/{precisely so}   
1Thes.  4v5 og also  the  gentiles/nations/heathen/peoples  the (ones [nations])   
1Thes.  4v5 og not  knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving  the  God [Yahweh]. 
1Thes.  4v5 = not  within  the  passionate/{inordinate affection}  of the  lust/covet    (to satisfy The Immediacy of an animalistic mind) 

{exactly as}  also  the  nations/peoples,   
(being)  the  (ones [nations/peoples])   not  knowing/understanding  The God   (Yahweh  [through JC as “The Word of God”, Rev.19v13]). 

 

         (our  “conscious existence”   “spirit/personality/desires/traits  working in our physical body”]  being as an implement for Yahweh’s use,  must … ) 
Not  (operate)  within the  passion/{inordinate affection}  of the  lust/covert   (to satisfy  “The Immediacy”  of the animalistic mind) 
exactly as  also the nations   (all people who are  not  actively aiming to be TCs)   
(being)  the people not  knowing/understanding  The God (Yahweh)    (meaning,  “Any person  not  precisely  imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle”). 
 

Thus,  having taken upon ourselves a new personality that imitates the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the JC,  then we should not be 
lusting after the same things upon which worldly people lust,  being all the things that ultimately become their god.   Because fulfilling fleeting worldly  
aspirations/lusts  vainly/wastefully  consume our time   (“time” being our most precious commodity within a very limited 1st part of our physical life,  
presently existing within a corruptible body)  and thus,  we are effectively worshipping these worldly things that consume our time from which comes 
nothing profitable!   The 1st part of our physical life should be bringing forth The Millennium as best we are able,  and that can  only occur  when 
Yahweh has His 144000 TCs –  consequently,  this should be  “The Profitable Goal”  in our present life. 
We must not set our mind upon the same things of which worldly people lust,  to satisfy the cravings of  “The Immediacy”  within an  animalistic/carnal  
mind  -  else these images we have created within our mind,  consume our time in the service of these worldly images that have no intrinsic value. 
Therefore,  we must shake these images from out of our mind,  because the  only one image  should be our allegiance to the  {intrinsically good/ideal}  
JC as  “The Word of God”  sourced by Yahweh –  inasmuch we aiming to be  new  people living in the 2nd part of our spiritual life that is to become our 
Goal.  Then once a TC  we are ready to bring  new  TCs to Yahweh.   We therefore worship Yahweh by fulfilling His Desire of us at an individual level to 
precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle as stated   Which is to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  (being what JC did  in the synagogues –  hence 
1Cor.3v16) –  not  vainly singing songs and saying  “lovely” soundbites of no depth  -  as might a worthless hypocrite)! 

Please read “Yahweh’s Desire” and “Satan’s Desire” in glossary to understand precisely what is occurring,  and to what we should aim. 
 
52nd Instruction – Ecclesia members must not  “gain advantage over the other”  in the affairs of fellow brethren. 
25th Warning – Yahweh will ultimately avenge people within The Brethren who gain out of their brothers’ affairs. 
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26th Warning – Charlatan Christian leaders  (maybe a million of them),  you “Beware”  -  “The Writing is on The Wall!” 
53rd Instruction – The Apostles and TCs  (as did The Prophets in  “The 1st Epoch Israel”)  will constantly warn through 
The Gospel Age of bad behaviour in “The 2nd Epoch Israel” (Christians)  through their  witnessing/{earnest testifying}. 
Instruction – repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil  “The Master’s Commands/Desire”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
28th Comment – The TCs repeatedly warn people claiming to be “Christians”  “to beware”,  Yahweh is an exacting 
Master and we all must fulfil His commands else receive the judicial punishment.  “Charlatan Christian Leaders”  (maybe 
about a million)  should realise they shall never be resurrected,  hence annihilated upon their forthcoming death unless 
they wholly repent and reform away from presently rebelling against God’s Word and the HS while they have a soul! 
1Thes.  4v6 og the (person)  not   (to) transcend/{pace/walk  above/beyond}/{go beyond}/overreach  
1Thes.  4v6 og also  (to) covet/{over-reach}/{get an advantage}/defraud/{make gain}   
1Thes.  4v6 og in  to the [= within]  affair/deed/business/matter/thing  the  brother  (of the) him,  inasmuch/{because that}   
1Thes.  4v6 og (the) {carrying out justice}/avenger/vindicator/punisher  the  lord/master  concerning/about   
1Thes.  4v6 og (of the) all   (of the) {from/concerning  these  persons/things},   just/as/that/how/when   
1Thes.  4v6 og also  (we) {say already}/predict/forewarn/{said previous}/{told before}  {to yourselves}   
1Thes.  4v6 og also  (we) {through/channel of witnessed}/{solemnly witnessed}/{protested earnestly}/hortative. 
1Thes.  4v6 = The  person  (is)  not  to  {to walk beyond}/overreach   

also  to  {get an advantage}/{make gain}  within  his  brother’s  affairs/matters,   
{because that}  the  lord/master  is the (One)  {carrying out justice}/avenger/punisher  concerning  all  these  persons/things,   
just/as  also  we  {said previously}/forewarned  {to yourselves}  also  we  {through witnessing}/hortative/{earnestly testified}. 

 

The person  (is)  not to overreach,  also  (not)  to get an advantage within  his/(her)  brother’s/(sister’s)  affairs, 
because that the  Lord/Master  (Yahweh [referenced to the TCs])  is The One carrying out justice concerning all these things, 
just/as  also we (TCs)  said previously to yourselves  also we earnestly testified. 
 

No person must attempt to overreach  (go beyond the  measure/capability  of)  their  brother/(sister)  to gain advantage out of anything pertaining  to the 
brother’s  affairs/matters  of their life  (noting this is applicable to both sexes).  Because those people knowingly doing this shall receive  “The Punisher 
of The Lord”  not perhaps in the 1st part of our present physical life,  but most certainly will do in the 2nd part of our physical life when JCg makes all 
things known during  “The Restoration”  in The Millennium, –  where all private matters are to be shouted across the rooftops  (Luke.8v17,12v2-3). 
Note   Charlatan Christian leaders taking their millions upon millions of deluded devotees  “for a joy ride”  on a minced  “Word of God”  (having been 
passed through Rev.22v18-19)  will  never  be resurrected to be able to see  The Millennium!   Yahweh shall just simply  ignore them  for  both  “The 1st 
and 2nd Resurrections” –  and there is  no  3rd resurrection  (effectively they are annihilated at the end of their present existence –  having cast aside  
“The Word of God”  covering their present status in their hypocrisy)!   I thoroughly explain through the righteous logic elsewhere. 
Interestingly Paul states after  “The Lord is the  {carrying out of justice}/vengeance  concerning all people”  

“Just as we told to yourselves and through our  witnessing/{earnest testifying}.” 
All this is given in the context of  “meddling in one’s  brother’s  affairs to gain advantage”  (and thus  only  speaking about  “Christians”). 

Do we hear this taught today by our  “(worldly) professional  (paid to give what The World wants to hear)  leaders”  in  their witnessing? 
No,  most certainly we do not –  but just   “God loves you”  which is the  worst  form of  half-truth  imaginable  -  designed only to  cause confusion!   

Of which it does – and  “plays straight into the hands”  of Satan!    Because it excuses our need to  personally  reform,  and thereby stopping 
Yahweh from achieving His 144000 TCs  (if everyone thought as do our  “Leaders of Religion”  preach to us!) 

By consequence,  Satan would be excused of Rev.20v1-3  and of his final nemesis at Rev.20v10. 
Please read various dissertations on this subject located on this website to explain precisely what all this really  (righteously)  means. 
 
54th Reasoning – “the specific god”  does not call people to be impure  but separated from The World’s methodology. 
Eventually,  for our  “Personal Salvation to occur”  we must ultimately imitate JC – so let us start early – now! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 
The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father  “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 
55th Reasoning – “ho theos”  is correctly used here.  JCg is our only interface to Yahweh while we are in an impure state.  
As we personally reform our mind from worldly methodology unto Yahweh’s Methodology through JC as “The Word of 
God” educating our minds to become  holy/innocent/blameless  by becoming The Wisdom of God.   Then  (and only then)  
can we look to our adopting Father as “The Specific God” of us,  desiring all entities in His Universe to be  pure/holy.    
There is no short cut to this ultimate requirement,  yet our  worldly Christian Leaders  fraudulently  preach of short cuts! 
24th Good News – “the specific god”  significantly cares to be desirous to refine us unto perfection.  Both Yahweh and 
JCg do,  and thus JC presented himself as The Means to bring his creation unto Yahweh’s required standard for salvation. 
1Thes.  4v7 og not  For  (he) called/bid/summoned/announced/named/assigned  us/our/we  the  {specific god}   
1Thes.  4v7 og over/upon/concerning  (to the) impurity/blemished/uncleanness,  
1Thes.  4v7 og but  in  (to the [= within]) purity/{made holy}/sanctification. 
1Thes.  4v7 = For  not  “the specific god”  he  called/assigned  us  (aiming to become TCs)   upon/concerning  impurity/uncleanness,   

but  within the  purity/{made holy}.     (To be separate from this world of sin,  and thus operate only upon Yahweh's Methodology). 
 

For not  “the specific god”  called us  (actively aiming to be TCs)  upon impurity   (of mind and resultant action)  
but within the purification   (of The Mind [agapao],  that then results in purified works [agape]). 
 

As this website carefully explains elsewhere,  “the specific god”  takes upon itself a floating pointer nature  depending upon context. 
1. “the specific god”  (is JCg)  of sinful worldly humans being called to become The Brethren  (as members of The Christian Nation). 
2. “The Specific God”  (is Yahweh)  of JCg and TCs,  Who  selects/elects  His  “Sons of God”  from out of The Christian Nation “pool”. 

Consequently,  as we read here,  Paul is exhorting The Brethren to resolutely aim for  “The Anointing”  being that of election unto Sonship to Yahweh,  
being  “The Ideal Goal”  unto which we are to aim. 
Becoming a Christian is only the tiniest initial part of what is possible during the 1st part of our physical life,  where we unerringly aim to become  
pure/blameless/holy  in the  sight/judgement  of Yahweh so that  “{specifically yourselves}”  might become worthy of  election/selection  to Sonship –  by 
following the commandments that Paul has carefully written down for us,  and then for us to leap forward to become active in The Ministry work.   
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Else if we revert to  worldly  Standards  (to be indulging the self –  that ultimately hurts our neighbour  [thus by similitude 2Pet.2v18-22])  then we 
become as judged in the previous v6  (that is dangerously ignored by  worldly Christian leaders in their sermons on “love”).  If they really knew what the 
word  “love”  truly meant  as predominantly used in  The New Testament  (being “agapao” meaning,  “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”)  then 
they would include v6 within their sermons! 
We can rationally conclude,  as demonstrated by their words and deportment,  these  worldly Christian leaders are more interested in the  “Quantity”  
within their congregations  (from which to metaphorically  “milk”  for indulgence purposes)  rather than the  “Quality”  for  the long-term wellbeing  of 
the members within their congregations into The Culmination,  and for their possible Sonship to Yahweh.    

This is what we clearly witness –  hence the exhortation at Rev.18v4. 
Therefore,  because these  “Professional  worldly Religious Leaders”  are  not  edifying the members of their congregations to actively fulfil Yahweh’s 
Desire  (to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle),  then clearly these leaders do  not  really “love” their congregational members –  irrespective of how many 
times they hypocritically and fraudulently use the word  “love”  in their sermons! 

Can the reader  truly understand this? 
It is essential to get behind the  professionally  crafted,  painted façade given for public consumption  (and for its worldly returns)! 

It is  only  by stepping back to survey the scene in an independent reasoning manner and carefully analysing what is occurring,  are we  then  able to  
peer deeply into their mind -  to clearly ascertain their driver  (Matt.7v16-21). 
 
29th Comment – The person who disesteems others,  is not just disesteeming other men,  but Yahweh.  Moreover,  this 
person is rebelling against what JC(g) has done for his creation and thus faces annihilation  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28). 
56th Reasoning – Yahweh desires reform in JCg’s creation – He has no desire to destroy anything if it can be reformed  
(Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9),  thus He and JCg made possible  The Righteous Mechanism  to give all members of JC’s creation 
“who can reason like gods”  a 2 part life for personal reform to occur.  Therefore,  people pretending to represent His 
Interests  (to assist in this reforming process)  – but actually become obstructive by misrepresenting Yahweh’s Word are 
disesteeming not only humans,  but also blaspheme against the HS,  of which there is no forgiveness  (Mark.3v28-29). 
54th Instruction – TCs fully accept their  office/appointment  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire in assisting within  “The Reform 
Process”  of those specific people within The World who shall ultimately desire to imitate JC’s lifestyle. 
27th Warning – Charlatan Christian leaders blaspheming against the HS shall not be forgiven  (Mark.3v28-29). 
(Please see “Blaspheme” in glossary).  They shall reap Yahweh’s Vengeance of being  ignored  for “resurrection”. 
1Thes.  4v8 og {Truly for then}/Consequently/Therefore  the (person)  
1Thes.  4v8 og (the) {setting aside}/disesteeming/violating/{casting off}/rejecting/frustrating/disannulling/despising   
1Thes.  4v8 og no/not/none  (the) countenance/{human being}/man   
1Thes.  4v8 og (he) {sets aside}/disesteems/violates/{casts off}/rejects/frustrates/disannuls/despises   
1Thes.  4v8 og but  the  God  the (One [Yahweh])   
1Thes.  4v8 og also  (the having) given/bestowed/granted  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (of the) Him   
1Thes.  4v8 og the  holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin} [HS]   into/unto  us/our/we. 
1Thes.  4v8 = {Truly for then}  the  person  {setting aside}/disesteeming/despising   (his/her  brother/sister  or neighbour), 

(is)  not  {setting aside}/disesteeming/despising  man  (being  his/her  brother/sister  or neighbour),   
but  the  God  (Yahweh),   the One  (Yahweh)   
also  the having  given  His  spirit/personality/desires/traits  the  holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  (HS) 
unto  us   (TCs,  and those people actively aiming to become TCs). 

 

Truly for then the person  {putting aside}/disesteeming   (his  brother/sister  or neighbour), 
(is)  not  (just simply)  {putting aside}/disesteeming  man/woman    (being his  brother/sister  or neighbour) 
but the God (Yahweh),  The One  (Yahweh)   
also the having given His  pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  personality/desires/traits (HS)  unto us   (aiming for The Goal) 
                (Where we can only gain Yahweh’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  through  “The Word of God”  that is via JC  [Rev.19v13]) 
 

Paul makes it perfectly clear for us - 
The person who disesteems other people is not disesteeming  man/woman  generally,  but rather God  (Yahweh),  and thence disesteeming His  
“HS”  being  “Yahweh’s Pure Desire made manifest within The Environment”. 

Inasmuch those people claiming to represent Yahweh but disesteem other people of their congregations,  inasmuch  not  to accurately teach them how to 
correctly fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  then they do not have Yahweh’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  operating within them –  because of one or more of the 
following reasoning’s.  

1. They have  not  the accurate knowledge  upon which to build  “The Real Faith”   (“1st Century Christianity”). 
2. They have  no  assurance –  because they have  not  thoroughly/rigorously   assayed/proved/tested  “The Knowledge”  for “Righteousness”. 
3. They have  no  motivation to reproduce  “The Knowledge”  with  fidelity. 

We must recognise,  JCg as JC  (“The Word of God”)  dispenses  “The Knowledge”  by ministry and demonstrable lifestyle expressing “The Wisdom of 
God”  upon which we might gain  “Yahweh’s HS”  (provided we imitate JC),  being  “Yahweh’s Pure Desire made manifest within The Environment”. 
This can  only  occur through  all  “The Word of God”  (to gain  all  “The Mind of Yahweh” [relative to humans])  operating within those specific 
people delighting in God’s Word for The Future Expectation of The Millennium in a perfected society. 
(Note   I deliberately removed Holy and Spirit from the last line of the verse –  so the reader may seriously think about what has been written). 
 
30th Comment – TCs can immediately recognise people of The Ecclesia fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire and those who do  not!  
Those Brethren who fulfil Yahweh‘s Desire operate within  brotherly/family  love and thus require no more instruction on 
that subject matter  –  because they are being guided by  “The Word of God”  operating within them. 
16th 'Allegory' – Love = (sadly I need to write this).  This love is  “agapao”  the highest form of Love being  ‘love by 
principle’  where humans are motivated to put the edification of their neighbour into  the fulfilling of Yahweh’s Desire  in 
their life  (this and what it all means is  never  taught by worldly Christian leaders  –  I invite their response to this claim!) 

1. Agapao (love) = Highest form of  ‘love by principle’  operating within The Mind  to edify our  brother/neighbour 
to fulfil Yahweh's Desire so that they too might have eternal life  (this  is the very best  we can freely give away)! 

2. Agape (love) is derivative of (1)  and are the  physical works demonstrated  within The World to be edifying our 
brother/neighbour  to understand  why/how  they too might fulfil Yahweh's Desire for everlasting life. 
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(Sadly, this needs to be explained)  JC commands us  “By principle”  to Love your brethren  (and by implication)  our 
neighbour/stranger.  In doing so as a TC,  he/she is  to fully commit their very  existence/being/methodology  of the 1st part 
of their life to  accurately  teach of The Gospel  (= The Acceptable Year of The Lord)  impartially  to  all  humans,  with no 
encumbrance of worldly politics putting up a potential barrier for transfer of The Knowledge  (hence TCs are to be 
absolutely  neutral  in  all forms of worldly politics  –  just as JC clearly showed us  –  we are  not  to be of This World). 
57th Reasoning – Those Brethren assiduously aiming to become TCs,  internally driven by  agapao/{edifying love},  are 
beloved by JC and his Father  –  Yahweh our adopting Father  (provided we precisely imitate JC). 
This greatest form of  “love”  is expressed by  {charity love}/agape  in the form of works to our neighbours,  where the 
very best agape is in the use of our time to wholly explain  “1st Century Christianity”  (Mark.1v38, Acts.6v2-3). 
1Thes.  4v9 og concerning/about  And  of the  {fraternal affection}/{brotherly love}   
1Thes.  4v9 og no/not  (the) affair/need/demand/requirement/necessity/want   (you) hold/take/possess/obtain/have   
1Thes.  4v9 og (to) write/scribe/engrave  {to yourselves},   
1Thes.  4v9 og they  for  {specifically yourselves}  (the) {God stated}/{taught by God}/{divine theologian} [plural]  
1Thes.  4v9 og (you) are  into/unto  the  {love by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao  {one another}/mutual/together, 
1Thes.  4v9 = And  concerning/about  of the  {fraternal affection}/{brotherly love},   

you have  no  need/necessity   (for me)   to write  to yourselves,   
for  they  (brothers/sisters)   of  {specifically yourselves}  are  {taught by God} 
unto  the  {loving by principle}/agapao/{edifying love}  {one another}. 

 

And concerning fraternal affection   (sibling fondness,  friendship between peers,  brotherly care    “storge”) 
you have no need  (for me)  to write to yourselves,   
for they (brothers/sisters)  of specifically yourselves (The Elders)  are taught by God to  agapao/{edifying love}  one another. 
,  
Paul then moves onto the members of the ecclesia. 
Those brethren of Thessalonica have no need for instruction to imbue God’s Word because Paul has observed remotely,  they have obviously imbued  
“The Word of God”  into their very  being/existence -  as though directly  “taught by God”. 
Paul then states the brethren of  “{specific yourselves}”  (as I state in many places)  being those members who  truly are  actively trying to become TCs 
then they operate under a mind driven through  {love by principle}/agapao  to edify their neighbour above themselves,  and it being mutual,  leads to a 
perfect and harmonious society. 

Compare that with what we witness within  “The Christian Nation”  today! 
There is no need to say more about the  “mock”  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as supposedly claimed by those specific leaders causing 
faction by pretending to have Yahweh’s HS!   Answered by people perhaps stating   “We are only human!”  

That is the specific point The Bible is making; –  these  “only human”  leaders have  not  been reformed by  “The Word of God”. 
Therefore,  these leaders are  “human thinking/operating”  and  not  “Godly  thinking/operating”. 
Consequently,  they are presently  unable  to operate in Yahweh’s HS –  irrespective of what they might claim to the contrary –  just view the fruitage  
(Matt.3v10, 7v17 as some examples)  and thus, they are  not  accepted by Yahweh as  “appointees to tell”! 

What an indictment! 
Note   Check your bibles on this verse and see if it says  “you”  or  “they”  -  and understand what is being stated  (then consider   James.3v11-12). 
1Thes.  4v10 og also  For  (you) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice  it/same  into/unto   
1Thes.  4v10 og (the) all (persons)   the  brothers/{The Brethren}   
1Thes.  4v10 og the (persons [brothers])  in  (to the [= within]) all  to the  Macedonia,   
1Thes.  4v10 og (we) {call near}/{invoke by imploration}/beseech/exhort/entreat   
1Thes.  4v10 og and  {specifically yourselves},   (the) brothers/{The Brethren},   
1Thes.  4v10 og (to) {super-abound}/excessive/overflowing/exceeding/{more than needed}  
1Thes.  4v10 og (the) {greater degree}/{more than}/better  , 
1Thes.  4v10 = For  truly/indeed  you  do/yield/practice  the same  (agapao operating within the mind,  yielding agape through works)   

unto  all the  brothers  in all of Macedonia,  and  brothers,   
we  {call near}/beseech/exhort  {specifically yourselves}  to  {super-abound}/excel  more/better. 

 

For truly you  do/practice  the same   (agapao operating in the mind to yield agape within works) 
unto all the brothers within all Macedonia, 
and we  {call near}/beseech  specifically yourselves,  the brethren,  to super abound more. 
 

The first thing that comes to mind  
What a glowing report given in this epistle to The Brethren of Thessalonica! 
How would this report compare with those people of  “The Worldly Christian Nation”  today? 

Furthermore,  what does Paul further instruct of The Brethren  (while they are  already better  than our Christian congregations of today)? 
“They must excel  even more” –  Paul is exhorting them to drive themselves for that additional 100% so they might become like the 5 and 2 talent 
individuals of JC’s parable  (likewise the 10, 5 minas, Luke.19v16-19). 

And  why  might be Paul pressing this forward? 
Because as we understand from the above,  Paul is trying to  bring-on  more TCs in his personal sacrifice of endeavour,  as worthy offerings in his  
“Real Worship”  to Yahweh –  rather than feigned singing of what becomes worthless words  (as judged by Yahweh, Isa.1v11-20, Amos.5v20-22). 
All this might be painful to some people –  but audits can be  “critical times”  to some people –  being those with  “The Most”  to presently loose! 
 
55th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  must endeavour to refrain from being meddlesome  (in worldly matters). 
Thus,  avoid worldly politics like the plague –  irrespective of what  any  errant  worldly Christian leader might state! 
56th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians) must concentrate on their own habitual deeds (reform away from The World). 
We are instructed to audit our own activities against what The Bible teaches us –  thus read a  good  quality Bible! 
57th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  must work with their hands and  not  live off the efforts of other people. 
We are all to put in an honest day’s work for the pay we receive particularly true in religion,  politics and money matters! 
58th Reasoning – TCs give the above instruction to guide people of The World away from The Methodology of The World 
25th Good News – We are taught in The Old Testament what it will be like in The Millennium –  where we will have our 
own land and need not be obliged to give the fruit of our labours to someone else  (metaphoric for  any occupation). 
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26th Good News – In the Millennium there will  not be  worldly “Lords” (of whatever)  living on the backs of other people. 
1Thes.  4v11 og also  (to be) {studious of distinction}/{fond of honour}/emulous/{eager to do something}/ 

/labour/strive/{try earnestly}/{ambitious for achievement} [middle voiced]   
1Thes.  4v11 og (to) {keep still}/{refrain from labour/meddlesome/speech}/cease/{hold peace}/{be quiet}/rest   
1Thes.  4v11 og also  (to) {habitually practice}/{repeated deeds}  the (things [affairs])  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own},   
1Thes.  4v11 og also  (to) {toil as occupation}/effect/{be engaged with}/{labour for} [middle voice]   
1Thes.  4v11 og to the [= in/with/by/on] {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}   
1Thes.  4v11 og (the) {hollowness for grasping}/hands  {of yourselves},   just/as/that/how/when  {to yourselves}   
1Thes.  4v11 og (we) {transmitted a message}/enjoined/{(gave in) charge}/declared. 
1Thes.  4v11 = also  to be  personally  {fond of honour}/ambitious/{try earnestly}   

to  {keep still}/{refrain from being meddlesome}/{hold peace},   
also  to  {habitually practise}/{repeated deeds}  the  things/affairs  {pertaining to the self},   
also  to  personally  {toil as occupation}/labouring  with  your  own  hands,   
just/as  we  enjoined/declared  to  yourselves. 

 

Also personally try earnestly to refrain from being meddlesome   (lead a quiet life,  keep out of other people's affairs  [= avoid  “politics”])  
also to habitually practise your own things   (mind your own  business/affairs  [and do not interfere with other people's lives]) 
also to personally toil as occupation with your own hands   (have secular employment,  do  not  physically live off preaching  “Religion”) 
just/as  we declared to yourselves   (by both word and exampled deportment,  Acts.18v3).  
 

Just explaining The Greek perhaps better like this - 
The Brethren (Christians)  are to earnestly refrain from meddling in other people’s affairs,  also they should be earnestly keeping to their own 
habitually practised affairs  (of imitating JC),  also to personally toil as occupation with your own hands  (secular living to provide for the 
fleshly body) –  just as TCs declare in their ministry –  by both words and deportment. 

Therefore,  separately  teaching “1st Century Christianity”  away from  providing for the fleshly body  (Matt.6v24). 
This verse  (as one of several)  instructs us to  keep out of worldly politics  and we must  only  attend to our  personal affairs  (living a perfect life ensured 
by personal audit)  if we desire to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
Obviously,  this is written in the sense of  “controlling other people”  in a worldly depressive sense  (with strings attached),  rather than in the sense of  
{charity love}/agape  through  “The Ministry Work”  freely given to edify all receptive people,  so they might know  why/how  to personally fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire. 
Because the ministry work is freely offered means the people are  allowed to choose   (because Yahweh does not want pressganged leaders for The 
Millennium)  and yet by contrast,  “meddling in other people’s affairs”  in a worldly sense  (to indulge to our neighbour’s hurt)  becomes imposed  as 
though  “from above with enforcement”! 
Thus,  we are to be concerned through personal audit as instructed in The Bible,  and we are to work with our own hands,  so we are not living from the 
work of  other  human hands.  Where our teaching is not compromised by what we teach,  inasmuch we should not be paid for delivering  “a most 
pleasing sermon”  that only consolidates a mind already built on worldly methodology and produces no fruit that Yahweh desires to see  (2Tim.4v3-5), 
noting what Paul said at Gal.1v10-12! 

That opens a huge vista of interesting operations occurring within this present world under the three areas of human interest,  being that of 
politics, religion, and commerce! 

Consequently,  we conclude -  we are instructed  not  to be of The World,  also  not  to meddle in other people’s affairs outside Christianity (being 
worldly) –  but keep a close audit on our  own  affairs  (as compared with what JC did)  thereby  avoiding politics!   Politics is  of  this World,  and 
Satan's methodology operates to  “Control People”  so the  “controllers”  might gain out of  “their minions”, –  which is precisely why they climb to 
those positions under  “The Lie”  they are to  “help”  others  (Really? -  When we witness how they  really  behave,  to  “help themselves”)! 

This is true in  (1) any country  (2) at any time  (3) under any leader/s  (4) operating through any descriptor of controlling methodology  
(Parliamentary democracy, feudal, communism, republic, presidential, monarchy,  dictatorship, etc.),  

JC said to his disciples  
“I am not of the world,  just as his TCs and future bride are  not  of this present worldly system.” (John.15v19, 17v14 and elsewhere). 
Especially at John.18v36 in JC’s answer to Pilate. 

A TC will avoid worldly politics  “like the plague”  of which it is  -  irrespective of what worldly ideas those very  worldly Christian leaders promote! 
(I explain this in much greater detail in Hebrews and elsewhere,  with copious reasons and examples from The Bible). 
A 4th revision addition. 
The alternative rendering  “to be quiet”  as greatly amplified beyond all reason by certain pious religious groups,  that being for people to remain quiet 
for most of their time  (for example Quakers, monastic members).  This is a gross distortion of what The Scriptures teach us by both here and elsewhere.   
I often state elsewhere,  the frequency of topics appearing in The Bible give an idea to the weighting in  “The Frequency of Application”  within our own 
life.   There are barely three occasions where The Bible teaches us  “to be quiet”,  where the context of its usage is to maintain peaceability with our 
neighbour,  inasmuch being  “peacemakers”  by not causing trouble through  reckless/troublesome  speech.  Thus, this terminology means,  do not 
inflame any possible trouble,  we are to keep our mouth shut! 
Furthermore,  there are almost countless examples in The Bible where we are taught to publicly go out and teach our neighbour  “The Word of God”  
and this is an impossible task by being silent! 

This is one of many examples where  “twisted minds”  “twist God’s Word”  to suit  “their specific perversion”! 
“The Professional Leaders of Religion”  promulgating such twisted reasoning shall have much for which to answer in the midst of JCg,  if they are 
fortunate to be resurrected into The Millennium  (assuming Yahweh considers them  not  to be  charlatan Christian Leaders)! 
 
58th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  are to be living  decorously/decently/honestly  to be setting the highest 
possible standard for The World to follow  (just as “The 1st Epoch Israel” [Jewish Nation]  was supposed to do). 
28th Warning – This is exactly what certain “Charismatics”, “Born Again”, “Evangelicals”,  etc.,  seem unable to do!  
They badly represent JC’s name/character/authority  in both behaviour and supposed personal judgement of their 
neighbour’s future position in  “the next life”  when  “condemning their neighbour to burn in hell”!   There are almost as 
many errors in their paraphrased statement as there are words!   Yet they have no authority over their subject matter to 
understand where they deviate from what The Bible distinctly tells us and would require me to show them the Bible quotes! 
59th Reasoning – The Prophets of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  tried to set  “The Required Standard”  for Israel to follow so 
The World might be instructed  –  but fleshly Israel went its own way and was rejected from any form of participation in 
Sonship  but was “the vehicle”  that yielded  “The First Begotten Son (JCg)”  resurrected to Sonship from a fleshly body! 
60th Reasoning – The TCs of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  tried to set  “The Required Standard”  for The Christian Nation to 
follow so The World might be instructed  –  but The Christian Nation went its own way and was rejected for Sonship,  but 
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yielded The 144000 Begotten Sons of God  (TCs)  who were judged upon The Golden/Kingly Standard  (the prophets could 
not find),  and by achieving  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”,  that yielded JCg’s 2nd Advent and The Millennium. 
17th Allegory – “lack not even one thing”  =  this does not mean physical things,  but rather the context is about  “lacking 
what is spiritually required”  to become a future “Son of God”.  Inasmuch Paul’s driver is all about achieving Sonship,  
and to be successful,  means we must completely throw away worldly methodology  (we self-indulge to our neighbour’s 
hurt)  wholly out of our mind and replace it with Yahweh’s Methodology (we edify our neighbour to our own hurt)! 
1Thes.  4v12 og that  (you may/should) {tread all about}/walk/{deport oneself}/{to occupy one’s life}   
1Thes.  4v12 og decorously/decently/honestly/becomingly  toward/nearness/{accession to}  the (persons)   
1Thes.  4v12 og outside/{away from}/without/outward,  also   (of the) {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing (thing) 
1Thes.  4v12 og (the) affair/need/demand/requirement/necessity/want  (you may/should) hold/take/possess/obtain/have. 
1Thes.  4v12 = that  you   (brethren/Christians)   

may/should  {deport yourself}/{occupy your life}  decorously/decently/honestly  towards  the people  outside/without   (non-Christians),  
also  you  may/should  have  {not even one}  thing  needing/lacking   (hence dependent upon no one  yielding full independence). 

 

That you   (brethren/Christians  working with your hands in secular work  [thereby  avoiding  “professional religion”  to support yourselves])   
might deport yourself  decorously/decently  towards the people outside  (meaning,  all  “non-Christians”) 
also you might have no  need/want   (physically by being secular employed to sustain your physical body during the 1st part of your physical life). 
                 (However, the important spiritual level must not be lost –  “gain a spiritual mind by behaving as per the context to ideally achieve Sonship”.) 

 

This is a  “Most important Lead-in requirement”  for the next suite of verses   (but ignored by  “”You know who”!). 
The Brethren (Christians)  are to behave decorously –  inasmuch all people claiming to be  “Christians”  are expected by Yahweh to behave to all people 
of The World in a manner that imitates JC’s lifestyle/deportment,  thereby enabling JC to be proud of the person who is truly  accurately  representing 
his  name, character  and having his authority  (Mark.1v22). 
The obvious question - 

Can all the people calling themselves  “Christians”  put themselves into this grouping –  especially people claiming to be the leaders? 
The shameful reply to this question is that  very few  of those people calling themselves  “Christians”  have any notion of what is required to be 
Christlike,  and even fewer people actually imitate him  -  only 144000 individuals truly imitate JC over the whole 2000 year Gospel Age  (hence JC’s 
telling comment at Matt.20v22)! 
This sad fact only occurs,  because they do  not  read  “The (Real) Bible”  to be even placed in the position to start understanding what this means –  
they only rely upon what their  worldly Christian leaders tell them –  of which,  as this website clearly shows, -  is most wayward and utterly deviant from  
“The Absolute Truth”  (sourced by Yahweh)! 
However,  if  we aim to become TCs by the daily reading of a  good quality  Bible translation  (of pre 1950 CE)  ourselves and work at understanding it – 
so we might accurately apply what it teaches within our lifestyle  then  Yahweh will support us as  “The Faithful Father”  to His aspiring  to-be-adopted  
Children –  so that we lack nothing in our spiritual wellbeing.   This spiritual change in our lives will  “filter-down”  into our physical wellbeing –  
because we will avoid the worldly lures that would otherwise pull us away from  “The Adopting Father”  and yield the painful fall-out that worldly 
methodology ultimately produces in our lives! 
The context is about  “Spiritual attainment”  to become a future  “Son of God”   where,  if  we reform our mind away from worldly  issues/methodology  
to gain Yahweh’s Methodology so we think and reason precisely as  did/does  JC/JCg  then we shall lack nothing spiritually to achieve Sonship and thus 
participate within  “The 1st Resurrection”  of the next section  (all in context). 
 
31st Comment – TCs desire The Brethren  not  to be ignorant of what  is  possible for those people who fulfil Yahweh’s 
Desire and thus Paul carefully explains what will occur for those successful TCs in Yahweh’s Greater (1st) Judgement. 
29th Warning – Satan is most desirous that humans do  not  know what is possible  (being of the 144000 trigger threshold 
that leads to his demise)  and thus  will  use  his agents (leaders)  to suppress this knowledge  (and thus  not  teach of it). 
61st Reasoning – The Brethren must have The Goal for which to aim,  so as to remain  perfected/blameless  and thus  not  
part of this world of sin -  so what is stated below shall occur because Yahweh achieves His threshold of 144000 new Sons. 
18th Allegory – (Physical) Sleep – Death but not annihilation.  “A period of unconsciousness”  between two parts of our life. 
The 1st part under Satan’s methodology and the 2nd part in The Millennium under Yahweh’s Methodology. 
59th Instruction – Paul states: We are not to be grieving concerning the people  {put to sleep}/{1st Death}:- 

1. For those people remaining not knowing of The Expectation  (= non-Christians). 
2. For those people who know of The Expectation  (being with JC = Christians). 

The problem is,  “most Christians today”  are in  (1) because of the  useless  efforts of our  worldly Christian leaders! 
62nd Reasoning – “Useless” because  worldly Christian leaders are effectively teaching us to be apathetic to  “The Goal”  
by  not  exhorting their members in the  one/same  manner as did Paul  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, Phil.3v17, etc.). 
Therefore,  Yahweh cannot achieve His required 144000 TCs –  hence  they are  delaying  the onset of The Millennium! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 
The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father  “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 
19th Allegory – Companions  = There are two ideal companionships as used in The Bible  (1) Wife and (2) Brother/Sister 
These allegories are used at Rev.21v2, 9  and Matt.12v48-50  with reference to JCg  (amongst many other citations). 
20th Allegory – The Expectation, 1 = TCs aiming for The Goal of which JC attained, –  being that of Sonship,  to become 
JCg’s metaphoric wife to yield the children from out of  “The Resurrected World”  who ultimately reform to imitate JC. 
21st Allegory – The Expectation, 2 = Being the complete fulfilment of The Promise as given to Abraham partially fulfilled 
by the land “Israel” – but becomes completely fulfilled when  “The Inheritance”  covers The Earth in The Millennium. 
22nd Allegory – The Inheritance = The Resurrected World in The Millennium,  whose members shall be taught “The Word 
of God”  from the 144000 TCs  (as The Kings/priests = the 144000 future “Sons of God”,  in the final assay Rev.20v7-15). 
63rd Reasoning – Where it is  “The Heirs”  (Sons of God)  ruling over “The Inheritance”  and thus effectively become 
“The (3rd Epoch) Heaven”  (2Cor.12v1-3)  as  “The Authority”  over The Earth  (being “The World as The Inheritance”). 
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30th Warning – Worldly (and worse, charlatan) Christian leaders will preach  none  of the above  (Two Expectations and 
Heirs + Inheritance)  because they have  no desire  for it to even register within their minds  and yet this is specifically 
The Gospel of  “1st Century Christianity”  of which JC clearly taught to the  same  people  for up to 3 days  (Mark.8v2-3)! 
They believe  none  of it because they are  only  interested in “This World”  and have  no  interest in The Millennium! 
4th Prophecy – The people equally copying JC die away from The World shall also stand up,  as did JC to be JCg. 
64th Reasoning – People prepared to physically die for the same cause as did JC for  only  teaching “1st Century 
Christianity”  by both word and deportment must have the  one/same  mind as that within JC,  therefore  sharing  the  
one/same  HS that was sourced by Yahweh.  Clearly worldly Christian leaders do none of the above, thus they have no HS! 
5th Prophecy – People truly copying JC are spiritually with him shall receive “The Inheritance” equally as “Sons of God” 
6th Prophecy – People truly imitating JC shall be united as  companions/{like-minded}  (man and wife)  in The Millennium 
7th Prophecy – While many TCs shall be  sleeping/{1st Death}  there will be some TCs  (at The Close of The Gospel Age)  
who shall be personally alive when JCg comes at his  1st 2nd C  to collect his Bride  (termed by some people The Rapture). 
32nd Comment – Paul makes it perfectly clear,  what is stated here will  only  occur to those specific people who truly  
entrust/commit  upon JC = imitate his ministry/lifestyle  in “fervent occupational effort”  as judged by Yahweh (& not us)! 
Instruction – repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil  “The Master’s Commands/Desire”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
Allegory – repeat -Parousia = Presence and Coming – being different states of relationship a TC has with JCg over time. 
Reasoning – repeat - TCs having JCg’s presence  spiritually  within them as  “The Word of God”  driving their thoughts,  
shall then be  physically  resurrected alongside JCg in The Millennium as an adoring wife to her agapao husband. 
Reasoning – repeat - TCs have JC’s  Spiritual  parousia/Presence  in them that becomes The Physical  parousia/Coming 
at the 1st 2nd C of JCg that for the TCs appears to be  an instant later in consciousness –  even though physically – for 
maybe/perhaps  with William Tyndale it might be some 500 years later,  or the Apostle Paul some 2000 years later. 
8th Prophecy – TCs alive at the 1st 2nd C of JCg to collect his bride shall not take precedence over TCs who are  sleep/{1st 
Death}  because those TCs who are dead,  shall be awakened all together first to then join the TCs who are alive. 
9th Prophecy – There shall be a shout from  The First/Chief  Angel/Messenger  just before JCg comes to collect his bride. 
23rd Allegory – Chief Messenger = “The Most Important Giver of  The Word of God”  = JCg  (Rev.19v13). 
24th Allegory – Trumpet = “important public disclosure”  underwritten by Yahweh. 
10th Prophecy – In Yahweh’s  “trumpet call”  (rallying call)  JCg shall descend from the sky and those TCs presently dead 
shall stand  (become  awakened/roused = resurrected)  to join the TCs presently alive at the end of The Gospel Age. 
11th Prophecy – Then both groups of TCs – The TCs who were dead  (of “The 1st Resurrection”)  and the TCs who were 
alive at the end of The Gospel Age shall be  translated/transfigured  into  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies  (upon which  
“The 2nd Death”  has no power,  as we are told in Rev.20v6)  united as  companions/{like-minded}  with each other. 
12th Prophecy – Once translated into  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies,  not based upon fleshly DNA,  but rather 
something that Yahweh has created  (as He did to His son JCg upon his awakening/resurrection)  then this grouping of 
144000 former TCs shall rise as  “The Virgin Bride”  to meet her husband JCg in the air in a  “friendly meeting”. 
25th Allegory – The Virgin Bride = 144000 TCs who were redeemed from The World  (by their future husband – JC[g])  
and they chose  not  to return to The World  but kept themselves chaste to their future husband  (by purifying their mind 
upon “The Word of God”,  hence purified the 2nd part of their spiritual life)  as the faithful 5 virgins in JC’s parable 
(Matt.15v1-12).  Clearly the 5 unfaithful virgins represent The Christian Leaders at large who either passive,  or reverted 
to become harlots to The World,  and had not the interest in what the loving prospective husband had done for them! 
(Real Charity)  “works speak louder than words.”  “Walk the walk,  rather than talk the talk!”   (Are well known maxims) 
13th Prophecy – Once the faithful virgin has been joined to her husband there shall be no separation  for an eternity 
because  “The 2nd Death”  shall have no hold upon the TCs of this  “1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6) –  they have become 
“Sons of God” (Yahweh)  and of  “one metaphoric flesh”  in their metaphoric marriage to their husband  (Eph.5v30-32). 
33rd Comment – All TCs exhort  The Brethren (Christians)  with this information so that Christians having this knowledge 
might be encouraged to come out of The World and as leaders fill their lamps with oil and become attentively watching 
(see glossary) and thus become part of  “The Bride of Christ”  so they might participate in this most wonderful encounter. 
1Thes.  4v13 og not  (I) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}  And  {specifically yourselves}   
1Thes.  4v13 og (to be) {inclined not to know/understand}/{rather be ignorant} 
1Thes.  4v13 og (the) brothers/{The Brethren},  concerning/about  of the (persons)   
1Thes.  4v13 og (having been) {put to sleep}/{lost consciousness}/slumbering/{1st Death},   
1Thes.  4v13 og that  not  (you) distress/grieve/sorrow,   
1Thes.  4v13 og just/as/that/how/when  also  the  {remaining ones}/residues/rest  the (persons [non-Christians])   
1Thes.  4v13 og not  (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having  (the) anticipation/expectancy/confidence. 
1Thes.  4v13 = And  not  I  determine/desire  {specifically yourselves}  to be  {inclined not to know}/{rather be ignorant}  brothers,   

concerning/about  of the  people  {put to sleep}/slumbering/{1st Death},    (all humans presently facing  [The 1st]  Death) 
that  not  you  (brethren)   be  grieving/sorrowing,     (the brethren with 1st Century Christian Knowledge) 
just/as  also  the  {remaining ones}/rest    (the people outside 1st Century Christianity),   
(being)  the  people  not  possessing/having  The  Anticipation/Expectation.    (Having no knowledge of possible Sonship to Yahweh). 

 

And not I determine specifically yourselves brethren to be inclined not to know   (Paul desires these specific brethren  should know) 
concerning of the people put to sleep   (“The 1st Death”,  that terminates the 1st part of our 2 part existence) 
that not you (brethren)  be grieving   (thus Paul explains concerning these brethren  [some physical martyrs]  who are presently dead) 
just/as  also the people remaining not having  The Anticipation/Expectation    (hence,  the non-Christians are grieving,  by  not  knowing) 
                 (The brethren of  “1st Century Christianity”  knew of  “The Expectation of The Anointing”  -  something publicly unknown then  or NOW)  
 

This is an important verse together with the following few verses  -  all in context of the earlier verse extolling the virtues of  this specific Ecclesia. 
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Paul is adamant The Brethren (Christians)  should understand what  “The 1st Death”  means. 
Because of JC’s ransom sacrifice now enables Yahweh to  righteously  use His Personal infinite  capability/authority/power  to ensure,  His Desire is 
exercised and thus made manifest within The Environment  (the HS in operation)  to resurrect  all  humans from what  would have been  a death of 
annihilation  (irrespective of what  any  “Professional Leader of Religion”  might errantly state to the contrary)!    We must simply  ignore them –  or 
point them in the direction of this website   “FutureLife.Org”  so I might straighten out their  erroneous and fictitious muses  by email. 
Paul is so very clear in what he tells us here - 

Concerning all those people  {put to sleep}/slumbering  (as  “The 1st Death”),  then do not worry! 
Do not worry like those people who have no  anticipation/expectation  of  “The Real Gospel”  of  1st Century Christianity. 

Thus,  the Christians having  been taught correctly  with  “The Real Gospel”  have  “The Expectation”  (of  “The Heirs”  and of  “The Inheritance”). 
Consequently,  as this website consistently and regularly states throughout     

There are these two groupings of people in The Gospel Age   
(1) TCs as  “The Early Adopters” of Yahweh’s Methodology and   
(2) those people of The World  (= worldly Christians and non-Christians) who shall be given the last opportunity for personal 
salvation by becoming possible  “Late Adopters”  in The Millennium  (under The Guidance/Rule  of [1] above). 

The TCs are to be awakened in  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies  (commensurate to their perfected mindset)  as the future  “Sons of God”. 
The other people  (worldly Christians and non-Christians)  shall be awakened in perfected DNA fleshly bodies  (given in trust)  so the mindset might be 
perfected to become like their perfected DNA fleshly bodies when living in a conducive environment operating under JCg’s rule alongside his 1440000 
TCs as his Bride.  This is the 1000 year Millennium (see glossary, Mark.2v27-28, Rev.20v3-7, etc.).  All of this comprises of  “The Acceptable Year of 
The Lord”  (Luke.4v16-19)  and forms  The Basis  of  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and  The  Disciples/Apostles.   That was before  worldly 
Christian leaders got hold of it  (for example Gal.1v6-8, 3v1, 1Thes.2v3-6, etc.,)  and morphed it into the mess we have today –  to yield a handsome 
worldly return having the drivers of - honour/control/money/leverage/prestige/sex/glory/pension/etc. ! 
Thus,  what Paul and The Apostles teach  (imitating JC)  is absolutely  not  what we are taught by errant  worldly Christian leaders operating upon 
faulty worldly doctrine created by their peers of The World  (being only the repetition of what other  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  preach with a 
few key names changed and customs transposed). 
Speaking of which –  I suppose I should snuff out the latest nonsense  “doing the rounds”  in the last some 20+ years,  dreamt up by some  worldly 
Christian theologian gaining a  “worldly paper doctorate”  by refusing to accept The Bible teaching of The Millennium! 

What might it be? 
The myth being that humans  “live-on”  in people's memories! 
Which only needs about one sentence to counter it   What occurs after about three generations? 
Seems like eternal annihilation to me –  if we accepted their  “nonsense exegesis”!  -  Moreover,  what happens to The Individual lost out of memory? 

Do we need to comment any more on this balderdash?! 
1Thes.  4v14 og if  For  (we) commit/believe/entrust  because  (the) Jesus  (he) died/death/deceased/expired   
1Thes.  4v14 og also  (he) {stood up}/arose/{was raised up},   
1Thes.  4v14 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  also  the  {specific god}  the (persons)   
1Thes.  4v14 og (having been) {put to sleep}/{lost consciousness}/slumbering/{1st Death}  through (reason of)  of the  Jesus   
1Thes.  4v14 og (he will) {lead away}/bring/drive/go/induce  {united as companions}/together/{in union/like-minded}   
1Thes.  4v14 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) him. 
1Thes.  4v14 = For  if,   because  we  commit/entrust  the  Jesus  he  died/slain,   also  he  {stood up}/arose   (as JCg),   

{in this manner}  also  “the specific god”  the people  having been  {put to sleep}/slumbering/{1st Death}  through reason  of the  Jesus,   
he  (JCg)   will  {lead away}/bring  {united as companions}/{together in union/resemblance}  with  the  him   (JCg). 

 

For if,  because we  commit/entrust  Jesus  died/expired   (we know this,  and thus prepared to precisely imitate him  “because of what he did”) 
also he (JC)  {stood up}/arose   (as JCg in a  heavenly/celestial  physical body,  “because of what he did”  1Cor.15v35-50), 
in this manner  also  “The Specific God”  (Yahweh)    (of the 144000 TCs having  precisely imitated  JC,  can thus expect the same reward)  
the people   (all  the spiritual  [and many being physical]  martyrs having put to sleep  [= The 1st Death]) 
through reason of the Jesus   (these people  precisely imitated  JC's ministry/lifestyle  during the 1st part of their life until curtailed by  “death”) 
he (JCg)  will lead  (them [144000 TCs])  away   (at  “The 1st Resurrection”,  Rev.20v6, 1Cor.15v50-55, Matt.24v40-44, etc.) 
united as companions  (as “The Bride of The Anointed/Christ”,  Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9)   with him  (JCg). 
 

A most important question  
What  precisely  is Paul teaching us? 

Firstly,  we must throw away what our  “Professional worldly Christian Leaders”  errantly teach –  else their claptrap and unrighteous waffle will just 
muddle our mind in their self-created  “mystery”  of  unrighteous confusion  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)! 
Paul is teaching us with reference to those people of the 1st grouping in the earlier verse. 

If  we (TCs)  commit/entrust  (by steadfastly adhering to Established Facts/{Laws/Commands})  that JC was slain in a fleshly body  (he was)  
and then he stood up as JCg in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  (being the point Paul makes in 1Cor.15v35-55),   thus  “The Specific 
God”  (Yahweh over-seeing  all  operations within The Universe are to righteously occur)  then because of what JC did as The Head,  and 
became  (The  First/Only  Begotten Son of God – see glossary)  then  we too –  if we have been put to sleep  (martyred) for  The Same Cause  
of Jesus  (“through reason of JC”)   (and thus accepted as TCs by Yahweh)  we shall become united with JCg  (as his Bride of one 
metaphoric flesh Gen.2v24,  hence Paul's specific use at Eph.5v30-32,  and warning given at 1Cor.6v16),  when  Yahweh makes possible for 
these dead TCs to be likewise  {led away}/bring  in the future 1st 2nd C of JCg.  (Please see glossary on many of these terms). 

(I apologise for the long  “legal sentence” – but it is all conditional) 
I repeat - 

“if we have been put to sleep  (martyred) for  The Same Cause  of Jesus”  
This means to have precisely imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle/deportment as commanded,  so that no person on this planet can bring a claim of  
“unrighteous behaviour”  against this person precisely copying JC  (hence truly  “Holy”),  then this person is part of the 144000 TCs who 
shall be  physically  led away by JCg at  “The 1st Resurrection”!   Why?  Because this person was truly spiritually led away by JC as  “The 
Word of God”  as the  lord/master  wholly controlling the mind of this person to make them  “truly Holy”  in the 1st part of their physical life.   
Hence the word “parousia” (presence/come)  is so appropriate for the  “spiritual led”  and  “physical led”  as used above. 

Note   This person is  not  one of the 3 billion or so “worldly Christians” of the approximate 2000 year Gospel Age. 
As this website makes so perfectly and precisely clear in just so many places  

         To  commit/entrust (= believe)  means practice with fidelity what we know within our faith –  else it is  “hypocrisy”  (and “blind faith”)! 
If  our faith is built upon The Solid Rock foundation of God’s Word  (and we need to personally read The Bible to specifically know God's 
Word –  yet,  absolutely do  NOT  just rely on what our Christian leaders tell us –  most are wrong  in much of what they preach)   
Then  we have passed from the 1st step correctly,  to then move onto the next step.  This next step is to personally thoroughly  assay/test  “The 
Word of God”  to gain assurance (competence/authority),  and then finally,  we must operate with the utmost fidelity to what we know for the 
3rd step!    
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Only  in this manner do we gain  “Real Faith”,  else it is blind faith,  often practising “hypocrisy”.  
Interesting note   “Professional Leaders of Religion”  fraudulently teach their deluded devotes  “not to question God’s Word”  (of whatever 
source)  because the leaders realise that what they preach is  absolute nonsense  (for  “The Salvation of Mankind”)  and they do not want to 
be personally exposed as being  worthless/fraudsters  to the community!    
By contrast,  we are taught in The Bible  to question  “The Word of God”  (1Thes.5v21,  also as children  questioning the Environment  for 
knowledge,  etc.)  so that we  (1) thoroughly understand it,  and  (2) realise that what is taught  is  sensible and righteous  (thereby 
understanding it  has  been sourced by Yahweh,  and  not  by a  “collection of demonstrable fraudsters”  2Cor.11v13-15). 

It is  only  by successfully completing these three steps in Yahweh’s Judgement that means we are fully  committed/entrusting  and thus  truly  “believe”! 
Moreover,  this “Real Belief”  will often result in our martyrdom  (through reason of JC)  perhaps enabling a resurrection for Sonship as Paul says here. 
Note   Paul has not  excluded all other people from an awakening (resurrection) –  but only excluded them from being  {united as companions}/{together 
in  union/resemblance}  with JCg as 144000 future  “Sons of God”  (as JC taught at Matt.20v23 –  and as usual,  it is completely ignored by our  
“Professional Leaders of Religion”). 
Therefore,  we can reason,  that as stated elsewhere,  all other people are to be resurrected in perfected DNA fleshly bodies  (given in trust)  so they 
might be in the position to fully learn  “Righteousness”  in The Millennium.  They shall be given the opportunity to perfect the 2nd part of their spiritual 
life while in a perfected DNA 2nd part of their physical life under the  new  World Leaders  (being those people of  “The 1st Resurrection” –  as spoken 
about here)  who were  “The Last/Least”  in Satan’s World but become “The First/Most”   in Yahweh’s future World system. 

This is all as The Bible  specifically teaches us  (Matt.19v30, Luke.13v30)  as a few examples  (equally ignored by  “Leaders of Religion” -  
else why do they take  “The First/Most”  now  in society –  if,  as we are told,  they shall be given  “The Last/Least”  in The Millennium)! 

Just to re-emphasize   The Crux being “through reason of Jesus”  what does this really mean?    
It means to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle,  because we are solely driven by  “The Word of God”  in our mind,  that we think and reason 
precisely in the  one/same  manner as he did  (hence “his spiritual clone”)  noting also his character at 1Pet.2v20-23.    

Do we really behave like this example  -  to be  “his spiritual clone”? 
Also,  in this section Paul is  only  speaking about the 144000 TCs,  he is  not  speaking about  worldly Christians or non-Christians. 
These latter people have the passivity of a mere “Hope”  that occurs at  “The 2nd Resurrection”  because they did  not  in some manner “through reason 
of Jesus”  (as only determined by Yahweh),   to be actively working at making  “The Expectation”  a personal physical reality  (as did the TCs)! 
A 4th revision Addition. 

Does this verse add any succour to the myth that only Christians are resurrected because they know of JC and non-Christians cannot be 
raised to be with someone of whom they do not know? 

Absolutely not!    This would be a facile argument! 
Just because someone does not know of someone before  he/she  is resurrected,  is no argument to suggest a person cannot be raised. 
By virtue,  they can then know of Jesus afterwards and perhaps become a most ardent follower of JCg when having been taught by people  (The Early 
Adopters)  who truly knew JC by imitating him in the 1st part of their physical life  (unlike most Christians in the first part of their physical life). 
Hence of JC’s comparative comment between the people of Chorazin and those of  Tyre/Sidon  at Matt.11v21, Luke.10v13. 
Last night  (14th Jan. 2021)  I mused through some inductive reasoning and would like to share it with my readers  (in the same theme of this section 
within Thessalonians).  It is this - 
Let me write down some assumptions and consequential derivatives extracted from The Bible. 

JCg created The World  (= “Life” being the decoration/adornment [StrongsTM=2889] of what was a barren planet in the Solar System). 
JCg as JC ransomed his life to save those members at the peak of his Creation of Life on this planet,  who ultimately “imitate him”. 
JC suffered persecution, pain and suffering to be finally martyred. 
Likewise,  “The Early Adopters”  are firstly proven  “spiritual martyrs”  who often become  “physical martyrs” (imitating JC). 
Out of JC’s Creation,  Yahweh has gained another 144000 future “Sons of God”  exactly like JCg into The Universe. 
JCg and the 144000 TCs are required to teach  “Righteousness”  and then judge  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 
After  “The Millennium”  there shall only be “Righteous People”  as  “The Late Adopters” remaining. 
These proven  “Late Adopters”  having passed through the final Assay shall have no requirement to have the 144000 Sons of God over them. 
We are told in The Bible,  all successful entities shall live forever,  forever means an  “infinite number of years”. 
The Universe is  “only”  a paltry 14.7 billion years old. 
What shall these 144000 Sons of God be doing after that time – when The World of perfected people on Earth have no need of them? 

I suggest the above is now repeated 144000 times in other parts of The Universe! 
Why?  Because they have proved themselves already in physical martyrdom to have the capability of “Imitating JC”  (1Cor.11v1). 

Thereby progressively filling up The Universe every, some 5 billion years or so with new creations of Life to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire! 
Perhaps JCg was a product of a previous cycle,  5 billion years earlier  (in the 14.7 billion year existence of The Universe)? 

Now,  that  is  an astounding conclusion upon which to end this musing of mine! 
1Thes.  4v15 og that/this/there/here  For  {to yourselves}  (we) state/exclaim   
1Thes.  4v15 og in  (to the [= within]) word/sayings/topics/reasoning  (of the)  lord/master,   
1Thes.  4v15 og because  {we ourselves}  the (persons [TCs])  living/existing,   
1Thes.  4v15 og the (persons [TCs])  {leaving all around}/surviving/remaining  into/unto   the   
1Thes.  4v15 og {presence (in/through  a TC during The Gospel Age)}/{coming (to a TC at the 1st 2nd C of JCg)}  of the  lord/master,   
1Thes.  4v15 og no  not [= certainly not]   (we may/should) beforehand/anticipate/precede/attain/{arrive at}   
1Thes.  4v15 og the (persons [TCs])   (having been) {put to sleep}/{lost consciousness}/slumbering/{1st Death}. 
1Thes.  4v15 = For  this  we state  {to yourselves}  within the  word/sayings/reasoning  of the  lord/master,    (JC given in his ministry) 

because  {we ourselves}  the people  (TCs truly believing)   living/existing,    (TCs at the close of The Gospel Age) 
(being)  the people  (TCs truly believing)   surviving/remaining  unto the  parousia/presence/coming  of the  lord/master   (JCg)   
{certainly not}  we  (TCs living)   may/should  beforehand/precede  the people  (dead TCs)   {put to sleep}/slumbering/{1st Death}. 

 

For this we (TCs)  state to yourselves  (proven hearkening  brethren,  almost as TCs themselves … … ) 
within the  word/sayings/reasoning  of the  lord/master   (JC as “The Word of God”  controlling our mind) 
because we ourselves the people   (TCs  truly imitating  JC's ministry/lifestyle)   
living/existing   (in the last generation of The Gospel Age,  who  complete  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 individuals) 
(being)  the people  surviving/remaining  unto the  presence/parousia/coming  of the  lord/master   (JCg at  “The 1st Resurrection”) 
certainly not we   (TCs living at The Gospel Age close –  being those people finally completing the 144000 prophesied trigger threshold)   
might precede the people (TCs)  put to sleep   (the accruing number of dead TCs over the approximate 2000 year Gospel Age). 
 

A most important question  (being the same question to the previous verse)  
What  precisely  is Paul teaching us? 

Again,  we must throw away everything our  “Professional worldly Christian Leaders”  errantly teach and  “start with a clean sheet of paper” –  else 
their  “erroneous teaching”  will just muddle our mind in  their  mystery of  unrighteous confusion!    They  choose not  to have the faintest idea about 
what all this means,  that is why they preach  “Religion”  and  not  “1st Century Christianity”,  because they cannot make any money out of teaching   
“1st Century Christianity”!    
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With that evidential fact clearly established,  then let me continue. 
Paul is still teaching us with reference to those specific people described within the 1st grouping in verse 13. 

Why? 
Because Paul is concentrating upon  “The Goal” –  being  “The Target”,  where,  if we aim for anything else,  then we shall certainly  miss the target! 
Hence,  we would be  “sinning”  = “missing the mark” ,  because  without  “The Goal”  being achieved  (Yahweh to achieve His 144000 TCs)  then we 
shall not have The Millennium –  and Satan is not constrained  (Rev.20v1-3 and removed v10).    All pretty logical,  is it not?  
Hence  the constant thrust  of Paul's exhortation,  being  blameless/holy  in  “The Midst of Yahweh’s  Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  of  “Christians”  
for future Sonship as being  “The Goal” of “Anointing” during the 1st part of our physical life  (to be perfecting the 2nd part of our spiritual life  -  early). 
Noting  “blameless/holy”  means we must  never  defraud/lie/cheat  any person, company, institution, government, authority  so it automatically excludes  
“Leaders of Religion”  because they  (1) “defraud their devotees”  with  “Religion”  as  “a means to live off them”  (Acts.20v29),  and they  (2) 
“defraud Yahweh”  being what He should mean  “within human minds”  with their unrighteous nonsense! 

Now Paul moves on to explain  when  this very special event is to occur in the next few verses. 
He tells us,  there will be TCs who  (1) are asleep  (= dead, John.11v11-15),  but also there shall be those TCs who  (2) have  not  yet died (murdered). 
Thus,  this occasion shall occur  together –  TCs who are  (1) dead  and  those who are  (2) alive. 

One thing this verse teaches us – is the erroneous  worldly Christian doctrine given through our very  worldly Christian leaders, namely,  “we 
humans go to heaven when we die and consciously look upon the remaining mortals upon the Earth”  becomes an utter  lie! 
So how can we pray through  “supposed saints”  who are dead and unconscious? –  Only JC is alive as JCg –  through only whom we pray! 

We are taught elsewhere,  the TCs are  “The Firstfruits”  (Rom.8v23, Rev.14v1-4,  being the early harvest of  “The Waved  Wheat”  following  “The 
Waved Barley”  of JC,  Lev.23v5-25)  and thus  if  they have  not yet been resurrected  (noting 2Tim.2v18) –  then  obviously neither have  non-TCs! 
Because the non-TCs form part of  “The Main Resurrection”  and a 1000 years later become part of  “The Main Harvest”  at  The End  of The 
Millennium  (Rev.20v7-15)  following The Firstfruits  displayed/resurrected/harvested  at  The Beginning  of The Millennium to teach  “The Resurrected 
World”  (of  “The 2nd/Main Resurrection”). 
All this seems obvious –  especially if  “The Firstfruits”  are resurrected at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6)  that has  not  yet occurred  (noting 
Matt.24v27, 40-44, 1Thes.4v18, 1Cor15v50-55 and Rev.11v11-13 have not yet occurred –  being very visible occasions of Rev.20v6)! 

Perhaps our  worldly Christian leaders might suggest a date when this supposed 1st Resurrection event has occurred  (noting 2Tim.2v18)? 
Let me categorically state for The Record  

This event of which I term as the 1st 2nd C of JCg  (= “The 1st Resurrection”)  has  not  yet occurred –  but it  will  very soon in the matter of 
decades from the time of writing (2015/21 CE).   Hence the urgency of this website to teach  “The (Real) Word of God”  being of what is soon 
to occur  (Matt.24v14,  certainly before 2067 CE  [of the next Jewish Jubilee Year, representing Rev.21v1-4]  noting what occurred on the 
three previous Jewish Jubilee years).  I explain all elsewhere. 

Most Important Note  
Participation within  “The 1st Harvest”  becomes the certainty of a  guaranteed  future life  (Rev.20v6)  given to TCs as future  “Sons of God”  just  
before  The Millennium  (because they  have  demonstrably proved themselves worthy as “The Early Adopters”),  but “The 2nd Harvest”  only comes at 
the end of The Millennium  after  humans have been taught  “Righteousness”  so they can make their own  personal educated  decision as to their future. 

That is true “Righteousness”! 
We see again how Paul uses that very special word   “Presence/Parousia/Coming”  -  as he did earlier,  to tell us something special. 

A copy and paste of 1Thes.2v19:- 
Notice how Paul now uses the Greek word  “parousia”  that  worldly Christian leaders seem to fight over what it means without realising  the obvious! 
It has two meanings which give all sorts of problems to  worldly Christian theologians –  and yet  -  it should not  -  because the solution is so simple! 

Please see  “presence”  and  “coming”  in the glossary to understand precisely  why  this specific word is used. 
Quite simply it means  both! 

1. The TCs have JCg’s  spiritual  presence  operating within them because they have fully imbued  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  and then 
precisely imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (to have personally solved   “The Mystery of God”). 

2. When the TC dies  (= asleep)  which might be for some 2000 years for Paul or some 500 years perhaps for William Tyndale  (only because I 
am not to judge who is worthy),  then upon resurrection  (= awakening/rousing/resuscitation)  it will be like an instant later upon regaining 
consciousness to be with JCg at his  physical  coming  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (being JCg's  1st 2nd C  to collect his bride  [1Thes.4v13-18, 
Matt.24v40-44, 1Cor.15v50-55, Rev.11v11-3, 20v6,  21v2, 9,  etc.]) 

Quite obviously,  JCg has a  spiritual  “presence”  within the TCs  (as “The Word of God”, Rev.19v13),  until they  “fall asleep” (= “The 1st Death”,  
John.11v11-15)  and then the next thing they know is that JCg has  physically  “come”  for them to become his  “wife”  (Matt.25v1-12, Rev.19v6-9). 

What is the problem? 
Please  worldly theologians, –  instead of arguing about it –  just imbue it within yourselves so you too might have JCg’s parousia within you! 

I have copied and pasted this from elsewhere  on my website to reiterate this important theme of Paul’s  
We understand from the dual nature of  “presence/coming”  from the Greek word “parousia” (StrongsTM = 3952)  that all TCs during Gospel Age have 
JCg’s  spiritual  “presence”  operating within them  (expressed as imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle).   This “parousia”  then becomes the  physical  
“coming”  when the TCs become plucked out  (by  election/selection/choosing)  of this world  first  in  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6)  before  “The 
Main Resurrection”  (= “The 2nd Resurrection”)  where it is JCg physically collecting these specific individuals whom Yahweh has   chosen during The 
Gospel Age to become JCg’s Bride ready for The Millennium. 
Clearly it is  “Yahweh”  whose Name means   “I make become  who/what  I choose to become”  thus chooses,  and then makes the reality of Eze.37v1-14  
occur when Yahweh so chooses it to occur (Matt.20v23,  hence Matt.24v36).  But because Yahweh does not usurp JCg’s rightful position over this planet 
and of The World  (StrongsTM = 2889) –  then it is given to JCg to collect  “his mate”  (of 144000 TCs)  to assist in the righteous training of  “The 
Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 

Thus recapping,  the situation now occurring and shall occur in the very near future - 
It is this very  presence  of JCg having been welcomed by the TC in the 1st part of  his/her  physical life having entered the 2nd part of their spiritual life 
made possible by JC’s ministry (imitated),  where we are to grow upon  “The Word of God”  and thus be gaining the HS  -  provided we gain  Real faith. 

In this manner,  we who are aiming to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  are perfecting the 2nd part of our spiritual life. 
This is the example of  “JCg  (as “The Word of God”)  having supper with a TC” –  Rev.3v20). 

The person aiming to become  a TC must take upon themselves JC as the spiritual RNA of  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  upon which to grow the 
new spiritual DNA creature/creation  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  within us,  which we demonstrate to The World by precisely imitating his  ministry/lifestyle  
freely/simply  for  no  worldly return. 
Then we  may/possibly/perhaps  be  physically  “Born Again”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  to start the 2nd part of our physical life within a physical body 
commensurate to the demonstrably perfected 2nd part of our spiritual life  (in the 1st part of our physical life as a TC nurturing the conception and being 
spiritually “Born Again” by  gestation unto proof  at our physical death). 
In this new physical conscious state,  we shall have –  guaranteed everlasting life in a  celestial/spiritual/heavenly  body alongside JCg  as  “The Heirs”  
to rule  “The Resurrected World”  (= “The Inheritance”)  in The Millennium –  to teach them  “Righteousness”  to gain as many “Late Adopters”  as 
possible  (hence justifying Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9). 

Again,  from a different angle  (because it is just so important for us to personally grasp within our mind what is occurring)  
The person aiming to become a TC grows upon  “The Word of God”  (by imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  precisely as Paul exhorts us to do  [and yet  
not  in the manner as our  worldly Christian leaders do])  to yield the HS from Yahweh via JCg to deliver fruitage,  ultimately being the next generation 
of TCs coming into the  “The Body of JCg”  [= the future “Bride of Christ”]  through understanding and then  working  within  “The Real Faith”.   
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In this manner JCg’s  “presence”  becomes stronger and remains within them.  When they die  (= asleep because they can be resurrected back to life)  
they will have  validated  their earlier placed name upon  “The Scroll of (guaranteed) Life”  (Rev.5v2-9).   
JCg’s presence  comes to life  again,  to operate within them  again  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (= the 1st 2nd C at their personal resurrection,  known as 
“the rapture”),  by JCg’s intercession on their behalf to Yahweh to  “come”  and collect them.  This is  a presence  to the individual  and  not  directly to 
The World at large.  It is  “through the TC”,  JCg is made visible during the1st part of the TCs’ physical life and then at their earlier resurrection 
(Rev.20v6).  Clearly immediately after  “The 1st Resurrection”  (= the 1st 2nd C by JCg),  The World will become aware of it  (Matt.24v27, 40-44,  
Rev.11v11-13),  but when this has occurred,  JCg presence within Satan’s world has  been and gone  for the worldly operating people  (like a thief in the 
night, Luke.12v33, 1Thes.5v2, etc.).   JCg’s presence was only  seen/recognised  by  “those people watching  (by self-audit)”  and then  “having supper 
with JCg”  during the 1st part of their physical life,  having entered the 2nd part of their spiritual life and in the process of personally purifying it.  
Then  “The Great Tribulation”  must occur  before  The Millennium then comes into existence 3.5 years  after  the 1st 2nd C –  once  “The 
Oblation/Sacrifice”  the TCs offering their lives in sacrifice (Dan.9v27 of its dual fulfilment)  has been taken away at “The 1st Resurrection”)  hence they 
become the people blessed in  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6).   The TCs shall become the new (perfected)  nation  (1Pet.2v9)  born in one day  
(Isa.66v8)  because they are awakened at “1st Resurrection”  by Yahweh as His future “Sons of God”. 

Can the reader see the righteous logic as I compile the quotes together? –  Please see my electronic  “Concordance of Topics”.  
I have invented  none of this -  it precisely what  The Bible tells us -  and yet  never  taught by  worldly Christian leaders,  preferring to teach “Religion”  
for its worldly returns of  power/glory/leverage/money  from out of those people below them! 
That ends my copy and paste of 1Thes.2v19. 
I ask the reader to excuse the almost following repeat – but it is so critical and yet never taught in the  millions  of  “person-hours of sermons”  given by 
our  worldly Christian leaders  -  so I feel somewhat excused to repeat some of  “1st Century Christianity”  again to readdress the balance as much as I 
can by taking a few more minutes of your time. 

Thus recapping,  the situation that is now occurring and shall occur in the  very near  future - 
It is this very  presence  of JCg having been welcomed by the TC in the 1st part of their physical life having entered the 2nd part of their spiritual life made 
possible by JC’s ministry (imitated),  where we are to grow upon  “The Word of God”  and thus be gaining the HS  -  provided we gain  Real faith. 

In this manner,  we who are assiduously aiming to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  are perfecting the 2nd part of our spiritual life. 
This is the example of  “JCg  (as “The Word of God”)  having supper with a TC” –  Rev.3v20). 

The person aiming to become  a TC must take upon themselves JC as the spiritual RNA of  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  upon which to grow the 
new  spiritual DNA  creature/creation  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  within us,  of which we exhibit to The World by exactly imitating JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  
freely/simply  for  no  worldly return.   The World judges us upon what they see as works and Yahweh judges whether what is seen is genuine! 
Then we  may/possibly/perhaps  be  physically  “Born Again”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  to start the 2nd part of our physical life within a physical body 
commensurate to the demonstrably perfected 2nd part of our spiritual life  (in the 1st part of our physical life as a TC) –  guaranteed everlasting life in a  
celestial/spiritual/heavenly  body alongside JCg  as  “The Heirs”  to rule  “The Resurrected World”  (= “The Inheritance”)  in The Millennium –  to 
teach them  “Righteousness”. 

Again, from a different angle  (because it is just so important to us to personally grasp within our mind what is occurring)  
The person aiming to become a TC grows upon  “The Word of God”  (by imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  precisely as Paul exhorts us to do  [and yet  
not  in the manner as our  worldly Christian leaders do])  to yield the HS from Yahweh via JCg to deliver fruitage,  ultimately being the next generation 
of TCs coming into the  “The Body of JCg”  [= the future “Bride of Christ”]  through understanding and then  working  within  “The Real Faith”.   
Hence JC’s teaching at Matt.7v16-20 noting the important warning for people missing the  mark/requirement  at Matt.7v21-23 because of 7v26-27. 
In this manner JCg’s  “presence”  becomes stronger and remains within them.  When they die  (= asleep because they can be resurrected back to life)  
they will have  validated  their earlier placed name upon  “The Scroll of (guaranteed) Life”.   
JCg’s presence  comes to life  again,  to operate within them  again  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (= the 1st 2nd C at their personal resurrection,  known as 
“the rapture”),  by JCg’s intercession on their behalf to Yahweh to  “come”  and collect them.  This is  a presence  to the individual  and  not  directly to 
The World at large.  It is  “through the TC”,  JCg is made visible during the1st part of the TCs’ physical life and then at their earlier resurrection 
(Rev.20v6).  Clearly immediately after  “The 1st Resurrection”  (= the 1st 2nd C by JCg),  The World will become aware of it  (Matt.24v27, 40-44,  
Rev.11v11-13),  but when this has occurred,  JCg real presence within Satan’s world has  been and gone  for the worldly operating people  (like a thief 
in the night, Luke.12v33, 1Thes.5v2, etc.).   JCg’s presence was only  seen/recognised  by  “those people watching  (by self-audit)”  and then  “having 
supper with JCg”  during the 1st part of their physical life,  having entered the 2nd part of their spiritual life and in the process of personally purifying it.  
Then  “The Great Tribulation”  must occur  before  The Millennium then comes into existence 3.5 years after the 1st 2nd C –  once  “The 
Oblation/Sacrifice”  the TCs offering their lives in sacrifice  (Dan.9v27 of its dual fulfilment,  JC first Son of God and then second for the 144000 Sons of 
God  [some 2000 years later]  has been taken away at “The 1st Resurrection”).   Hence they become the people blessed in  “The 1st Resurrection”  
(Rev.20v6).   The TCs shall become the new (perfected)  nation  (1Pet.2v9)  born in one day  (Isa.66v8)  because they are awakened by Yahweh as His 
future “Sons of God”. 

Can the reader see the righteous logic as I compile the quotes together? –  Please see my electronic  “Concordance of Topics”.  
I have invented  none of this -  it precisely what The Bible tells us -  and yet  never  taught by  worldly Christian leaders,  preferring to teach “Religion”! 

Reiterating again –  because it is so important to mentally grasp  
The dead TCs will be resurrected into  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies,  also  at the  same  time  those TCs who are alive will be changed to meet JCg 
in the air at JCg’s 1st 2nd C  (as we are soon to read in the next few verses,  also at 1Cor.15v50-55).  Thus,  both sets of TCs will have  
heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies just like JCg as he is now,  and as such can  never  die  (at “The 2nd Death” of annihilation,  Rev.2v11, 20v6).  These 
TCs then become  “The Bride of Christ”  (Rev.21v2, 9)  =  Sons of God  =  Kings and Priests   (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev,1v6, etc.,)  taken away by JCg 
to the heavens  for their  training period of 3.5 years  during which time they shall receive active instruction  (learning how to operate according to 
Yahweh’s HS  when given  infinite  authority/capability  to rule The Earth as “Sons of God”)  so they might become fully proficient to teach  “The 
Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”  in The Millennium. 
During this training period –  sadly The World will spiral downwards,  imploding within itself through Mankind’s  self-indulgence  fully expressed  (to 
show all human dissenters that we  need  Yahweh’s rule through the Faithful JCg),  culminating in  “The Great Tribulation”  of 45 days  (Dan.12v11-
12),  where it is JCg and his 144000 TCs (Bride)  who shall remove  all  world authority  (Rev.19v16-21, 2Pet.3v10)  throughout  all  social strata. 
Immediately afterwards,  will the follow The Millennium and  “The General Resurrection”  for everyone  (perhaps in 100 years stages, Isa.65v20)  into a 
most wonderful  “new political system”  to operate within The World,  headed-up by JCg and his faithful Bride of 144000 former TCs,  now as  “Sons of 
God”  to teach all resurrected humans  “Righteousness”  under the rulership of JCg  (Rev.19v16, having  infinite  capability to fully express his desire). 

All this is specifically as The Bible teaches us elsewhere –  I will bring all this together in my   “Concordance of Topics”. 
However,  it is hardly what  “Leaders of Religion”  will teach,  because  “1st Century Christianity”  shows them to be  entirely  redundant/unnecessary  
in Mankind’s ultimate salvation beyond The Millennium!    I explain everything elsewhere in my other commentaries. 
1Thes.  4v16 og Because  he  the  lord/master   
1Thes.  4v16 og in  (to the [= within]) {cry of incitement}/{trumpet call}/{command to action}  
1Thes.  4v16 og in  (to the [= within]) disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice   
1Thes.  4v16 og (of the) {first angel}/{reigning messenger}/{arch angel}/{leading bringer of tidings},   
1Thes.  4v16 og also  in  (to the [= within]) {idea of quivering/reverberation}/{trumpet (call)}  (of the) God [Yahweh],   
1Thes.  4v16 og (he [JCg] will) descend/{go down}/fall [middle voice]   off/away/separated/from  (of the) heaven/sky [singular],   
1Thes.  4v16 og also  the (persons [TCs])  {dead persons}/corpses/mortified/cadavers  
1Thes.  4v16 og in  (to the [= within])  Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
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1Thes.  4v16 og (they will) {stand up}/arise/{rise up} [middle voice]   firstly/before/{at the beginning}/chiefly; 
1Thes.  4v16 = Because  he,   the  lord/master  (JCg)   within  the  {cry of incitement}/{command to action} 

within  the  disclosure/noise/voice  of the  {first/chief angel}/{reigning messenger},   
also  within  the  {noisy reverberation}/{trumpet (call)}   (Yahweh's Public Declaration)   of the  God  (Yahweh), 
he  (JCg)   the  lord/master  will  personally  descend/{go down}  off/from  the  sky,   
also  the  people  (TCs)   {dead people}/corpses  within  the  Christ/Anointed  they will  personally  {stand up}/arise  firstly/before, 

 

Because he (JCg),  the  lord/master  (JCg controlling the minds of TCs)   within the command to action  
within the disclosure of the reigning messenger   (JCg because   “He Rules”,   and as  “The Word of God”   he is  “The Chief Messenger”) 
              (Health warning   Just ignore the nonsense taught by  worldly Christian leaders with their  “head buried in the sand”  of the Trinity myth) 
also within the trumpet (call)   (meaning, “Yahweh's public disclosure”)  of the God  (Yahweh) 
he (JCg)  the  lord/master  (controlling the TC's mind)  will personally descend  off/from  the sky, 
also the dead people (TCs)  within the Anointed   (being anointed,  having achieved  “The Goal of Sonship”  as  only  determined by Yahweh) 
               (These people physically died,  but their mind  thought/reasoned  as did JC,  and Yahweh kept their synapse construction mapping for Sonship) 
will firstly personally  {stand up}/arise   (these formally dead TCs,  shall each to gain a  “conscious existence”  [= “soul/life”],  Eze.37v1-12). 
 

Check your  (worldly)  bibles and see how faithful might be the translation you have! 
We read here how Paul teaches The Brethren aiming to become like him –  TCs themselves,  what to expect at JCg’s 1st 2nd C  (= “The 1st Resurrection”). 
The context is  only  about TCs,  and  no  other human!  –  This is  The Goal  of  “The New Testament”  to become  The Key  for Yahweh to move to the  
next  stage of His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”,  being  “The Millennium”  as  “The Culmination of Yahweh’s Acceptable Year”  for 
“The Resurrected World”  (please see my glossary,  Luke.4v16-19,  and my other in-depth commentaries). 
Clearly,  there will be many TCs  sleeping/{1st Death}  and there will be some TCs remaining alive  (as we are told in the previous verse),  being the last 
generation  of TCs at  “The Close of The Gospel Age”  (we are  now in that last generation of TCs  at 2015/21 CE)  of some 20 to 40 years, maximum). 
Though we are told  “JCg will come as a thief in the night”  (Matt.24v43-44) –  thus his  timing will be unknown,  it does not necessarily mean when he 
comes,  it will not be made public  (Matt.24v27, Rev.11v11-13) –  but then,  it will be  too late  to become part of JCg’s bride of 144000 TCs. 
          (As I explain in my commentaries to Matt.25v1-12, Rev.11v1-11,  Yahweh  closes the door  for Sonship,  3.5 years  before  “The 1st Resurrection”.) 
Thus,  the dead TCs (only)  will become alive first,  then,  at the same time  (1Cor.15v52)  we move to the next verse –  v17. 

Understanding this verse means we must take a rather radical approach. 
Sadly,  our  worldly Christian leaders having their reasoning so blindly twisted over the Trinity myth –  and thus,  this myth culls reasoning 
within their mind to comprehend The Scriptures in righteousness exegesis -  but regardless,  I will explain precisely what is occurring here! 

We must understand who this  {chief angel}/{foremost messenger}  might be.   
We are told that JC is  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  and this accolade has  never  been attributed to any other entity –  and thus we can 
reason,  “The Chief Messenger”  must be the entity entitled   “The Word of God”  (being The Highest Accolade attributed to any entity).   
Furthermore,  “Michael”  means  “He who is like God”,  the only entity that fills that description is JC  (John.14v5-15),  no other entity  
(lesser  angel/{bringer of tidings})  could have that named of them!  

My electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  when compiled,  shall draw together all the references in The Bible to support my righteous conjecture that 
“The Chief Angel”  is none other than JCg –  “The Premier Son of God”  making possible  “The Salvation of Mankind”  (the high point of his creation).   
Moreover,  it is he,  JCg,  who makes  “The Call”,  to call his 144000 TCs to become His Bride when he collects his virgin bride  (Matt.25v1-12).  This 
understanding is further supported by the contents of this verse,  and the subsequent verses,  and elsewhere in The Bible  (of which I shall compile in my 
electronic  “Concordance of Topics” –  for easy access).  I do this so The World in its entirety,  might drag itself away from  “The Swamp of Nonsense”  
taught by our  spiritually blind  worldly Christian leaders.  These people having their  “reasoning”  culled by their  “over-lords”  at seminaries  (noting 
what JC said of them at Matt.23v15),   likewise having theirs’ culled by the previous generation –  else be excommunicated as a “heretic”  and so on,  for 
the last some 1700 years  (drowning in a sea of mindless  “group think”  of  “Herd culture”)! 
1Thes.  4v17 og thereafter/{after that}/then  {we ourselves}  the (persons [TCs])  living/existing,   
1Thes.  4v17 og the (persons [TCs])  {leaving all around}/surviving/remaining,   
1Thes.  4v17 og {(at the) same (time)}/{close association}/together    
1Thes.  4v17 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/like-minded}  {to [= in/with/by/on] them}   
1Thes.  4v17 og (we shall be) seized/{caught (away/up)}/plucked/pulled/{taken (by force)}/snatched   
1Thes.  4v17 og in  (to the [= within]) clouds  into/unto  (the) {meeting away}/{friendly encounter}  
1Thes.  4v17 og of the  lord/master  into/unto  (the) breath/respire/blow/air,   
1Thes.  4v17 og also  {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  {every when}/{at all times}/always   
1Thes.  4v17 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/like-minded}  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) lord/master   
1Thes.  4v17 og (we) {shall be}/{come to pass}. 
1Thes.  4v17 = then  {we ourselves}  (TCs)   the  people  (TCs)  living/existing,   

the people  (TCs of the last generation,  at The Close of The Gospel Age)   surviving/remaining  {at the same time}/together   
{united as companions}/{together in  union/resemblance}  with  them   (TCs having been resurrected) 
we  (TCs resurrected + TCs transfigured/transformed)   shall be  seized/caught/plucked  within  the  clouds   
unto [= for]   the  {friendly meeting}  of the  lord/master  (JCg)   into  the  air   (atmosphere),   
also  {in this manner}  we  {shall be}  always  {united as companions}/{together in  union/resemblance}  with  the  lord/master  (JCg). 

 

Then we (TCs)  ourselves the (people, TCs)  living/existing   (in the  last generation  of The Gospel Age  [at mid-21st Century CE]), 
the (people, TCs)  surviving (at The Gospel Age close)  together united as companions with them   (the TCs having been  raised from the dead), 
we   (all the 144000 TCs,  comprising of the TCs resurrected  + those TCs living in the last generation at the close of The Gospel Age) 
shall be   (transfigured/transformed  into  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  physical bodies  [by Yahweh's infinite capability]) 
seized/caught/plucked  within the clouds   (into the singular heaven [= sky]) 
for the friendly meeting of the  lord/master   (JCg as The Bridegroom collecting his demonstrably proven  like-minded  bride) 
into the air   (noting the comment at Acts.1v11  spoken about the TCs) 
also in this manner we (144000 TCs)  shall be always united as companions  (as a dutiful wife)  to the  lord/master  (JCg agapao his bride). 
                (This shall  only  occur to  [144000]  people having proved themselves to The Judging World they have truly imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle.) 

 

Paul now continues with those TCs who are alive,  and more importantly,  living according to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and halfway through the verse,  he 
includes the TCs having become resurrected together  (previous verse)  to then be united with the living TCs at the end of The Gospel Age. 
Then  altogether  the complete 144000 TCs  in number fulfilling Yahweh's Prophecy  (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4)  will be  seized/snatched  by Yahweh’s infinite 
capability  (expressing His HS within The Environment)  to be taken into the sky,  to meet their bridegroom JCg having come to collect them. 
They all together JCg’s metaphoric Bride –  of which The Bible frequently speaks in allegories for this prophetic moment. 
These 144000 TCs shall  not  be in fleshly DNA bodies,  but  transfigured/metamorphized  within  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies that are incapable 
of dying and have no need to consume oxygen for existence,  in the manner Yahweh showed JC at Matt.17v4-5. 
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Paul then comfortingly assures us that  if  we are assayed by Yahweh to become TCs,  then  we shall  always  be  {united as companions}  
with our future husband  (JCg)  because  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation shall have no power over us,  nor harm us  (Rev.2v11, 20v6). 

This event occurring  before  2067 CE is  “The 1st Resurrection”  as described in Matt.24v27-30, 24v40-44, Mark.13v26-27, Luke.21v27-28, 
1Cor.15v50-55, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.11v11-15, 19v6-9, 20v6, etc.  
However,  there will still be another 3.5 years to unravel before The Millennium shall begin when JCg and the 144000 TCs  (as Sons of God)  shall boot 
out of office  absolutely all  worldly leaders,  starting  with the countries forming The Security Council of The UN  (precisely as Revelations chapter 13, 
17- 18 tell us).  “Religion” during this 3.5 years having become  an embarrassment  to the  sane/reasoning  mind,  will be wholly destroyed by secular 
authorities –  having no credibility within the public’s mind –  after having witnessed the above citations occur around The World. 
The secular authorities during these last 3.5 years of The Gospel Age shall establish power to best protect their position,  knowing  (by prophecy – as 
explained on this website)  they have only 3.5 years before Yahweh removes their  authority/power  through JCg coming  (at his 2nd 2nd C)  at the end of 
the 3.5 years after the very visible  “The 1st Resurrection”  witnessed all around The World –  as the citations clearly show.  During the very last 45 days,  
JCg and the 144000 TCs  (as celestial beings with utterly  infinite  authority/capability/power)  shall remove  all  worldly power and impose their 
complete authority all over The Planet -  Rev.19v16-21, 2Pet.3v10-12.  Amen! 
1Thes.  4v18 og Thus/{Insomuch that}  (you) {call near}/{invoke by imploring}/beseech/exhort/entreat/comfort   
1Thes.  4v18 og {one another}/mutual/together   
1Thes.  4v18 og in  to the [= within]  words/sayings/topics/reasonings  {to these  (persons/things)}. 
1Thes.  4v18 = Thus  you  {call near}/beseech/exhort  {one another}  within  these specific  words/sayings/reasonings. 
 

Thus you  (brethren almost becoming TCs)  {call near}/exhort/comfort  one another   
within these specific  words/sayings/reasonings   (spoken by a TC, Paul  having spoken to JCg  [Acts.9v3-12, 2Cor.12v1-3, etc.]).  
 

Paul reassures The Brethren;  it is worth their sacrifice away from this world’s indulgences and persecution for something that will occur  and be of so 
much value and certainly far more wonderful than anything this present transient World can deliver  (2Pet.3v10-13). 
It is clear Paul is directing this verse to The Brethren,  so they know what is possible for TCs  (therefore,  we likewise are to  aim for  “The Goal”). 
This salutation is  not  being said to virtually all people of The Gospel Age,  being all those having rejected or have not known of  “The Real Gospel”. 
Consequently,  these other people must have a  resurrection  at another time  that shall be  “The 2nd Resurrection”  by definition  (= “The Main/General 
Resurrection”) –  that is obviously to occur  after  “The 1st Resurrection”  (of  “The Firstfruits”  harvest”  precisely as we are told at Rev.20v6).    
Where  “The Main Harvest”  occurs at the end of The Millennium  after  “The Main Resurrection”  so all these “other people”  first have an opportunity 
to learn  “Righteousness”  from the then ruling “Proven Early Adopters”.  These latter resurrected people have been  given in trust   perfected DNA 
fleshly bodies,  enabling the  “spiritual occupants”  to commensurately purify their minds  (appropriately to their freely given perfected physical bodies). 
My 3rd Revision addition - 
It must be understood:- 

“The Early Adopters”  (= 144000 people elected from out of the Christian Nation over the 2000 year Gospel Age)  spiritually  purified 
themselves first  by imitating JC,  and had  “Yahweh’s  Judgement”  made upon them  BEFORE  they were resurrected at  “The 1st 
Resurrection”.  This becomes a judgement for  guaranteed  “everlasting life”  in a  incorruptible  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  physical body  
commensurate to their perfected mind  (as Paul told us at 1Cor.15v35-55).  These people truly  perfected/purified  the 2nd part of their 
spiritual life upon  “The Word of God”  during the 1st part of their physical life. 

By contrast:- 
Everyone else  (not  being of the 144000 TCs)  = “The Late Adopters”  plus  “those people who will ultimately reject imitating JC during The 
Millennium”  are resurrected  later  during The Millennium  (= “The 2nd Resurrection”)  in a perfected DNA fleshly body  given in trust. 
A perfected physical body is “given in trust”  for the individual to then perfect the 2nd part of their spiritual life  (upon “The Word of God”  
accurately given  in The Millennium  in a righteous  society/environment)  to be commensurate to the perfected fleshly body during the 2nd 
part of their physical life.  Then when having experienced both societies  (bad in the 1st part of our life,  the good in the 2nd part of our life),  
these individuals initially being  “of The World”  (of some 6000 years)  can then make an  educated personal decision  on their future at the 
end of The Millennium  (Rev.20v7-15).  This “Personal Decision” becomes The Assay and final Judgement to be made  not  by Yahweh,  but 
by JCg and the 144000 Early Adopters  (John, 5v22-30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.).  Thus,  JCg’s Judgement of The World occurs  
AFTER  they were resurrected and had an opportunity to learn and thus make an  educated decision –  on how they wish to take their future 
–  either into The Eternity imitating JC  (= truly “believing in JC”)  or mentally returning to Satan’s present worldly system of the 1st part of 
our life  (= not “believing in JC”)  that means  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation. 

Warning:- 
Charlatan Christian leaders  (beloved by  millions upon millions  of seduced  worldly Christians of The Gospel Age)  behaving as did Judas 
Iscariot  (John.12v6)  shall  never  be resurrected to see The Millennium,  because they are annihilated at the end of their  present existence.  
They have spurned what JC as  “The Word of God”  meant to  “The Reforming”  of their mind,  having cast aside JC’s atonement within their  
iniquity  to become subject to  “The Glare of Yahweh’s  Special/Greater Judgement”  upon their wholly wanton 2nd part of their spiritual life. 

It is crucial to understand   They are now being judged upon The Law of Moses  (noting Rom3v23)  having cast aside JC’s 
Atonement and thus by having nothing left,  – they can only fall back on The 1st Covenant – of which they naturally fail! 

JC did not cover them into a 3rd part of their spiritual life  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22)  hence JC’s plea at Luke. chapter 15,  
because Yahweh takes no pleasure in annihilating any reasoning entity  (Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9). 

This whole scenario is  “True Righteousness”  being  precisely  what JC taught as  “1st Century Christianity”  being his explanation of what The Tanakh  
(“Old Testament reformatted”)  taught us through The Prophets and how Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation by  precise allegory  (perhaps a hundred)  
was worked through Genesis  (please see my dissertation  “Yahweh’s Plan as given in Genesis”). 
However - 

This righteous exegesis  as given by The Bible  is utterly  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders –  it flies straight over their head! 
Having  “buried their head firmly in the sand”  of worldly myths and methodology –  by ignoring precisely what JC and apostles taught us! 

Note   Please read my approximate 17,000 word commentary to Rev.20v5 that carefully explains why the first sentence is a copyist addition,  and 
accepted as such by most scholars. 
 
 
34th Comment – Concerning these specific times at The End of The Gospel Age,  TCs have no need to worry because they 
are consistently operating in the correct manner so that at whatever time Yahweh chooses for JCg to collect his Bride,  
they shall always be ready with oil in their lamps (Matt.25v1-12). 
26th Allegory – The Day of the Lord = 1000 years and comprises of sunrise,  morning,  afternoon,  evening events. 
The  very first event  of the 1000 year “Day of The Lord” is for JCg to collect his future Bride,  as determined by Yahweh. 
27th Allegory – Thief in the night = Unknown event else the housemaster would have been prepared.  The  timing  of the 
event is unknown rather assuming this event shall not occur,  so  we must constantly live as if this event is to occur  now,  
thus showing our assurance and fidelity to  “The Knowledge” – sourced by Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”. 
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14th Prophecy – “The Day of The Lord”  shall occur,  and it will come upon The Christian Nation as a thief in The Night – 
totally unexpectedly.  Only those specific people behaving as TCs will be assembled by Yahweh and collected by JCg. 
65th Reasoning – JCg has come to collect The Oblation  (Dan.9v27 [of its dual fulfilment with JC and then at Rev.11v1-
13])  of the 2000 years given by the TCs as faithful priests in their sacred service delivering more TCs to Yahweh.   
15th Prophecy – Humans will presumptuously state:  “security/certainty/safety”  supposedly  “caused by their efforts”. 
But suddenly  destruction/ruin  will be trust upon them and they shall have no means of escape from the ills of The World. 
66th Reasoning – With  “The Oblation”  removed at  “The 1st Resurrection”,  Yahweh then allows The World to implode 
for the next 3.5 years being  “the fallout”  from unrestrained self-indulgence by people with the power to exercise it.   
“Constructive interference”  of the  many worldly problems –  previously experiencing only singular problems before,  
purely as a foretaste and to allow the world’s leaders to self-indulgently presume they have mastered these problems! 
1Thes.  5v1 og concerning/about  And  of the  {unspecified space of times}/opportunities/delays/whiles/times   
1Thes.  5v1 og also  of the  times/seasons/occasions,   (the) brothers/{The Brethren},  
1Thes.  5v1 og not  (the) affair/need/demand/requirement/necessitates/want  (you) hold/take/possess/obtain/have   
1Thes.  5v1 og {to yourselves}  (to be) written/scribed/engraved, 
1Thes.  5v1 = And  concerning/about  the  {unspecified space of times}/whiles  also  the  seasons/occasions,   brothers,    

you  have/possess  no  need/requirement  to be  written/scribed  {to  yourselves}   (the brethren  are  actively aiming to become TCs). 
 

And concerning the periods of time  also of the  seasons/occasions   (being what is to occur within this World  before  “The 1st Resurrection”), 
brothers,  you have no need to be written to yourselves   (while actively aiming to be TCs –  because  in this condition  you shall  always be ready) 
            (Paul is making the point they are already almost at The Goal,   however in Paul's 2nd letter he feels moved to explain these forthcoming events)   
 

Paul has no need to write the details down for the specific  day/time  of JCg’s  “coming as a thief in the night”  (5v2 and Matt.24v43)  for the 
Thessalonians,  because as we have read earlier,  the Thessalonians are  “The Model Brethren”  diligently aiming to become TCs and thus presently 
already prepared for whenever JCg physically comes,  by behaving as the faithful virgins for their husband  (Matt.25v1-13). 
This message is applicable to all  brethren/sisters  working hard imitating JC to become TCs throughout The Gospel Age,   because the TCs will  always  
be doing their very best  during the 1st part of their physical life,  and thus  always  ready for the 1st 2nd C  of JCg  to physically collect them. 
I explain in other places  (1Thes.2v19 for example)  precisely why  “parousia”  is used by Paul to mean  both  “presence”  and  “coming” and what this  
really means to people truly called “TCs”. 
Sadly,  I have need to counter our  “eminently worldly wise”  and so  “very learned (in worldly matters)”  Biblical  scholars/theologians  who vainly 
state    

“In our personal judgement while we think 1Thessalonians may well have been written by Paul,  however we do not think 2Thessalonians is written 
by Paul because -” 

1. The 2nd Advent of Jesus Christ is vastly different. 
2. Much of 2Thessalonians is the same as 1Thessalonians and thus an uninspired copy! 

Oh really!   Is that  all  they have upon which to base their reasoning? 
They are so  utterly blind  to “1st Century Christianity”,  being unable to recognise Paul is speaking about  two  time periods  (as does John in 
Revelations –  which equally,  they absolutely do not understand  [if I paid their salaries,  I would want my money returned to me  – because they are just 
so utterly incompetent at representing Yahweh’s Interests])! 
Paul is stating here in a time frame of  “minutes” regarding  the subject matter of “TCs”,  but in 2Thessaloians Paul is speaking in a time frame of  
“decades”,  regarding  the subject matter of  “The World”.   In the 2nd letter Paul is explaining how The World generally sinks into an utterly ungodly 
state  (during the 21st Century CE)  where we  “Christians”  supposedly having  “The Word of God”  are doing things  far worse  than in Sodom and 
Gomorrah,  whose inhabitants then had no “Word of God”  to direct their activities  -  please see my commentaries at Matt.11v21, Luke.10v13 regarding 
Tyre and Sidon.   
Furthermore,  Paul wrote 2Thessalonians for  their instruction  and of  our warning  -  and guess what   Our worldly acclaimed scholars want to cut out  
“The Warning”  from their life, –  how so very typical of human thinking  (amplified in the  very last  century of The Gospel Age). 

And for their  “supposedly well-reasoned”  second comment?   
Shall we quickly consider it  (because it needs no longer than that)!  
If we carefully go through the contents,  we realise Paul continuously exhorts the Thessalonians to  maintain their almost perfected state,  as Paul tells us 
in this first letter,  he wrote to them.  Why then do our wonderfully acclaimed scholars think Paul should write a  similar  letter to the Thessalonians? 
Because - 

1. Firstly they were doing nothing wrong  (hence they had no need for specific instruction as written to The Corinthians and Galatians). 
2. Secondly,  when almost at  “the pinnacle of perfection”  then whatever way “you go”,  means it is so easy to return to The World. 
3. Thirdly,  Paul was “shadow writing”  for them and us, about the future,  where TCs can be pulled in persecution by precisely imitating JC. 

It is for these three  obvious  reasons why  “Paul specifically wrote  2Thessalonians”  in the manner he did –  no one else wrote it –  because it is written 
in Paul's commanding style. 
However,  our scholars need  “something to do”  to fill their time and gain  worthless worldly paper “doctorates of divinity”  (Matt.23v15, noting by 
counter what JC had John.7v15 and the apostles likewise Acts.4v13)!     The main difference between the two groupings is simply,  “attitude of mind”! 
These commentaries are made so long because I am forced to speak-up about  “The Word of God”  (Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26)  against false teachers in 
academia  fraudulently claiming  to have knowledge of their subject matter  (God’s Word)  when they  only  have knowledge of a vastly inferior  “Man’s 
Word”  from their supposed  saints/gurus/sages  of old  (a complete  waste of time)!   I am “educated to know” because I have read some of their output! 
1Thes.  5v2 og they  For   exactly/circumspectly/diligently/precisely/perfectly/accurately/distinctly/strictly   
1Thes.  5v2 og (you) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive,  because  The  Day/{period of time}   
1Thes.  5v2 og (of the) lord/master  {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) stealer/thief  in  (to the [= within]) night   
1Thes.  5v2 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so 
1Thes.  5v2 og (it may/should be) accompanying/appearing/bringing/coming [middle voice]. 
1Thes.  5v2 = For  they  (brethren amongst)   yourselves  (The Elders)   know/understand  exactly/precisely,   

because  The Day  of the  Lord  {in that manner}/as  the thief  within the  night,   {in this manner} 
it  (Lord's Day)   may/should  personally  be  appearing/coming. 

 

For they  (brethren amongst)   yourselves  (The Elders, as the recipients of this letter) 
exactly  know/understand   (being [new people amongst the brethren, having rapidly grown in size]  presently uncertain in what to believe), 
because The Day of The Lord   (the “The Start”  of  “The Day”  [of which itself,  comprises of many parts   Dawn, morning, noon, dusk, etc.]), 
in that manner as the thief in the night   (inasmuch  “The Time”  of the thief coming is completely unknown to the recipient of the thief's activities) 
in this manner it  (The  [beginning]  of The Lord's Day)  might be personally coming   (to close The Gospel Age,  in the mid-21st Century CE). 
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As elsewhere,  in this epistle,  where Paul uses the word  “they”  that is  “conveniently”  lost within  worldly  bible translations as  “you”  are thus 
losing specific pointers,  as I explain in the various sections. 
Here I explain  “they”  to be a pointer  of specific individuals  within the  “yourselves”  to be representing all  “Brethren aiming to become TCs”  in The 
Thessalonian Ecclesia –  but by extension  “they”  can equally include all brethren aiming to be TCs  throughout the Gospel Age  (within  “yourselves”  
TCs taking upon themselves “Responsibility” for God’s Word, Luke.19v16-19)  who are spiritually driven to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
Thus,  we are to  accurately  know/understand  “The Day”  comprising of  “dawn/morning/noon/afternoon/dusk/evening” etc.,  being the different stages 
of the Lord’s Day.  Therefore,  JC as  “The Morning star”  (actually by allegory, the physical planet “Venus”,  Rev.22v16  [reflecting The Sun – just as 
does JCg of Yahweh’s  glory/properties])  of  “The New (Millennium) Day”  starts by collecting his priests  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6)  to become 
his Bride at the 1st 2nd C. 
This “1st Resurrection”   is the  dawn/beginning  of  “The Day”  that shall come as  “a thief in the night”  for all those people  not  watching for the thief  
(or “Venus” that can only be seen at the beginning  [or end, depending on its orbital position relative to us]  of The Day). 
However,  it is  “by watching”,  we are prepared  
        We  “watch”  by  “doing  the works of JC,  by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  through our  accurate  teaching  to edify our neighbour”. 
Actually,  in my spiritual naivety of some 35+ years past,  I errantly thought this meant we should be looking at the outward signs occurring on The 
Earth –  very much as do our  “Leaders of Religion”  (of the Evangelical fringe –  because old traditionalists do not even bother to)  teach us!     

But No!  -  I was looking in  absolutely the  wrong  direction! 
Now,  in my spiritual maturity  (of 60+ years),  I realise that I should be  looking at myself!    

I should be  auditing myself  against specifically  what JC taught us  by both ministry and lifestyle  (as only found in The New Testament)! 
It is by precisely fulfilling Yahweh's Desire to bring forth the next generation of TCs that  we are personally watching  for The Lord's Day! 
No entity except Yahweh exactly knows when this is to occur  (Matt.24v42,  even JC does not know Matt.24v36); – it shall occur when Yahweh can 
righteously justify 144000 individuals  selected/elected  out of The Gospel Age as having precisely imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best they 
are able. 

By precisely watching  (ourselves)  and  doing the works  of JC,  we then  see  JC’s presence  operating within us and  acknowledge  him,  
and in turn,  he  (as JCg)  then physically collects us at his 1st 2nd C  (actually Yahweh is The One making all this physically possible). 

1Thes.  5v3 og whenever/{inasmuch as}/{as long as}  For  (they) state/exclaim:   
1Thes.  5v3 og (the) Peace/Prosperity/Rest  also  (the) security/certainty/safety!    
1Thes.  5v3 og Then/{At the time}  (the) {non- apparently}/unexpectedly/suddenly/unawares  {to them}   
1Thes.  5v3 og (it) {stands upon}/{be present}/{thrusts onto}/{comes upon} [middle voice] 
1Thes.  5v3 og (the) destroy/ruin/punishment/destruction/death   
1Thes.  5v3 og {just as}/{exactly like}  the  pang/throe/pain/sorrow/travail  to the (person [woman])   
1Thes.  5v3 og in  (to the [= within]) stomach/matrix/belly/{with child}/womb  
1Thes.  5v3 og (she) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having,   
1Thes.  5v3 og also  no  not [= certainly not]    (they may/should) {flee out}/escape. 
1Thes.  5v3 = For  whenever  they  (worldly people)   state:    “The  Peace/Prosperity/Rest  also  the  security/certainty/safety!” 

Then  suddenly/unawares  the  destruction/ruin   it  personally  {stands upon}/{thrust onto}  {to them}   
just/as  the  pang/travail  to the person  (woman)   she  having  {within womb}/{with child},   
also  {certainly not}  they  (worldly people)  may/should  flee/escape. 

 

For whenever they (worldly [Christian] leaders )  state:    “Peace/Prosperity/Rest  also  security/certainty/safety!”   
Then  suddenly/unaware  destruction/ruin  personally  {stands upon}/{thrusts onto}  to them   (worldly  people/leaders) 
just/as  the  pang/travail  to the woman having with child   (repeated  “crisis pains”  throughout The World  –  before  “The Event”  [1st 2nd C]),   
also certainly not they (worldly  people/leaders)  might  flee/escape   (from [1] self-inflicted problems,  [2] The 2nd [now permanent] Advent of JCg) 
 

Paul tells us,  humans having made a home with The World as it presently stands  (termed “worldly humans”)  will consider themselves relieved from 
past problems as they look towards the future,  but evermore unforeseen,  increasingly severe problems will occur within The World. 

1st world war and then that passed  (League of Nations to make everything OK)  but The Flu pandemic came and went  (hence OK – because 
will not occur again in our lifetime),  then 1920’s stock market crash and new financial institutions to make everything OK),  2nd world war 
and that passed  (the United Nations to make everything OK),  then The Cold War  (then that passed to make everything OK),  World financial 
crisis of ever increasing severity and then that passed with new fiscal legislation (and everything is OK),  likewise in the political world with 
the hypocrisy ever more rampant  (but that will be OK with legislation),  then we had the financial meltdown; of 2008,  (but everything is OK 
because unprecedented  “quantitative easing”  occurred that has  devalued western currency to almost a 1/3 over five years – thus decreasing 
peoples'  pensions/savings  by a factor of 1/3)!  Then we have the political expenses fiasco – exposed in UK but pandemic globally – and still 
occurs –  never cleaned up because there is no driver to do so!   Then we have the international covert surveillance of  emails/telephone  calls  
to keep  “The Public”  culled  (but all in their best interests to have this layer of  'protection')!   That is politics and commerce –  and now for 
the leaders of all the various worldly religions are shown to be most  wanting/lacking  in virtually everything they do  
(sex/money/power/prestige/etc.)  (but each time these human leaders say   “It will not occur again!”)   But it does with evermore increasing 
severity.   
At the time of the 3rd Revision  (2015 CE)  there are all the problems across  “The Middle East”,  millions of refugees,  and all the boat 
people trying to cross the Mediterranean Sea,  thousands drowned.  And I can see many other serious political problems growing within other 
parts of The World that are soon to  blow-up  in our face.   
At another angle,  we have the world’s natural resources becoming ever scarcer,  global population pulling at what there is remaining,  
global warming reducing what land mass there is –  where many of the major cities are within flooding height of the ever-rising sea  and 
putting more energy into  “The Atmospheric System”  – to yield more  “Category 5”  storms per year around The World –  as we witness  
(Philippines 2013 CE).  
At my 4th Revision (2021 CE),  we have the global pandemic of Covid-19,  in its second wave coming in more vigorously -  just as did the 
world-wide flu in 1918 CE cover the world due to mass migration,  war soldiers from the USA then and now tourists today from China!   To 
add to another worldly woe,  for both UK and Europe it coincided with “Brexit” and caused all manner of problems during negotiations -  
hence two things coming together for the worldly leaders to differentiate time to solve each issue.  Yet this will become more pervasive in a 
few years’ time when many things like the above  (examples, rising sea levels flooding cities, more damaging storms, pollution, loss of habitat, 
cyber-attacks leading to internet crashing, perhaps a major solar flare takes out GPS positioning, or blows out The Grid’s Transformers, 
asteroid, “Just in Time” practices, etc.)  shall come crashing in all-together – leaving the world leaders powerless to devote time in solving 
one issue but collapsing into a heap of mayhem under the weight of many unresolved issues.   
We have  phish/trojans/trolls  crawling all over The Internet, we are  “robbed blind”  by people – now remotely from different countries (they 
do not even have to enter our house)!   The Rich people are becoming even wealthier and the poor even poorer!   There is now almost 1% of 
The World’s population displaced by war,  life expectancy is now decreasing in countries.  Past climate promises are broken,  and todays’ 
politicians promise wonderful things deliberately far enough in the future when they are no longer in office to deliver them!    We have had 
the three warmest years on record over the last five years – and we still have people stating  “There is not Climate change  (due to Man’s 
intervention)!   To which I answer,  over the last 100 years we have burnt  (meaning, “generating heat”)  “The Sun’s Energy”  captured over 
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millions of years within fossil fuels!   That is a 50,000,000  100  ratio of increased expended energy!   I realise it is not quite as simplistic as 
that because of various conversion factors throughout the conversion cycle,  yet by counter,  the release of CO2 adds to global warming. 
I just ask the reader to read over the above again – of which is a paltry listing – there is far more detail that could be added and come to the 
sensible and only rational conclusion - 

The whole worldly scene is a hypocritical and dangerous farce! 
I state this  is  truly coming –  and  shall occur  around the mid-21st Century CE. 
Where,  there shall be no greater tribulation than in these days  (Matt.24v21),  men’s hearts faint with fear (Luke.21v24),  ask for the 
mountains to fall upon them (Rev.6v16), else no life shall be saved are all quotes from The Bible - at this cataclysmic time  -  brought solely 
about by People with power dominating those people below them to their hurt  (wherever in society). 

That is  why  “The Human Species”  needs  “Extra-terrestrial Intervention”  within the next 50 years –  else Mankind  will  self-annihilate itself and take 
the rest of  “Life”  on this planet down as well.  It is on record;  we are presently living in  “The Great Mass Extinction”  –  with spices being killed off 
by Mankind twelve times faster than even  “The Worst”  of  “The Five Extinction Periods”  in the history of  “Life”  over some 3 billion years! 

That is why Yahweh is standing back  (while having already put in place  “The Righteous Mechanism”  over the last 4000 years)  so that all 
our  pundits/{die-hards}  presently supporting worldly methodology by saying,  “It is OK, leave it to us,  Mankind can sort it out”  prove to 
themselves   “They are wrong!”   This shall give them and the rest of the World a better incentive to repent and reform in The Millennium  
(noting Yahweh’s character Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9).   They shall have  no  excuse afterwards if they become iniquitous within The Millennium  -  
to be annihilated at  “The 2nd Death”  by returning to worldly methodology that would have otherwise exterminated themselves and all life if 
left unchecked. 

Can the reader follow through  “The Righteous Scenario”  Yahweh has  carefully laid in place  for Mankind’s Salvation? 
Add the former occurrences when things were  “supposedly well”  in The World,  together with the pressures of the latter listing,  then it does not need 
much of a brain to realise these ripples will come together with  constructive interference  (like “Rogue Waves” in the Sea [of Mankind])  to cause 
precisely what The Bible describes here within the next few decades.  And in the final pang -  The World  (as Mankind)  will not escape,  but sadly 
implode  (see Mark.v13v19-20 as an  allegoric  warning of what is to come). 
I have need to repeat - 
Sadly , because of the stiff-necked nature of worldly humans  (as we are  often told  in The Bible),  then  these individuals have need to see The World 
collapse around them  before  these “die-hard” individuals acknowledge they  (and  “The Human Species”)  must personally operate according to 
Yahweh’s Laws for everlasting salvation!   The Millennium shall then be  brought-in  by Yahweh through His son JCg so these worldly humans might 
choose to personally reform under the righteous teaching program of JCg with his bride of 144000 TCs reigning alongside. 
I now repeat again,  – only  for our “die-hards”  (so they have no excuse after the third time around)  for everything to be made perfectly clear - 
At present,  worldly people  vehemently  believe    

“Give us enough time and we can sort it all out”  (while presently conforming to  “worldly methodology”).   
So,  by answer, Yahweh  will righteously give   all humans  all the time in The Present World  required to show this idea  is a lie.   
No human  (operating under this world’s present methodology)  can sort anything out in this world under the present custodian god,  Satan  (being  “The 
Source”  of this world's present methodology  – “to self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt”  predominantly made so by leaders taking their position over 
society,  wherever, whenever and throughout society). 
Quite simply  

There are too many people  “in the leadership chain”  to spin  “good into bad”  along the route!  
There are too many people on  “The Gravy Train”  throughout all of society living on the backs of  “The People doing The Work”!   
It all needs a  “new broom to sweep clean”  -  and that is what JCg will be! 
We have had some 6000 years plus  “a bit”,  to show the veracity and accuracy of my statement!   

However,  when  the time is correct,  JCg will be given  all  power and authority by Yahweh,  to remove Satan  (Rev.20v1-3)  and the proven hurtful 
people from this system  (Rev.19v16-21).  JCg will then start  “The New System”  called  “The Millennium”  and then resurrect  all  people,  both good 
and bad to  learn  “Righteousness”  for final judgement,  during,  and  at the end  of this 1000-year  training/education  period. 

This is precisely what The Bible teaches us,  but up to 2007 CE this is  never  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders –  because they are  
demonstrably motivated by The World,  to personally close their mind  (“agnoeo” StrongsTM= 50)   preferring  not  to understand  real  
righteousness/equality  (to Yahweh’s Desire),  because it will hurt their present lifestyle!   They “Prefer the World”  as it is! 

There is a sting in the tail of this verse. 
The  “sting in the tail”   of this verse,  is actually  “worldly people”  are  not  only  “non-Christians”  -  but some of  “The Worst”  are  “Christians”  
inasmuch they are  supposed  to be representatives of  “The Word of God”.   In like manner as were The Jews –  pre-JC’s ministry,  noting how  “The 
Prophets”  ripped into The Jewish Religious Leaders  in their writings,  and then The Jews were ejected from this position of representing Yahweh. 
Likewise,  The Christians will be ejected from this position at  The End of The Gospel Age by The Secular World,  (as were The Jews by The Romans in 
70 CE) –  ready for  “The Next Session”    (= “The 3rd Epoch of Israel” = “The Resurrected World”)  that will soon be The Millennium,  where JCg and 
the 144000 TCs shall be ruling with Satan removed  (Rev.20v1-3).   Why?   Because Yahweh has achieved His two Remnants that returned to The Lord 
out of the two “Israels”  pre- and post-JC’s 1st Advent  (John.10v16, demonstrably rejecting Satan's rule over their mind during those two Ages [Epochs 
of Israel]).  Presently Yahweh is waiting for the  last few members  of 144000 TCs to prove themselves worthy to “The Judging World”.   You could be 
personally delaying this from occurring by not presenting  yourself  as being proven worthy of this stupendous accolade that is  “only The Once  made 
available”  during our whole existence  (that could be for an eternity).   You surely do not want to be part of Matt.8v12 to reconcile for an eternity? 
 
31st Warning – Worldly Christians must reform if they desire not to be caught out and miss becoming a  “Son of God”. 
Comment – repeat - Concerning these specific times at The End of The Gospel Age,  TCs have no need to worry because 
they are consistently operating in the correct manner so that at whatever time Yahweh chooses for JCg to collect his 
Bride,  they shall always be ready with oil in their lamps (Matt.25v1-12). 
Allegory – repeat - The Day of the Lord = 1000 years  comprises of sunrise,  morning,  afternoon,  evening events. 
The  very first event  of the 1000 year “Day of The Lord” is for JCg to collect his future Bride,  as determined by Yahweh. 
Allegory – repeat - Thief in the night = Unknown event else the housemaster would have been prepared.  The timing of the 
event is unknown rather assuming this event shall not occur,  so  we must constantly live as if this event is to occur  now,  
thus showing our assurance and fidelity to  “The Knowledge” – sourced by Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”. 
Prophecy – repeat – “The Day of The Lord”  shall occur and will come upon The Christian Nation as a thief in The Night 
– totally unexpectedly.  Only those specific people behaving as TCs will be assembled by Yahweh and collected by JCg. 
16th Prophecy – The TCs become The Luminaries and Sons of  “The Day”  –  being The Teachers in  “The Millennium”. 
28th Allegory – light = Knowledge to show us how to deport ourselves to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire =  imitate JC. 
People operating according to Yahweh’s Methodology have no fear of public  scrutiny/assay  of their private lives. 
29th Allegory – Luminaries = TCs who shine out The Light by  accurately  publicising  “The Word of God”  to The World. 
30th Allegory – Sons of the Day = This is a two-level explanation:- 

1. “The Day” meaning,  Yahweh’s Methodology controls our mind – to be successful in The Millennium. 
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2. “Sons” meaning,  “Sons of God” to rule over “The Resurrected World”  during The Day of The Millennium. 
60th Instruction – We must not become members of The Night lost in darkness.   
31st Allegory – Night = The present 6000 years of Satan's authority over The Earth yielding worldly methodology 
practised by all people in the 1st part of their spiritual life  (hence making him their god).  Humans  (operating according 
to worldly methodology)  prefer to hide their habitual works in the dark –  so they cannot be seen by the public! 
32nd Allegory – Darkness =  knowing only how to self-indulge  (to the hurt of our neighbour) =  faulty deportment. 
Representative of people operating to worldly methodology preferring their private life hidden from public scrutiny. 
61st Instruction – We must not become drowsy –  but rather keep wide awake and clear thinking. 
33rd Allegory – (Spiritual) Sleep – “A period of unconsciousness”  to what is possible  (achieving Sonship by imitating JC) 
Refusing to inculcate  “The (real) Word of God”  from  The Bible  - by falsely assuming it has no relevance to us! 
34th Allegory – drowsy = Having no real interest in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to achieve  “Human Salvation”. 
35th Allegory – awake/watching = Constantly auditing our behaviour to ensure we are imitating JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  to 
the very best we are able  (knowing that Yahweh is equally auditing us in His  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”). 
62nd Instruction – We must not become intoxicated by things of The Night.   We must  always  have a  clear/sane/sober  
mind,  so we are good examples for other people to copy,  and always ready to clearly teach God’s Word to other people. 
36th Allegory – intoxicated = Participating within worldly self-indulgence that clouds our mind from thinking clearly. 
67th Reasoning – Because by participating within worldly self-indulgence and not imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  then we 
are turning our back against Yahweh,  equally He will turn His back and not select us for Sonship because we are not of 
the correct material to be given responsibility over 5 and 10 cities (Luke 19v17) as future kings/priests  of The Millennium 
63rd Instruction – As TCs,  we put on ourselves a breastplate of  real  faith (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  
that creates within the individual a working platform of  righteousness/equality  (to Yahweh's Desire of us as individuals). 
64th Instruction – As TCs,  we are internally motivated to act with  {charity love}/agape  giving time freely to edify our 
neighbour so they might know  why/how  they too might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
65th Instruction – As TCs, we put a helmet upon ourselves,  of The Expectation of Salvation through Sonship to Yahweh. 
37th Allegory – breastplate = “Faith” - that protects  our vital organs for life from the attack made by  “Professional 
Leaders of Religion”  undermining the TCs’ work from which come  good/ideal  charitable works (to edify our neighbour).   
38th Allegory – helmet = “salvation” that protects The Knowledge in the brain that will lead to salvation  if kept accurate. 
1Thes.  5v4 og {specifically yourselves}  And  (the) brothers/{The Brethren}  
1Thes.  5v4 og no/not/none  (you) are  in  (to the [= within]) shadiness/obscurity/darkness,   
1Thes.  5v4 og that  The  Day/{period of time}  {specifically yourselves}  {in that manner}/likewise/as   
1Thes.  5v4 og (the) stealer/thief   (he/she/it  may/should) {take eagerly}/seize/apprehend/grab/grasp. 
1Thes.  5v4  = And  {specifically yourselves}  the  brothers  not  you are  within  the  shadiness/obscurity/darkness,   

that  The Day  it  may/should  {take eagerly}/seize/grab  {specifically yourselves}  {in that manner}/as  the  thief. 
 

And specifically yourselves brothers,  you are not within the  obscurity/darkness   (of worldly methodology clouding a person's reasoning), 
that The Day might  seize/grab  specifically yourselves in that manner as the thief.   (Thus,  these Brethren were  operating  in  “The Light”) 
                 (“In the Light” means   “Regular Self-audits to The Word of God”  ensures we have nothing to hide from public  scrutiny/audit  [hence holy]) 
 

Those people who  truly are  actively imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  during the 1st part of their physical life,  are therefore actively aiming to purify the 
2nd part of their spiritual life,  shall be likened to the 5 wise virgins  (Matt.25v1-13)  having prepared their oil in their  accurate  ministry work where  
“the oil”  is equivalent to the  “active energy”  available  “to give the light”  of Yahweh Word  (of Knowledge)  to The World. 
Thus,  while the TC  (as judged by Yahweh)  is in this  continual state  of active personal ministry,  then it does not matter when JCg comes,  and the  
“parousia”  of  “presence”  and  “coming”  sequentially operate within these TCs as though there  is no time  in between  presence/coming  relative to 
The Individual.  Thus,  for the TCs,   they have JCg’s  “presence”  within them during their active ministry,  and then JCg  “comes”  to collect them in  
the next instance  whether while physically alive  1Thes.4v15,  or those TCs who might be dead  1Thes.4v14,  for days,  months,  years,  decades,  
millennia, –  then it will be as merely an “instant in time”  during their  “loss of consciousness”  while  “asleep” (1st Death –  John.11v11-15). 
Therefore,  

The TCs are  not  in darkness   (inasmuch they do things openly,  having nothing to hide) –  being they have  “The Word of God”  imbued 
within their very  being/existence,  and because they  are  operating with fidelity upon it. 
They  are  operating in the full light,  fully conscious and prepared for JCg’s arrival anytime –  because they are  constantly active  in 
fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire –  they are exercising  “belief”  by personal works  (James.2v16-26, Hebrews chapter 11). 

1Thes.  5v5 og (the) all (persons)  {specifically yourselves}  (the) sons  
1Thes.  5v5 og (of the) shining/illumination/fire/light/radiance/luminosity  (you) are,   
1Thes.  5v5 og also  (the) sons  (of the) day/{period of time},    
1Thes.  5v5 og no/not/none  {we are/being}  (of the) night  {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}   
1Thes.  5v5 og (of the) shadiness/obscurity/darkness. 
1Thes.  5v5 = All  {specifically yourselves}   (are)   the  sons  of the  illumination/light  also  the  sons  of the  Day,   

not  {we are}  of the  night,   nor  of the  shadiness/obscurity/darkness. 
 

All yourselves  (are)  the sons of The Light   (their mind  is  controlled by Yahweh's Methodology,  and they  never  partake in worldly reasoning) 
                   (Unlike virtually all people claiming to be “Christians”  today,  some of the worst being the leaders themselves  -  celebrated by The World!) 
also the sons of The Day   (to become the future “Sons of God” alongside JCg in  “The Great Sabbath Day”  of The Millennium = The Lord's Day), 
not we are of the night   (operating to worldly methodology of the last some 6000 years  “to self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt”) 
nor  (we are)  of the  obscurity/darkness   (where worldly methodology causes the perpetrators to hide their deeds from public  audit/scrutiny). 
 

These Brethren (real Christians)  are almost at the stage of being TCs by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  thereby having  “The Accurate Knowledge”  
(of  “1st Century Christianity”)  within  {specifically yourselves}  and become  luminaries  (light sources)  to The World,  as shall “The Day of The Lord”  
(The Millennium),  to be giving  “The Knowledge”  of,  and operating as,  “The Disclosing Truth”  given by both word and deportment.   
You as  “almost TCs”  have almost proven  “specifically yourselves”  as faithful stewards over small matters so you can be given a much greater  
“weight of responsibility”  in The Millennium  (Luke.19v16-19)  over the administration of many cities with  thousands/millions  of inhabitants.  

The present world is in  shadiness/obscurity/darkness  operating under Satan’s Methodology to gratify the indulgent self  (specifically “The 
Leaders” throughout society – that is  why  they are leaders in a world controlled by Satan’s methodology)!   This is specifically  why  leaders 
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climb to their present levels of competency  (limited to the level of  “personal incompetency”)  as we witness to feed The Self in the pretence it 
is to help  “us”  -  The Public!   Where  “darkness”  is used because The Leaders taking  The First/Most  within society desire to have their 
activities  “kept in the dark” –  for example high-income people hide their salary –  but low-income people have nothing to hide!    
Political leaders hide their expenses from public scrutiny and audit,  as witness the exposed scams in the UK, 2008 CE. 

This is what JC taught –  being    
“Beware of the  leaven/hypocrisy”  of the Pharisees  (Matt.6v2-5, Luke.11v44, 12v1),  and Herald was called a fox  (Luke.13v32). 

However,  while knowing this is occurring in Satan’s world –  it is essential for those people aiming to become TCs,  to remain utterly neutral in  all  
matters of this World,  always knowing Yahweh is allowing these self-indulgent Leaders  (of politics, commerce, and religion)  to demonstrate their 
incompetence  in Satan’s World.   It is  not  our responsibility to affect their position one way or another  (Luke.13v1-5, Rom.13v1-7) –  else we are 
adversarial to Yahweh’s Desire and then we too,  become part of The World to operate likewise within its  shadiness/obscurity/darkness –  thereby 
becoming  spotted/blighted  and by consequence,  lose our position to become a future  “Son of God”.  

We are to  (= must)  imitate JC –  be patient -  only teach of The Millennium by both words  and most importantly,  by our deportment. 
Just for The Record - 

“Light” means   (1) we can see clearly how to deport ourselves upon  “The Word of God”  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  and  (2) we hide 
nothing we do from public scrutiny  (knowing all will be disclosed in The Millennium –  to explain why The TCs were elected as the future 
“Sons of God”,  and specifically why  worldly Christian leaders in their millions were rejected,  Luke.12v2-3, 20v16, etc.). 
“Darkness” means   (1) we cannot see clearly how to deport ourselves and thus displease Yahweh,  and  (2) we hide aspects of our life away 
from public scrutiny –  knowing what we do is wrong and will be unflattering in the public eye!   Our is “hypocrisy”  is hidden,  being 
perhaps the most mentally painful thing that can occur to someone – is that  he/she  becomes publicly exposed as a fraudster to our claims! 

1Thes.  5v6 og Therefore/Thus  therefore/then  not  (let us) {to sleep}/{lying down to rest}/{fall asleep}/drowsy   
1Thes.  5v6 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  also  the  {remaining ones}/residues/rest,   
1Thes.  5v6 og but  (let us) {keep awake}/{be vigilant}/{carefully watch}   
1Thes.  5v6 og also  (let us) {abstain (from intoxication – of whatever)}/{be clear thinking}/{be sober/watching}. 
1Thes.  5v6 = Therefore  then  let us  not  sleep/{lay down to rest}/{be drowsy}/{fall asleep}   

also  {in the manner}/as  of the  {remaining ones}   (worldly people  =   [everyone,  less144000 individuals]),   
but  let us  (aiming to be TCs)  {keep awake}/{be vigilant}   (gain  “The Word of God”  and personally assay it) 
also  let us  be  {abstaining from intoxication}/{clear thinking}/sober   (by having  “The Word of God”  operating within us), 

 

Therefore then,  let us not  {lay down to rest}/sleep   (we must not succumb to worldly methodology,  to be ruling our mind) 
also in the manner as the remaining people   (worldly people  =  all The World  [less 144000 individuals/TCs]), 
but let us  (aiming to be TCs)  keep awake   (gain “The Word of God”, rigorously  assay it,  practice it with fidelity,  carry out regular self-audits) 
also let us be  {abstaining from intoxication}/sober   (by  only  operating upon  “The Word of God”  to deliver agape). 
         (“Keeping sober”  is also useful advice –  to be avoiding  charlatan Christian leaders taking over the sensibilities of their prey in mass hysteria.)  
 

Paul gives  “us”  (The Brethren aiming to become TCs)  this  clear  advice - 
We must  not  be dulled in our thinking to all forms of worldly deception,  like the rest of humans and  worldly Christians,  
but we  operating/working  as TCs are to be clear thinking and  not  intoxicated  (as demonstrated by what we do). 

This short verse when carefully analysed holds so much advice upon which to ruminate,  as we scan across what is done within the World -  often for 
simply  self-indulgent  purposes  (to become intoxicated with whatever)  so the mind cannot think clearly.   

I ask the reader   
Would JC when having more HS than any human,  show any signs of being intoxicated? 

Where “intoxication” means  – “not  to be clear thinking”! 
JC would need to be wholly clear thinking to ensure he would not be a verbal victim to The Pharisees' or Sadducee’s constant attacks! 
By contrast it was The Pharisee or Sadducees who had  “to retreat”  with confused minds  (Matt.22v46, Luke.20v40). 

Intoxication leads to confusion within the mind –  Paul tells us that   “Yahweh is not a God of  confusion/disorder”  (1Cor.14v23). 
Thus,  we can reason,  all forms of drugs –  either administered   (1) physically from outside or  (2) created internally by hype and sensationalism to 
render the individual into an intoxicated condition  (of  confusion/disorder  within the mind)  is all an anathema to Yahweh.   People (outside the medical 
domain)  using any means to control the sensibilities of the recipient by drugs externally or internally created  never  have their victim’s best interests at 
heart,  there is always an ulterior motive as to why this procedure occurs – else  why use them? 
We can usefully deduce,  “slain in the spirit”  and such like activities of speaking gibberish  (“speaking in tongues” ignoring the warning at 1Cor.14v23)  
we witness as  performing arts  by  charlatan Christian leaders is equally an anathema to Yahweh –  because there is  no  such account of anything like 
this  (except when possessed by demons –  which is an interesting connection)  within The Bible.  I ask advocates contact this website if they disagree! 
Then I will give a thorough line by line,  word by word critique using The Bible as my reference source to dispel their  “satanic/adversarial  exegesis”!  
I would suggest they read my commentaries to  “Acts of The Apostles”   of some 660,000 words that carefully explains how  “Professional Leaders of 
Religion”  have spun  “God’s Word”  around to be used as a tool for  money/leverage/power/control  over their deluded devotees.  Noting my 
informative commentary to Acts.2v3 where I take care to explain how  charlatan Christian Leaders operate by spinning God’s Word around on its head,  
and I cite a woman called Aimee Semple McPherson living at the start of the last century,  of very dubious character beginning the Charismatic church!   
Any Christian leader not actively speaking against this practice,  automatically condones it  -  are thereby likewise condemned by Yahweh  (Rom.1v30-
32, Mark.8v38). 

Moreover,  the reader should read my commentaries at Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, etc.  as an aside! 
Therefore,  we must always be clear thinking,  never  allow  humans/leaders  to manipulate our mind in their  “Control of People”  for their personal 
worldly gain –  and by consequence,  we must always give a good account of ourselves to Yahweh  and to The World  in their assay of us  -  as being 
wholly different and respectable  in  all  our dealings and operations with those people still operating within The World.   
It is our responsibility to function as wonderfully  bright/clean  luminaries without anything that might be considered as spotted or dirty upon us,  so we 
might draw people to us with  sane/reasoning  minds.   Furthermore,  “Leaders of Religion”  operating within The World for their personal worldly gain 
feeling publicly  exposed/threatened  because of our general righteous activities will magnify whatever small bit of dirt to discredit us and our message  
(hence Paul’s comment at 1Cor.10v23 regarding all things are publicly acceptable but not all things profit …  and not all things edify us). 
Just as  “The Religious Established Authorities”  practised towards JC,  they called him Beelzebub,  drunkard,  sinner –  only because he helped those 
people with these difficulties –  so using  “dirt by association”  to vilify him in the eyes of The Public.  Moreover,  we are told –  it is no different 
throughout time  (Matt.23 v27-37, John.16v1-4, 2Tim.3v13-15, etc.,) –  nothing new can be used (1Cor.10v13),  thus only the same things can be used! 
Consequently,  TCs  must expect this to occur to themselves  from those leaders who feel threatened by exposure  (John.11v47-53)  when compared with 
a righteous lifestyle exhibited by a TC  (and these leaders having no desire to change themselves,  so they irradicate the irritant)! 
As I state in many places - 

The same type of person climbs into these positions,  generation after generation,  it is  only  “the names and faces”  that are different. 
1Thes.  5v7 og the (persons)  For  (the) sleeping/{lying down to rest}/{falling asleep}/drowsy  (of the) night   
1Thes.  5v7 og (they are being) asleep/{laid down to rest}/{fallen asleep}/{completely languid};   
1Thes.  5v7 og also  the (persons)  {being intoxicated/{being drunk}  (of the) night  (they are) tipsy/sot/drunkard; 
1Thes.  5v7 = For  the  people  sleeping/drowsing/{falling asleep},   they are being  sleepy/drowsy/asleep  of the (= at)  night,   
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also  the persons  intoxicated/{being drunk},   they are being  tipsy/drunk  of the  night. 
For the people  sleeping/drowsing   (having  no  personal interest in searching for God’s Word  [being  “The Daylight”]),    
they are being  sleepy/drowsy  at night   (having a mind that operates in worldly methodology) 
also the people intoxicated   (upon worldly methodology seeking  “The Emotion/Thrill/Immediacy  of the lusting  Animalistic/carnal Mind”) 
they are being drunk  (having an animalistic mind)  of night   (“The Worldly Methodology”  [of self-craving gratification]  controlling The Mind). 
              (Where  “drunk of the night”  means  “intoxicated by self-indulgent nefarious acts that need to be hidden from public scrutiny”.) 

 

Paul teaches us,  those people choosing to operate within the night  (being of its methodology)  have no intrinsic interest in searching for  “The Word of 
God” for personal reform,  they behave as sleepy people with no interest in waking up to  “The Real World”  of The Millennium  and beyond. 
Consequently,  these people preferring to settle within the present World live according to its methodology within its structures and political systems will 
become sleepy to what Yahweh demands from us –  He demands we should   “edify our neighbour to our own hurt”. 
Likewise,  if we choose to live according to The Night so we become drunk through lack of clarity in our thought processes  (concerned only for 
immediate gain),  then we have our ideally  “correct thinking’  (as guided by  “The Word of God”  for “The Long Term”)  becoming blinded by the 
worldly operations around us.  We therefore become numb to the “apparent normality”  of the pain and suffering to individuals within The World caused 
by the self-indulgent nature of those specific people with the power to exercise it.   This legion of activity accepted as  “The Norm”  (Rom.8v22),  in 
today's World becomes an utter abomination in Yahweh's future World of The Millennium,  where JCg and the 144000 TCs,  all with  infinite  authority 
and capability,  shall ensure this pain and suffering will be suppressed to absolute naught  (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15).    Amen. 
1Thes.  5v8 og {we ourselves}  And  (of the) day/{period of time}  (the) being/having [plural],   
1Thes.  5v8 og (let us) {abstain (from intoxication – of whatever)}/{be clear thinking}/{be sober/watching},   
1Thes.  5v8 og (the having) {sunk into a garment}/endued/{put on} [middle voice, plural]   
1Thes.  5v8 og (the) {chest (“thorax”)}/{a corslet}/breastplate  (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  
1Thes.  5v8 og also  (of the) agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love,   
1Thes.  5v8 og also  (the) {encirclement of the head}/helmet  (the) anticipation/expectancy/confidence   
1Thes.  5v8 og (of the) rescue/delivering/salvation/health/safety. 
1Thes.  5v8 = And  {we (TCs)  ourselves}  the being  of The  Day,  let us  {abstain from intoxication}/{be clear thinking},   

the having  personally  {put on}  the  breastplate of  {faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},  also  of the  {charity love}/agape,   
also  the helmet  The  Anticipation/Expectancy  of the  rescue/salvation/delivering. 

 

And we (TCs)  ourselves being of The Day   (Yahweh's Methodology that shall operate in The Millennium to show us how to  correctly behave), 
let us abstain from intoxication   (we must  always  be  clear thinking,  enabling us to always have full authority concerning  “The Word of God”) 
having personally put on the breastplate   (metaphorically gives protection to our vital organs of  “life”  -  to give “life”)   
of the  (real) faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity), 
also of the  agape/charity   (of works freely given for no worldly return,  “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”  =  imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle), 
also the helmet   (to protect our head containing our brain exclusively built upon  “The Word of God”) 
the  Anticipation/Expectation   (“The Goal of the Anointing”,  as laid down by Jesus’ ministry/deportment) 
of the  rescue/salvation   (being  guaranteed  “life”  to the future 144000 future  “Sons of God”  anointed by Yahweh).  
 

Again,  we must ask - 
What does this verse really mean? 

As we will again discover –  this does not mean quite as we are taught by our  worldly Christian leaders  (as usual)! 
Paul is exhorting and encouraging  The Brethren (Christians)  to become like him  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, Phil.3v17, etc.,)  to be aiming for  “The 
Target”,  being  “The Goal”  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (which for Him is  to first achieve  His 144000 future  “Sons of God”).  Thus,  we have  “The 
Kingdom of God”  (a society that fulfils Yahweh’s Desire)  Spiritually operating within our minds  (Luke.17v21)  ready for  “The Forthcoming Physical 
Reality of The Millennium”.  Because we  (assiduously aiming to become TCs)  have these  righteous/equitable  qualities operating within our mind,  
then  we become appropriate subjects to lead “The New World Order”  where people are to mutually edify one another for  no  worldly return.  
Therefore,  in this manner we become subjects of The Day to participate within  “The Millennium Day”  as  Kings/Priests  of The Millennium. 
To do this,  then we  must be  of  clear mind and sober thinking,  thus best positioned  to be  “capable and competent”  benevolent  “over lords”  
operating in a  righteous/equitable  manner  with the unlimited use of Yahweh’s capability to express His HS in  a truly caring fashion,  having learnt 
how to be personally  humble/contrite  in the 1st part of our physical life.  Obviously being instructed to be imitating JC who  was/is  “the image of God”  
(John.14v5-15),  then we are likewise to have a  “clear thinking mind” –  for as we are told   “For God is  not  the author of confusion/disorder”  
(1Cor.14v33),  noting further what Paul states to Titus at Titus.2v2-8. 
This is all counter to what we witness today given by so many people claiming to be  “slain in the spirit”  (I assume they think it is the “HS”,  but it is 
worldly spirit  “WS”)  or speaking gibberish,  mystic waffle and the  such-like  who themselves have absolutely  no  respectable qualifications to behave 
as righteous  Kings/Priests  with responsibility of 10 and 5 cities  (Luke.19v16-19).   
Let me ask a  perfectly sensible  question - 

Who would want to be administered by these people –  particularly the  charlatan  leaders milking the situation  for their own indulgence? –  
They are having their reward now –  but perhaps they shall  never  see The Millennium  (being despised,  when their activities are assayed)! 

Thus we,  as The Brethren,  actively aiming to become TCs are  “The Light of God”  operating within this present worldly system,  being  clear thinking  
in our mind so we might  accurately  direct those people presently in darkness   (or having the cloak of darkness thrown over them by charlatans)  so we 
might have the breastplate of  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  to keep our  trunk/torso  protected.  “Real Faith”  yields unfeigned  {charity 
love}/agape  by us freely giving our time to  accurately  publicise/teach  “The Word of God”  to edify our neighbours so they too might know  why/how  
to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
Importantly,  we must protect our mind,  being  “The Knowledge”  imbued and  thoroughly/rigorously  assayed/tested  (for its  authenticity/provenance),  
from which we are eagerly anticipating  “The Expectation”  of becoming  “The Heirs over The Inheritance”,  being the fulfilment of  “The Promise” 
through  “The Birthright”  made some 4000 years ago to Abraham and only partially fulfilled through  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  as allegoric prophecy. 

Now we move to the final part   “of salvation”. 
What  worldly Christian leaders seem to have forgotten is that JC has saved  all  of us from what would have been  “The Death”  of annihilation  (given 
without distinction,  1John.2v2, 4v14)  that has now become “The 1st Death”  (= asleep)  because of JC’s intervention,  but JC most certainly has  not  
saved any of us from  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation.  Actually,  our spiritually blind  “worldly Christian Leaders”  (being virtually  all  Christian 
leaders)  muddle it all together and loose themselves in  “The Mystery”  of their  own  creation –  because it certainly does not come from The Bible! 
“The 1st Death”  would have been  “The Death of annihilation”  (that is to say   “Our only Death”),  but JC’s  “Undeserved Gift”  of  “The Ransom 
Sacrifice”  is given to  all  of us  freely  and thus nothing we can do can pay for it –  so logically,  it is given to  all of us  without partiality  (= a sentence 
running on quotes from The Bible). 

Thus,  JCg has saved us from  “The Decision”  made for us by our ancestors  (Adam and Eve as the first “superhumans”  above the earlier 
animal reasoning humanoids of the previous 100,000+ years [hence Gen.4v14-17)  that would have annihilated us at our death  (but is now  
“asleep”  and hence becomes termed as   “The 1st Death”). 

“The 2nd Death”  (Rev.2v11, 20v6)  is now based upon our  own  decision  (hence  “Righteous”  [“Acceptable Year of The Lord” – see glossary])  based 
upon our personal experiences of an evil society  (of 6000 years,  today)  and of a perfected society  (of 1000 years)  during which we either - 
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1. Imitate JC to maintain the perfect society for an eternity,  or  
2. We revert to our former lifestyle of self-indulgence  (returning to the 1st part of our spiritual life)  “to the hurt of our neighbour”  to 

become the subject of  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation for which JC did  not  atone us  (as we are told at Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 
1Pet.2v18-22). 

Clearly the point being made here by Paul is,  those people imitating JC now in the 1st part of their physical life,  are thus purifying the 2nd part of their 
spiritual life by precisely imitating JC become  “The Early Adopters  (as “The Firstfruits” harvest, Rev.14v1-4),   are thus  elected/chosen  by Yahweh  
(Matt.20v23)  to become future  “Sons of God”  in the 1st 2nd C  (being blessed in  “The 1st Resurrection”,  Rev.20v6)  upon which  “The 2nd Death”  of 
annihilation has no power over them  (Rev.2v11, 20v6).  

Thus,  they have  guaranteed  salvation. 
This is precisely the point Paul is making in this verse,  guaranteed  salvation by making the  wise decision  to be imitating JC  now. 
As we can see,  this is  not  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders who presently at 2007/21 CE have absolutely  no  understanding of this –  else 
surely they would teach it –  otherwise they stand condemned by Yahweh  (where they become likened to being as  “The Rich Man”  in JC’s Parable of 
“The Rich Man and Lazarus”,  Luke.16v19-30).    Please read my local commentaries,  because as usual,  this parable does  not  mean what our  worldly 
Christian leaders preach to us,  but they are so proficient at  preaching/practising  “Religion”  detested by Yahweh! 
 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 
The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father  “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 
68th Reasoning – “ho theos”  here is Yahweh,  because the context is TCs (Paul)  and of the Thessalonians who were 
almost TCs,  with their sights upon Sonship because they  are  truly imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  Moreover,  this is 
said by a  real TC (Paul)  and not by subsequent  fraudulent Christian Leaders of today seeking worldly acclaim! 
66th Instruction – “the specific god”  is initially JC,  he did not purpose The Brethren (Christians)  unto  anger/wrath  but 
desired to  deliver/save  us into  “The Eternity”  through the  preservation/purchasing  of what he did for us by sacrifice. 
Then Yahweh as “The Adopting Father” becomes “The Specific God”  of all people  precisely imitating  JC’s deportment. 
69th Reasoning – However this is  not  one sided – though Yahweh desires to give  “guaranteed salvation of Sonship”,  we 
must imitate JC for this to be possible,  where the requirement is  (1) Ministry/Lifestyle  now to become a  “Son of God”,  
but if ignored until later,  then just  (2) Lifestyle for everlasting life in a fleshly body  if  we  leave it until The Millennium. 
Instruction – repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil  “The Master’s Commands/Desire”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
Allegory – repeat - (Physical) Sleep – Death, not annihilation.  “A period of unconsciousness” between two parts of our life. 
The 1st part under Satan’s methodology and the 2nd part in The Millennium under Yahweh’s Methodology. 
39th Allegory – (Physically) Awake – Alive during the 1st part of our physical life. 
40th Allegory – (Spiritually) Awake – Able to understand how  “1st Century Christianity”  righteously makes possible  “The 
Salvation of Mankind”  through our 2 part life  (both 2 part spiritual and 2 part physical). 
Prophecy  repeat - The people equally copying JC die away from The World shall also stand up,  as did JC to be JCg. 
Reasoning – repeat - People prepared to physically die for the same cause as did JC for  only  teaching  “1st Century 
Christianity”  by both word and deportment  must have the  one/same  mind as that within JC,  therefore  sharing  the  
one/same  HS that was sourced by Yahweh.  Clearly worldly Christian leaders do none of the above, thus they have no HS! 
Prophecy – repeat - People copying JC are spiritually with him shall receive “The Inheritance” equally as “Sons of God” 
Prophecy – repeat - People imitating JC shall be united as  companions/{like-minded}  (man and wife)  in The Millennium 
70th Reasoning – Paul is exhorting The Brethren to aim for “The Goal of Sonship”  to Yahweh.  Hence his Rally Call:  
“We” having fallen on fertile ground are to yield a new generation TCs.  There is the safety net of The Millennium for all 
people not with JC – but before that safety net can be exercised then 144000 TCs are  first required  so that Yahweh may 
gain His Tools for the next stage in His Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation – hence Paul’s  continual exhortation. 
Allegory – repeat - awake/watching = Constantly auditing our behaviour ensuring we are imitating JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  
to the very best we are able  (knowing that Yahweh is equally auditing us in His  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”). 
1Thes.  5v9 og Because  no/not/none  (he) placed/ordained/settled/{sink/laid down}/purposed/appointed [middle voice]  
1Thes.  5v9 og us/our/we  the  {specific god}  into/unto  (the) {violent passion}/indignation/anger/wrath/vengeance,   
1Thes.  5v9 og but  into/unto  (the) {acquisition (the act or thing)}/preservation/obtaining/purchase/possessing/saving   
1Thes.  5v9 og (of the) rescue/deliverance/salvation/health/safety  through (reason of)  of the  lord/master  {of/from us}   
1Thes.  5v9 og (of the) Jesus  (of the)  Christ/Messiah/Anointed, 
1Thes.  5v9 = Because  not  “the specific god”  he  personally  placed/ordained/purposed  us  unto  the  {violent passion}anger/wrath   

but  unto  the  acquisition/purchase  of the  rescue/deliverance 
through reason of  our  lord/master  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed. 

 

Because not  “the specific god”   (initially it is JC as  “The Word of God”  that invites us into  “The Race”  for possible  “Anointing”  in 1st place) 
                 (however,  if we become TCs then it is Yahweh who adopts us as “The Loving Father”  [hence having no wrath against people copying JC]) 
personally  placed/purposed  us unto the wrath   (JCg did  not  force us to become a  “charlatan Christian leader”,  that is their choice) 
                 (Because we are sinful,  JC could have turned his back upon us – but he did not,  Matt.9v2, Mark.2v9, Luke.7v48,  by his ransom sacrifice.) 
but of unto the purchase   (by the freely giving of his life in lieu of our own existence,  in a  “once only”  offering) 
of the rescue   (Firstly,  “The Firstfruits”  [end of The Gospel Age]  and secondly,  of  “The Main Harvest”  [end of The Millennium]) 
through reason of our  lord/master   (JC painfully stepped-in to redeem those people who personally reform to imitate him over their 2 part life) 
of the anointed Jesus   (where  The Firstfruits shall achieve  “The Goal of Anointing”  if they imitate JC under the prevailing worldly methodology).  
 

In context with v8, Paul’s mind is rolling forward to  “The Reason” for TCs –  being  why  Yahweh needs them,  made possible  “Through our Lord JC”.  
Yahweh requires the TCs to train now during the 1st part of their physical life –  so that in the 2nd part of their physical life –  when  awakened/roused   (= 
resurrected)  as future  “Sons of God”.  In this new conscious state,  they shall be placed in the position to be  rescuing/delivering  “The Resurrected 
World”  from  “The 2nd Death”  that is a distinct possibility for all people resurrected into perfected DNA fleshly bodies  (being the vast majority of 
people – some 99.99+ % of the human species) –  irrespective of what they have done or  “believed”  during the 1st part of their physical life. 
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However,  iniquitous charlatan  Christian leaders like Judas Iscariot  (as deemed by Yahweh)  shall be excluded –  and thus ignored by 
Yahweh in any future resurrection,  hence they shall be annihilated at the end of their present existence! 

Consequently,  this is the specific reason  why  JC  (being  “the specific god”  of us,  humans)  as  (1) our Creator then became  (2) our redeemer  -  to 
redeem his  personal  creation –  that he might have future assistants alongside him  (metaphorically his bride)  of some 144000 TCs then to be equally 
as he –  “Sons of God”  in their own right  (upon which  “The 2nd Death has no power” –  Rev.2v11, 20v6). 
Both JCg and the 144000 TCs shall teach  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”  for its members to ideally become spiritually reformed,  thereby 
spiritually commensurate to the  given in trust  perfected DNA bodies by Yahweh at their resurrection. 
It is JC as  “the specific god”  of us humans who puts  “The Word of God”  (being  [1] The Son of Yahweh and  [2] The Word of Yahweh)  into us. 
But once  “The Word of God”  works within us to become JCg’s presence/parousia   within us,  ideally we who are specifically imitating JC  then  look 
to Yahweh as our adopting Father to become  “The Specific God”  of us –  when we are accepted as being TCs and can come into  “The Midst of 
Yahweh”  (noting   Ex.33v20 and why it is JCg who initially becomes  “The Intercessor”  [Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5]  as described earlier). 
           In this manner we fulfil the desire of  “the specific god” –  being a  dual/floating  pointer depending upon The Context  (of our  nature/character). 
It is  not  Yahweh who appoints us during the 1st part of our physical life,  but rather JCg knocking at the door and supping with us  (Rev.3v20),  to be 
dispensing  “The Word of God”  upon which we assay and then operate upon with fidelity to yield  Yahweh’s HS within us.  However,  it is Yahweh Who 
appoints us to become  His  future Sons of God  (Matt.20v23)  in the 2nd part of our physical life  alongside JCg as his  brothers/sisters,  Matt.12v48-50). 
As the reader can see this  is  conceptually  so simple –  but sadly our  worldly Christian  leaders/scholars/theologians  just  cannot  understand this 
because they have their minds  locked away  by a  worldly  sourced Trinity myth of  self-created  mystery to  wholly blind their mind to the important 
“Reality”  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v29)! 

Quite simply if we have no Answer to something,  then do not go to people for  The Answer –  if  The Answer is a mystery to them! 
Sensibly,  we go to a person who knows The Answer and ensures The Answer is sensible and rational to The Information in The Environment! 

However,  I  accurately teach  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  that JC taught during his 3.5 year ministry period and equally what 
The Apostles continued –  but then became lost  through “The Dark Ages”  becoming even darker today,  made so by those  “Professional Leaders of 
Religion”  fraudulently claiming to represent Yahweh in their worthless shenanigans and hypocritical rhetoric! 
1Thes.  5v10 og Of the (person [JC])   (having) died/death/deceased/expired   
1Thes.  5v10 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {of/from us},   
1Thes.  5v10 og that  {if too}/whether  (we) {keep awake}/{be vigilant}/{carefully watch}   
1Thes.  5v10 og {if too}/whether  (we) sleep/{lying down to rest}/{fall asleep},   
1Thes.  5v10 og {(at the) same (time)}/{close association}/together  
1Thes.  5v10 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/like-minded} 
1Thes.  5v10 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) him [JC]   (we may/should) live/exist. 
1Thes.  5v10 = Of  the person  (JC)   having  died/expired  {on behalf of}/{for the sake of}  us   (aiming to be TCs and as Yahweh's Tools),  

that  whether  we  {keep awake}/{remain vigilant},   whether  we  sleep/{1st Death},    (while  alive/conscious  or  dead  [as an instant]) 
we  (TCs)   may/should  live/exist  {at the same time}/{in close association}  {united as companions}/{in resemblance}  with  him  (JCg). 

 

The person (JC)  having  died/expired  on behalf of us   (aiming to become TCs by exactly copying JC's ministry/lifestyle  to become Firstfruits) 
                (By definition,  it is  only  the people truly recognising this,  are the people feeling moved to imitate JC out of respect for what he has done) 
                (That is specifically why they become The Firstfruits who are demonstrably  not  hypercritical in what they say and do) 
that whether we (TCs)  keep awake   (to maintain our purity unto  “The Word of God”  by precisely imitating JC,  while we are alive),  
whether we sleep   (in death,  when in this state as individuals,  a year, decade, century, millennia are but an instant in time to “The 1st Resurrection”), 
we (TCs)  might  live/exist  in close association united as companions with him  (JCg). 
            (Either  spiritually  as  “The Word of God”  controlling our mind,  and then  physically   at/after  “The 1st Resurrection”) 
 

It is JCg becoming JC through the application of Yahweh’s infinite capability to make His Pure Desire manifest within The Environment  (the HS)  that 
made all this possible,  and then for the reverse to occur.   This is when Yahweh  awakened/roused  JC from a dead DNA fleshly body,  begotten back into 
a  heaven/spiritual/celestial  body as  “the premier Son of God”,  assigned   all  authority pertaining to this planet,  to be acted upon at  The Start  of The 
Millennium.  Thus,  JC from flesh to JCg celestial,  as presently the  first/only  begotten Son of God  (at the time of the written letters)  to have   “paved 
the way”  for a further 144000 begotten  “Sons of God”  who will have traversed the same route as mapped out by their  mentor/exemplar  (JC).    
JC being  The Firstfruit waved  Barley  for the following  (50 days later at “The Ingathering/Pentecost”  to start occurring throughout The Gospel Age)  
Firstfruit waved  Wheat  (Rom.8v23, Rev.14v1-4, Lev.23v5-25).  This Firstfruit harvest is required  before  “The Resurrection of The World”  unto a 
later harvest of the main crop Wheat  at the end of its growing period in The Light of The Millennium. 
Paul speaks as  “us”  being those  people of  “{specifically yourselves}”  actively imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best they are able to  
accurately  bring  “The Word of God”  to new people,  so they too might offer unto Yahweh a worthy sacrifice of their life through their personal 
offering of  new,  next generation of  TCs  in their  true/real  worship to Yahweh.  In direct contrast of mere songs of vanity and utterly worthless sermons 
to the  same  people for a worldly payment! 
Paul is rounding up upon his opening remarks at  4v13-14  by answering that    It does not matter if we  (accepted by Yahweh as being TCs)  are 
watching (alive)  or sleeping (dead)  then we have the same opportunity to be with JCg and fulfil  “The Desire of Yahweh”.  Noting it absolutely does not 
mean upon our death we are immediately with JC  (because again I see no  “time”  domain here) -  but rather -  because it is similar to being  “asleep”  
(John.11v11-15) –  then time personally  “passes as an instant” while unconscious –  so we become ideally resurrected at  “The 1st Resurrection”  as 
though it were a  “an instant of time”  after we died  -  but in  “real time”  this might have been days, months, years, decades, centuries, millennia.    

Consequently,  we realise virtually everything we are taught by our  worldly  (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders is  utter nonsense  
regarding  “The Salvation of Mankind”  as soon as they stray from directly quoting The Bible –  as this website  “FutureLife.Org”  so very 
clearly shows throughout its exhaustive exegesis and thorough audit of their sermons  (spoken directly against what  The Bible  tells us)! 

Please read  “watching”  in glossary to understand what this term really means –  and my ignorance of it when an immature Christian many years ago! 
 
67th Instruction – TCs exhort The Brethren (Christians)  to edify each other  (in  “The [real] Word of God”). 
71st Reasoning – TCs exhort The Brethren to become edified in “The Word of God”  so their  “Real Faith”  (= accurate 
knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  might become ever more secure on  “The Rock Mass”  of Yahweh so they are more 
effective in the ministry work  (they  accurately  know and  understand  their subject matter of  “1st Century Christianity”). 
32nd Warning – “edifying”  is building upon rock,  and  not  sand  (Matt.7v24-28)!   This might require 
admonishment/warning/cautioning  – but certainly it must not be done in the manner of man-pleasing –  as so often occurs 
in many  worldly Christian schisms – as I have  personally  witnessed –  to the  charlatan  Christian leader’s shame! 
We must understand  why  the edifying should occur –  please read this website to  understand  precisely  why! 
Instruction – repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil  “The Master’s Commands/Desire”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
68th Instruction – Our goal is to become  “Within the Lord”,  for us to become TCs and “The Early Adopters”. 
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72nd Reasoning – This means we  (1) thoroughly learn God’s Word part 1 and 2  (Old and New Testament) then we are to 
rigorously/vigorously  assay/test/prove it within our mind so that we fully understand Yahweh’s Mind  to gain 
assurance/competence/authority  within our subject matter.  Then finally,  (3) we are to act with fidelity to what we know. 
In this manner we gain  “Real Faith”,  also truly beloved by Yahweh to gain the HS and become a future “Son of God”! 
If we cannot be bothered to do the above, then we are not beloved by Yahweh and not worthy to become a “Child of God”! 
Any person adversarial to the above statements is satanic to Yahweh’s Pure Desire being fulfilled  (noting Mark.3v28-29)! 
69th Instruction – The Brethren aiming to become TCs must be  {feeling fatigued/{working hard}  publicising/teaching. 
70th Instruction – The Brethren aiming to become TCs must be maintaining standards,  instructing within The Ecclesia. 
71st Instruction – The Brethren aiming to become TCs must be prepared to  admonish/warn  people of The Ecclesia. 
33rd Warning – Those Christian leaders  not  behaving according to the above three instructions are  not  TCs,  neither do 
they have the HS  but only a WS  (worldly spirit that is presently reigning over this world, Eph.2v2, 1John.5v19). 
34th Warning – Congregational members not encouraged to  “become brethren aiming to be TCs”  have  not  the HS. 
35th Comment – All the above is true irrespective of what Leaders of Christendom might state to the contrary,  because 
Yahweh is waiting for the 144000 TCs to prove themselves worthy to The Present World,  to have taken upon themselves 
“The Weight of Responsibility”  to behave exactly like JC and the  “1st Century Christians”  behaved.  Therefore,  they as  
“The Early Adopters”  were murdered by  “The Ruling Religious Establishment”  at the time and subsequently,  all as 
history has shown to us and will be exposed in The Millennium  (Luke.12v2-3)! 
72nd Instruction – Those children  (immature Christians)  must respect and understand the pressures the  genuine  Elders 
and TCs are working under.  Moreover, by doing so,  offer much  {charity love}/agape  in support of these new leaders. 
73rd Instruction – All the Ecclesia are to live peaceable amongst each other. 
(This does  not  occur in The Christian Nation as we are able to quickly witness – thus clearly  not  accepted by Yahweh).  
1Thes.  5v11og Therefore/Consequently  
1Thes.  5v11og (you) {to set beside}/{call near}/{invoke by imploring}/beseech/exhort/entreat/urge/comfort   
1Thes.  5v11og {one another}/mutual/together,   also  (you) {build-up}/construct/confirm/embolden/edify   
1Thes.  5v11og (the) one/singularly  the  one/singular/numeral/(other),   
1Thes.  5v11og just/as/that/how/when  also  (you) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice. 
1Thes.  5v11 = Consequently  yourselves  {call near}/beseech/exhort  one another,   

also  you  {build-up}/construct/edify  singularly  the  one  (other person),   just/as  also  yourselves  do/make/yield/perform. 
 

Consequently yourselves  {call near}/exhort  one another   (to keep moving forward for  “The Goal of Sonship”  by copying JC), 
also you edify singularly the one another,  just as  also yourselves  do/perform   (as I have already acknowledged,  you are almost TCs). 
 

Paul teaches us  (who are actively aiming to become TCs),  we are to call one another near and exhort them to imitate Paul,  which is best done by 
building them up with  “The Word of God”  so they too might gain  “Real Faith”   (based upon  “1st Century Christianity”)  to fight the opposition of 
“Religion”  (see Eph.6v13-18). 
Sadly,  as given in our  worldly translated bibles the word  “comfort”  is used –  but checking with StrongsTM = 3870  then  “comfort”  is not quite the 
correct word  (being  “limp and ineffectual”),  but rather,  Paul means the words I have used in my translation.  Consequently,  our translators falsely  
“dumb-down”  the thrust  of  “The Word of God”  so we are  not  encouraged to  press forward  with God’s Word  (with “fire in our belly”) –  but 
falsely to  shrink/sink  back within  a  “bunker-like”  mentality rather than become the  “Ecclesia”  to  “Call-out”  with vigour and stamina!    

What translation would Yahweh Desire –  and what interpretation would Satan desire? 
We only know when we fully understand  “1st Century Christianity”! 

This practice is sadly  pandemic throughout The World –  to minimise “The Word of God”  rather than maximise it within The World –  so I might ask  
Are we with JC gathering,  or against JC dispersing  (Matt,12v31)? 
The answer to that question is    Do  “{specifically yourselves}”  desire to become a TC by imitating JC? 

However,  as we read    TCs do both and more, –  they  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  to The World after having it actively imbued within them. 
They know of The Goal and are pushing forward in  anticipation/expectation  to be recipients of  “The Universal Promise”  to become  “The Heirs “  of  
“The Inheritance”  in The Millennium  -  not  as a slave for any self-glory – but to give  “The Yield”  unto Yahweh’s Glory – truly,  our Master! 
1Thes.  5v12 og (we) {interrogate by request}/ask/beseech/entreat/urge  And  {specifically yourselves},   
1Thes.  5v12 og (the) brothers/{The Brethren},   (to) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  the (ones [TCs])   
1Thes.  5v12 og (the) {feeling fatigued}/{working hard}/toiling/labouring [plural]   in  {to [= within] yourselves},   
1Thes.  5v12 og also  (the) {standing before}/{taking the lead}/presiding/maintaining [middle voice, plural] 
1Thes.  5v12 og {of yourselves}  in  (to the [= within]) lord/master,   also   
1Thes.  5v12 og (the) {putting in mind}/cautioning/warning/admonishing/{reproving gently} [plural]   
1Thes.  5v12 og {specifically yourselves}; 
1Thes.  5v12 = and  Brethren,  we  beseech/entreat/urge  {specifically yourselves}  to  know/understand 

the  people  (TCs/Elders)   {feeling fatigued}/{working hard}  within  yourselves,    (the TCs guiding The Elders of the congregation) 
also  personally  {standing before}/{taking the lead}  {of yourselves}  within the  lord/master,    (steadfast in “The Word of God”) 
also  the  cautioning/warning/admonishing  {specifically yourselves}.     (to guide dissenters back to be imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle). 

 

And brethren,  we (TCs)  beseech/entreat  specifically yourselves  (brethren aiming to be TCs)   to  know/understand  
the people (TCs,  and Elders)  working hard within yourselves   (The  TCs/Elders  are guiding all the brethren to ideally become future TCs), 
also personally taking the lead  (spiritually guiding)  yourselves within the  lord/master   (God's Word wholly controls our mind), 
also  cautioning/warning/admonishing  specifically yourselves   (both  “carrot and stick” approach,  to bring dissenters back to be imitating JC). 
                 (Again,  it is by taking “The Weight of personal Responsibility”  upon ourselves  that shows  “we are operating within the HS”)  

                 (The HS is most certainly  not  active within  people/leaders  participating in  “Circus acts”  occurring at Pentecostal Christian schisms!) 
 

This operates at two levels  
1. We see Paul urging those people of  The Brethren (Christians)  to actively help the TCs and Elders working in the ministry  (outside their 

normal hours of secular work –  1Thes.2v9, 2Thes.3v6-12, etc.) –  thus perhaps as  “lay-preachers”  who are working to become TCs in their 
own right and accepted as such by Yahweh. 
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2. Paul could certainly be making the recipients aware at congregational level,  the TCs and Elders are working hard to just maintain  the 
required  high standard within the congregational members -  because it is so very easy to slip back into The World by ignoring Paul’s 
instruction,  which is   To be imitating him as he imitated JC's ministry/lifestyle  (1Cor.11v1, etc.). 

Let us understand the differentiation between  “lay-preachers”  and the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”.  being  “paid for a worldly service”! 
Lay-preachers  can separate what is of God’s and what is of The World  (Matt.22v21)  and thus only have  one  master  in The Ministry  (Matt.6v24)  
because they are not afraid of manual work  (Luke.16v3),  and thus truly imitate Paul  (Acts.18v1-3, 1Thes.2v9, 2Thes.3v6-12, etc.). 
Lay-preachers have a genuine concern for the recipients of their labours always freely given  (else not “lay” but “professional” preachers) –  especially, 
to assist those people taking the lead to maintain standards.  Always to keep them striving to become be TCs,  and to deter The Brethren of JCg’s flock 
from slipping back into The World’s methodology – of which we witness today being on par with Sodom and Gomorrah.   Most worryingly,  it is now  
worse  than in the days of the active amphitheatre of Rome –  when considering what drives people today to fulfil their indulgences in real life,  and on 
game consoles,  Internet,  films or other such-like  “entertainment”.   
There is so much violence –  pain and suffering taken as “pleasurable entertainment”,  thereby opposing Yahweh’s Desire to consider and edify our 
neighbour’s welfare –  we become desensitized to Yahweh’s Requirement for Mankind.   Our mind becomes distorted,  standards become flipped! 

This  fuelling/endorsing  the habitual feedback of delinquent behaviour –   then becomes  “The New Lower Norm”  within their mind –   being  
“the society”  these individuals make within themselves –  within their own mind!   Where  “the personal neighbour”  has been substituted to 
become a  “plaything object”  to do as you desire  (which then can be errantly extended into The Reality of Life –  outside)! 

Hence the more fervent activity required from the TCs of today to get out amongst the people and straighten out their mind to what Yahweh Desires,  
rather than what our delinquent worldly driven leaders  (of politics,  religion and commerce)  prescribe by both word and deed –  as this world implodes 
within itself   (in its every decreasing standards and resources).    Naturally,  these leaders hypocritically put  “sticky plaster”  over the great festering 
unhealing  wound within society  -  but the fundamental ethos is steadily downwards! 
As we see,  TCs are to  warn/caution/admonish  those people who ultimately wish to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  because in this present world there are so 
many temptations to skew off The Road and  “into the ditch”  (especially if we witness what our Leaders of Religion do,  Matt.23v1-7, 15v14, Luke.6v39). 
Professional leaders of Religion –  simply stated   They give to The World what their paymasters  (The World) desire  (2Tim.4v3-4)! 
They cannot be objective to God's Word in what they do,  as their works demonstrably show,  and all will be publicised in The Millennium (Luke.12v2-3). 
We ask of our  “professional”  (paid for a job done to the satisfaction of the paymaster)  leaders of  “Religion”  (as compared with  “lay preachers”) - 

Is this what we witness within  worldly  Christian congregations from their leaders who have “The Responsibility”  to guide the members of 
their congregation to precisely imitate JC’s lifestyle  as a minimum  (if they are not able to also imitate JC's ministry,  as required for a TC)? 

1Thes.  5v13 og also  (to) lead/command/{to deem}/consider/account/{rule over}/think [middle voice]  them   
1Thes.  5v13 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead    
1Thes.  5v13 og {from/out of}   (of the) superabundantly/exceedingly/{out of measure}/{the more} 
1Thes.  5v13 og in  (to the [= within]) agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love   
1Thes.  5v13 og through (reason of)  the  {occupational effort}/doing/work/labour/deed  {of them}.   
1Thes.  5v13 og (You) {be peaceful}/{live peaceably}  in  (to the [= within]) {my/our/your/it them self} [= yourselves]. 
1Thes.  5v13 = also   (you)   to  personally  deem/consider/account  them   (TCs and The Elders working so hard to edify The Brethren)   

over/above/beyond   (what would be normal for ordinary people)   
within the  {charity love}/agape   through reason of  their  {occupational effort}/labour. 
You  (brethren)  live peaceably  within  yourselves. 

 

Also  (you brethren)  to personally  consider/account  them   (TCs and Elders working hard to edify The Brethren) 
above/beyond   (what you would to other  people/leaders,  not  having your best  long-term  interests at heart,  but only their interests now) 
within the  agape/charity   (you brethren give physical assistance to these TCs and Elders having genuine care for their brethren)   
through reason of their  (TCs' and Elders')   occupational effort   (in spiritually teaching the brethren how to precisely imitate JC). 
You (brethren)  live peaceably within yourselves. 
 

Paul is asking  The Brethren  to personally give  care/consider/account  to what  “TCs and The Elders”  do for the ecclesia and the ministry work given 
freely to The Brethren  (and into The World)  through the charity work of  expending their time  for  no charge  (“simply” meaning,  “with  no  strings 
attached”  that can be  “pulled later”  for an indulgent return)  in  “The Ministry Work”. 
Likewise,  the members of Christian congregations around The World should carefully consider all four sides of that statement  

What the other person  (1+2 below)  is doing in  works –  balanced by what should be  received  by the other person  (1+2 below). 
Where this goes both ways at a personal level each way  

(1) The congregational member to the leader. 
(2) And the leader to the congregational member. 

For the  accurate  knowledge and guidance to be given by  Faithful (to “The Word of God”) Leaders  then you be appreciative of what TCs freely do. 
Be at peace amongst yourselves which is best done by  keeping out  of  worldly  politics and just concentrate on fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire 
 -  because that is difficult enough today! 
 
74th Instruction – TCs teach,  the  disorderly/unruly  brethren must be  admonished/warned/cautioned. 
35th Warning – Some  Pentecostal/Charismatic  schisms teach the very opposite – positively encourage  disorderly/unruly 
behaviour  (my advice is to “get out of them”) –  JCg shall  severely chastise  those specific leaders in The Millennium  
that is assuming they are judged by Yahweh as  “not being charlatan Christian leaders”, else they are annihilated! 
75th Instruction – TCs teach,  The Brethren must personally  comfort/console  those people who are feeble minded. 
76th Instruction – TCs teach,  The Brethren must adhere closely to those people who are  sick/weak. 
77th Instruction – TCs teach,  The Brethren must be  patient/{long suffering}  with all people of The World. 
36th Warning – People pretending to be Christians  but go against any of the above instructions  are  “hypocrites”,  and 
Yahweh rejects them from any position of Sonship,  furthermore, are likely to be severely reprimanded in The Millennium. 
73rd Reasoning – Yahweh is calling out  “intrinsically good”  reliable  people who  can  be placed in positions of  
“ultimate Responsibility” in The Millennium  to lead  “The Resurrected World” unto “Righteousness”,  and to judge upon  
“The 2nd Death”  of rebellious people  (Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v2-3).   We must become  “Responsible and Respected”  now! 
Reasoning – repeat - A TC must suffer persecution so  he/she  might demonstrably cleave to  “The Adopting Father”  as a 
process of refining to focus upon  “The Goal of Sonship”.  They know of the required heavy responsibility of  correctly  
exercising unlimited authority to express Yahweh’s HS during the teaching program of  “The Resurrected World” –  upon 
certain rebellious people.  Thus,  they must learn inner calmness,  self-control,  patience,  just as JC showed during his 
ministry with  {charity love}/agape  driven by  {edifying love}/agapao,  and further,  this cleaving to The Father must be 
shown to The World,  thereby  proving the TC’s credentials  to rule as faithful ambassadors of Yahweh. 
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1Thes.  5v14 og (we) {to set beside}/{call near}/{invoke by imploring}/beseech/exhort/entreat/urge/comfort  And   
1Thes.  5v14 og {specifically yourselves},  (the) brothers/{The Brethren},    
1Thes.  5v14 og (you) {put in mind}/caution/warn/admonish/{reprove gently}   
1Thes.  5v14 og the (persons)  unarranged/disorderly/insubordinate/unruly,   
1Thes.  5v14 og (you) {relate near}/encourage/console/comfort [middle voice]   the (persons)   
1Thes.  5v14 og (the) {little spirited}/{faint hearted}/{feeble minded} [plural],   
1Thes.  5v14 og (you) {to hold oneself opposite}/{adhere/cleave  to}/{care for}/{hold fast}/support [middle voice]   
1Thes.  5v14 og of the (persons)   (being) feeble/impotent/sick/weak,   
1Thes.  5v14 og (you be) {long spirited}/forbearing/{patiently enduring}/{long-suffering} [middle voice]    
1Thes.  5v14 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) all (persons). 
1Thes.  5v14 = And  Brethren,   we  (TCs)   {call near}/beseech/exhort  {specifically yourselves} 

you  caution/warn/admonish  the people  unarranged/disorderly/unruly,   
you  to  personally  {relate near}/console/comfort  the  (people)  {light spirited}/{feeble minded},   
you  to  personally  adhere/cleave/support  the people  being  feeble/sick/weak,   
you  be  personally  {long spirited}/{patiently enduring}/{long-suffering}  towards  all  people. 

 

And brethren  (actively aiming to become TCs), 
we (TCs)  {call near}/exhort  specifically yourselves: 
You  caution/admonish  the  disorderly/unruly  people   (within the Christian congregation), 
you to personally  {relate near}/comfort  the  {light spirited}/{feeble minded}  people   (within the Christian congregation), 
you to personally  adhere/support  the  sick/weak  people  (within the Christian congregation), 
you be personally  patiently enduring towards all people   (of The World). 
 

This is such an important verse! 
Importantly,  all of us should adhere to its contents,  if we are truly aiming to become TCs and thus fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
Because quite simply when the TCs are resurrected as the 144000 future “Sons of God”  with unlimited authority beyond what is possible to even dream, 
– then it will require much patience to refrain from using this  authority/power  in an aggressive manner upon those specifically suborn resurrected 
people refusing to learn  “Righteousness”  (being the contrasts given at Rev.22v14-15  of this future system of personal “Krisis” [= crisis/judgement])! 

(1)   That is  why  TCs  must  learn to become  entirely  humble/contrite  and  self-restraining,  because it needs this type of person,  of this 
character to administer such  unlimited  authority/might/ability/power  (accessible  only  to the 144000 TCs in The Millennium).  
(2)   That is specifically  why  people today  taking  the power now as leaders of  politics/religion/commerce  for  self-indulgent  reasons over 
“their minions”  cannot  be  given  the positions of power in The Millennium!   Because quite simply they have the  wrong  mindset! 

They would be a danger to  (1) themselves and  (2) the rest of humanity! 
As the Bible teaches us  (Matt.19v30, 20v16, Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30, etc.,)  of the following  

(1) The  Last/Least (now in society)  shall become  The First/Most  in The Millennium.   
And - 

(2) The  First/Most (now in society)  shall become  The Last/least  in The Millennium. 
Thus,  it is people  now  having a  genuine  interest to edify all humans  (without favour or distinction – Matt.22v16, Acts.10v34-35)  today,  who shall be  
given  positions of  authority/power  in  “The New Society”  of The Millennium to continue this attribute,  which is specifically  why  these paramount 
qualities of  “intrinsic goodness”  must be installed  today  within TCs.  This forms the required character change  (built only upon  “The Word of God”) 
–  ready for their greater responsibility in The Millennium  (Luke.19v16-19).   These TCs and prophets (John.10v16)  shall  replace  the existing  
“Leaders of Religion”  (Matt.21v40-41,  Luke.20v16, etc.,)  presently as The Leaders ruling  {operating according to}/under  Satan's system and 
methodology of some 6000 years  (that is  why  they are “ The  First/Most”  now  [as leaders])!   I repeat the obvious inductive reasoning,  “they use 
Satan’s methodology to climb within Satan’s world”,   that is why they  shall all  be  replaced  in Yahweh’s World of The Millennium,  as the maxim says,  
“a new broom sweeps clean”!    Furthermore,  a new Chief Executive Officer (CEO)  of a company will replace the old  directors/managers  with new 
people that are supportive of the new chief’s aims and ideals -  this is exactly what JCg shall do when he inaugurates The Millennium over what would 
have become an almost wasted planet under “The Old Guard”! 
 
78th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians) must  never  give out  hurt/harm  in return for  hurt/harm. 
79th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  must always press forward the  {intrinsically good}/ideal  to all people. 
74th Reasoning – In this manner we are aiming to become like JC –  where we are  readjusting/reforming  our own 
“synapse mapping”  to be worthy of Sonship –  because Yahweh desires His Personal Sons to be entirely competent and 
trustworthy in the future to  bring-on  “The Resurrected Human Species”  to righteousness  by leading through example. 
36th Comment – Interestingly, – just look around within The Christian Nation as a whole – and does this occur?  –  Is it 
excused as  “being human”?  That is just the point - “being human” means that we are  not  operating with the  one/same  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  of JC separated from this world of sin – but with Eph.2v2 and thus  not  presently a viable 
candidate for “Sonship”.  Often the worst offenders are people high-up in the establishments behind the painted façade! 
1Thes.  5v15 og (You) {stare at}/{discern clearly}/behold/perceive/see/{take heed}:   Not  (the) {some/any/certain person}   
1Thes.  5v15 og (the) worthless/depraved/hurtful/bad/harmful/evil/wicked  (in contrast/substitution/correspondence)/for   
1Thes.  5v15 og (of the) worthless/depraved/hurtful/bad/harmful/evil/wicked  (to the) {some/any/certain person}   
1Thes.  5v15 og (he/she may/should) {give away}/recompense/render/requite/return/reward; 
1Thes.  5v15 og but  {every when}/{at all times}/always  the  {intrinsically good}/{well-being}/ideal   
1Thes.  5v15 og (you) {follow after}/pursue/ensue/{press forward}   
1Thes.  5v15 og also  into/unto  {one another}/mutual/together  also  into/unto  (the) all (persons). 
1Thes.  5v15 =  You  {discern clearly}/{take heed}:   

Not  {any person}  he/she  may/should  {give away}/render/return   
the  worthlessness/hurt/harm  for  of the  worthlessness/hurt/harm  to the  {any person};   
but  always  you  {follow after}/pursue/{press forward}  the  {intrinsically good}/ideal   
also  unto  mutually/together  also  unto  all  people. 

 

Yourselves take heed: 
  Not any person  (a brethren aiming to a TC)  he/she  might {give away}/return  hurt/harm  (as payback)  for  hurt/harm,  to any person; 
  but always you press forward the intrinsically  good/ideal   (works/favour to  any person,  so that no person has an excuse to hate a TC) 
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  also unto one another  (within The Brethren)   also unto all people   (worldly people,  have no reason to detest a TC). 
                (Therefore, the only people who  hate/detest  TCs are “Professional Leaders of Religion”  exposed as  “hypocrites”  by TC’s being Christlike!) 

 

Brethren aiming to become TCs must not return  hurt/harm  in correspondence for  hurt/harm  to any person. 
This is obviously speaking a personal level.   
By contrast a secular Judge has The Responsibility to maintain law and order within a community. 

Therefore,  the secular judge under The Law is required to administer a punishment suitable for the crime according to their remit.   
The personal involvement  has been removed –  completely dispassionate judgement has been made  according to the rules of The State. 

Consequently,  we reason,  Paul is speaking at a  one-to-one  level,  there should be  no  personal vendettas between a TC and any person on this planet. 
Within the  Brethren/Ecclesia  then this obviously becomes a mutual commandment. 
Then we look at what occurs within certain churches containing self-professed  “Christians”  and see this is far from reality –  and it appears to be 
worse the  higher-up  the worldly edifice under examination!   Where it should be  “The Reverse”  if  they were  supposedly  closer to  “God”! 
Paul teaches us to always press forward in promoting the  {intrinsically good}/ideal  behaviour as judged by Yahweh,  and not by those people of The 
World  (see Col.2v16-18)  who put on what The World declares as being virtuous  (but Yahweh considers to be a  “sham”). 
Always test everything to what The Bible teaches by Principle.  Because obviously,  our  worldly leaders are very astute in dressing up the façade to look 
most presentable  (hiding  “the strings attached”) –  but being rotten inside  (see Luke.11.43-53, Matt,23v27-28)  as the whitewashed tombs of which JC 
spoke by warning –  being of their overriding  “hypocrisy”. 
Thus,  everything we do  (especially in The Charity of  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”)   must be done  “simply” –  of which the Bible means   
“without strings attached” –  being  “to recall the favour at some time in the future”. 
The intrinsically good works must be done to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (obviously paramount)  and thus be imitating JC only because we genuinely desire 
to edify our neighbour to understand  why and how  to become a TC in  his/her  own right   (to ideally achieve “The Goal of Sonship”). 
This cannot be forced upon any person –  but merely be introduced  (“sowed” and “watered” 1Cor.3v6)  because this is all we are asked to do –  by only 
knocking on the door (Rev.3v20,  = “sowing”)  and then offering more in the ministry work  (= “watering”)  if the recipient is interested  (as JC taught 
at Matt.10v11-14, Mark.6v10-11, Luke.9v4-5).   

That is what truly fulfils Yahweh’s Desire –  being precisely what JC did in his ministry,  of whom we are to imitate as did Paul instructing us 
to do likewise  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.). 

 
80th Instruction – Always be cheerful –  always knowing Yahweh has everything in perfect control. 
He is simply allowing Humans to fully express themselves either positively,  or in a negative fashion. 
81st Instruction – Without omission we must keep  “praying with a vow”  so we might cleave to our Adopting Father. 
Therefore,  we support our prayers with “fervent effort” in our  ministry/lifestyle  thereby showing we are not hypocrites! 
1Thes.  5v16 og {Every when}/{At all times}/Always   
1Thes.  5v16 og (you) {be cheerful}/{calmly happy}/{be well (salutation)}/rejoice/greeting. 
1Thes.  5v16 = Always  you  be  cheerful/rejoicing. 
 

You always be  cheerful/rejoicing   (while being persecuted by  “Leaders of Religion”  retaliating to their publicly exposed  “hypocrisy”). 
                    (TCs become  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  upon which  “Leaders of Christendom”  might be readily judged by  “The Watching World”) 

 

Easy to say –  but sometimes difficult to do –  however,  it is an exhortation from Paul to keep our heads up high within Yahweh's Methodology,  when 
The World is metaphorically  “losing its head”  within Satan’s Methodology. 
Paul,  having emotions,  would have been depressed at times (2Tim.4v16),  especially when  “The Word of God”  of which he was so carefully teaching 
seemed to fall upon the metaphoric  “Path”  (Matt.13v19, Luke.8v5),  but when it landed in fertile soil  (Matt.13v23 within the Thessalonians),  then he 
was so joyous knowing of his fervent and arduous working was not in vain. 
TCs always understand,  Yahweh is very carefully monitoring The Environment around the TCs and will not allow one of His considered TCs to buckle 
under the strain  (1Cor.10v13)  of worldly pressure for  only imitating  JC’s deportment.    
       Why would Yahweh want to see His wonderful representatives mentally collapse under The Persecution  “Leaders of Religion”  bring upon the TCs?   
It is by knowing this –  that keeps TCs going,  by virtue they are still moving forward and not sinking under,  therefore they are stoic,  having the  
strength/fortitude/resilience  to keep advancing forward,  by personally bringing forth The Millennium,  and hence,  worthy to rule within it! 
Obviously,  Yahweh will  not  involve Himself in providing an escape if the person has participated within The World by indulging within what it can 
deliver –  because we need to learn from one’s chosen experiences!   Else that would be  unrighteous/{not equitable}!   This is further endorsed by James'  
warning comment given at James.1v6-8 and James.4v2-4. 
1Thes.  5v17 og (The) Uninterruptedly/{Without omission (on an appropriate occasion)}/{Without ceasing}   
1Thes.  5v17 og (you) {toward supplicate}/{pray with a vow} (for a mutual result)    [middle voice]. 
1Thes.  5v17 = Without omission  (on an appropriate occasion)   you  personally  supplicate/{pray with a vow}  (for a mutual result). 
 

Without omission  (on an appropriate occasion)  you personally pray with a vow   (to yield a mutual result). 
 

We are taught to cleave to Yahweh through JCg by imbuing  “The Word of God”  within us to gain  JC's  presence/parousia  within us.   
In this manner we shall know how to pray correctly  (see dissertation  “Why do we pray” on this website   “FutureLife.Org”  and thus can release our 
concerns,  offer praise knowing our intercessor JCg as  “The Word of God”  moulding our thought processes  (being the re-routing of our  “synapse 
construction”  to become  “The New Creature/Creation”  within us – 2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15). 
However,  if we ask for something then it is to be to  “The Mutual Benefit”  of  all  members of the Triangle. 

(1) The person making The Supplication,  (2) The Receiver of the supplication and finally  (3) Yahweh facilitating our efforts to bring forth of 
what we ask within our supplication. 

There is  only  one  common denominator of  “benefit”  that links all three and it is this … …  
“Yahweh attaining His next generation of TCs.”   There is nothing else! 

          Therefore,  we realise the hypocritical sham witnessed throughout Christendom within their self-indulgent prayers of vanity  (hence James.4v2-4)! 
It is by knowing  how  to pray in the  one/same   spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which operates within Yahweh and JCg  (John.14v21, 17v21-26)    
that will deliver results  (1John.5v14-15 in context).   

The only Prayers that are answered,  are only those specific prayers being  “in tune with”  Yahweh to make manifest His Pure Desire within 
The Environment  -  which means during The Gospel Age  (stage 1)  it is to bring forth His future 144000 TCs  (The Early Adopters). 
Then  (stage 2)  to bring forth The Millennium so that Yahweh might extract  “The 3rd Remnant of the 3rd Epoch of Israel that returns back to 
The Lord” (The Late Adopters).  

Yahweh will  absolutely ignore  all  prayers  outside this scope –  this is true,  irrespective of what  “Leaders of Religion”  might state to the contrary! 
Note   Prayers are  not  to patronise  “self-indulgence” –  where a  “supposed million”  different examples could be given for what  not  to pray! 

It should be realised all  “1st Century Christian”  prayers were  “prayers with a vow”  for a mutual result of all  three  parties,  where the 
person praying  would put the work in behind the prayer to fulfil  Yahweh's Desire  to personally  edify the recipient  of the originally made 
prayer.  
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This is in direct contrast to the  “prayers of vanity”  given today,  where  “Christians”  make nebulous noises of  “supposed concern” about people,  of 
whom they have no personal interaction   (just in case Yahweh was not aware of the problem,  and so “done their bit”),  and then  “hand the problem 
back to Yahweh”.   This is gross hypocrisy on a grand scale practised throughout the whole world within “Christendom”! 
However,  this worthless practice seems to make everyone happy in their schism,  appearing to be  “good people”  having said words to  excuse  them of 
the  “personal responsibility”  of making Yahweh's Pure Desire manifest within The Environment  (thereby, excusing  them from operating with the HS).    

Their own mouths have condemned them! 
Please carefully reason upon this – it is not said with malice,  but only written to get our minds working through  “what is  slid-in  alongside”  (2Pet.2v1) 
to that of  “1st Century Christianity”  -  as Paul warned the Galatians  (Gal.1v6-7, 3v1)  and likewise to The Corinthians,  being that of a “New Jesus” 
(2Cor.11v4).  It must be clearly understood,  Satan  (by definition)  opposes  “Yahweh's Pure Desire to be made manifest in The Environment”  (“HS”).   
Satan  therefore  “opposes the HS”! 

Yahweh's Desire today,  is to achieve His  “Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  to attain 144000 TCs elected out of The Gospel Age,  so He can 
righteously move forward to The Millennium –  where  “The Mass Salvation”  is to occur when He has His  “Early Adopters”,  to become His 
Tools for  “The Millennium Salvation”  period to yield  “The Late Adopters”.   

“Professional Leaders of Religion”  demonstrably  oppose this/{the HS}   (Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-32)  by  sliding-in  {worldly concepts}/spirits  
(Matt.12v43-45, Luke.11v24-26)  to negate our required genuine personal reform to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle being that of Yahweh’s 
Spirit.  They  slide-in  the word  “love”  to make themselves appear to be representatives of God,  inasmuch those people of Christianity deem themselves 
to have a monopoly on  “Love”   of which they demonstrably have not!     
However,  it is only presented as a word without  “The Depth of Meaning”   required of which  agapao/{edifying love}  (of the mind)  yielding true  
agape/charity  (of the works  truly freely done,  without strings attached).  Thus,  like a poisoned Tree,  their fruits become poisoned  (Matt.7v17-21)  
because they have the same (spiritual) DNA.  It is not specifically The Fruits' fault;  they can do no other  (except follow the advice given at Rev.18v4)  
because they are taught to know no different  (Rom.16v17-18).  It is only the specific individuals who through spiritual martyrdom (often physical)  spin 
out,  away from The Continuum of  “The Two Epochs of Israel”  (whose  “Remnant”  is delivered by   “The Woman” in Rev.12v1-5 as  “The Means to 
Deliver”)  that fulfils Yahweh's Desire.    We must understand it is Satan's methodology  (to self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt)  as practised by  
“Professional Leaders of Religion”  who presume to know something about  “Human Salvation”  (and yet palpably know nothing about it)  therefore 
become his cohorts (2Cor.11v13-15)  because they operate according to his methodology.  Satan’s worldly methodology opposes Yahweh's Methodology 
to bring forth  truly Christlike people  having personally reformed away from worldly methodology  (source by Satan)  and  entirely  operate upon 
Yahweh's Methodology (= “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”).  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  generate the next generation of religious 
people who  “excuse themselves”  away from having to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  thereby becoming spiritual clones of their forefathers  
(hence Matt.7v16-19, 23v15, v27-32).   

The reason for this? 
Because,  as The Pharisees and Sadducees stated at John.11v47-53,  “we shall lose our position of power and worldly income”,  demonstrably showing 
they were  (and are,  through their spiritual children,  as this generation of leaders)  being solely driven by worldly methodology as that originally 
sourced by Satan.   This reasoning is endorsed by JC's comment at John.8v44,  being the linking methodology,  that  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  
lie to both the congregations and to themselves  [“agnoeo”  StrongsTM = 50]). 

Can the reader understand this righteous logic  (wholly supported  by what JC taught throughout the four gospels)? 
 
82nd Instruction – In everything,  always express gratitude –  because this is the purpose of Yahweh through JC for us. 
75th Reasoning – In good things we show our genuine appreciation.  If things are difficult and painful,  then accept this is 
part of the necessary personal refining (Heb.12v5-6) -  always knowing Yahweh will not overburden us  (1Cor.10v13). 
This shows patience to Yahweh’s Desire and He will cleave to us,  just as we cleave to Him  (by imitating JC’s lifestyle). 
76th Reasoning – The training to remain faithful to Yahweh’s Requirement must first come from us  “personally imbuing 
God’s Word”  (hence “within JC”)  so we have a template upon which to build our new life  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15),  
being  “The Goal of Anointing”  as was achieved by JC(g)  as  The First  of another 144000  “Begotten Sons of God”! 
1Thes.  5v18 og In  (to the [ =within]) every (thing)   (you) {give thanks}/{express gratitude}/thankfulness;   
1Thes.  5v18 og that/this/there/here  for   (the) determination/decree/purpose/choice/will/desire   (of the) God  
1Thes.  5v18 og in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus  into/unto  {specifically yourselves}. 
1Thes.  5v18 = Within  everything  you  {give thanks}/{express gratitude},   

for  this  (is)  the  determination/purpose/desire  of the  God  (Yahweh)   within the  Christ/Anointed  of the  Jesus   
unto  {specifically yourselves}. 

 

Within everything you give thanks   (always be  “a person with a half full glass”  and thus thankful with our own lot) 
for this  (is)  the  determination/choice  of the God   (Yahweh,  operating through JC as  “The Word of God”  [Rev.19v13]) 
within the Anointed Jesus   (being  “what JC means to our mind”,  that ultimately yields  “The Goal of The Anointing”  to  “The Early Adopters”) 
unto specifically yourselves   (the truly hearkening  “Early Adopters”), 
 

Another verse that can be spun out of context  (by “guess who”)  –  to mean the opposite to what Paul originally meant! 
Let us first understand what Paul really means. 
Putting this verse back into context,  then we understand  “we are to be operating with”  Yahweh's  one/same  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  to make 
His Pure Desire manifest within The Environment”   (the “HS”).  to which,  we must first know what is   “Yahweh's Pure Desire”! 
As I consistently state – being only what The Bible tells us  

Yahweh wants us to precisely imitate JC so He might attain His 144000 TCs as  “The Early Adopters”  from out of The Gospel Age. 
Once Yahweh has His  “Early Adopters”  then He has  “His Tools”  to bring about  “Mankind's Salvation”  in The Millennium by then 
gaining “The Late Adopters”  who ultimately imitate JC for their  personal salvation  into The Eternity  after  The Millennium. 

That explains  “Yahweh's Desire”.   Sadly,  –  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  get in the way of Yahweh fulfilling His Desire  (Matt.23v13),  and by 
consequence,  they oppose Him! 
Because  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  are  personally  opposing/adversarial  Yahweh  by maintaining  “The Present Norm”  of the last 6000 
years operating under worldly methodology sourced by Satan,  then they are imitating Satan –  therefore impeding the attainment of the 144000 TCs.  
Hence JC calling Peter  “Adversarial/Opposer  get behind me”   (Matt.16v23, Mar.8v33)  because Peter's comment was against Yahweh's Plan for JC  -  
that was to bring about  “The Salvation of Mankind”  through our 2 part life  (2 part spiritual and 2 part physical)  made only possible by JC. 
We are told about  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  opposing Yahweh's Plan throughout both The Old and New Testament –  I could almost fill this 
page with citation references alone –  as my electronic “Concordance of Topics”  shall clearly show.  From this,  we realise the people aiming to become 
TCs  shall be persecuted  (John.16v1-4)  by people exposed as being  “charlatans” –  because these religious leaders’ worldly income  (gained by 
opposing Yahweh)  of whatever it might be  (money/power/prestige/leverage/honour/glory/sex/pension/{debilitating habit}/etc.)  is threatened  (hence 
John.11v47-53).   
Paul knows the ministry work for a TC is painful  (1Cor.4v9-13, 2Cor.11v24-28)  for only fulfilling Yahweh's Pure Desire to bring more committed 
people onto  “The Short List”  for consideration by Yahweh as future  “Sons of God”   (notice this is written from a human viewpoint,  Yahweh knew 
before the creation of Mankind who would be on that listing, Rom.8v29).   Therefore,  Paul states,  while we are suffering pain for  only  precisely 
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imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  being what The World  (driven by its leaders)  naturally  “kicks back”  at us  (John.15v17-19, 17v14-16).  It is this 
process of refinement  (1Cor.3v13)  where,  as possible  future  “Children of God/Yahweh”,  we are chastised by The World to make us more  
resilient/stoic/steadfast  and firm in  “The Knowledge”  of  “The Word of God” –  thereby cleaving our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to become  
one/same  as that which operates within Yahweh.  It is to this end;  Paul teaches us at Heb.12v5-13 –  else quite simply without this –  then we shall 
become  “bastards” –  and rejected by Yahweh  (Heb.12v8). 

Now having that background –  as precisely given in The Bible –  then we can decipher what this verse means. 
It is because we  truly have  the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that of JC  (as determined by Yahweh and not by our local religious 
leader)  means we truly operate as did JC within The Environment around us,  and thus we shall be burdened –  but it is all in  “The Very Best of 
Causes” –  being to fulfil Yahweh's Desire as given above.   Therefore,  we thank Yahweh for things that might be painful –  not as a foolish masochist 
might -  but rather because we know we are truly moving Yahweh's Plan forward,  specifically because of The Kickback from religious leaders being part 
of this world.    Therefore,  this shows to  “The Judging World”  we actively aiming to be TCs are truly thinking in the  one/same  manner as is Yahweh 
to bring forth to Him the next generation of TCs until He has His  “Required Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  (Rev.14v1-4) to  “Call Time”  on Satan's 
machinations –  operating through his cohorts  (“Professional Leaders of Religion”)  opposing Yahweh's primary requirement! 

The rest of the verse naturally drops out.   
As I state elsewhere it is  “The Goal of Sonship”  for Yahweh to be  “Anointing us”  into this position,  of which Jesus made possible for all of us by 
leading  “The Way beyond The Veil into The Most Holy Place”  (Matt.27v51, Luke.23v45,  please read my important local commentaries thoroughly 
explaining all the very many allegories to those two verses).  As usual,  it is not quite what our leaders of Christendom would preach to us! 
Furthermore,  this  “Goal”  is possible for  “{specifically yourselves}”  who are diligently aiming to become TCs. 

I leave something I wrote on my previous revision. 
Yes -  we are to thank Yahweh for all things even if at the time they are painful –  always knowing that what occurs to those people aiming to become TCs 
means Yahweh will have a keen interest upon them and thus bring them ever closer to Yahweh.  This is all part of the refining to make us better people 
inasmuch we become less focussed upon ourselves,  but more focussed upon edifying the people around us –  enabling us to better empathise with their 
problems and difficulties. 
This process enables us  (if resurrected unto Sonship and to rule in The Millennium)  to understand the pains and problems people had during the 1st part 
of their physical life and  why  they behaved in the manner that perhaps they did.  Therefore,  we can sympathise with them when we personally assist 
them in their righteous education within The Millennium so they may reform and start imitating JC’s lifestyle,  so ultimately,  they too might have 
salvation and thus avoid  “The 2nd Death”  of Annihilation. 
Likewise,  JC also suffered and thus knows what it is like for us during our pains and persecutions imitating him that will deliver a New Creation within 
us worthy of  “Sonship to Yahweh”  in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial body,  when our old physical body dies,  and we have no more use of it. 
Important note   Only  {intrinsically good/ideal}  things are sourced by Yahweh.  Yahweh being  “perfect”  cannot  source evil.   
Evil only comes from The Methodology of this presently worldly system orchestrated by Satan –  thus what are mistakenly termed as being  “acts of 
God”  are better assigned to being  “acts of Satan”,  often forced upon us by some human making a wrong decision  (by cutting corners while operating 
to Satan’s methodology)  a year or decade before the event! 
 
83rd Instruction – The Brethren must not personally quench Yahweh’s HS as given through JCg  (as “God’s Word part 
2”),  where  JC  righteously answered  “God’s Word part 1”  as given in The Tanakh  (The Old Testament, rearranged). 
37th Warning – By implication it is quite possible to quench Yahweh’s HS by  not  imitating JC’s lifestyle,  and thus make 
it ineffectual by pulling ourselves away from it, else it will badly reflect upon Yahweh Himself  (by supporting a dissident)! 
84th Instruction – The Brethren are not to  despise/scorn  prophecies/predictions  (that are  sourced by The Bible). 
77th Reasoning – The Prophecies spoken here are for the fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire to bring about  “The Salvation of 
Mankind”,  absolutely  not  to self-indulge the animalistic mind of  “the present immediacy”  being of worthless invention!  
The former guides TCs to fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  the latter guides the deluded devotees to fulfil their leader's desire! 
38th Warning – The vast majority of worldly Christian leaders ignore and never teach what I have identified as prophecies 
on this website and within this epistle –  thus by implication they  despise/scorn  what Yahweh has stated  is to occur! 
78th Reasoning – If our  worldly Christian leaders teach so much  errant  information,  and ignore what they should be 
teaching  –  then the question must be asked:  Are they appointed by Yahweh to tell?   And the reply,  Obviously not! 
Ideally,  they should read everything on this website – repent,  and  then  start teaching what Yahweh desires to hear! 
1Thes.  5v19 og The  spirit/personality/desires/traits  not  (you) extinguish/{go out}/quench; 
1Thes.  5v19 = Not  yourselves  extinguish/quench  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits, 
 

Yourselves  (are)  not  to extinguish the  personality/desires/traits  (being  “the character”  of JC obtained solely from “The Word of God”) 
                  (I deliberately left out “spirit” because I want the reader to think about what this verse is  really  teaching us) 
 

It being itemised specifically in context of verse 18 speaking of Yahweh and JC,  tells us the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  is the HS sourced by 
Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”.   

Thus,  we are to thoroughly imbue  “The Word of God”  (given through JC,  as Yahweh’s mouthpiece)  from which we can  “discern the 
spirit/personality/desires/traits”  of Yahweh  (being of His Character) –  enabling us to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle.     

We  must  have the motivation to do this,  so we personally create  “The Real Faith”  (accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  operating within us. 
In this manner we do  not  extinguish  “The  Spirit/etc.  of Yahweh”  that is  pre/blameless/innocent/{separate from this present world of sin}  (= HS). 
However,  if we behave in the manner of The World through  self-indulgent  behaviour  (irrespective of what is claimed to the contrary by our  worldly 
Christian leaders)  then we shall extinguish  “The Spirit ” of Yahweh.  This shall occur, because our  “personal spirit”  becomes mired within The World 
and has stopped developing “The New Spiritual Creature/Creation”  within  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15),  so we  cannot be physically  “Born Again”  at 
JCg’s 1st 2nd C and thus will need to wait until The Millennium.  If we personally made ourselves failures to be  “The Early Adopters”, then we shall be 
given a last opportunity to further develop the  “New Spiritual Creation”  in us during The Millennium,  that will be within our perfected DNA fleshly 
physical body  given in trust  so we have a “soul”  (= “conscious existence”)  in which to  “personally rewire  our synapse construction”.  This is called  
“learning” and then “doing”  as covered by the phrase  “hearkening obediently”.   For real personal salvation of  “The Late Adopters”,  we must make 
our  spirit/{functioning mind}  commensurate to the given perfected DNA fleshly body during The Millennium  (freely given  in trust  by Yahweh upon 
our resurrection  [an action made righteously possible by JC’s ransom sacrifice]). 
Sadly,  to their obvious future harm,  many  worldly Christian leaders seem to miss this verse  (from the bible they create within their minds,  via The 
Mincer of Rev.22v18-19)  when they claim  (and is clearly  contrary  to what The Bible states)   “The HS will never leave you”!   
The two classic examples in The Bible would be Balaam (Old Testament)  and Judas Iscariot (New Testament)  where they had once the HS because they 
originally worked with Yahweh  but turned away from Yahweh back into The World –  and became consumed by The World and of its prophesied  future 
(2Pet.3v12-13).   While Balaam (of The Old Testament)  shall be resurrected into The Millennium,  Judas (of The New Testament)  and the  “perhaps 
millions”  of charlatan Christian leaders of The Gospel Age shall  never  be resurrected,  by personally placing themselves in  “The 13th Tribe of Israel”   
that  “never existed”  (hence “annihilation”)  in  “The Old Epoch of Israel”!  

So obviously there  is  a possibility of this occurring,  else Paul would not regularly warn us of this possibility occurring!    
Seems an eminently logical deduction –  and directly counter to what we are  naturally  taught in error by our  worldly Christian leaders! 
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So,  we might ask - 
Do they get anything correct?   No!  -  Not much,  when it comes to explaining  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC! 
Because quite simply they have demonstrably  not  gained  “Real Faith”  through the required 3 steps to then yield the HS within their mind! 

1Thes.  5v20 og (the) prophecies/predictions/prophesying  not  (you) contemptible/despise/{least esteemed}/scorn; 
1Thes.  5v20 = Not  you  despise/scorn  the  prophecies/predictions. 
 

Not you  despise/scorn  the  prophecies/predictions   (sourced by Yahweh to protect hearkening people,  leading to Mankind's Salvation) 
 

Obviously,  Paul is speaking of those prophecies written in The Bible –  principally from his point of view being those given in The Tanakh of which he 
thoroughly knew  (Acts.22v3, 26v3-6, etc.)  and subsequently from The Apostles –  him included.  However,  I would not include the deviant self-indulgent 
prophesies made by certain  religious/Christian  schisms  claimed to be made in the  name  of JC –  but have utterly no basis in  character  or  authority  
of JCg –  and thus these  “fraudulent prophecies”  should be utterly ignored.  Because contrary to what our  worldly Christian leaders teach,  Yahweh is 
only working with those  few  very specific individuals who  are  specifically moving forward  His  Plan  for  “Human Salvation throughout The Ages”  
(and  not  the self-indulgent plan our “Professional Leaders of Religion”  personally construct for self-indulgent favours)! 
Yahweh is absolutely  not  working with humans who are  not  moving forward His  “Plan for Human Salvation”  (James.1v6-8, etc.). 

The simple question should be asked    “Why  should it be any other?” 
Devotees like to  self-indulgently  believe   “they are one with 'God'”  -  it makes them feel good with a  “buzz”  (“supposedly gives”  them  “a future”)! 

However,  the future they desire is  “On their own terms” - “everyone else is wrong and themselves are correct” -  “let us do what we want”! 
Furthermore,  our  worldly  (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders nurture this  “innocent self-indulgent  attitude”  because it brings in  “a nice little 
earner”  from their deluded devotees by pretending to be  “The Conduit to God”,  tithing the people passing through.  However,  there is absolutely  
nothing  in The Bible to substantiate this delusion –  but so many passages to the contrary to support my conjecture –  all of which will be included in my 
electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  to finally,  once and for all time,  quash the hypocritical output given by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”! 
Consequently,  we realise those specific leaders making such fraudulent claims should be admonished and redirected back to reading The Real Bible! 

However,  on the other hand  
We have much of The World ignoring Bible based prophecies,  perhaps one example would be  “The Millennium”  being  The Fundamental Core  to 
The Real Bible of  both Old and New Testaments –  that underwrites Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”. 

Interestingly those people having the responsibility to teach of it –  worldly Christian Leaders –  utterly ignore this in their sermons! 
Perhaps equally they have not read this verse –  and removed it far from their personal bible of  their creation  within their mind as v19. 

Notice it is in the same vein –  Paul's states this verse and the previous verse,  where the  “spirit and prophesy”  as being  “it”  that is supposedly 
working in our mind.  Likewise,  with the following verses,  it is an action we should be doing within our mind –  it is all  personal  instruction and has 
nothing to do with a worldly invented 3rd person of the Trinity myth (being outside us)!    

It is Yahweh's  “Word of God”  (JC)  that becomes a  parousia/presence  operating  within us,  who wholly imbue and inculcate  “The Word 
of God”  so we personally build our mind as  “the new spiritual creature”  that becomes the HS working within us.   

This becomes likened to the RNA of  “The Word of God”  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  upon which our old worldly  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (= 
character)  is being built,  so that God's Word becomes  personalised  within us,  so we,  then as a new spiritual creation,  become the  one/same  with 
JC,  and the  one/same  with Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26). 

It is in this manner the HS becomes a  “personal entity”  within us  through this process of  “entirely hearkening to God's Word”. 
The reason why  worldly Christian leaders call the HS a  “Third Person”  of the Trinity,  is because by keeping it as a  “3rd person”  outside,  it negates 
them having to personally reform to make  “The Word of God”  a  “personage  within them”,  thereby allowing them  to remain worldly –  precisely as 
John the Baptist said of The Pharisees  (Matt.3v7-10, noting Matt.3v2)!    

That is exactly why  “The Mystery of God”  still remains a mystery to them,  they  cannot  personally solve it by  precisely imitating  JC's 
ministry/lifestyle,  because they demonstrably do not have  “The Required Driver”  (1Sam.16v7-13)! 

        Can the reader see how all this righteously interlinks  (being why TCs are like they are,  and our worldly Christian leaders are like they are)? 
 
85th Instruction – Each one of us  is to  personally  test/examine/prove/assay  all things  (against what The Bible teaches). 
86th Instruction – Then we are to cling firmly to the  beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable  thing that Yahweh desires of us. 
“This Thing”  is  “The Word of God”  sourced by Yahweh,  given to us by JC – practised as  “The Wisdom of God”. 
This means to be  sane  individuals able to recognise all the finer points during our  examination/assaying  of all things. 
87th Instruction – By inference we are to know The Bible intimately  so that we become competent to carry out a proficient 
and effective audit,  because our very future depends upon it!   Do not rely upon others,  The World is  full  of worldly  and 
worse charlatan  Christian leaders teaching various deceptions.  Thus,  personally  become competent to detect deception! 
Instruction – repeat - Always  assay/test  what is said in The Name of God – most likely it is from  The Word of Man  
having  not  The Character  nor  The Authority of Yahweh; – “millions”  of  worldly  and  charlatan Christian leaders are 
exposed to be fraudsters when their ministry is  carefully examined  against what The Bible  specifically teaches us. 
I consider almost every other sentence spoken by  worldly Christian leader has a biblical error lurking somewhere! 
That  “statistic”  from my examinations demonstrates just how bad is their ministry!  They are like The Pharisees! 
79th Reasoning – All the instructions above  are given to ultimately yield 144000 TCs from out of The Gospel Age who 
have become proven individuals wholly worthy to rule “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium,  because they are 
trustworthy unto  “The Word of God”  (hence Rev.19v16 and all are proven subject to The Father, Yahweh). 
1Thes.  5v21 og (the) all (things)   (you) assay/prove/test/discern/examine;   
1Thes.  5v21 og the (thing)  beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy  (you) {hold down}/cling/retain/possess/adhere; 
1Thes.  5v21 = You  assay/prove/test/discern/examine  all  things, 

you  {hold down}/cling/adhere/retain  the  beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy  thing. 
 

You  assay/test/prove/examine  all things   (Why?  … … … ) 
              (To ensure they are truly sourced by Yahweh through TCs,  and  not  by Satan via his cohorts of  “Religion”  [2Cor.11v13-15, Matt.24v23-26]) 
you  cling/adhere/retain  the  beautiful/worthy/valuable  thing   (= “The Word of God”  [= JC]  sourced by Yahweh,  only now given by TCs) 
 

We seem to be  “on a roll”  here –  because this is another verse  utterly ignored  by  worldly Christian leaders in their sermons to  “their masses”! 
The very last thing desired by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”,  is for people to  assay/prove/test  what these leaders preach –  because as we now 
know,  the vast majority of their exegesis  is nonsense  with regard to  “The Salvation of Mankind”  sourced by Yahweh! 
Obviously,  they all teach “love”,  and the worst offender is The Christian Nation whose leaders  (1) give a teaching that suggests “Christianity” has  
“The Monopoly” on “Love” – of which it certainly has  not   and  (2) piously teach  “love your enemies”  after which then hypocritically kill their 
enemies in the numerous wars during The Gospel Age.  This action is given under the excuse of a  “Just War”  that reminds me of precisely the teaching 
and then action of members of Islam,  being the other harlot behind Christianity and Judaism,  where all  three  religions are the three harlots having 
come through Jerusalem  (please see my commentaries of Rev. chapters 17 through to 19 inclusive)! 
The best way to test “Religion”  is to use the  “3 levels of why?”  of any point made,  then the detritus falls out under this  assay/proving/questioning! 
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If  “The Knowledge”  given is sourced by Yahweh,  then it  righteously  explains Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”.   
If knowledge is sourced by The World  (being “Religion”  itself)  then the knowledge given is most  unrighteous  to most individuals within Mankind over 
the last  6000  years.   
However,  I fervently ask the readers to  keep  asking  “Why”, “Why”, “Why”  again and again to the contents on this website  “FutureLife.Org”  until 
becoming sated with “The Knowledge”,  because I have no fear to answer  any  question from any person on this planet regarding “1st Century 
Christianity”–  of which all the answers are given within my commentaries on this website  “FutureLife.Org”. 
Thus,  we realise these are powerful words,  “assay/prove/test/discern/examine”,  because they result in  “The Disclosing Truth”   being discovered,   as 
is done within the science community  -  always driven by -  “why, why, why!”   To always be searching for  “The Disclosing Truth”  in the physical 
around them.  It is so sad this enquiring mind of a child at the spiritual level is forced out of the recruit into the religious seminaries within the first few 
days (Matt.23v15),  else be expelled as a heretic! 
It requires work  to   “assay/prove/test/discern/examine”,  and the results might prove alarming,  causing personal hurt to the people searching! 

So,  people avoid it!   Because no one desires to discover they are wrong!  
For surely,  we presumably reason   “It is us who are correct –  everyone else is wrong!”    (Matt.7v3-5, Luke.6v41-42). 

Unless we are desirous to find  “The Absolute Truth”  being what Yahweh Desires for all humans to attain,  to our conclusion!   (Ecc.12v13-14). 
Because it is through discovering  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”,  not set by man,  but by our creator (JCg)  as  “The Word of God” (Rev.19v13),  that 
was deemed correct by  “The Most  Excellent/Authoritative  Judge”  in all these matters,  Yahweh Himself  (hence John.17v1-2). 
This reasoning suggests to me,  it is unto this goal we should search,  “The Ideal”  being  “The Word of God”  as found within The Bible  (correctly 
translated of at least pre 1950 CE or as located on this website) –  and nowhere else  (because  “modern translations”  are  dangerous  worldly  
interpretations  and thus prove themselves  useless  for any form of analytical work of discovering what Yahweh  truly desires)! 
It is best to compost or burn bible translations after about 1950 CE because they are  “worldly interpretations”  giving  what The World wants to read 
for a worldly return -  (an ego trip for the translators)!    This is an abomination;  Yahweh’s Desire is ignored in their faulty worldly interpretations! 
Obviously,  the  “beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy”  thing is  “what edifies our neighbour so they too might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire”.  

That is the simplest way to write it down! 
It is  all  of  “The Word of God parts 1 and 2”  as given in The Bible to educate us in how we are to personally fulfil Yahweh Pure Desire that yields - 

“The Fruit of  The  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  (being  “The Character of Yahweh”  operating within us)   (Gal.5v21-23),   
This yields accurate ministry work and a lifestyle that imitates JC  - where  self-indulgence  is thrown away -  because we are looking forward to The 
Millennium to  “edify society”  –   rather than to  “take from society”  as we witness today  (specifically committed by our leaders operating today in  
politics, religion and  [often]  commerce,  because at least  “the leaders of commerce”  sell us something  [1] tested and  [1] potentially useful). 
Sadly,  the leaders of the other two groupings sell to us the following service,   from politics  (tested and proven to be useless)  and of religion  (untested 
and shall be proven useless)  -  what a life for us!     “Roll on The Millennium”,  by us  personally making this new future occur!    Amen! 
 
88th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  must keep away from anything that might be  harmful/hurtful/grievous. 
Reasoning – repeat - In this manner we are aiming to become like JC –  where we are  readjusting/reforming  our own 
“synapse mapping”  to be worthy of “Sonship” – because Yahweh desires His Personal Sons to be entirely competent and 
trustworthy in the future to  bring-on  “The Resurrected Human Species” to “Righteousness”  by leading through example 
Comment – repeat - Interestingly,  just look around within The Christian Nation as a whole – and does this occur?   Is it 
excused as  “being human”?   That is just the point - “being human” means that we are  not  operating with the  one/same  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  of JC separated from this world of sin – but with Eph.2v2 and thus  not  presently a viable 
candidate for “Sonship”.  Often the worst offenders are people  high-up in the establishments behind the painted façade! 
1Thes.  5v22 og off/away/separated/from  (of the) every (thing)   (the) form/appearance/fashion/shape/sight   
1Thes.  5v22 og (of the) hurtful/evil/wicked/harmful/malicious/grievous/lewd   
1Thes.  5v22 og (you) {hold oneself off}/abstain/refrain [middle voice]. 
1Thes.  5v22 = You  personally  {hold oneself off}/abstain  off/away/separated/from  

every  form/appearance/fashion/shape/sight  of the  hurtful/harmful/malicious/grievous  thing. 
 

You personally abstain  away/from  every  form/appearance/sight  of the  hurtful/harmful/grievous  thing   (keep away from  “Religion”). 
                 (The utter  “hypocrisy”  within  “Religion” [of “darkness”]  makes it so  “dastardly”  and by consequence its members fail Yahweh’s Desire)  

 

Put quite simply    
Anything that interferes with  “the edification of our neighbour to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire”  -  is a form of evil! 
Because quite simply   It is  only  by fulfilling Yahweh’s Pure Desire that enables us to survive into the eternity –  and if we take this 
possibility away from other people  by withholding The Knowledge  (Eze.33v1–20)  then we are hurting their prospects into the future! 

Satan is the personification of Evil,  and he is  The Entity  that  opposes/resists/adversarial  to Yahweh’s Desire being  “The Father of The Lie”  and also 
a murderer  (John.8v44) –  being  “The Murderer of Mankind”  (“Mankind” being  “a creation of JCg”,  that is to ideally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  out of 
which Yahweh shall gain a future 144000  new  “Sons of God”, –  quite a turn-around)!    Where it is Satan's methodology  (= self-indulge to our 
neighbour’s hurt)  that murder's Mankind  (slain from outside),  and it is his methodology to oppose Yahweh that operates within “Religion”  for all the 
reasons I explain on this website  “FutureLife.Org”). 
Thus,  quite simply   We must be  The Opposite  to    

“The Entity that  opposes/resists/adversarial  to Yahweh’s Desire”  as given in my definition earlier! 
We must avoid being worldly,  and  mixing-in  with the politics of The World –  because it will most certainly contaminate our methodology –  being the  
type of environment  that will habitually reinforce what  we choose to inhabit  being the environment of our choice  (will mould our  “synapse 
construction”  to reflect what occurs within our environment.   This reasoning is obvious –  and proven by many psychological experiments! 
Hence Yahweh’s  “Last Opportunity”  He gives to us is through what JC did –  being  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  to get us all into The Millennium  -  
being  the perfected environment  where  “The Early Adopters”  (of Yahweh’s Methodology having purified their mind in the 1st part of their physical life 
during Satan’s realm)  shall have  infinite  authority/capability in The Millennium.   These “Early Adopters”  will instruct  (with the carrot)  and  enforce  
(with a stick)  a perfect society to draw out personal reform –  maximising any chance of personal reform within any specific recipient!    
As I regularly state elsewhere,  the TCs having infinite capability to read people’s minds  (as JC was able)  shall know about a crime  before  it occurs 
with  100% success rate  and administer an enforced  “community service”  for only  “thinking about the crime”  to hurt one’s neighbours!    

So,  as we can reason,  society will be  so  vastly different  to what it is now!    Amen! 
 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 
The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father  “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 
Good News – repeat - Paul states  “peace/prosperity/rest”  being what The Gospel gives to The Mind in this world’s pain.   
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80th Reasoning – Yahweh sources  “The Word of God”,  then JCg as JC becomes  “The Word of God”  to teach us 
righteousness,  which becomes The Gospel explaining how Righteousness is to occur,  that sources  peace/prosperity/rest. 
81st Reasoning – It is through  the whole process  of gaining  “Real Faith”  of its three stages that we can  “personally” 
“purify”  our mind to become like our Saviour over our 2 part life to then  “personally gain salvation”.  This is the only 
way we can reform ourselves from  “human” destined for “annihilation”,  to  “people imitating JC”  to achieve “Life”! 
Instruction – repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil  “The Master’s Commands/Desire”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
89th Instruction – By imbuing  “The Word of God”  now and acting with fidelity upon it shall perfect us according to “The 
Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  that  God (Yahweh)  is making upon each  “Christian”  during The Gospel Age. 
37th Comment – The problem is,  most Christians prefer  “staying as worldly humans” by “behaving as worldly humans”,  
and thus,  Yahweh can  only  find 144000 candidates worthy for  “Sonship”  before The World implodes upon itself! 
90th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  must become entirely complete within  spirit/personality/desires/traits  by it 
becoming the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  with Yahweh and thus become that New Creation (Gal.6v15). 
91st Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  must become entirely complete within the present  {conscious existence}  (= 
soul)  so that upon  awakening/resurrection  we might become  translated  immediately  into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial 
body as a  {conscious existence} (= soul)  as a  “Son of God”  worthy of such a conscious existence  (without requiring 
the continual  reform/education  in a fleshly body. –  Can the reader understand the relevance of all this?  –  (It is crucial). 
92nd Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  are to become entirely complete within body  (= what we do with it)  being 
representative of what they shall receive upon  awakening/resurrection  =  ideally a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body. 
82nd Reasoning – Paul is stating the following to us:   Get your whole self  in-tune  with  what Yahweh desires. 

1. First, reform the Mind so your  “synapse construction mapping”  becomes worthy of capturing by Yahweh. 
2. Ensure your  {conscious existence}/soul  =  “the methodology expressed”  within our deportment follows the  

agapao/{edifying love}  of the mindset. 
3. The fleshly body follows The Mind  =  the  {charity love}/agape  is expressed to our neighbour. 

It is  not  as we are  errantly taught by our  worldly Christian leaders who just muddle everything in  an unrighteous mess! 
27th Good News – By operating as above,  then JC’s presence will be operating within us that shall be his coming when he 
collects his 144000 “faithful virgins” at his 1st 2nd C,  being blessed are those people in  “The 1st Resurrection” (Rev.20v6) 
Allegory – repeat -Parousia = Presence and Coming – being different states of relationship a TC has with JCg over time. 
Reasoning – repeat - TCs having JCg’s presence  spiritually  within them as  “The Word of God”  driving their thoughts,  
shall then be  physically  resurrected alongside JCg in The Millennium as an adoring wife to her agapao husband. 
Reasoning – repeat - TCs have JC’s  Spiritual  parousia/Presence  in them that becomes The Physical  parousia/Coming 
at the 1st 2nd C of JCg that for the TCs appears to be  an instant later in consciousness –  even though physically – for 
maybe/perhaps  with William Tyndale it might be some 500 years later,  or the Apostle Paul some 2000 years later. 
28th Good News – JCg became  “The Means”  to enable Yahweh to righteously operate is  faithful/trustworthy  and true; 
thus,  this  will occur  to those  (of the Brethren)  who mutually exhibit the  same/one  spirit/personality/desires/traits! 
1Thes.  5v23 og he  And  the  {specific god}  of the  peace/prosperity/rest   
1Thes.  5v23 og (he wish to) purify/consecrate/{make holy}/sanctify  {specifically yourselves}   
1Thes.  5v23 og (the) {complete to the end}/{absolutely perfect}/wholly/fully [plural].   
1Thes.  5v23 og Also  (the) {complete in every part}/{perfectly sound (in body)}/entire/whole  {of yourselves}   
1Thes.  5v23 og the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  also  the  breathing/life/soul/{conscious existence}   
1Thes.  5v23 og also  the  {whole/sound body}/bodily  (the) faultless/blameless/irreproachable   
1Thes.  5v23 og in  to the [= within]  {presence (in/through  a TC during The Gospel Age)}/{coming (to a TC at the 1st 2nd C of JCg)}   
1Thes.  5v23 og of the  lord/master  {of/from us}  (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
1Thes.  5v23 og (he wish to) {watch/guard  over  loss/injury}/detain/maintain/{hold fast}. 
1Thes.  5v23 = And  He  “the specific god”  of the  peace/prosperity/rest,    (Yahweh Methodology yielding a perfected society) 

He wishes to  {complete to the end}/wholly  purify/{make holy}  {specifically yourselves}   (Yahweh’s Methodology purifies our thinking) 
also  your  {complete in every part}/entire  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits/    (Yahweh’s Methodology becomes our methodology) 
also  the  life/soul/{conscious existence},   (having a mind operating like Yahweh’s will enable us to  consciously live  for an eternity) 
also  the  {whole sound body}  the   faultless/blameless/irreproachable    (the 2nd part of our physical life in a perfect physical body) 
within  the  parousia/presence/coming    (JC as The Word of God operating within us, then physically coming to collect us at his 1st 2nd C) 
of our  lord/master    (by definition it is JC as The Word of God  ruling  our thinking minds to become “Christ like for Anointing”) 
the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed    (JC was The First/Chief  of The First fruits to become “Anointed” as sons of God) 
he wishes to  {guard over loss/injury}/maintain/{hold fast}.    (Only the actions of JC will enable his Creation to rebuild itself) 

 

And He  “The Specific God”  (Yahweh)  of the  peace/prosperity/rest   (Yahweh's Methodology yielding a perfect society) 
                (But  first this comes  through JC as  “the specific god”  of an evil world  by “The Word of God”  for truly hearkening people to imbue) 
He (Yahweh)  wishes to wholly purify specifically yourselves   (Yahweh's Methodology is freely offered to The Brethren so they can become TCs) 
also your entire  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (Yahweh supplies  “The Word of God”  through JC for the sole purpose  “to purify The Mind”.) 
                (Ideally now to become a TC as an “Early Adopter”,  though this can occur in The Millennium to become a  “Late Adopter”) 
also the  life/soul/{conscious existence}   (giving an output from a “conscious entity” who fulfils Yahweh's Desire,  a mind driven by God's Word) 
                (The complete package  [mind + body]  now as a TC  proving  him/herself  worthy to be resurrected as a Son of God at “The 1st Resurrection”) 
also the whole sound body  faultless/blameless/irreproachable   (JC’s ransom sacrifice allows Yahweh to give us a perfected physical body) 
                (The context is this physical body given to TCs shall ideally be  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  the same as Yahweh gave to JCg) 
within the  parousia/presence/coming  ([1] God's Word operating within us to purify us  [2] JCg collecting the TCs at “The 1st Resurrection”) 
of the  lord/master   (JC as  “The Word of God”  controlling our mind when operating as a  parousia/presence  within us,  purifying our mind) 
the Anointed Jesus   (JC made “The Goal” possible,  for his bride of 144000 TCs to become anointed by Yahweh as  “The Heirs”) 
he  (JC as “The Word of God”)  wishes to hold fast   (to the mind of all people aiming to become TCs,  for  “The Expectation of the future Goal”). 
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Perhaps members in some Christian communities would have learnt more from the contents of this verse’s parenthesis than they might in all the years of 
their attendance to their local  worldly Christian congregations innocently deprived of spiritual food from their leaders  (Luke.16v21, Rom.16v17-18)! 
Notice Paul’s careful use of  “the specific god”  as a floating pointer depending upon The Context,  being in this instance allowed to float from a worldly 
human to become a TC,  and thus shift from JCg as  “The Intercessor” (2Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5),  and then to Yahweh as  “The Adopting Father”. 
All this fine detail is lost in  “useless for analytical work”  worldly  translated bibles  (some of the worst being the NIV and Good News bibles shown to 
be worldly  interpretations –  and now we know how bad are worldly interpretations –  given our present analysis on this website!    Where virtually 
everything they state is wrong as soon as they drift off from quoting The Real Bible –  as my precise,  in-depth  audits clearly demonstrate! 
Paul tells us,  “the specific god”  will  make those specific brethren assiduously aiming to become TCs utterly complete. 
By now we know that  “being utterly complete”  is   “To fulfil Yahweh’s Pure Desire”  within our operations,  which is for now - 

To gain His 144000  “Sons of God”  ready for the next stage of  “Human Salvation”,  being  “The Start of The Millennium”  that becomes 
the concluding part of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  for the vast majority of The World in the 2nd part of their physical life  (please see 
my glossary). 
“The Early Adopters”  (The Prophets and 144000 TCs of  “The Early Harvest”)  successfully complete  “The Lord’s Acceptable Year”  
during the 1st part of their physical life.  Noting the  “Acceptable Year”  means   Winter  with no sown “Word of God”,  Spring  has “The 
Word of God” sown and germinates in darkness,   Summer   “The Word of God”  grows in the Sunlight of Yahweh,  Autumn   “The Harvest 
of The Wheat”  into Yahweh’s Granary of people into The Eternity.  Where  “the Year”  is  “Acceptable”  because it is  “Righteous”  to 
“Righteous Yahweh”  being  “The Righteous Method to purify Mankind”  (hence Mark.2v27-28). 

Thus,  Yahweh specifically desires His future Sons,  and that is the whole point of this verse! 
Incidentally, has the reader ever heard their religious leader explain what  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  means? 
Now surely that tells you something about them! 

Now for the next section  
I have discussed in other epistles what  “peace/prosperity/rest”  means,  and thus merely  lifted-out  what I wrote in Eph.2v14 - 
I need to explain  “peace/prosperity/rest”  because this terminology appears to run against the  “trials/tribulations/afflictions”  of which we are told  
will befall TCs from those people of The World feeling threatened by the TC’s righteous lifestyle –  that imitates JC’s lifestyle. 

The Answer is all to do with The Mind rather than the body.   
“Peace” is gained from the  accurate  Knowledge  (as “The Word of God”  of which JC  was/is).  “The Knowledge”  releases us  hearkening 
individuals,  from the stresses of the present day and of the future demise of human civilization  (global warming,  rising sea levels,  lack of food and  
clean/pure  resources,  all forms of pollution,  selfish grabbing of the last remaining resources,  tribalisation’  within nations,  phishing, social media, 
software viruses, computer hacking, invasion of personal privacy by either the state or criminals, identity cloning, etc.).   This  “Knowledge”  “releases 
our stress”  because we know Yahweh will step in  “before all flesh is destroyed”  (Matt.24v22, Mark.13v20)  and  “save the situation”  by replacing this 
present worldly system with Yahweh's leaders for The Millennium. 
Also  “good moral behaviour”  personally removes all the present social problems spawned from general immorality,  this personally delivers  “rest”  
from the pressures accruing from social misbehaviour.  Likewise,  if we defraud no person,  then we have no need to keep looking over our shoulder to 
see if we are being followed by a person for some form of retribution. 
“Prosperity” does not mean  “material prosperity” as stated by  charlatan Christian leaders in their  “marketing sales spiel” for personal worldly gain! 
This prosperity is the  “heavenly treasure”  comprising of the  “synapse construction mapping”  of The Mind  (that precisely defines us as individuals)  
becoming more Christlike,  thus,  being worthy to be placed within a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body upon resurrection as a future “Son of God”. 
JCg makes TCs become at one with him because of  “The Knowledge”  given as  “The Word of God”  and is accepted by  receptive/hearkening  people 
who carefully reason upon  “The Knowledge”  to realise it is the  only  way forward for Mankind as a whole.  Thus,  they freely choose to imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  and so become the  one/same  in  spirit/personality/desires/traits  and in this manner, JC has broken down the barrier between us TCs  
(formally as  heathen/foreigners/strangers)  but now welcomed by Yahweh to become His future adopted sons  (by metaphorically becoming “sons of 
Abraham”).  Moreover,  these TCs as the future Bride of Christ become as one at their marriage  (Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9)  to their husband  (JCg)  at the 1st 
2nd C of JCg  (= The 1st Resurrection”)  being as one metaphoric flesh  (Gen.2v24, Eph.5v30-32,  and the counter warning given at 1Cor.6v16).  
As explained earlier,  we have taken upon ourselves JC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  because we have taken upon ourselves  his knowledge  (as  
“The Word of God”)  and faithfully acted upon it,  rather than ignoring it and doing our  “own worldly thing”  to please our animalistic emotions lusting 
to please  “The Immediacy”.  By consequence,  Yahweh now judges us upon what we desire to do rather than the accidents of what we might actually do 
– thus,  we are not judged upon The Law of Moses,  but rather on what JC did for us  (by fulfilling The Law).  This occurs,  because we truly  are  trying 
to imitate him by what we do to others  (= to edify our neighbour to our own hurt),  and thus,  we do not  sin/offend,  but  only  “sidestep/trespass”. 
“Rest” is gained from the above two,  we have separated ourselves away from  “The Mental Toil”  of The World  when its members strive after worthless 
vanity,  both of The Mind and of The Flesh.   I am not suggesting we should ignore money and not protect ourselves against a financial  “rainy day”  but 
we must not make money the focus of our attentions – else we are always running after the wind  -  that certainly is not “rest”. 
However,  I am stating we must not chase after The Lures of The World,  certainly of commerce,  but also of politics and religion  -  where all three are  
“The Three Bastions of Society that prop up The World  under Satan’s present tenure  (1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4),  do not waste our time supporting them! 

After that copy and paste of Eph.2v14 then let me move to the next section. 
Explaining how JC as  “The Word of God”  becomes a  presence/parousia/coming - 
Ultimately it is Yahweh Who makes  “{complete to the end}”  being His Word fully imbued within The Individual that  “makes holy”,   followed by a 
resurrection to physical  “Sonship”  by Yahweh for a  guaranteed  everlasting existence. 
Aim to become  “{complete in every part}”  being - 

1. Our  spirits/personality/desires/traits  to become amalgamated with Yahweh’s  (Word  [JC]  which becomes the spiritual RNA upon which we 
can grow our spiritual DNA to become that New Creation/Creature,  2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15 -  and we shall; then personally gain  “Real Faith”  
operating within the HS). 

2. Our  breathing/life/soul/{conscious existence}  being  “us”  as individuals is now fulfilled by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for us to 
personally become  “The Wisdom of God”   (God’s Word expressed within our deportment). 

3. Our corrupt physical body to ultimately become replaced by a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body given by Yahweh that can  never  die. 
Note of clarification. 
The order Paul gives is as follows - 

1. The Goal is for Yahweh to gain His future 144000 TCs by purifying hearkening people. 
2. These Brethren are almost TCs,  and Paul wants them to prove themselves for the rest of the 1st part of their physical life. 
3. The purification process begins within a  contrite/humble/repentant  mind desiring to inculcate  “The Word of God” –  this purifies our 

mind to spiritually become Christlike. 
4. Item (3) above is expressed within our presently dying physical body – so our  life/soul/{conscious existence}  exhibits JC’s 

ministry/deportment.   This requires a  “spirit within a body”  (“{conscious existence}/soul”)   to deliver an output! 
5. Because of items (3) and (4) occurring  (proving the TC  holy/innocent/pure  to The Judging World)   then Yahweh shall resurrect the 

TC into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  physical body  commensurate to the already purified  2nd part of the TC’s spiritual life. 
6. All the above occurs with JC(g)’s parousia meaning _ 

6.1   The 1st part is  “The Word of God”  (of JC, Rev.19v13)  operating as a  spiritual  presence within The Brethren/Sisters becoming 
TCs by purifying the originally formed worldly mind to become Christlike and thus expressing  “The Wisdom of God”  in the TC’s 
deportment. 
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6.2  The 2nd part is JCg  physically  coming at “The 1st Resurrection”  to collect his bride of 144000 TCs having demonstrably proved to 
The World  (during their day)  they are sufficiently worthy to rule over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium to then yield “The 
Late Adopters”. 

The above  is  “The HS expressed on this planet”  that fulfils Yahweh’s Desire of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  captured within this one verse. 
The HS is  not  a third personage -  but operates within any cognitive entity freely choosing to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire within the environment! 

You would certainly not read that explanation in our many worldly commentaries to that verse given by clueless  worldly Christian Leaders! 
We realise all the three states above,  “{complete in every part}”,  are  faultless/blameless/irreproachable  because of JCg’s parousia operating within  
compliant  Brethren/Sisters  assiduously aiming to become TCs’  then this  self-induced  condition aiming to achieve The Goal will  “guard them from 
losing”  the above because the person is fully motivated to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (“obediently hearkening”).   
It is a virtuous circle!     

Because it  is  truly JCg’s  presence/parousia  within the TC,  who themselves are actively working jealously for God’s Word,  thus makes a 
TC holy  (pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  in their methodology –  being The Methodology sourced by Yahweh)! 
By consequence,  the TC receives JCg at his physical  coming/parousia  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  to receive a body  commensurate to a 
previously,  wholly purified mind. 

Though I have explained it clearly  (where  “the babes”  [meaning The General Public untaught at seminaries]  can understand) –  I need to restate it 
even more clearly for our  worldly Christian leaders to digest  (because they are being  “Mature in Religion”  [with all its trappings  -  an applicable 
word for them]  will find it incredibly more difficult to understand)  
“Parousia”  works within this general overview of both the physical and spiritual  (both because of what JC had done some 2000 years ago). 

A person begins “worldly”  (being all of us [even me]) –  they know nothing else –  having grown up with worldly methodology  (1st part of their 
spiritual life  [with deathly “Religion”  all around us])  while in the 1st part of their physical life.     
This leads to an automatic  annihilation   (Gen.2v17, Rom.3v23,  without JC's intervention)! 
However now with JC’s Ransom Sacrifice kindly given some 2000 years ago,  then if a person dies in this position –  they are given an 
automatic free pass into The Millennium to learn  “Righteousness”  (to have an opportunity to purify the 2nd part of their spiritual life 
while in the 2nd part of their physical life)  before the final assay at the end of The Millennium  (Rev.20v7-15 – please read my local 
commentaries that thoroughly explain what shall occur).   That explains  “The Physical”,  let us move onto the spiritual. 

A worldly person introduced to  “The Word of God”  now automatically enters the 2nd part of their spiritual life.  It is now their personal choice 
how they choose to proceed with  “The Word of God”  (Matt.13v19-23).   All members  (most “Christians”)  and absolutely  all  “non-
Christians”  will enter The Millennium having an opportunity to perfect the 2nd part of their life –  except two  groups of people presently 
with  “The Word of God”  during The Gospel Age. 
(1) The Ideal  Group comprises of 144000 TCs to be described in the next section. 
(2) The Abominable/Iniquitous  Group comprising of  “charlatan Christian leaders”  who shall  never  be resurrected. 
This group is headed-up by Judas Iscariot and filled with perhaps  “millions”  of Christian leaders who will  never  see The Millennium,  
having spurned what JC  really  means to them,  using God's Word as a worldly  “earner”  in the same manner as did Judas  
(John.12v6).   So beware,  and hence JC's exhortation in Luke chapter 15  aimed directly  at  “Christian Leaders”  for their warning in 
the following chapter of Luke,  chapter16. 

Now we move to “Parousia”  with respect to the  “hearkening Christians”  imitating JC,  namely the TCs. 
A person  actively growing  upon  “The Word of God”  means  he/she  must  transit through the  required 3 stage process  to gain  “Real Faith”  

(see elsewhere what this really means)  to be in the position to  precisely imitate  JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
JC as “The Word of God” (Rev.19v13)  then  demonstrably  operates within the individual so this person  thinks/reasons/speaks/operates  
precisely like JC,  so that an outsider cannot tell the difference between this person and how JC would operate,  as we are taught in The 
Bible  (as The Word of God parts 1 and 2)!   This external judgment would require the auditors to firstly,  thoroughly know The Bible 
thereby enabling the auditor to differentiate between a  TC  “imitating JC”  and a  worldly Christian leader  “doing their own thing”.   
Most “Christian” devotees barely know of anything in The Bible and thus  worldly Christian leaders can easily  “pull the wool over their 
eyes”  and deftly “run rings around them”!   However, I am different, I know The Bible,  and intimately  The New Testament after four  
translation/commentary  revisions over twenty-five plus years  and I can spot the difference in  “a few seconds”. 
Therefore it becomes clear –  JC as “The Word of God”  operates  within a person who precisely imitates JC's ministry/lifestyle  and thus 
becomes a  Spiritual  “Presence” / “Parousia”   within the person. 

This same person who demonstrably,  precisely imitates JC  (not  like a  worldly Christian leader  [and very carefully choosing my words]  
“fraudulently”  representing Yahweh's Interests),  then this person becomes a TC  as determined by Yahweh  (Matt.20v23)  having 
successfully,  personally  purified the 2nd part of  his/her  spiritual life,  by precisely imitating JC,  as determined by Yahweh and  not  by 
worldly people calling themselves   “Christian leaders”. 
This person then dies,  while still imitating JC ministry/lifestyle  up to their death.  Yahweh collects this person's  “synapse construction 
mapping”  as  “The Heavenly Treasure”  (Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v33,  please see my local commentaries)  that Yahweh will use to make 
a working  “spiritual clone”  of us upon our resurrection,  precisely as Yahweh did to JCg to produce JC,  and then by return,  from JC 
to produce JCg at  “The 3rd Day Resurrection”. 

This  self/same  person as determined by Yahweh to be a proven TC and thus,  part of His  “Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs  
(Rev.14v1-4),  where this TC has no consciousness  (described as being  “asleep”  John.11v11-15)  and to this individual without 
consciousness then  “time”  passes by as  “an instant”.    The next instant thing after  “dying”,  the TC knows,  is the regaining of 
consciousness at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Matt.24v40-44, 1Cor.15v35-55, Rev.19v4-9, 20v6, etc.,)  that becomes The  Physical  
“Parousia” / “Coming” of JCg to collect his bride of 144000 TCs.   

Hopefully,  it becomes clear as to specifically why Paul uses the word  “parousia”  and why he correctly uses it four times in 1Thessalonians,  
because they had  “truly hearkened”  to  “The Word of God”  and were personally putting into practice this knowledge by imitating JC  
to become  “The Wisdom of God”  themselves! 

Let us speak quite frankly to our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  how this process operates. 
Because this process has demonstrably not yet operated within them  (being why they are still representatives of  “Religion”  by ignoring 
Rev.18v4  and  not  be taking the lead Nicodemus took at John.3v1-16  that led to  John.7v50, 19v39). 

We must again explain to them - 
A worldly person looks to JC as  “the specific god”  of  him/her  to be  “The Intercessor”  (Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5)  to  “The Almighty God”  
(Yahweh),  for this person to then gain  “The Word of God”. 
This worldly person  must be  personally  motivated  to  grow themselves  to  precisely imitate  JC's ministry/lifestyle  (1Pet.2v20-23). 
Then  when  this has occurred,  this person has JC's  spiritual   parousia/presence  operating within the mind to drive the charity works. 
The person dies, –  loses all  “conscious existence”/”soul”  until  “The 1st Resurrection”  occurs where Yahweh puts  “The Heavenly 
Treasure”  (captured  spirit/personality/desires/traits)   into the physical body  (Eze.37v1-20)  to bring the individual entity back into a 
“conscious reasoning existence”  (= “soul”).   When this occurs –  it occurs at JCg's  physical  parousia/coming. 

Hopefully after that rather exhaustive explanation,  our  worldly Christian leaders now understand what is going on around themselves,  thereby 
becoming positioned - 

1.  To begin personally following this procedure themselves,  and - 
2.  To start teaching their congregational members about this  required Goal  that Yahweh has for each one of us to preferably achieve! 

Ideally this commentary makes clear what  we all should be doing  to help Yahweh complete His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”! 
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Sadly,  these commentaries must be so long and tedious to unpick the unrighteous nonsense created over the last some 1700+ years of  “fruitless/wasted  
effort”  by our spiritually blind leaders of Christendom preferring  “The World as it is now under Satan’s  methodology/authority”  rather than  “The 
World of The Millennium under Yahweh’s  Methodology/Authority”!      

As demonstrated,  they speak so much of The World as it is,  but  never  have I ever heard them speak of The Millennium! 
By contrast,  JC was  only  speaking about The Millennium in 3.5 years of teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  often to the same crowd of 
people for three days  (Mark.8v2-3),  so there must be much to speak about The Millennium  (of which Christian leaders  never  teach)! 

How bad is that! 
1Thes.  5v24 og (the) trustful/believe/faithful/sure/true   
1Thes.  5v24 og the (person [JCg])  calling/biding/summoning/announcing/naming/assigning  {specifically yourselves},   
1Thes.  5v24 og who/which/that  also  (he/it will) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice. 
1Thes.  5v24 = Trustworthy/Faithful/True   (is)   the  person/one  (JC)   calling/summoning/assigning  {specifically yourselves},   

who  also  he will  work/yield/perform/provide. 
 

Trustful/Faithful  (is) The One (JC)   (as  “The Word of God”)   calling/inviting  specifically yourselves   (to become a possible future “Heir”) 
who  also he (JC)  will  work/provide   (as  “The Word of God”  to reform our minds to become precisely like him  -  if we so choose to hearken) 
 

JC made the first contact –  he offered personal fulfilment to  “The Word of God”  to The World when he was here during his ministry. 
JC as  “God’s Word part 2”  righteously answered  “God’s Word part 1”  as originally given in The Tanakh. 

When JC left the planet 40 days after his resurrection at  Acts.1v9-11  then his  parousia/presence  operates within The World through a TC knocking at 
the door  (Rev.3v20)  and - 

If we listen,  by inviting the TC in to explain  “The Word of God” -  means we metaphorically  “sup with JCg”. 
“The Word of God”  will guide us who imbue it,  away from the problems otherwise created if we should be making our home within The World.  
Moreover,  Yahweh liking what He witnesses will then use His infinite capability to express His HS through what JC has initiated,  to manipulate The 
Environment enabling  “The Specific Brethren”  assiduously aiming to become TCs to be efficient in the active ministry work of  accurately  publicising 
Yahweh’s Word to The World. 
JCg is faithful and as our master  (within those people truly recognising him as their master  by  imitating  him),  then he will not forget the effort a TC 
has put into the 1st part of their physical life while purifying the 2nd part of their spiritual life upon  “The Word of God”  (Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26),  and be 
positioned to collect these 144000 TCs at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (= JC's  1st 2nd C)  to become his metaphoric wife  (Rev.21v2,9, etc.). 
 
93rd Instruction – The Brethren are to pray for  (and to give,  else be hypocrites)  to assist The TCs in their ministry work. 
Comment - repeat - No mention given to pray for humans  not  of  “The Faith”  (as errantly done in the religious world). 
83rd Reasoning – The brethren are to think about what they are praying!   Yahweh will put into their  “trained to be”  
receptive mind what is required to  {charity assist}  the TCs in their ministry work.  It is  not  as we are  taught by example 
today:  say a few names and now:  “over to you - God”  -  this is the utmost hypocrisy to what The Bible teaches us! 
94th Instruction – Paul instructs The Epistle to be read  (I assume in its  entirety)  to the congregations. 
38th Comment – I have  never  heard our Christian leaders do this to their congregations  but only the  “nice soundbites”  
minced and distorted to  “please the ears”  (see epistles to Timothy).  These leaders are to be  severely reprimanded! 
29th Good News – The gifts and favours of JCg dispensing Yahweh’s  “Word of God”  that if thoroughly imbued,  
assayed/proved/tested  and the operated upon with fidelity  (for “Real Faith”),  shall yield the HS to us,  TCs and brethren 
1Thes.  5v25 og (the) Brothers/{The Brethren},  (you) {toward supplicate}/{pray with a vow} (for a mutual result  [middle voice]) 
1Thes.  5v25 og concerning/about  {of/from us}. 
1Thes.  5v25 = Brothers,   you  personally  {pray with a vow}  (for a mutual result)   concerning/about  {of us}  (TCs). 
 

Brothers,  you personally pray with a vow  (for a mutual result for all parties [especially Yahweh])   concerning us  (TCs). 
                   (“The mutual result”  is for Mature TCs to yield new TCs for Yahweh to attain His 144000 “Sons of God”  -  nothing else will be answered) 

 

The Brethren (Christians)  are instructed to be praying for the TCs working hard within The World being the  only  people  accurately  fulfilling 
Yahweh’s Desire in opposition from The World  (being worldly leaders –  principally  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  orchestrating the persecution,  
John.8v22,37, 15v17-19, 16v1-4, 17v14-20, John.11v47-53, Acts.9v23-24, 21v31, 23v15, 25v3, 26v21,   -  how many do we need to prove my case?)! 
However,  instead,  we hear the Christian leaders praying for all manner of  worldly  people and leaders,   except  the  TCs –  how bizarre!   (Not really)! 
Furthermore,  we know the custodian god of this present world is Satan  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)  because leaders of The World hate what JC represents  
(being  The Light  of  “Exposure/Openness”  and  “Righteousness” –  John.15v15-25,  please see on The Internet all the professional  cover-ups  our 
leaders of  Politics/Religion/Commerce  use to hide their tracks from public  scrutiny/examination)! 
Therefore, we might ask   

Are the  “ministers”  of  “Religion”  really following what The Bible states? 
After explaining what it is  “not”,  then we should ask  

So, what does this verse really mean? 
Quite simply stated - 

The Bible tells us in many places,  the prayers are  “local” –  being  within our personal sphere of operations. 
These prayer are  not  the sanctimonious hypocritical prayers that state - 

We think of these people here ……….. or there ……………  or our leaders here,  and there around The World! 
Just in case Yahweh  “is asleep”  and is not aware of what is occurring – so we  “supposedly have done our bit”! 

This is  an abomination  to Yahweh for three reasons - 
1. Yahweh has  no  interest in these leaders,  but merely allows them their  “15 minutes” on “the world stage”  to show us how bad they are! 
2. Yahweh is  only  interested in people who  are  fulfilling His “Plan for Human Salvation” –  and the people mentioned are certainly not! 
3. Yahweh is  only  interested in our personal motivation to make physically possible about what we pray  (to fulfil [2] above). 

Our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  are so  “bedded-down  with The World”  that these three statements given above are incomprehensible to their 
prevailing worldly methodology –  as we witness within the fruits of the diseased tree when calling JC  “Lord” (Matt.7v16-23,  please read my cited 
local commentaries)! 
That is precisely why they have  no  HS –  irrespective of the fraudulent ardent claims they might make to the contrary –  just as would Rogue Traders 
publicly brag about their presumed abilities over their demonstrable incompetence!   Good traders have no need to brag –  their work speaks for them! 

This is all as we witness within their sermons and prayers,  and I rigorously assay line by line against specifically what The Bible teaches us! 
That clearly shows they do  not  understand about what they  “claim to represent”  hence their “Mystery” –  thus they  are  fraudsters! 

This is what The World witnesses,  and why  sane/reasoning  individuals are turning away from “Religion”  at  “The Close of The Gospel Age”  because 
they realise it to be  an embarrassment to a  sane/reasoning  mind –  hence  “The Call”  to leave her at Rev.18v4  (please see my local commentaries). 
Everything we do must be audited against specifically  “The Word of God”  within context,  and the holistic message of what The Bible teaches us. 
1Thes.  5v26 og (You) {enfold in the arms}/embrace/salute/greet   the   brothers/{The Brethren}   
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1Thes.  5v26 og (the) all (persons)   in  (to the [= within]) kiss  (to the) holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
1Thes.  5v26 = You  embrace/greet  all  The Brethren  within  the  holy/pure/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  kiss. 
 

You greet all The Brethren within the  holy/pure/innocent/blameless  kiss. 
 

“Holy”  to mean  “separate from this world of sin”  thus having no  self-indulgent  undertones –  but rather the  “phileo”  (StrongsTM = 5368 = close 
friendship  “driven by the head”)  attractive form of  “Love”  where each other is mutually united within The Lord against this present worldly diseased 
system of corruption,  pain and hurt of which we all witness.  Thus the  “holy kiss”  is a uniting bond to symbolise  “The New System”  of The 
Millennium where we are all to become as  brother and sister  of one family  with this  “family friendship kiss”. 
1Thes.  5v27 og (I) {put to oath}/{solemnly enjoin}/adjure/charge  {specifically yourselves}   [by]   the  lord/master   
1Thes.  5v27 og (to) {know again}/read  the  {written message}/epistle/letter  (to) all (persons) 
1Thes.  5v27 og to the  holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  (the) brothers/{The Brethren}. 
1Thes.  5v27 = (By)  the  lord/master,   

I  {solemnly enjoin}/adjure  {specifically yourselves}  to read  the  epistle/letter  to  all  the  holy/innocent/blameless  brothers. 
 

(By)  the  lord/master   (being what  “The Word of God”  teaches us,  who faithfully subject ourselves to its contents and instruction) 
I  {put to oath}/adjure  specifically yourselves to read the epistle to all the  holy/blameless/innocent  (to Yahweh's Requirement)  brothers 
 

Paul is trying to exhort all Brethren to become like JC,  being instructed by Paul –  so they too might imitate him  and become aware how supportive he 
is of their activities. 
Moreover,  when we investigate the detail of the letter,  we also see Paul’s warnings about following wayward teaching of what is to become  “The New 
(worldly)  Christianity”  promoted by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  using  a new tool  (divide and rule)  for  an old craft  (Religion)  to  
“supposedly justify”  their existence upon which to build their own empire  (hence  “the robbers”  in John.10v1-9)! 
Paul’s other topic being the encouraging future of those people remaining faithful to  “1st Century Christianity”  throughout  The Gospel Age. 
It is for these reasons,  Paul adjures  {specifically yourselves}  to read this letter throughout The Ecclesia. 

Do our  worldly  Christian leaders follow this advice? 
When have they  ever  felt motivated to read this letter to their congregational members –  I would be surprised if this consideration has  ever  
passed through their mind! –  So,  do they follow Paul's advice?   Are they really worthy of their position? 

Do I need to write the answer to those questions? 
1Thes.  5v28 og The  grace/{gift/favour}/gratitude/benefit  of the  lord/master  {of/from us}   
1Thes.  5v28 og (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  {amid/together/with (meta)}  {of yourselves}.      
1Thes.  5v28 og Amen/Trustworthy/Surely/{So be it}! 
1Thes.  5v28 = The  gift/favour/benefit  of our  lord/master,   of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed  (be)  together/with  yourselves.    

Amen 
 

The  gift/favour/benefit  of our  lord/master   (being the benefits  “The Word of God”  brings to us when we allow it to control our mind), 
the Anointed  Jesus  (be)  together/with  yourselves   (“The Goal”  that Jesus gave to us  -  then let it rule your mind to become like him) 
Amen   (So be it. –  Yes, it will occur,  to increment forward The Millennium). 
 

Thus  “let it be so”   that  “The Word of God”  from Yahweh dispensed through JCg within the heavens  enables us to gain  gifts/favours  to further fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire within us,  who are ideally to become His future  “Sons of God”.   In this manner we can gain  “Real Faith”  through   {accurate 
knowledge + assurance + fidelity},  thereby yielding Yahweh’s HS within us. 
 
I leave my original notes below untouched when it first dawned upon me what  “Parousia”  really meant and had to write it down as it came to me as 
I was working it out within my mind.      (1st Revision  2009 CE )   In my subsequent revisions I explain  “parousia” in more depth  (for example 2v19).  
(Note  I have subsequently improved the grammar on my 4th revision but kept the sentiments intact). 
1Thes. Chapters 4 and 5     The universal  “Christian”  confusion between  “coming”  and  “presence”  is now to be made clear  - 
It is JC’s presence here  (through the dispensing of God’s HS by JCg  within  a TC)  on Earth  now continuously  during this whole Gospel Age that is 
only  apparent to those people  watching  during their lifetime  (and receive the true HS –  [not those people who pretend to have it  “dispensed”  by 
false  prophets/leaders]).  This is made evident to all people in this world by the  TCs’ holy works during their lifetime  within this sinful world under the 
custodianship of Satan,  and they  “condemn”  the works of The World because of their  “TC’s works”  in adversity  -  thrown at them from The World of 
its leaders  (principally religious)  because of  their righteous works within The World  [like  Noah/prophets/JC/Paul/etc.]. 
JCg makes himself known to,  and visible to all on this Earth  at  the 1st 2nd C  but only takes his bride of TCs.  These people become a single group under 
many Biblical titles   “The Bride-of-Christ = Kings/Priests = The Sons of God = The Little Flock = The Spiritual New Israel = The New Jerusalem = 
144000”  that describe their different attributes appropriate to Bible context.  This group is  judged  by Yahweh  to be His Sons and  not  judged by JCg. 
Virtually all those people remaining are obviously aware of this event,  but it is now  too late  to ever obtain a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  (and 
thus not become part of this  most  select group).  Those people remaining are non-Christians and  worldly Christians who are then to suffer to various 
degrees  “The Great Tribulation”  on the Earth spoken about here and elsewhere.  All  the dead are resurrected only into  fleshly  bodies like we have 
now  [iniquitous Christian Leaders of this Gospel Age are unlikely to be resurrected] –  explained later using the Bible.  All those people resurrected are 
judged by JCg and the Sons of God  (who naturally were the TCs in the 1st part of their physical life).  This judging will be  during  the 1000 year 
Millennium  (Day, see 2Pet.3v8)  when righteousness is being taught.  Because we have fleshly bodies,  we are subject to  “The 2nd and completely final 
Death”  –  from which there is no return  =  total annihilation. 

This is the whole Bible message.   
I will introduce the reader to the remaining supporting evidence as we come to it.  But hold this theme within your mind as you read further.  
This is also the overall concept of  “The Mystery”  explained for you and,  is what the  worldly  Christian Church  should be teaching. 

This is the Gospel Message of Good News of our future that Jesus taught and showed works of what is to occur. 
This message at present is  not  being taught by almost all Christian leaders –  but  this  is  the message JC commanded us to teach (Matt.24v14)!  
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Appendix 
 
Reference sources: 
 
Original Greek Text: The Interlinear New Testament Greek/English.   ISBN 1-878442-81-3,   

The Interlinear KJV-NIV Parallel New Testament.   ISBN 0-310-95070-8,   
The Kingdom Interlinear Translation of the Greek Scriptures. 
Concordant Greek Text 

 
Concordance:  King James New Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance.   ISBN 0-7852-4723-8 
   Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of The Bible.   ISBN 0-529-07235-1 
 
Lexicon  The New Analytical Geek Lexicon.   ISBN 0-943575-33-8 
   The Analytical Greek Lexicon.  Zondervan. 
 
Grammar  Basics of Biblical Greek Grammar.   ISBN 0-310-25087-0 
   Greek Grammar – Beyond the Basics.   ISBN 0-310-21895-0 
 
Various Translations: The New Testament in Four Versions.   KJV, RS, PME, NEB. 

Concordant Literal New Testament with the Keyword Concordance. 
The Jerusalem Bible. 
NAS 
NWT 

 
Reference Material: Publications and books from  four  different  Christian schisms  

Of which I consider the  closest  to “1st Century Christianity”,  even though 
they have numerous unrighteous errors within their exegesis,  they are much 
superior to the more popular schisms  (both the very old and new)! 
Various websites delivered by The Internet search engines. 

 


